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PREFACE

The idea of a study of one of Aristophanes 1 plays first occurred to

me while I was an affiliated student at Emmanuel College.

It seemed that

here was an author who offered scope for research into so many different
aspects of literature and its background.

Almost more than any other

surviving Greek poet he presents plays which require detailed study not only

of the dramatic form which the plays take and the language in which they

are written, but also of the sociological, historical, political, religious
and literary background of Athens at the end of the fifth century B.G.

I took the opportunity of a visit by Professor K. J. Dover to Cambridge
to ask his advice on which particular play to study.

Most cf Aristophanes 1

plays were being edited for the (then) comparatively new Oxford series; noone, however, was doing Lysistrata.

This, coupled with a natural liking for

the play, persuaded me to undertake the research of which this thesis

represents some of the results.

Having decided on Aristophanes and the mrticular play, I had to loo?.
carefully at possible approaches.

The advice I received was almost unanimously

in favour of a commentary; by looking at ever/ line of the play and discussing
it in detail I would cover all the aspects mentioned ?bove.

However, it

was clear that, to keep within the limits set down by the Board of Graduate

Studies, I would not be able to write a commentary on the whole pJay but
only on the first half.

I felt it important to preface any

commentary

(or in this case part of a commentary) with certain narrative sections which
would attempt to draw together some ideas on characters, plot, production,

language etc.

These sections would be by no means definitive expressions

of truth, merely ideas set down to draw the attention cf any reader to the
problems encountered in the study of one play.
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The study of Aristophanes and Lysistrata in particular has been going
on ever since the play was written.

I attempt to set down what seems to me

the more important results of these studies.

Sometimes old problems were

looked at afresh only to find that the ,,newn solutions were in fact very
old.

Hopefully, by drawing upon the labours of the scholars of old and by

adding to them more recent attitudes towards Greek drama and comedy in
particular, this study will serve to bring a new slant to the Lysistrata of

Aristophanes.
For three years (1969 - 72) I was enabled to undertake my research at

Cambridge by the kind offices of Aberdeen University and in particular the

Croom Robertson Fellowship which I was awarded.

I must record my gratitude

here to Professors Watt and Cormack (the latter sadly no longer alive) who
ensured that I had the financial security and continuing encouragement to

undertake this work.

It was with great sadness at the end of those years

that I was forced to withdraw from the academic life with my thesis unfinished
(the commentary on lines 1 - 613 had been drafted and many of the ideas for
the introductory sections noted on raper).

I entered a new career which

entailed its own professional requirements and training and this has of
necessity taken precedence since October 1972.

But a classicist (especially

one who has come under the influence of some of the finest teachers in the

country) cannot give up his first love so easily-

I returned, therefore,

fitfully and with some trepidation to the completion of the thesis.

Board of Graduate Studies allowed not onl
extension of time.

The

an intermission but also an

The results have finally appeared in published form and

my sincere thanks are due to Miss Elizabeth Weir for her patience and skill

in transforming my illegible manuscript into typescript.
To return, however, to my years of research at Cambridge.

I was

privileged to undertake my work under the supervision of Dr. Colin Austin
of Trinity Hall.

Not only did he encourage me in every way to proceed with
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the work but was of inestimable value in curbing my foolishness and directing
me to more careful consideration.

If this present thesis abounds in flaws

these are the result of my own stubbornness in not removing them; Dr. Austin
must take the credit for expelling many which would otherwise have appeared.
Not only has he been my guide through Aristophanes, he has been a good friend.
Universities and Classical departments in particular will always be places

of good standing if they encourage such as Colin Austin to remain within

them to guide and tutor students.
At the same time it would be churlish of me not to mention the stimulus
received from many other members of the Faculty of Classics.

ment and help came in many ways but it was always profitable.

Their encourage—

The unique

atmosphere of the Faculty that at once accepted you and urged you to inquire
and progress is one that I shall not forget.

teachers but also from one’s fellow students.

And it stems not only from the
Among rhe former I should wish

to mention a few of those whose kindness and helpfulness extended even beyond

what ono came to expect at Cambridge, Dr. F. H< Stubbings, Mr. R. G. G. Coleman,

Mrs. P. E. Easterling, Prof. F. H. Sandbach and Dr. J. C. Brambl°.
fellow students one is pre-eminent, Edward Metcalf.

Among my

His name is not well

known but his learning was surpassed by few; he did not choose to work vrithin
the confines of what was expected of him by his teachers and University and
was eventually rejected by them. -The loss has been great on both sides.

I

benefited enormously from his company and his mind; he was a true scholar
sadly shunning and shunned by his University.

What follows owes much to others; its final form with all its shortcomings is my responsibility.

It has not always been easy to keep up with

the latest literature, but I have attempted to update sections and references
where possible in the light of very recent work.

I can only hope that what

is here presented will serve to show that the study of Classical literature
should not be static but rather dynamic and reflect the age when the study
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is undertaken.

Mo doubt another era will see this play in another light;

I have only written what seems true to me today.

Hamish R. M. Wilson

Aberdeen
September, 1975

***

This dissertation js the result of my own work and includes nothing
which is the outcomo of work done in collaboration.
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SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY.
A bibliography of Aristophanes naturally depends on the classic

publications, Engelmann/Preuss, Klussmann, Larabrino, Marouse.au and L’Annee
Philologique in particular.

Critical surveys of some importance appeared

in Bursian and more recently in Lustrum as follows
Bursian

iii

do.

(1874-5)

457- 74

von Bamberg on 1873-5*

(1880)

111-176

von Holzinger on 1876-80.

do.

xxxi

(1892)

1-128

do.

cxvi

(1903)

159-326

von Holzinger on 1892-1901.

do.

clii

(1911)

218-312

Kdrte on 1902-9.

clxxiv (1916/18)

105-254

Wrist on 1910-14*

do.

Zacher on 1881-91.

do.

cxcv

(1923)

95-192

Wdst on 1914-21.

do.

ccvii

(1926)

91-154

Wflst on 1921-25.

do.

ccxxxiv

(1932)

107-174

WBst on 1925-31*

do.

cclxiii

(1939)

1- 99

Wdst on 1931-37 •

ii

(1957)

52-112

Dover on 1938-55*

Lustrum

This can be brought up to date, although somewhat selectively, by Dover’s
article in Fifty Years of Classical Scholarship ed. M. Platnauer (second

edition 1968) and by Gelzer’s recent article in Paiiiy-Wisscwa.
I have compiled a card index listing nearly all books and articles
relating to Aristophanes from the beginning of this century.

While it is

difficult to excerpt from this, I have felt it worthwhile to list below

the most important.

These are divided into the sections set down by Dover

in his Lustrum survey.

A number of works, especially journal articles, are

cited at appropriate places in the commentary and introductory sections (in
accordance with the abbreviations of L’Annee Philologique).

1) general
F. Ballotto, Saggio su Aristofane, Messina 1963-

K. J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy, London 1972<

vii

P. Haondel, Formen und Darstellungsweisen in der aristophanischen
Komtfdie, Heidelberg 1963.

G. Kaibel, Aristophanes, R. E. ii. 1 (1895) 971-94J. van Leeuwen, Prolegomena ad Aristophanem, Leiden, 1908.
G. Murray, Aristophanes: a Study, Oxford 1933®

W. Schmid, Geschichte der griechischen Literatur, 14, Munich, 1946®
0. Sool, Aristophanes, oder Versuch tlber Komddie, Stuttgart I960®
C. H. Whitman, Aristophanes and the Comic Hero, Harvard 1964®

2)

FORM
(a)

PRODUCTION

C. Anti, Teatri greet arcaici da Minosse a Perkle, Padua 1947®
P® Arnott, Greek Scenic Conventions, Oxford 1962.
W. Beare,

The Costume of the actors in Aristophanic comedy,
CQ xlviii (1954) 64-7^

(also CQ li (1957) 184-5

and ix (1959) 126-7).
History of the Greek and. Roman Theatre, Princetcn

M. Bieber,

1939 (ed. 2 1961).
Ke J. Dover,

The Skene in Aristophanes, PCPhS xii (1966) £-17®

A® W. Pickard-Cambridge,

The Theatre of Dionysus in Athens,

Oxford 1946.

do.

Dithyramb, Tragedy and Ccmecfcr# ed® 2 revised by
T. B. L. Webster, Oxford 1962.

do.

The Dramatic Festivals of Athens, ed. 2 revised

by D. M. Lewis and G. P. Goold, Oxford 1968.

C. F. Russo,

I due teatri di Aristofano, RAL Ser. 8a xi(1956)

14-27.

do.

Aristofane autore di toatro, Florence 1962.

G. M. Sifakis, Perabasis and Animal Choruses, Oxford 1971.

i

r

viii

T. B. L. Webster,

The Costume of the actors in Aristophanic

Comedy,

CQ xLix (1955) 94-5

(also CQ li (1957)

185).
do.

(b)

Greek Theatre Production,

od. 2, London 1970.

DRAMATIC STRUCTURE
Der epirrhematische Agon bei Aristophanes, Munich I960.

T. Gelzer,
To Long,

Persuasion and the Aristophanic Agon, TAPA ciii (1972)

285-99-

P. Mazon,

Essai sur la composition des comedies d'Aristophane,
Paris 1904.

W. Sflss,

Zur Komposition der altattischen KomUdie, RhM Ixiii

(1908) 12-38.
do.

Scheinbare und wirkliche Inkongruenzen

in den Dramen

des Aristophanes, RhM xcvii (1954) 115-59; 229-54;
289-316.

Quo modo Aristophanes rem temporalem in fabulis suia

0. J. Todd,

tractaverit,
T. Zielinski,

ES 1915, 1-72.

Die Gliederung der altattischen Komodie, Leipzig

1885-

(c)

STILE AND LANGUAGE
Technical terms in Aristophanes,

J. D. Denniston,

CQ rxi (1927)

113-21.
D. Grene,

The Comic Technique of Aristophanes, Hermathena L (1937)
87-125.

E. W. Handley,

- sis Nouns in Aristophanes, Eranos li (1953)

129-42.

do.

Words for soul

9

heart and mind in Aristophanes, RhM

xcix (1956) 205-25-

I
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ix

Die Aoriste bei den Attis chon Tragikern und

0. Lautensach,

Kcmikem,
H. Wo Miller,

Getting en 1911 *

Repetition of lines in Aristophanes, AJPh

Ixv (1944) 26-36.

do.

Conversational Idiom in Aristophanes, CW xxxviii

(1944-5) 162-3•
do.

Comic iteration in Aristophanes, AJPh Ixvi (1945)
393-4-08.

do.

Aristophanes and medical language, TAPA Ixxvi

(1945) 74-34.
C. T. Murphy,

Aristophanes and the art of rhetoric, RSCPh

xlix (1938) 69-113.

H. J. IJewiger,

C. W. Pepler,

Metapher und Allegoric,

Comic terminations in Aristophanes and the comic

fragments,
do.

Baltimore 1905.
as used by Aristophanes

The termination -

for comic effect,
do.

Munich 1957.

The suffix -

AJPh 1910, 428-44.
in Aristophanes, AJPh 1916,

459-65.
do.

Comic terminations in Aristophanes, AJPh 1918.
173-83; 1921, 152-61.

J. W. Poultney,

The syntax of the genitive case in Aristophanes,

Baltimore 1936.

do.

Studies in the syntax of Attic comedy, AJPh Ixxxiv

(1963) 359-76.
V/. H. v. de Sande Bakhuyzen, De Parodia in comoediis Aristophanis,
Utrecht 1877.

A. C. Schlesinger,

Indications of parody in Aristophanes,TAPA

Ixvii (1936) ,296-314

(also AJPh 1937, 294-305)-

X

S. I. Sobolewski,

De praepositionum usu Aristophaneo, Moscow 1890.

Die Groteske und die Burleske bei Aristophanes,

E. Steiger,

Ph. 1934, 161-84; 275-85; 416-32.

D. J. Stewart,

Nous

J. Taillardat,

Les Images d’Aristophane, ed. 2 Paris 1965.

T. M. de Wit-Tak,

in Aristophanes CJ Ixiii (1968) 253-5*

The function of obscenity in Aristophanes

Thesmophoriazusae and Ecclesiazusae, Mnem. xxi
(1968) 357-65*

(d)

METRE

The lyric Metres of Greek Drama, ed. 2 Cambridge 1968.

A. M. Dale,

H. W. Miller 9

Three-word iambic trimeters in Aristophanes,

CPh xxxvii (1942) 19>5*
L. P. E. Parker,

Split resolution in Greek dramatic lyric,

CQ xviii (1968) 241-69*
M. Platnauer,

Antis trophic variation in Aristophanes, Greek

Poetry and Life, Oxford 1936 (pp. 241-56).

do.

C. Prato,

Prodelision in Greek drama, CQ x(1960) 140-4*

I Canti di Aristofane, Rome 1962.

0

Schroeder,

S

Sudhaus,

Aristophanis Cantica, Leipzig 1909 (ed. 2 1930).
Zum Aufbau der aristoph. Lieder, RhM Ixv (1910)

515-38.
J. W. White,

The Verse of Greek Comedy, London 1912.

U. von Wilamowitz -

Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, Berlin

1921*

3)

COMOEDUMENA
(a)

GENERAL AMD MISCELLA1TE0US

V. Ehrenberg,

The People of Aristophanes, Oxford 1943 (ed«2 1951).
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The social and domestic position of women in

H. We Haley,

Aristophanes, HSCPh i(1890) 159-86.
H

Personalities in Aristophanes, G+R ix (1940) 88-95.

F. Hose,

H. Ge Oeri,

Der Typ der komischen Alton in der Griechischen
KomGdie, Basle 1948.

Aristophanes and the pleasures of anarchy,

D. J. Stewart,

Antioch Review xxv (1965) 189-208.

W. Sflss,

Do personarum antiquae comoediae atticae usu atque

origins, Bonn 1905.
U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff , Lesefrflchte 66 (on feminism

and Aristophanes), Hermes 1900, 533.

(b)

LITERATURE
R. Harriott,

Aristophanes’ audience and the plays of Euripides,

BIOS ix (1962) 1-8.
C. Prato,

Euripide nella critlca di Aristofane, Galatina 1946

(1955).
P. Rau,

Paratragodia, Munich 1967.
Aristophanes and Euripides,

Re E. i’fycherley,

G+R

xv(1946)

98-107.

(c)

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

J. W. Hewitt,

Religious burlesque in Aristophanes, AJPh 1917,

176-85.

W. Horn,

Gebet und Gebetsparodie

in den Komfldien des

Aristophanes, Nflrnberg 1970.

H. Kleinknecht,

Die Gebetsparodie in der Antiko, Tfibinger

Beitrflge 28, Stuttgart 1937*
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(d)

POLITICS

M. Croiset,

Aristophane et les partis a Athenes, Paris 1906

(trans. Je Loeb, London 1909)A# W. Gomme,
W. M. Hugill,

4)

EDITIONS

Aristophanes and Politics, CR lii (1938) 97-109*

Panhellenism in Aristophanes,

Chicago 1936*

(post - Bekker only).

1829

Bekkor, London •

1835

Dindorf, Oxford •

1844 Enger, Bonn (lysistrata only) .
1845

Bothe, Leipzig (ed. 2) .

1860

Meineke, Leipzig ♦

1868

Holden, Cambridge (ed. 3) •

1872

Bergk, Leipzig (ed. 2) •

1880

Blaydes, Halle •

1903

van Leeuwen, Leyden .

1907 Hall-Gerldart, Oxford (0. C. T.) •

5)

1911

Bogers, London (reappears in Loeb Classical Library 1924) •

1927

Wilamouitz, Berlin (Lysistrata only) •

1928

Covlon. Paris (Bude; translation by van Daele) •

1956

Cantarella, Milan •

TRANSLATIONS

Translations occasionally give rise to interesting interpretations
(indeed van Daele sometimes translates a text, that is different from

and superior to that given by Conlon), and a number of the more
important are listed.
1909

Romagnoli, Turin •

1919 Willems, Paris (with notes from BAB 1904> 597-645) •
-1925

Droysen/Woyte, Leipzig •
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Alfonsi, Paris.

1933/1945

1934 Way, London.
Oates - O’Neill, Neu York.

1938

(lysistrata only)0

Fitts, London

1955/1965

(lys., Ach., Peace) .

1957

Dickinson, Oxford

1964

Scliadewalt, Frankfurt.

1964

Parker,

1966

Debidour, Paris •

1968

Seeger/frewiger,

1973

Sommerstein , Penguin (Lys., Ach., Clouds) •

Ann Arbor

(Lysistrata only) .

Munich.

Note also an African adaptation of lysistrata,Aik.in Mata
(Ibadan 1966) by T. V/. Harrison and J. Simmons.

6)

ADVERSARIA
0. Bachamann,

1»

Coniecturarum observationumque Aris tophanearum specimen

Gdttingen 1878.

F. H. M. Blaydes,

Analecta Conica Graeca, Halle 1905 •

do.

Adversaria Critica in Aristophanem, Halle 1899 •

do.

Spicilegium Aristcphaneum, Halle 1902.

do.

Miscellanea Critica, Halle 1907•

C. G. Cobet, Novae Lectiones, Leiden 1858 •
do.

Variae Lectionos, Leiden 1873 •

do.

Collectanea critica, Leiden 1874 •

do.

Miscellanea critica, Leiden 1876 •

V. Coulon,

Quaestiones Criticae in Aristophanis fabulas, Strassburg

1908 .
f

do.

u

/

Essai sur la methode de la critique conjecturale applique
au texte d’Arictophane, Paris 1933 *
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T. Elliot,

Some contributions to the textural criticism of

Aristophanes and Aeschylus, Oxford 1908.

E. Fraenkel,

Beobachtungen zu Aristophanes, Rome 1962 •

Kleine Beitrilge zur klassischen Fhilologio, Rome 1964*

do.

T. Halberts ma, Adversaria Critica (ed. van Herwerden), Leiden 1896.
He

G. Honaker,

Aanteekeningen of de Weapon, de Vogels, de Lysistrate,

de Vrede en de Thesm, Mnem v(1856), 1-26, 140-53, 291-306.

Animadversiones ad duas fabulas Aris tophanis

H. van Herwerden,

(lys., Thesm), Mnem. 1904, 261-77•
Vindiciae Aristophaneae, Leiden 1906.

do.

K. Holsinger, Erklflrungen umstrittener Stellen des Aristophanes ,

Vienna 1928/1933 •
J. Jackson,

Marginalia Scaenica, Oxford 1955.

A. Meineke,

Vindiciarum Aristophanearum Liber, Leipzig 1065•
Aristophanes and Others,

H. Richards,

London 1909*

Zur Kritik und Exegese von Aristophanes und den alten

A. Roemer,

ErklRrern desselben, Leipzig 1902.

0. Schneider,

Philol.
119;

7)

Emendationm Aristophanis decades, Jahrbb. f
113(1876) 33-48;

115 (187'’) 289-313;

119 (1879) 321-42;

657-86;

class-

117 (1878) 97-

121 (1880) 153-78.

MANUSCRIPTS

W. J. W. Koster,

A propos de quelqucc manuscrits d’Arietophsne de

la Bibliotheque Nationale, REG Ixvi (1953) 1-33•
do.

Autour d’un mnnr-s er it d’Aristophane ecrit par

Demetrius Triclinius,

do.

Groningen 1957.

Arjstophan.a dans la tradition tyzantine,REG JLxxvi

(1963) 381-96.
C. Kflhne,
1886.

Do codicibus gni Ari atophanis Eccl. et lys. exhibent, Halle
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J. van Leeuwen,
J. C. B

Codex Ravennaa 137, 4/k.

Leiden 1904.

The manuscript evidence for changes of speaker in

Lowe,

—

Aristophanes,

BIGS ix (1962) 27-42*
Uber den Codex Urbinas der lysistrata und der

F. A. von Velsen,

Thesm. des Aristophanes,

Halle 1871.

The manuscripts of Aristophanes,

J. W. White,

CPh. 1906, 1-20;

255-78.

8)

SCHOLIA
P. Boudreaux,

Le texte d’Aristophane et ses commentateurs, Paris 1919*

Da Aristophanis Equitum,

G. BUnger,

lysistratae, Thesm. epud

SuicLam reliquiis, Stx'assburgh 1878.
A

W. G. Rutherford,

Chapter in the history of annotation, being

Scholia Aristophanica,

Go Zuntz,

9)

London 1905*

Die Aristophanes - Scholien der Papyri, Brussels 1939*

TESTIMONIA

W. Kraus,

Testimonia Aristopbanea cum scholiorur. lectionibus,

Vienna 1931'-

10)

INDEX

Cnowasticon Aristophaneua,

H. A. Holden,

Cambridge 1902.

0* J. Todd; Index Aristophaneus? Harvard 1932.

11)

SURVIVAL
P. Friedl&idor,

Aristophanes in Deutschland, Ant. 1932, 229-53;

1933, 81-104.
L. E. Lord,
(1963).

Aristophanes, his plays and his influence, Boston 1925
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I
Aristophanes und die Nachwelt, Leipzig 1911.

W. Sflss,

A number of books and articles relate to Lysistrata in particular
Aphrodite and Athena in the lysistrata of Aristophanes ,

G. We Eld erkin,

CPh xxxv (1940) 387-96.

R. Enger,

Die Rollenvertheilung in der Lysistrata des Aristophanes, Ostrowo

Qjnnn. - Progr. 4, 1848.

T. Gelzer,

Tradition und Neuschflpfung in der Dramaturgic des Aristophanes,

A + A viii (1959) 15-31*
A. 0. Hulton,

The Women on the Acropolis:

lysistrata,

a Note on the Structure of the

G + R xix (1972) 32-6.

G. C. Jaep, Qu o anno et quibus diebus festis Lysistrata atque Thesm.

doctae sint,

D. M. Lewis,
P. Mureddu,

Gymn. - Progr. 8, Eutin 1859*

Notes on Attic Inscriptions II, ABSA L(1955) 1-36.
Note alia Lisistrata di Aris t ofane, Mas. Grit, v-vii (1970-2)

119-27.

A. Plebe, L1impiego comico della

nolla Lisistrata e neile

Ecclesiazguse e le sue origin! nella commedia dorica, Dioniso
xvii (1954) 52-60.

L. Radermacker,
S. L. Radt,

Der Stoff des Aristophanes lysistrata, BPhW 1916, 764-5*

Zu Aristophanes lysistrate, Mncm. xxvii (1974) 7-16.

G. Stein, Scholia in Arirtop^anis lysistratam denuo elite., Gottingen, 1891*
C. Tdttflssy,

Lysistrata and the oligarchic coup d’Etat, A Ant Hung x (1962)

273-82.
A. Willems,

Notes sur la lysistrata, BAB 1904? 597—645*

T. M. de Wit-Talc, lysistrata. Vrede, vrouw en obsceniteit bij Aristophanes,

Groningen 1967 (with useful review by Rau in Gnomon xl (1968) 568-71) •
K. Zacher,

Die Scholten zu Aristophanes lysistrate in Codex Loidensis,

BPhW xiv (1894) 347-51; 379-84*
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I mention hero also a number of other .‘Important works which have proved

indispensable in the study of Aristophanes
1

C
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PRODUCTION
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1.

DATE AND TITLE OF PLAY

Lysistrata (hereafter Lys*) was produced by Kallistratos in 411 B*C. in the
-.....

1

.

X1

, . ,

X.

A

archonship of Kallias , the same year in which Aristophanes produced
2
Thesmophoriazusae (hereafter Thesm.)* It may have been known by other titles,

3 or

It is uncertain at which of the

two great festivals, Lenaea or Dionysia, it was presented or how successful
it. was, and the same information is lacking for Thesm*

As always the lack

of definite information has led scholars to speculate and it may be useful

to set down some of the arguments used for placing this play and Thesm. at
one festival or the other*
(a) Jaep’s influential paper assigning Lys* to the Lenaea (January/
5.
...
February") and Thesm* to the City Dionysia (March/April) in fact serves only
to place our play between the first and second sojourns of Peisander at

Athens at the end of 412/beginning of 411 and end of 14ay 411^-

at line 490 to Peisander is in general terms;

The reference

a charge of venality was a

typical attack by a comic poet on any politician*

It might bo argued, however,

that a reference to Peisander in such terms would be unlikely in March/Aprij.,

by which time there might have been signs of the coming oligarchic coup; on
the other hand it could be stated that it was precisely this forthcoming

event at which Aristcphanos was hinting.
used for either dating.

The evidence, therefore, could be

Again, the reference in 577 is best taken in a

general way (v. note ad loc.) and tells us nothing, pace van Leeuwen, about

the dating.
(b)

Lines 1133f. have been cited as evidence for assigning lys. to the
7
’while enemies are at hand with a barbarianE army,
Lenaea, c-c- by Dover : ’"while
you destroy Greek mon and cities”.

Dover points out that while the

Peloponnesians wore known t<^1 bo receiving Persian support, the Athenians had
I UNIVERSITY!
’ LIBRARY I
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been supporting anti-Persian movements in Asia Minor; and it was only after
the end of January when the Assembly had authorised Peisander and others to

negotiate with Alcibiades that there was the possibility of Persian financial
support for Athens.

It might be, therefore, that these lines are an Athenian

boast before they too became embroiled with the Persians, albeit very briefly.

However, it was only a month later (end of February) that negotiations broke
down and Sparta concluded a fresh treaty with Tissaphemes.
therefore, would be as justifiable at the Dionysia.
that the rebuke affects both parties (

The reference,
9
In addition Radt argues

1129; only at 1137 does

Lysistrata turn specifically to the Spartans) and if Dover’s suggestion in
his note 8 as to the sense of

is right, (= be available, cf.

Aesch. Eum. 864), then the sense could be - you have a common enemy in the

Persians (and this was historically true, and it is Lysistrata’s intention
to remind both sides of their former ties against a common enemy), why not

fight them instead of fellow Greeks?
in the plot whatever the realities
(c)

Such a general reference is appropriate
of contemporary intrigues.

At Thesm. 804 (and schol.) there is mention of the defeat of

Charminus off Syme, an event which occurred in the winter

It has

been argued, e.g. by Geissler and Austin, that this is a good reason for
placing Thesm. at the Dionysia (and hence, by implication Lys. at the Lenaea,
unless one accepts that the plays could have been presented at the same

festival, v. below).

It is suggested that it would have been difficult to

mention in a play produced at the Lenaea an event which happened in December -

This discounts, however, the last minute changes possible
11 —n
Dover
--- 12 among others;
in a comedy, a possibility supported by A. Ruppel and

January 412/411.

and Geissler’s argument that the line forms a link in the construction of
the whole pd^abasis detracts from Aristophanes’ brilliance as an artist.

(d)

Wilamowits

13 thinks Aristophanes still had in mind the

"Frauenherrschaft” of lys. when he displays the women in Thcsm. debating what
they will do to Euripides.

But it is equally possible that the major female

i*

E> i~L
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uprising in Lys. stemmed from the lesser equivalent in Thesm.

(e)

van Daele in his introduction to both plays argu.es that the light-

hearted Thesm. is more suited to March/April, a time of foreboding, and the
seriously political (his view, not mine) Lys. appropriate for January/February.

Similarly Ferguson‘S states that ’’the situation had by then (Dionysia) become
too tense for politics”.

The two plays are not, however, so clearly

distinguishable; there are numerous political allusions in Thesm. and, as
Austin has rightly stated, "there is not much hope for those critics who

cannot find gaiety in Lys. ’’.
(f)

W. Schmid15 thinks that the panhellenic theme of lys. is more suited

to the Dionysia, when citizens of the whole empire were present, and the

specifically Athenian theme of Thesm. to the Lenaea, when only Athenians
would be present.

The panhellenism, however, of Lys. embraces Spartans,

Boeotians and others who most certainly would not be in Athens at the Dionysia

oi’ at any other time.

(g)

Thesm. 336ff. contains a curse against anyone who makes overtures

to the Medes or attempts to set up a tyranny.

Some have attempted to relate

this to Alcibiades1intrigues with the Persians and to the machinations of
Peisander and the oligarchic clubs. But one should not take seriously what
16 or>
is essentially a joke'j er conventional items in a curse'17

(h)

The presence of the

17^ O

c-\ o S

, represented as senile and

/

half-witted, and a

v 7

1$

from the weak

in Lys. reflects

only the general political climate of the whole period and cannot be use
to tie the play to one particular festival.

(i)

Lys. 313 is a joke (v. note ad loc.) and need have no specific

reference to the intrigues at Samos.
18 cites two passages of Thesm. (361f.; U43ff.) which, he
(j) Dover
feels, allude to the unhappy situation at the time of the Dionysia.

But the

former alludes in a general way to those who wanted to change the constitution

!
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(as Phrynichus thought Alcibiades did, Thucy. viii. 48.4); the latter is more

problematic and may reflect a feeling that conspiracy was in the air (although
it might also refer‘back to 338).

(k)

There remains the possibility that both plays were produced at the

same festival; there is evidence that at the Lenaea of 422 Aristophanes

presented Waspsand Proagon, at least one of which was produced by Philonides.

Both Anti and Russo argue that the Lenaea plays were presented in a different
location and under different theatrical conditions from the Dionysia plays 19 ;

An ci dates both plays to the ^enaea, Russo to the Dionysia.

This is not the

place to argue to archaeological and topographical evidence, but suffice to
say that they are disputed.

The possibility remains, nevertheless, especially
jf one of the plays (Lys.) and possibly both 20 were produced by persons other
than Aristophanes.
The evidence cited, therefore, (and it is by no means exhaustive) shows

that the matter remains unsolved.

In addition we have no real notion as to

how long before the plays were produced Aristophanes commenced work on them;

nor indeed do we know at what point they reached their final form (although.,
if the modern stage is aixy comparison, the actual performance is probably the

best estimate).

If we were able to date Lys. more accurately and relate this

to a more complete pic cure of Athenian history of the time than we possess,
we would be able to study more usefully the relationship between play and

contemporary politics-

In addition one should beware of painting too black

a picture of the atmosphere at Athens in early 411; they had made a good

recovery since the Sicilian disaster and even in 412 were regaining ground in

Ionia.

But we must remain .gnorant of the precisd details and their implication

for the study of this play.

2.

NUMBER OF SPEAKERS AND ATTRIBUTION OF LINES^
While in tragedy the norm was three speakers, with extras playing silent

k

B
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parts, Lys# is one of the important pieces of evidence that comedy could use

The prologue contains four major
speaking parts, lysistrata, Kalonike, Lfyrrhine and Lampito 22 . Each speaker
23 and their names,
is named and clearly identified on entry or soon after

four (or perhaps even exceptionally five)#

especially lysistrata and Lampito, repeated#

While the precise relationship

of the characters and their dramatic purpose is the subject of another section,
22.
It
it is clear that we should not regard the fourth actor as an ” extra”

is possible that five speakers are present in the scene where the women oppose
the Proboulos1 policemen (430ff.) and also in the scene where a number of
women try to escape from the Acropolis (728ff.); these can be reduced to four

by giving the lines of the fifth speaker to one who has already spoken*

25—
It is possible, therfore, to assign the parts to four actors as follows:
First Actor:

Second Actor:

Lysistrata; Spartan Youth (1242 - 1320).

Kalonike; Proboulos; lsl Woman (728ff#); Kinesias;
Prytanis; Athenian (1216ff.)#

Third Actor:

„
k•
26 ; 1st Woman (439ff.); 3rd Woman (724ff.);
Lyrrhine
Spartan Herald (9oOff.); Spartan Ambassador (1076ff.);

2nd Athenian (1221ff#)#
Fourth Actor:

lampito; 2nd Woman (443ff«); 2nd and 4th Women (735ff#)#
But. it does serve to show that the

This, however, is very much a guess#

fourth actor, with over 30 lines, is hardly an ”extra”#

There are, of course, a number of genuine extras in the play:(a)

Kinesias’ baby, which could be played by a child or even a

doll, the cry of
(b)

/

at 879 being mimicked by Kinesias^

Women in the prologue accompanying IJyrrhine (66ff.) and
Lampito (77ff#), especially the Boeotian and Corinthian

who are examined so carefully#

All these with the exception

of Lampito are shut up in the Acropolis at the end of the

prologue (cf# 1186; 1274; the Boeotian and Corinthian are

:■

'•
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forgotten apart from a passing reference to the former.
named as Ismenia, at 697)*

(c)

Lysistrata’s slave (at least one) - 184, of. 199-

(d)

Scythian policemen with the Proboulos (3&7ff-)*

(e)

Women who oppose the Proboulos1 policemen

(f)

Women who watch the arrival of Kinesias (829ff*)*

(g)

Kinesias’ servant, Manes (908).

(h)

Spartan and Athenian delegates (1072ff.).

(i)

A i j- A y

(456ff*)*

(iiuff.)27.

(j)

A crowd of slaves and revellers (1216ff.) 27a

(k)

A flutist (1242).

(1)

A crowd of men and women in the exodos (1246ff.) 28

One should mention in addition the presence of the two semi-choruses,
one of old men, the other of old women.

Such a distinct division of the

Chorus into two for dramatic purposes (the details are discussed elsewhere)
is unique in Greek Comedy, although we know that Eupolis in his 1, arikas,
produced at the Lenaea of 421, used

of

/i

-<7 0-7

and

, which, according to the scholia, sometimes combine and
sometimes separate 29
There is oae- good reason to assume that the total number
-30 . The two halves
was not the usual. 24 and that the division was equal
772 /^7H

eventually form a single group (1042) and assume for a short time the role
normally fulfilled in the parabasis.

The division of lines between speakers was the subject of discussion
H
in antiquity"31 , and the manuscript evidence is unreliable 32
As Suss
in his
influential discussion has pointed out, the problem begins as soon as there

are more than two speakers on stage (in lys. at 65ff.), and, of course 9 in
our play we have the additional complication of a fourth and even fifth
speaker in certain scenes

33

It is probably safe to say that no one edition

of Lys. exactly corresponds with any other in its distribution of lines and

*1

h
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in the discussion which follows I make no attempt to catalogue individual

scholars1 views and attributions, except where they are of great import.
Any division depends to some extent on the relationship which any

one editor assumes to exist between the characters of the play; this is
especially true in the prologue, the part of the play in which most of the

problems occur.

For the purposes of my division I shall assume for the
I!

prologue, rather as Suss and Mureddu. do

that Kalonike plays the

34 , the kind of character who interrupts with witty and
often obscene remarks, and that Nfyrrhine is a more emotional, sometimes

serious character who is keen to please and appease 35

Such a firm distinction

is perhaps dangerous for Greek Comedy^ , but unless one attempts it, the

disentanglement of the lines becomes even more problematic.

The following comments, therefore, assume some such distinction and
are made on specific lines or sections:-

(0*

66:

it is appropriate that Lysistrata (hereafter Lys. should announce
the arrival of the newcomers so that Kalonike (hereafter K.) then

has the chance to initiate the joke about their place of origin.

74ff.:

the instructions of ?4-76a seem to come best from the instigator

of the plot, rather than her witty companion.
l-fyrrhine’s (hereafter M.)

76b fits in with

rather apologetic and appeasing tone.

There is no reason to suppose that anyone else apart from Lys. know s
that Lampito (hereafter Lam.) had been sent for, and 77 should be

given to lys.

The address of welcome (as tc the other characters,

although for them tho welcome had not been so friendly) should be

from Lys. (78) and the description of Lam. seems to follow very

closely in tone and should be given to Lys.; she is naturally
delighted to see the Spartan women, because her plot can now get

under way.

83:
F

although perhaps the remark continues the admiration expressed by

■

I
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lys. at 79ff*, the marvelling tone of the periphrasis with
37and the return to the sexually important parts of the
body seems more in keeping with what we have seen of K.

The

prodding and poking of Lam- and the examination of her companions

is best left to K. and hl.
85:

Lys- takes charge again and points to one of Lam.’s companions.

87ff.:

the comments on the Boeotian girl were traditionally given to Lys .

and K. While it is true that Lys. has previously introduced doubleentendres for K. (23; 28; 59), they are not as explicit as this.

We may then give 87b-88a to M., so that K. can continue in even

earthier vein in 88b-89-

We must not always assume chat K. will

speak first, despite her role as
/

Jv

vs

The Doric

of the Mss. in 89 is clearly a slip; we do not wish Lam.1s

comments on her own companions; in addition
from a Laconian, and the correct Doric form

is unlikely

y <1

a iaj

is found at-

Ach. 87490:

lyse resumes the questioning.

91b-92:

not Lys. for the reasons stated at 87ff* Either K. or M. could

have a claim; the latter because the physical/geographical joke
is similar to 87-88, the former because it is a clever obscene
point suitable to a .
95b-96:

The Mss. give 95b to Lam. and 96 to M. But these words need to

xbelong
.
4to
. the____
,38 .
same____
speaker

K. tends to confine her comments

in this section to the physical properties of the new arrivals.
M. has elsewhere shown her eagerness for the revelation of the •'

plot (73) and it seems appropriate to give her both lines.

would be said in the same tone as her opening

words, an attempt to get herself back into favour with lys. after
arriving late.

-
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98b:

M. on the same principles as above, cf. 76
/

A Sy
99-104:

7/olu

6”J

t rv

s

Lys. must speak all of 99-101; the asseverations of 102-3 and

104 can be divided between K. and M. 39 , and probably in that
order, the witty reply first and the simple statement second.
112b-116:

These lines must also be related to 129ff-, because the image of
77X, is repeated.

The Mss. divide in the order M. and K. and

this has been upheld by most editors, except Wilamowitz (followed,
as often, by Coulon).

He reverses the order, giving 112b-4 to K.

and 115-6 to M.; certainly the joke in

SK7T7 Sitz' is more in

keeping with K. !s wit and concern for the good things of life

(cf. 36), and the more emotionaly, if still amusliig, asseveration
of 115-6 might again tie in more closely with M. !s emotional and

re conciliatory attitude.
122b:

Probably K. (cf. 12, 34, 51ff.)

123:

Perhaps M. after the style of 115-6, although it may be K.
continuing from 122b.

129-30:

Whoever speaks 130 also spoke 115-6 and with my division, the order

would be K. (129) and M. (130)

133-6:

who

133-5 are normally given to K., butif it is the

answers back, M. should be the speaker, and the words are
appropriately emotional and dramatic with the repetition of the
appeasing

.

136b, then, would be K.

(Lam. does not speak until she has been addressed personally by

Lys.).

146ff.:

A speaker is required to make comments, ask questions and be

gradually won over; it is appropriate that this should be K. and

to her we can give 1/6—148a; 157; 159—Iola; 162a; 167*

The extra

change of speaker in the Mss. at 14-8 is a common mistake where

10 -

1

there is rapid dialogue, cf. Ach. 589; Eccl. 777.

One small point

is worth noting; Madvig^ suggests 158 is still spoken by K.,
presumably as a question, and 159 is Lys’. reply; this seems,

however, less likely.

It would be possible, with Mureddu to split

the -lines between K. and M., but this seems unnecessary; although
it was suggested by Bergk that a line (or two) had fallen out
before 167; he would have wished K. to agree first (in the missing

would then refer to Lys.,

lines) and then M. to affirm (
i

t

Lam. and K. instead of only to the first two).

However the

transmitted text makes sense and it is not necessary always to

have both of Lys.! companions agreeing to the plot; later K. will

swear the oath on behalf of all the women.
186-97:

Again if we assume that K. continues as interlocutor and encourager,

the best line distribution is as follows

186b-187a K.; 187b-

189a Lys.; 189b-190 K.; 191a Lys.; 191b-192 K.; 193a Lys.; 193b194a K.; 194b-197a Lys.; 197b K.

The suggestion of sacrificing

white horses with its possible sexual overtones comes best from K.,

who, after being repudiated by Lys., repeats at 193b her general
question from 187•

The decisive suggestion must come from Lys.

who solves the problem by accommodating the weaknesses of her
companions in a parody of Aeschylus.
■n

appropriate, as Dover
interruption after

42

>
c> M

However, it would be

suggests, for K. to make an unreproved
this arrangement

has the

advantage of lys. making the final, important suggestion, and K.
getting in her joke about adding water to the wine.

200-201:

Editors normally give both lines to K., but it is tempting to

assign (along with Hamaker, van Lceuwen and Wilamowitz) 201 to M.,
so that while K. is taken with the size of the

M. is handling the

J

V t eV*
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with obvious pleasure, thinking of the

- II

possible delights contained inside.

I

It would be possible also to

reverse the attribution so that K. is again the one to be excited
by the thought of wine.

207ff.:

The Mss. give 207 to Lys. and 208 to K.

It is absurd that Lys.

should be the one to push forward to get the first drink, and most

editors now give 207 to M., who is then repulsed by K. in 208.
lys. then turns to Lara, in 209 (she is probably the only one of

the three who has not yet put her hand on the cup) so that both
Athenian and Spartan women are represented.

Then one is asked to

swear on behalf of all and this (starting at 213) is universally

(except for Bekker and Brunck) given to K.

To reverse the

attribution of 207 and 208 (as Coulon) is unlikely because in this
case K. is repulsed but a few lines later takes the oath on every

one 1s behalf•

237:

vX A<-<

is said by all present; van Leeuwen refers back to

It is important that all agree to abide by the oath.

238-9:

The normal attribution is 238a Lys; 238b-239 K.; the -latter thuo

jokingly reminds all present that the oath they have +-aken is one
of friendship over the ’cup of friendship’ (
which lys. is rebuked for misusing.

at the end of 238 and

)

The contrast between the
cA<<t

at the end of 239 is

bettor brought out if the words all belong to the same speaker,
and not split up, as John Jackson43
1- has suggested, into 238b K.
(interjection ignored by Lys.) and 239 Lys. Jackson feels ,:the
last trimeter of the Solemn League and Covenant, ratified in a
moment by the auspicious cheer from overhead, is spoken, as it

ought to bo, by the great-hearted leader, and not by the waivering
follower whose knees had shaken 23 verses before” .

But the oath

has been about sexual abstinence and 239 is not the last trimeter

i

J
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of it, but a joking rebuke from K. 44 The only possible way of
lettjng Lys. have the last word would be to give 238a to K.
(eager to get at the wine) and 238b~239 to Lys., who then delivers

the joking rebuke.

435ff•:

Lys., threatened by the Proboulos, returns a defiant threat to
him and his policeman in 435-6; another speaker in 439-40 refers
r
, and the speaker of 443-4 similarly refers
to lys. as
to the speaker of 439-40, and so with 447-8.

The Mss. attribute

the three utterances to Stratyllis, the supposed (by van Leeuwen)
chorus loader; this is clearly wrong but may point to the view

that the speakers are from among the crowd of women now occupying

The best indication of this is simply to style,

the Acropolis.

1, 2, 3, except that for C

the speakers
could substitute Lys.

3

one

It is perhaps appropriate for the leader to

speak 447-8 and finally cause the Proboulos to call off his attack,

thus bringing us back to the basic confrontation between Lys. and

the Proboulos

.

It is not necessary to make the speakers old

women; this age factor depends on 506 where the speaker of the

But that speaker need

.

previous line is addressed

not be the same as the two (or three) in this section.

It does

not matter particularly whether they are old or young, because
presumably both groups (which had originally been separate at the
beginning of the play) have now coalesced;

they are members of

the group which lys. summons at 456, u>

It has been suggested that
identified with K. and M.

rjwkm

1 and 2 should be

Despite the Mss.1 traditional

inaccuracy about attribution of lines, it is surprising that there
is no such indication in them.

K. and M. have played their

appropriate roles in the prologue and here we require merely two
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women from the general crowd to join in rebuffing the Proboulos
and his policemen.
505b:

Someone interrupts the Proboulos and it is certainly not Lys.

46

in 506 is addressed to her, as

because

opposed to the addressee of the earlier part of that line 1 ecrc
r>'
. . <•
.47 This should be given then not to K.,
etc.
Y^u

who is among the younger women of the prologue'48 , but +to~
whether the same as at 435ff- is not certain.

1,

This same speaker

will also utter 515b, possibly 535 (but see below), 556b (and

2 will speak 604 (al

perhaps also 557-8), 561-4, 603-

though van Velsen has offered a different solution).

532ff.:

It is very difficult to say whether more than one speaker is

involved here.

Most scholars look to 602ff. and from there presume

that we have here at least one, if not two, extra speakers, and

in addition some have assumed that there is a line missing which
one of these two extra speakers must say.

The latter is quite

unnecessary, as exact responsion is not required in the Agon^.

While it may be right to/^535 to another speaker (

1) it

would not be fitting for her to close with the important words
1.

TPo A.

'

S

.

/

these come best from Lys.

Tho simplest solution may be to give all the lines to Lys. (as in
/

the Mss.), with perhaps a pause after
556b-558:

It is interesting that the scholia (supported to varying degrees

by the Mss.) give two solutions to the attribution of these lines:
(i)

be given to the Proboulos

that

jc<A-r ’ £ c

i

V'

and (ii) that these words are to be joined

with the following words, and given, presumably to a woman supporter

of Lys.
(or

Most modern editors give
1 or K.) and 557-8 to lys.

to

Certainly this is bettei*

1

-

sf
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than an ironical reply from the Proboulos, which would be out of

place with his answers and comments in this section^.

But even

more satisfactory is the second suggestion of the scholiast
(followed by Suss) to give the 2g- lines to one speaker; one then
gets similar mythological comparisons in the mouth of the same

person at 558 and 563, following an oath (556 and 561).

599ff*:

The normal attribution is 599-602 Lys.; 603
2 (or M.).

604 Aw

1 (or K.);

For van Velsen’s ingenious, though perhaps

unnecessary, change of order see my note on 602.

728ff.:

The exact number of speakers is disputed; dramatically it would be
appropriate if each new excuse was presented by a new speaker;

but it is possible, for example, that 760-1 can be given to the
speaker of 735-6.

2, 3> 4

In any case one should label simply F

(if required).

1>

Again they are representatives of the

women on the Acropolis, and there is no need to reintroduce K. or

M.

The encouraging remarks of the interlocutor of 769ff« can

simply be given to one of these women.
982:

Who replies to the Spartan herald?

If we are to believe the Mss.

it is the Proboulos; we do not, however, wish this decrepit old
fellow here.

We need someone young enough to be similarly affected

by the sex strike 51 .

The scholia suggest a general appellation

or, misguidedly, Kinesias who had probably gone off
some lines before and who, if he spoke these and following lines *

has rather changed his mood.

Van Leeuwen suggested that the

speaker is precisely what the Spartan herald had asked for, a
/

, who must have appeared in response to the Spartan

herald’s request.

If we wish to retain Kinesias for the role, then

1018

treatment at the hands of M.

I

would refer to his recent

The Prytanis may also be the speaker

J
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on behalf of the Athenian men at 1086ff., 1136ff., and 1216ff.,
although some would postulate a separate character, an Athenian

(ambassador).
1216ff.:

for a convincing explanation of this confused passage v. Dover,
Ar* Comedy Ilf.

It will be clear from the above comments, which do not touch on every
single problem of attribution, that there is no easy answer.

Any editor of

a Greek Comedy at once- assumes also the role of producer, and in such a
situation one has to be guided as much by what one considers "good theatre"

as by what we know of the strictures of Greek theatre production.

3*

SOME DETAILS OF STAGETG
Lysistrata is alone on stage at the beginning of the play; we are not

told how she got there, and a Greek audience would not have asked.

Her words

indicate she has been in that posit?on for some time; we only hear her in the

... 52 .

middle of her complaints

She has not long to wait, however, for there

appears on stage at line 5 Kalonike.

The word which is used is

normally taken to mean "comes out of her house".

On this interpretation we

are meant to suppose that the paraskenia 53 represent the houses of Lysistrata

and Kalonike and the largo central door is unidentified until later in the
play (250).

However no use or further reference to these houses is made in

the scene (on 199 see below) and the word

term for appearing^Stage^.
wings", and the word

is also the correct

Thus it may be hat Kalonike appears "from the
. serves merely to show the close friend

ship between lysistrata and Kalonike.

I do not think, therefore, that we need

the three doors which I accept as normal for the comic stage at this tine.
Tho large central door may have been identified from the outset as the
Propylaea,an appropriate setting if wo accept the identification of Lysistrata

with the priestess of Athena Polias (see section on characters).

In any case
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the stage properties appearing at 185 and more particularly at 199 can quite
easily come from the skene as general storehouse 55 , although again the

Propylaea equation would not be inappropriate.
At 254 the chorus of old men enter, making their way up the slope
towards the Acropolis.

At 288 particular reference is made to the 'fei/ev'
9
the steep approach to the Acropolis. Pickard-Cambridge 56 compares Eur. Here.
120-1 for the chorus just finishing their climb; if the parodoi sloped upwards
into the orchestra, this would help the illusion and Russo 57 seems to agree.
A

4-4-58

Arnott

takes the text simply to mean:

”the remainder of the journey, the

climb, is still before them.” He suggests that there is a barrier between
them and the Acropolis (represented by the skene).

He rejects the idea of

sloping parodoi, not accepting the evidence for their presence in the Theatre

of Dionysus and pointing out that in theatres outside Athens (where we may
presume Lysistrata would also be performed) parodoi often sloped downwards.
He tends to assume the climb fits in with the raised stage theory, the chorus

advance right up to the skene.

But need the climb take place at all?

Would

/

not the word <r

trV

by itself convey to the audience that the chorus was

approaching the Acropolis and was therefore to be imagined as climbing?
There are a number of places in the play where reference is made to
locations in the area of the Acropolis; one should not assume that any were
actually represented.

At 317 the chorus of old men address

her temple stood on the right as one faced the Propylaea.

-7 5

The fountain

Enneacrounos to the south of the Acropolis is mentioned at 328; the grotto
of Pan on the north side of the Acropolis at 721 and 911^;; the
X
the
from the wall of Erechtheiumi^°; the sacred helmet of Athena at 751 (used by

a potential escapee to feign pregnancy); the guardian snake which lived in
the Erochtheium at 759; the owls of the Acropolis at 760: the temple of

Demeter Chloe situated at the same Southern slope of the Acropolis as the
Theatre of Dionysus at 835; the fountain Clepsydra near the grotto of Pan at

- 17

913.

AU. this jji addition to frequent references to the Acropolis and the

gates of the Propylaea ensure that the locale is kept well in the minds of

the audience.

Where does Lysistrata appear at 829?

From the use of the word

at 864, 873, 874, 883, 884, we should perhaps assume that the
.61
women are on the stage-roof
looking down on Kinesias standing in front of

the skene.

This fits in with Lysistrata’s ability to see the Temple of

Demeter Chloe from her high look-out (835)•

down and join Kinesias in front of the skene.

Eventually hfyrrhine does come

The latter again acts as a

general storehouse, this time more logically as the Propylaea has been the

place where the women have been living; out of it 1-tyrrhine fetches (916ff.)
a number of items supposedly to make the sexual encounter wioh Kinesias more
pleasant but in fact only to increase his frustration and sexual longing.

A number of the other details have already been touched on ir earlier

comments.

What is apparent is our lack of sure evidence for fifth century

Greek comic production.

The modern editor necessarily has to assume certain

criteria and attempt to make the play work as a dramatic production. He
62 , , ,
cannot, of course, strike out some of the boring lyrics , but n° is free to
introduce whatever buffoonery and stage antics he feels appropriate.

One

should beware, however, of ascribing any of this to Aristophanes; our appalling

ignorance of the Greek stage allows us only to guess at most of the detail.
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NOTES

1.

gzC(Sottai.

Cf. Rypoth. I. fin.

K

cf. schol. 173 and 1094-

2.

Thesm. 1060 and schol. ad loo. with schol. Ran. 53; schol. 190, 804,
841.

This date is convincingly upheld by Austin in his unpublished

dissertation which should be read in conjunction with Wilamowitz, Ar.
und Ath. II, 343ff.

3*

Schol. 1114; Index Ambr.

4.

Schol. 389 -

•>

Lysistrata

5-

there is no need to assume a second

pace Mensching, Mas. Helv. xxi (1964) 41.

Dover, Ar. Comedy 169 is worth noting about the difficulty of equating
Athenian calendars with our own.

6.

For the detailed chronology of the period Hignett (268ff.; 356ff.) is a
useful guide.

7.

Ar. Comedy, 169f.

f

8. Reading

f r

with Blaydes to give what Dover (loc. cit.) calls

Ma more normal phraseological and rhythmic balance”.
9.

Mnem. xxvii (1974) 14.

10.

Thue. viii. 39-42.

11-

Konzeption and Ausfulirung dor aristophanischen Kcmodion, Darmstadt 1913,

t!

If

38-40; cf. Eccl. 1158-

12.

Loc. cit., 170.

13.

Ar. und Ath. II, 352.

14.

CAH V, 325-

15.

Geschichte der Griechischen Literatur I iv, Munich 1946, 205.

16.

Croiset 237;

yu

•

is coupled with

an(3

7^/v
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17.

Austin’s commentary quotes the parallels; cf. Lys. 618ff.; 630-1.

18.

Loc. cit., 170ff.

19-

Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals of Athens (ed. 2), 39f- contains
a convenient summary of their views.

20.

Austin states that it is likely that Thesm. was produced by Philonides,
since he produced Aristophanes’ plays directed against Euripides.

21.

Among the most important recent discussions are those by Russo, Dover

(Ar. Comedy, lOff.; 26; 155ff-), Pickard-Cambridge (Dram. Fest. 152f.),
Mureddu and primarily Suss (RhM xcvii (1954) 237ff.); it is on the

important discussion in the last cited that the others depend for the
most part.

22.

It is interesting that Lampito has more than twice as many lines as

Ifyrrhine; dramatically she is of greater significance.

The stage is,

of course, dominated by Lysistrata and the comic relief of Kalonike.

23*

Lines 6 (Lysistrata; Kalonike); 70 (Nyrrhine), 77 (Lampito).

24.

Both Russo and Pickard-Cambridge give this impression.

25.

This is basically the division as suggested by Russo and Piekard-

Cambridge; it begs certain questions about the attribution of lines but
will serve as an example.
26.

This assuiiies that the Ifyrrhine of the prologue and of the later scene

are one and the same; she is the only one from the px-ologue (apart from
the heroine) to reappear on stage.
27.

Wilamowitz (on 1114) suggested that women, appearing naked, undertook
certain parts like

A.

J

e.g. the girl flute players in Vesp.

1374; the girl in Thesm. 1175ff♦5 the girl flute player at Av. 209 and
Basileia at the end of that play; Dicaeopolis’ female companions in
Acharnians; Theoria in Peace.

To this list Pickard-Cambridge would add

in Knights and the Muse of Euripides in Frogs.
it

Most modern

scholars accept the theory (e.g. Suss loc. cit. 129, Newiger 106f.,
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Fraenkel, Beob. zu Ar. 167); Willems had also suggested the same.
Holzinger, however, (Erklarungen 37ff.; maintained that these parts were
played by male extras, wearing suitable masks and exaggerated female

with painted genitalia; he suggests the weather might be
too cold for a naked female and that the important parts might not bo

discerned clearly enough from the back row of the theatre.

27a. Dover’s exposition of this small scene (loc. cit. Ilf.) is very convincing.
28.

If Lysistrata is still represented on stage, we should probably assume
an extra if the first actor takes the part of the Spartan youth who ends

the play.
29.

P. Oxy. 2741, fr.

See Pickard-Carnbridge

IB II 5. 28ff.; fr. 5 I 12.

loc. cit. 245 for examples from tragedy and satyric drama.
30.

However, Schol. Eq. 589 says that, where there is a division of a chorus
into men arid women (as in Birds where the chorus consisted of cock-and
hen-birds) or adults and children, the men or adults were in. a majority

of 13 to 12.
31.

Schol. Lys. 1014; Suss 24-0.

32.

JOB Lowe, The Manuscript evidence for changes of speaker in Aristophanes,

BIOS ix (1962) 27ff.; and of. Eccl. 30 - 284 and Av. 809 - 36 for lively
rl-j al ogu.es with tlxi'ee or more speakers and no indication often of change
of speaker<

33.

Only the Doric

Lampito saves the situation becoming too bad in the

prologue, although the Mss. occasionally give Doric to an obviously
Athenian speaker e.g. 89, 116.
it

34-

It is not necessary, however, to assume with Suss that wherever a
character appears in the play (439ff.; 505 etc.) Kalonike

plays the role.

She is needed to sustain the part in the prologue but

later, comparatively isolated examples,can be taken by other speakers.

35-

I ignore the lyrrhine of 837ff. in this connection; although my

I

I

■
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description does not contradict her later appearance, Aristophanes is
concerned with individual scenes and would be prepared, I am sure, to
show different traits in scenes 600 lines apart.

This also assumes, of

course, that it is meant to be the same Lfyrrhine.
36.

See N. V. Dunbar, JHS Ixxxix (1969) 132.

37.

See Gow on Theocr. 18.4 and Austin on Men. Asp. 244*

38.

Cf. Eq. 725f.
f

/( J-TJyO f

c

I

— AA.

w
j

A?

and see note on 96.

f.

of 101 evokes the replies from K«, 1-1. and La;.i.

39.
40.

//A-

U
OTt

also reminds one of 98b which I gave to M.

41.

Adv. Grit. I (1871) 280.

42.

Lustrum II (1957) 93; followed by Russo.

43.

Marg. Scaen. 129*

44-

See S. L. Radt, I-fnem. xxvii (1974) 9.

45.

Another way of reducing the number of speakers, though dramatically less

satisfactory, is to identify Lys. with C2 and C

1 with

C3.
I

46.

Although the older editions give this attribution and even recently

F. M. Cornford, Origin of Attic Comedy (1934) 174 n. 1-

*

47.

Cf. J. Carriere, Stylistique Grecque (1967) 126.

48.

We can make no inferences about age from the address

'7'5/Ci/frz at 7,

v. note ad loc.
49-

See Pickard-Cambridge, D. T. C. 202ff.

50.

In addition,

51.

This seems to be confirmed by the address

52.

See note on line 1.

53-

I do not intend discussing the Greek stage in the late 5th century B.C.

is a woman’s oath.
r?

z

I accept as normal a wooden raised stage with 3 doors (see especially

Dover PCPhS 192(1966) 2-17 against A. M. Dale-JHS lxxvii(1957) 205-11)
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and the minimum of scenery (v. Arnott, Greek Scenic Conventions (Oxford

1962) 91 - 106).
54*

Av. 512; Ach. 240.

55*

It is used as such regardless of its dramatic function, cf. Ach. 1109;

1123; Hub. 19; Thesm. 930; 1007 etc.

On the Lfyrrhine/kinesias scene,

see below.

56.

Theatre of Dionysus 58.

57.

Aristofane Autore di Teatro 109f.

5o.

Log. cit. 28ff.

59.

Russo would assume some rocky landscaping on stage; again the mention of
the location may be enough for a Greek audience.

60.

Cf. IG 12374, 142; JH Jonkees, 1-mem. ix (1956) 224-

61.

Or some sort of balcony -• see Wilamowitz on 829.

62.

I cannot believe that even a hardened Greek audience could be entertained

by 1049ff. and 1189ff.
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CHARACTERS

1,

GENERAL
We have seen elsewhere in our discussions about attribution of lines

how certain presumptions have to be made about the characters who speak them.

In comedy, even more than other drama, one should beward of expecting the poet
to produce a character which is consistent and obvious; too often the in

dividual dramatic moment will have more to do with the way a character reveals

Nevertheless it is possible to identify certain broad principles

itself.

underlying most of the characters presented in Lysis train and this 1 shall
attempt to do in relation to the main characters.

Before doing so, however, it is worth mentioning some comparatively

recent studies of the individual names, in particular Lys2strataand lyrrhine.
Papademetriou published in 1949^ a grave-inscription relating to one hyrrhine,

the first priestess of Athena Nike. We know thatthis post wa.s first filled
2
about 450 B.C. , and the gravestone can be dated by its lettering and uialecT,
Thus when our play was produced in 411, with a character

to about 400 B.C.

called lyrrhino, and having close associations with the Acropolis, such a
name was borne by the contemporary priestess of Athena Nike.
3
Furthermore D. M. Lewis has shown quite convincingly that in 411 the

This name and that of

name of the priestess of Athena Polias was Lysimache.

the hcrione in our play have very similar meanings, “dissolver or battle/

armiesand lino 554 proves the point:
c

■>

fv/

r~'

P/tAC

77c) 7y

u s'

A, u'trt$
It is now known that

/>
■

4

Lysistrata is not a name manufactured for the occasion*, but Aristophanes

.
- good- effect
- .5 .
has the Icnack of- using
names to

We must now ask if identification was intended or not.
why change the name of the heroine?

If the former,

The answer may bo simply to get a name

that would fit readily into iambic trimeters (significantly the reference to
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is found in an anapaestic tetrameter) but close enough to recall

A

the original^.

Again there must be support from the play itself for any

such reference to contemporary priestesses#

Certainly at the beginning of the play, if the central door is already
identified in some way as the gates of the Propylaea, then Lysistrata is
shov/n as associated with the Acropolis#

Whether she would be further identi-

fied by mask is unknown. She begins by indirectly criticising the new cults
7
of Athens ; her position as priestess of Athena Polias is as upholder of the

traditional religion of Athens.

When Lampito arrives she is "handled like

a sacrificial victim" (84), appropriate if lyrrhine and Lysistrata are

priestesses .

At 174ff* mention is made of the treasury of Athena and the

plan of the women to capture the Acropolis to ensure its proper use - the
venerable priestess of Athena would be in a good position to organise such
scheme; indeedthe women who capture the Acropolis "pretend to sacrifice"

(179).

xhe whole oath scene from line 181 onwards is made much more amusing
The

if its participants reflect comtemporary priestesses (especially 202-4).

call by the chorus of old men to

hl

(317) becomes

ironical if her priestess is one of the leaders of the rebelling women.

6ZJff.

reflect the position of the old women as upholders of traditional Athenian
society and they are Lae supporters of Lysistrata.

At 751 a woman is caught

by Lysistrata concealing the sacred helmet of Athena in order to feign preg-

The oracle

nancy; even more amusing if Lysistrata was Athena’s priestess.
cited by lysistrata at 77Off. would be comically appropriate.

Kinesias accuses

Lyrrhino at 898 of not practising the rites of Aphrodite - more amusing if

i-tyrrhine is a priestess of Athena (cf. 912).

Lyrrhine, in addition, gets

various items from the Acropolis (just as lysistrata had done in the opening

scone for the sacrifice) which she treats as her home.

The religious language

of 1129ff* fits well with Lysistrata as priestess (cf. 1182ff.).

Of course, there is much in the play which can be attributed to any

J
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heroine, but there are a number of places where some point is made by
accepting the equation of Lysistrata as priestess.

Such an identification

would add to the grandeur and seriousness of the character.

In addition,

Aristophanes has used the name to point to her role in the play as dissolver
of war, although this becomes clear only as the plot is unfolded.

Thus the

character may function in different ways to suit the dramatic context.
Such identification with historical people can be continued with some
of the other characters, and this is noted below.

While on the subject of historical reference, it is worth looking
briefly at how these forceful female characters of the play reflect Athenian

society of the time.

The myth of the Athenian woman of the fifth century as

little better than slave shut up in her own house was exploded effectively
9
by A. W. Gomme . But our play goes much further than that; it represents
the take-over of all the manly functions by women who adapt their home

management to state management and prove also their physical superiority.
Clearly this is the reversal of reality and is meant to be seen as a comic
. 10 .
distortion

The quotation by D. J. Stewart on the title page of this
11
dissertation, suggests an educative funtion in such distortion. Some
however, have seen a reflection in the figures of Lysistrata and her counter
part Piaxagora in Ecclesiazusae of the highly cultured foreign women in

Athens at the time, and most especially Aspasia.
the social and historical significance of Aspasia

Bruns in particular upholds
12 , and sees in Lysistrata

and Praxagora a comically distorted emancipated woman, fighting for women’s
rights.

Aspasia is cited as the upholder of education (including rhetoric)

for women and the serious traits in the portrayal of Lysistrata reveal her
\

as an instructor of her follow women.
f

>

I < /»v c v’X
'V

Her words of 1127 TTcXlooS

>

(

)

are compared to the words of the Corinthiar
I

women in Eur. Med* 1084ff.
. f

no

.

Bruns fools they reflect a new trend in Athenian
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society, the desire and ability of women to enter public service; after all,

they already acted as priestesses.
I am not convinced, however, that one can argue from the comparatively
rare case of Aspasia that such a movement was afoot in Athenian society as
a whole.

This does not preclude reference by Aristophanes to such as Aspasia

in the characters of Lysistrata and Praxagora; any person or idea at all
novel was worthy of a comic poet’s attention.

But this play is essentially

about the reversal of roles and what that reveals about attitudes to war
and peace; it is not a serious exposition of the women’s liberation movement,

although some modern feminists would assume Lysistrata as an ally.

After all,

the end of the play restores the traditional roles; the only change is that
the men’s attitudes have been reversed.

There is no attempt (as in the later

Ecclesiazusae) to set up a state ruled by women.

Aristophanes may have felt

that women had a useful role to play in politics or he may merely have felt
sympathy with the lot of women during war^\ but his prime purpose was to

write a comedy to win a prize and we can only assume that to the mass of his

audience the idea of women taking over the management of the state was funny 15

2.

PARTICULAR

lb is worth examining briefly the portrayal of the individual characters
in the play.

Consistency, of course, is not a hallmark of the comic poet

and dramatic convenience will override where necessary.

Nevertheless some

details can be noted.
(i)

Lysistrata:

as the leader of the women and contriver of the plot (or

rather plots) she is head and shoulders above the rest.

She has a serious

mindedness lacking in all the other women, except perhaps Lampito.

She

becomes annoyed with the frivolity of the other women, notably Kalonike in
the prologue or sometimes ignores it^.

She is not averse to castigating

her oxTii sox in the hope of winning the women over to her great cause.

Her
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power of persuasion is evident in the prologue, where all the women eventually
agree to abide by the oath and at the end of the play, where, with the help
of Diallage, both the Athenian and Spartan men settle their differences;

lysistrata chooses to ignore or not to understand their scurrilous comments.
She is firmly established as the leader in the prologue 17 and continues to
occupy that role throughout the play. She is the brave and clever one 18

who shows men the folly of their ways.

When she reminisces of the past'19 *

it is not in the way of the old men of the chorus who glory in the past and

pretend to act similarly in the present, but rather to point the contrast
between the ability of ages past to unite against a common non-Greek enemy

and the current inter-Greek strife.
Her name is expressive; although this will not be clear at the beginning
of the prologue the significance of "army-dissolver" becomes obvious with
the revelation of the plot and is expressly referred to at 557 and 1103f.

She is almost the symbol of the whole play; she herself is above sexual
desires and yet is the one who puts into words the pathos of being a woman

, .
during
war 20

(ii)

It is appropriate that the play bears her name.
21
Kalonike : she appears only in the prologue and her part is clearly

that of

22 ;

she acts as comic relief with the interjection

of witty, often obscene, comments.

She is seen as obsessed with sox and drink

and would represent all the characteristics of women which Lysistrata trios

to subsume to the great cause.

Yet it is precisely this person who swears

on behalf of the other women - appropriately - if she can abstain, who cannot?
Not only, however, does a

$

o Ao

interpose witticisms and delay

the plot; the opposite effect can be achieved and Kalonike acts also as

"encourage].1", asking for details of the plot and pushing the action on.

The

balance between the two aspects makes the opening scene of our play

particularly vivid.
It is sometimes stated that she is older than the others of the prologue

1
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/

because she addresses Lysistrata as

(line 7); but my note on

the line shows that this may be a mock-solemn, almost patronising address
and need convey no difference in age*

It is essential that all the women

of the prologue are young enough to make a sex strike work and the details
of 149ff» refer best to young women.
hfrrrhine: there may be a connection with the word
23
muliebre ) especially in the light of the scene with Kinesias.

(pudendum

(iii)

She would

certainly be young and attractive and a suitable foil for Kinesias.

In

tho prologue her tone is rather apologetic and her outbursts emotional; she
2/
does not lack an interest in wine and sex , but she is far less enterprising

than Kaionike.

Sttss may be overstating matters when he says:

”1 am afraid

to assign to her too much wit and intelligence”, for this rather ignores the

Kinesias-scene; but in the prologue she is certainly put in the shade by

Kalonik^.

She represents the bulk of Athenian women, keen to please but

quick to falter.
this name was borne by the wife of King Archidamus, mother
of King Agis III 25 ; the latter had occupied Deceleia in Attica since the

(iv)

Lampito:

Spring of 413^ .

Again it is impossible to say whether we are supposed to

make a definite identification or if the name merely represents (as VJilamowitz
suggests) a noble Spartan name. It would, of course, be ironically suitable

if this particular woman was the leader of the revolt on the Spartan side,

but her age might make her literally unsuitable for the part.
She displays a typically Spartan pride in physical perfection, arid we

must presume the figure of the actor would have been appropriately padded.
She is generally of a fairly serious disposition, although her liking for

wine is typically female 27

She is tho first to give support to Lysistrata

after' all havo turned away in disgust from the original proposal and as such
is seen to be a dramatically important ally, ensuring that the opposition

which she represents will also surrender-

Sven so, she displays a certain

—
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mistrust of Lysistrata’s ability to handle the Athenian side of affairs

(170ff*), although this mistrust is used dramatically by Aristophanes to
introduce the second element of the plot, the seizure of the Acropolis by the

oldei' women*

Her key role is reflected in a mention later in the play by

the Spartan lieraid at line 993*
(v)

Proboulos:

after the disastrous end to the Sicilian expedition in

413, a committee of ten probouloi was appointed that autumn from men over

the age of forty; their appointment, as far as we know, was for an unlimited
• ^28 • For the purposes of our play, the probouloi were the leading
period
constitutional figures, and one of their number, accompanied by Scythian

archers, comes to investigate the seizure of the Acropolis*

Whether our

proboulos was meant to represent any particular holder of the pest we do not
29
know .
As representative of the state he is portrayed as a half-witted senile

./©-S

dodderer; he is not quite a

, but is rather the foil

which lysistrata uses in the Agon to make listen to her exposition of the
women’s great cause* He strikes the occasional grand almost tragic pose 30
but his grandiloquence is no more than pomposity, and is undercut by his

sexual inuendos at 404ff*

He is not portrayed in this speech as perverted31 ,

merely as an old man whose interest in sex can no longer be active but
regretfully and enviously reminiscent*

His lack of sexual ability is

demonstrated at 598 and he is portrayed as a corpse with no further use.

He

is the first male to encounter Lysistrata and at 530ff. is the first to
succumb to the reversal of roles which the women have brought about, when he

is forced to assume the dress and fuctions of the female sex.

While not

fulfilling quite the same role, he, like Kalonike in the prologue, lightens
and enlivens the long scene of 387-613*

(vi)

Kincsias:

Kiv'fc. 1 /

the name may have been chosen for its association with

(often used of sexual intercourse) and his do untie

30 -

/

for its association with 77ynt|/

(similarly used); this is certainly

appropriate to his needs and desires in the scene with Lyrrhine.

Would an

Athenian audience have immediatly associated the name (a rarity) with that
of the famous dLthyrambic poet32 satirised in Birds? Again this leads us
into imponderables, for we do not know how the character was represented or

indeed anything of the historical reality.
his wife has spoken it so often.

His famous name is only so because

As far as we can see nothing is made of

any reference to the poet and there may be no such significance.

His

sexually excited state (869) does not prevent him from using law-court
tricks such as the presentation of a weeping child (877ff.). He is at fever
pitch rath frustration 33 and his one aim is to get l$rrrhine to bed3/k , to

practise his name.
(vii)

Chorus of Old Men:

they represent the Demos and as such have

expectedly traditional views on the seizure of the Acropolis by the women,
They are a complaining lot, especially about the burdens which they carry33
z

and the smoke from their torches and pans of charcoal? .

Their inability

even to cope with their own weapons shows them up as rather incompetent.

They are veiy good at threatening to set fire to the women or physically attacl
them37 but in the event not much good at carrying out their intentions.

They

glory boastfully in their victorious past'33 but are treated disrespectfully
30

by the old women as nothing but withered old plants to be watered/.

They

reveal characteristics of rhe typical dicasts interested only in their
/1

40
pay

As old men they are not able to appreciate the sex strike ” » only
. . 42
the seizure of their hallowed place of worship'1’ . When the two choruses

make up and unite it is in a tender and sympathetic not sexual mood.

(viii)

Chorus of Old Wpineii:

they are altogether a calmer lot than the old

men; thoy e:q?ress violence less often and rater is their main weapon in
the parodos*1* •

They are given, however, animal characteristics

they are ready to assume when appropriate.

, which

The attributes which they give
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themselves at 545ff* are the kind which the men’s chorus claimed in their
defence of Athens against Cleomenes at 27Z|ff* - again reversal of roles.
Although their reminiscence of the past at 64Off< is directed towards

female activities, they soon turn the tables on the old men’s "glorious” past.

- old
- -they still- -have a pride
.......
Although
in their appearance 45

They eventually

show their sympathy for the old men and the two choruses unite.

(ix)

Other Characters:

no other character has an important enough part to

be depicted in great detail.

All bearers of office on the male side are

represented as weal: and imcompetent, and, if young, sex obsessed;

even when

the strife is settled the ambassadors confess their incompetence (1225ff*)»
The men generally are seen by the women as an evil force'46 and admit their
own foolishness 47 .

Eventually they see the error of their ways and the

reminiscence of the past by the Spartans at the end of the play is done for the

right reasons, the unification of Greeks against the common enemy.
The women, too, are regarded by the men as evil, hateful objects 48,

IT
1 1
1
49 ,. or
+ ,.
.
4. 50 .
tyrants
as drunken
debauchees
— as
~~ potential

But, in addition, the

women see themselves as always in comedy as fond of food, sex and drink;
thei

self-awareness, however, allows them to gain the upper hand.

They

with a pride in their freed 021^
become the true fighters, just like Amazons
53
and their solidarity . They assume the traditionally male part, and only
resume their proper role when the men have surrendered.

One final point -

all the women who appear in the play are assumed to be married, a fact which

is discussed elsewhere in relation to the plot.

Wr
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NOTES

1.

AE 194&-4% 146ff. = SEG xii,80*see further J. & L. Robert, Bull. Ep.

2.

1953, 49; L. Robert, Hellenica xi-xii I960, 543*
2
IG 1* 24*

3*

ABSA L (1955) Iff*

4-

As Schmid IV, 2, 1, 206.

The name is found before the middle of the

fifth century( SEG X 321) and about the time of the play v. J. D. Beazley
AJA LTV (1950) 319, who draws attention to a late fifth century redfigure lekane which has on it the names of Lysistrata and Ifyrrhine;

unfortunately it cannot be dated accurately enough to state whether it
precedes or follows our play.

5.

Cf. Paphlagon Eq. 919; Strepsiades Nub. 88; 434; 776; 1455*

6.

Lewis points out that

would have been equally effective

if Aristophanes had wished to avoid

completely.

It is difficult

to know if an Athenian audience would make any association between the
name lysistrata and the wcll-lmown Lysistratus, ridiculed elsewhere by

Aristophanes(cf. 1105; VeeyrTST) as a debauched and cowardly fellow.
7.

Cf. tho Proboulos’ remarks at 387ff*, which are ironical if lysistrata
in fact represents the old religion.

g

We do not, of course, know anything of Kalonikc’s status.

9*

Essays in Greek History and Literature (Oxford 1937)89ff--; cf-- H. D. F.
Kitto. The Greeks 1956, 219ff • See also P. Rau’s review of de Wit Talc’s
extreme feminist views in Gnomon XL (1968) 568ff.

10.

Articles such as that by II. W. Haley, HSCPh I (1890) 159ff* illustrate

the dangers of a litoral interpretation of Aristophanes’ female

characters.
ii

11.

n

Most notably I. Bruns, Vortrage und Aufsatse (Munchen 1905) 172ff. -

Aristophanes und die Frauen.
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12*

Contrast Wilamowitz, Ar* und Ath. ii. 99-

13 •

Compare Praxagora’s rhetorical ’’training", Eccl. 243f.

14.

It is, of course, very dangerous and frequently disastrous to attempt
to discern Aristophanes’ own personal views in any of his plays; see,

for example, A. W. Gomme, OR LII (1938) 97ff. - Aristophanes and Politics.
15.

Sadly there is no conclusive evidence either way for the presence of
women at the performance of these plays; one suspects, however, that

even if they were present there would not be a large number of them.
16.

I do not cite individual lines for this; the whole of the prologue is

particularly relevant.
17.

See especially 94b.

18.

See 432

>

\
oV

pt

572; 1124 for her wisdom and 549

\^O\J

15

07^-7

; 1108

for her bravery/manliness (again
reversal of traditional roles).
19.

1129ff.; 1133.

She even cites one of the old men’s reminiscences at

L150ff. bub with rather different purpose.

20.

Especially 588ff.

21.

Wilamowitz1 change to

/xA t c WK.

:1s unnecessary; he argues that
/

the name is .un-Attic (the Attic form being

).

E. Fraenkel

(KI. Beltr. i. 442f.), however, defends the Mss. version by quoting from

Beazley (AE xciiAciii (1953-54) 203f.):

/(A ACM

"I note, however, that

is written above the head of a woman on a cup-fragment, by

the Attic painter llakron, about 430 B.C., from the Acropolis of Athens

(324: Langlotz pl. 21: ARV p. 309 no. 132).

^he end of the word is

missing, but the name was probably

Personal names

often preserve extinct words; and in this case the name may have preserve*

an alternative form of compound which was not un-Greek and may have
onco existed in Attica as well as elsewhere”.

Russo (p. 64) also sees
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an expressiveness in the name; with line 6

Lf

>

Kj-Aor'i^

he compares Eq. 1254
22.

Seo especially W. Suss RhM xcvii (1954) 237ff. (and his earlier work -

De personarum antiquae comoediae atticae usu atque origins, Bonn 1905)

and also D. Grene, Hermathena L (1937) lOoff.
23.

Of. 1004; Poll- ii. 174; Phot. i. 433; Blaydes, Anal. Com. Graec. 159-

24.

Again the difficulties of line attribution make matters difficult.

25.

See Lenschau, P. W. xii. 580 and Hdt. vi. 71.

26.

Thue. vii. 19.Iff.

27.

At lines 198 and 206; typically female at least in Aristophanean terms.

28.

Thue. viii. 1. 3; Ar. Ath. Pol. 29. 2.

Hignett 269 sees these features

as oligarchic in tendency and the existence of the probouloi as

facilitating the revolution of 411.
29.

The poet Sophocles was one and Hagnon, the father of Theramenes, another

(Ar. Rhet. iii. 18.6; Lys. xii- 65).
30.

On entry at 387 (see note ad loc.) and 424ff* as leader of uarmy”.

31.

So do Wit Tak 120f.; but see Radt. Mnem. xxvii (1974) 10.

32.

So P. b-aas, P. W. xi. 481.

33.

'Tfc&bC

/

is used at 876; 888; 936; 952 ; (f/TDvpel

at 845; 967-

becomes the key word (compare its domestic use at 19} -

34.

/

904; 906; 910; (

916); 918.

35.

254-5; 291; 312; 3U; 336ff.

36.

294-ff.; 304-5; 312.

37.

267-70; 293; 308ff.; 315-6; 339f.; 348; 357; 360-1; 364; 373; 376; 381 et<

38.

See note on 273•

39-

384f•; they recall their watering at 400ff.; 469-70.

40.

The comic viewpoint; see 624-5 and cf. 270; 380; 537 (of the Proboulos);

690; 698; 703-

41-

Seo 661; this does not prevent them trying to kiss the old women at 797,
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although this turns out to be only the prelude to violent threats;

presumably their phalli were suitably limp (1020ff.).
262ff.; 480ff.

43.

But see 363; 367; 636; 705; 821ff.

44-

353; 468; 475; 476; 684; 695; 1014f.

45-

825ff. - cf. 151.

46.

326; 336; 350-1; 555ff.; 1017; 1035-

47.

See the Proboulos1 speech at 4O3ff.
'i

\

r

The old women at 1020 say

'

48.

261; 283; 340; 371; 433; 622; 635; 961; 97K.f.; 1039.

49.

387ff.; 405; 425; 466.

50.

664ff.; cf. 274ff.; 619ff.

51-

192; 253; 453ff•; 674f.; 678f.

52.

379; 463f-

53.

435ff.; 549f.; 891f.
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PLOT AND STRUCTURE1

In approaching any Greek play one tends to assume unconsciously that
the plot will be well-structured and unified 9 so carefully has Aristotle done
his job.

But Old Comedy is delightfully different and its finest represent

ative happily ignores logical developments and concentrates on the comic

moment.

Although Lysistrata has been regarded in the past as reasonably
p
logical in its dramatic structure , there are in the plot some basic

inconsistencies to which it is worth drawing attention.

The plan of the women as outlined in the prologue is that the men can

be forced through sexual refusal by their wives to give up war.

In reality

this is as absurd as blackmailing the gods in Birds by refusing them the
smell of offerings.

Aristophanes picks out one relationship between the

sexes, the normal domestic scene, and concentrates on it to the exclusion

(sometimes illogical) of others.

Ve have to assume that there are no

prostitutes, no homosexuals, no masturbation for the men3 ; the women in the

play are all assumed to be married and the mon accept their marital bonds

and look no further afield for sexual satisfaction^.
Not only this, but only a few minutes before the great plot was unveiled

by our heroine, there had been complaints (99ff*) from all participants that
their husbands had been long separated from them by the war.

Here the

dramatist lias his cake and makes a good meal ox itj he wishes both ideas to

be present, the separation of husband and wife to build up the pathos of the

current historical situation, and its effect on the home and the temptation
and refusal of husband by wife as one of the main strands of the plot.

It

is conveniently ignored that Myrrhine’s husband appears as the frustrated

representative of the Athenian mon when earlier he was supposed to bo at
Pylos.

In addition, even if the men had returned homo, wo are to assume that

five days of frustration in Athens can do what several months in the field

I

r
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have note

In the detail of the plan (149ff«) the women are to taunt the men at

home; a hundred lines later they lock themselves up in the Acropolis and
thus deny themselves this opportunity.

A new theme is developed and the

sex strike motif not fully resumed until the scene between Kinesias and
tyrrhino.

Here the two themes are almost merged, as if the seizure of the

Acropolis were the means of achieving the sex strike; but in the circumstances

it was perhaps the best way Aristophanes could represent on stage the sex

strike theme of the prologue, and the Acropolis becomes a bedroom.
5
At the base of this last inconsistency lies the fact that in the plot
there are two major themes, one domestic and one civil, one negative and one

positive - the former the sex-strjke^, the latter the seizure of the Acropolis.
These I shall term Plan A and Plan B respectively and relate to the develop

ment of the plot.

The first scene of the play starts with a long and detailed build up
of tension until the final bald announcement comes at line 124.

The previous

lines had started off in the vaguest way, with the women quizzing Lysistrata
7
on. why she has summoned them together or the heroine dropping hints . One
important theme had been stated,

that it was the whole of Greece that was

........... .

to be saved , and this is reinforced by the appearance of women not only
....

-

-

..

.

.

—

..

~

y

from Attica but also from the enemy sates of Sparta, Doeotia and Corinth''.

This salvation, too, is to rest upon the women; tht\y will be the ones to put
. the war10 .
an end, to

The means of achieving this end have only been hinted

at in the details of the attractions of women at 43ff- Only after careful
. . 11
preparation
does the heroine dare reveal her great idea, a sex-strike (Plan.
This brings about an immediate revulsion on the part of the other

women; until then the unity of the women had been stressed by the use of the
first person plural - now, it is ’’you” and ”1” as the individual objections

are voiced.

It is only after Lampito is appealed to by and agrees with

r
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lysistrata that "we" returns, closely correlated with the idea of effecting
lysistrata then proceeds to illustrate in vivid detail the means
peace 12
by which the sex-strike is to be effective.

It is Lampito’s mistrust of the Athenian women’s ability to force
peace upon their husbands which leads to the introduction of the second

main theme, the seizure of the Acropolis (16off. - Plan B).

Its purpose is

to ensure that on the civic front the men are denied the money necessary to
nake war.

As Holton points out, it is almost seen at this point as an extra,

"insurance" policy, and is introduced in a much more casual way than Plan A.

At this time there is no evidence that the women on stage are to be associated
with Plan B; only the older women are mentioned as the executors.

It is

only after the oath-scone, which still reflects the domestic aspect of Plan

A; that a cry is heard (240) which signifies the capture of the Acropolis
by the older women; and at this point instead of going off home to tantalise

their husband? the women on stage go into the Acropolis to help their friends

rlan A is dropped and not properly resumed until 706ff<;

bar the gates.

instead Plan B predominates.

While the prologue has established the domestic

theme, the civic aspect is the one which occupies the parodos and the first

There are however references back to Plan A and these are noted

episode.

below.

The entiy of the Chorus of old men is anticipated by Kalonike’s and
Lysistrata*s remarks ar 247ff. 13

But these old men know nothing of Plan A;

they know only that the women have committed the heinous crime of seizing the
ACT^Oppl

S

12

'

“1 xQ women
In turn 4-1-.^
the Chorus ofZ* old

T»-»

15

make no reference to the sex

strike, but merely state their overall purpose, to stop the war and save
nGreeceI6
With the entry of the Proboulos

17

and the scene of confrontation

between him and lysistrata, while Plan B is still uppermost, there are

references to the domestic or sexual scone.

It is ironic that the Proboulos 1
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opening remarks (3S7ff.) completely misconstrue the women’s action; for

him their revolt is symbolic of their wantonness, whereas, in fact, it is
precisely the opposite#

When the Proboulos asks (ZF86f.) why the women have

barricaded themselves in the Acropolis rthe reply is in keeping with the earlier
notices of Plan B#

But soon the domestic parallel of women as managers of

their homes is draw and the two ideas merge, most significantly in the long
18
wool-working simile of 567ff# , where the domestic task becomes the solution
to the civic problems#

But while there are links to the domestic situation

in the episode and later in the parabasis 19 , there is no clear reference to
■m

a 20

Plan A

However, at 706ff. Plan B in its turn is dropped'21 and Plan A is
resumed and we arc shown scenes which reveal the effect of the sex-strike on

the women, on the Athenian non, and on the Spartan men#

The details of Plan

A as e:cpounded earlier by lysistrata are vividly presented on stage in the

Although some motifs serve to link these scenes
with the previous scenes 22 , in essence no mention is now made by the women
Kinesias-ljyrrhine scene#

of their second plan; all they are concerned with is the "restoration of
23
There is, however, a
normal relationships between husbands and wives”
certain confusion which creeps in from time to time; it would almost appear
in the scene of the escaping women and the l-frrrhine-Kinesias scene that the

women have only retired into the Acropolis to get away from their husbands.

Thus Plan B would seem to be a method of achieving Plan A, although, of course
the latter was originally designed for the home.

At the same time Plan B

had expanded from merely stopping the men getting hold of the state funds to

a complete take over of state management by the women#
In any event the theme of reconciliation is gradually developed from
its first explicit mention at 932^ until the two semi-choruses unite at

1043ff* and. the domestic themes of the odes symbolise the return to the normal.
From there it progresses to the full reconciliation scone between Spartans

I
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and Athenians with lysistrata performing the role of diplomatic, ably
whose physical charms overcome

assisted by the beautiful

any objections which the men might express 25

Here the two themes, domestic

and civic, are again linked - what was essentially a domestic sex-strike is
now transformed into the broadest political sphere and their combination is

effected by the physical presence on stage of what had been in Acharniaps
merely a figure of speech.

The Acropolis then becomes the scene for the

public feasting to celebrate not only peace but also the restoration of
domestic harmony.

The women have succeeded in their aim; they need take

no more part in public affairs; their triumph is complete

26

Thus it is clear that the two main themes interrelate throughout the

play, albeit at times uneasily.

The sex-strike was a magnificent notion and

worthy of the comic stage; so also was the presence of the Acropolis which
not only allowed glorification of the magnificent surro1 indings but also

dramatically enabled the transformation of a domestic theme to ci*ric level.

It is difficult not to ask whether all this is meant to be taken
seriously.

Certainly this comedy does not reveal the selfishness of say

Dicaeopolis in Acharnians; the pathos of the women’s situation in war is real

enough.

Historically, too, we knew that the Athenians were regaining their

position, and peace on honourable terms was not an impossibility.

At the

same time Aristophanes never lets the seriousness dwell too long.

indeed the

idea of women having any say in such matters might have seemed ridiculous

to an Athenian audience, and there is a great deal of mockery (and self

mockery) of women.

While it is perhaps dangerous to assume a didactic purpose

to Aristophanic comedy, it has the disturbing habit of showing us truths

about ourselves by so distorting reality as to jolt us into self-awareness.
It has already been stated that wo are sadly ignorant of the relationship
of this play to its historical background, but this play’s timeless

27

popularity surely reflects something deeper than fifth century scurrility.

I
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It is not a pacifist document any more than a manifesto for the liberation

of women, but it does have important things to say about how people conduct
their lives and if it does no more than make us view our attitudes to such

conduct more critically than before, then it has succeeded in gaining a

very special ’’first prize”.

r,

I
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NOTES

1.

Some recent useful comments are made by:~

A. 0. Hulton, G+R xix (1972) 32-6
J. Vaio, GRBS xiv (1973) 369-80
C. F. Russo, Aristofane, antore di teatro (1962) 260ff.
I!

P. Handel, Formen und Darstellungsweisen in der arist.
Komodie (1963) 190f.; 221ff.
,T

/

X

VI. Suss, RhM xcvii (1954) 237f.
2.

Gilbert Norwood (Greek Comedy 1931, 249) was a notable exception.

3.

There are references to these matters in Lys. - masturbation 109f.;
158 (for women only); prostitution 725; 956ff.; homosexuality 622;
1092; 1105; 1148; 1174 (nearly all directed against the Spartans who

were traditionally so disposed).
4-

Dover, Ar. Comedy 160, suggests that this may reflect the reality of

Athenian life and the other comedies of Aristophanes the roguish fantasy

of the genre.
5-

Beside it a minor point like the Boeotian and Corinthian women of the
prologue being forgotten in the reconciliation scene pales into in

significance.
6.

On this motif in Greek literature, paralleled in Hesiod, Josephus, and
Philo, v. Radennacher, BPhW xxxvi (1916) 764-5; Grene, Hermathena L

(1937) 113-

It is also known in Old French and Mediaeval Literature v.

J. Grimm, Kleine Schr. V (Berlin 1871), 408ff., and in Old Irish, v.
it

n

W. A. Muller, Nacktheit und Entblossung in der altoriental und alteren

Griech. Kunst, Diss. Leipzig 1906, 6ff.

Its theme would be more striking

to an Athenian audience than to a modern one used to freer expression

of views by women.

It should be remembered, however, that the weapon
\

is still used by women not to improve their overall position vis-a-vis

-
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men in a permanent way, but to gain temporary victory over them to
restore the status quo ante bellum.
A
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111.

There is no need to probe deeply into the Panhellenism of Aristophanes;

as in Peace it was a natural Greek tendency to assume that peace would
mean the restoration of the ties that once bound the Greek states

together, v. Pau’s review of de Wit Talc, Gnomon, xl (1968) 568.

The

dangers of over-sophisticated interpretation are seen in W. M. Hugill,

Panhellenism in Aristophanes, Chicago 1936 and well noted by Gomme in

his review

for

CR LI (1937) 14-

29-30; 41; 343; 525; 554; 1006;
9-

The theme recurs in our play -

1110; 1129ff.

The widespread origin of the women talcing part is stressed - 40-1; 589; 62; 67; 75-6; 85-7; 90-1.

10.

See 30; 32; 41; 49-50; 111-2.

11.

On the heightening of tension in this opening scene and the careful art
of Aristophanes here v. Handel 190f.; 234-f*

The neat symmetry of lines

99ff« and 112ff. is worth noting.

12.

144 (cf- 118); l/,8; 154; 169-

13.

Most notably

■

J

II

/

and

C (1

/i

(249) neatly sum up what we

are to see in the parodos.
<7

14-

/o

284;

318; UMi v

399 (cf. 425;

658).

15-

The division of the chorus enables Aristophanes to bring them closely

into the action of the play; this is true also in the parabasis.
16.

The passing references in the parodos to domestic or sexual matters at
261; 327ff.; 362f.; 364 are not important.

i

i

rrl
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17.

Quite unmotivated, and with no real concequences for the plot; it may

be that the episode is meant to bridge with a character who because of
his age is no longer subject to sexual desires the time until the other

means of pressure is effective.

It also allows the heroine in the one

sided Agon to state her case with pathetic clarity.
18.

Anticipated perhaps by the references at 532ff», where the Proboulos

assumes the role of a woman and attributes appropriate to that role.
19.

Vaio p. 374ff* cites the following:
510-20 (home); 551-4

387-429 (sex); 493-96 (home);

(sex); 567-87 (home); 648-55 (home); 676-8 (sex);

700-2 (home).
20.

551-4 come the nearest but they are a bit obscure; one might have
expected some reference at 525f. where Lysistrata talks of the meeting

of women in the prologue.
21.

Five days have now passed, v. 881 and cf. 720ff.

22.

Vaio p. 37off. cites 726-41 (household tasks reminiscent of 567ff.,
although containing sexual innuendo); rll&-5rl (childbirth - cf. 583ff.;

64Sff., a significant change of attitude); 880-97 (domestic role of the
women neglected, because they are on the Acropolis); 893ff. (the entrance
to the Acropolis becomes a bedroom).
23.

Hulton p. 34*

24-

Cf. 951; 984; 1006; 1009; 1040; 1091; 1101; 1104-

25.

See Meuriger, Metaphor und Allegoric (1957), 106ff.

26.

The ending of the play may not appear very exciting to a modern audience,

but the Greek theatrical tradition was different v. Dover, Ar. Comedy

155.

It is difficult to know whether the correct ending is, in fact,

preserved in our texts; some have suggested 1273-94 was the original
ending and got misplaced or that the original ending is now lost

(presumably an Athenian equivalent to the Spartan solo).

It is in my

view, however, daringly appropriate that a Spartan should end a play

I
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whose final scenes had concentrated on reconciliation, and in the common

worship of Athena there can be seen the hope that Greeks will once again
unite in friendship.
27*

A similar timelessness can be observed in what I consider to be a very

close modern parallel to Aristophanes, the film comedies of the Marx

Brothers, and in particular their 1933 film (produced, significantly, in
the worst year of the Depression) ’’Duck Soup”.

To quote Allen Ftyies

(The Marx Brothers - Their World of Comedy, London 1966, 86):

end of ’Duck Soup’ is a comment on all wars:

that

"The

they are pointless,

tending to arise from trivialities, to be rejoiced in by men as a kind

of super-game, and won by chance and luck".

Their films bear a remark

able similarity in a number of respects (including use of language) to

the plays of Aristophanes.

The heroes of both are somewhat superhuman

who take on the world and boat it.

The only subject the Marx Brothers

ignore is religion - all else is the target for their humour.

They

have an exuberance and at times rude vulgarity which recall the same
features in Aristophanes’ characters; at the same time their surrealistic
(they themselves preferred to call it lunatic) comedy has a constructive
element in that "the distortion of ordinary reality maizes us more aware

of what it is; the eyesight and hearing are sharpened to images and

words we have cone to take for granted”.

(Fyles 155)*

As well as

rlos

book, that by Joe Adamson (Groucho, Harpo, Chico and Sometimes Zeppo,
Iiondon 1973) is worth reading for a close examination of the Marx

Brothers’ work.

I
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LANGUAGE1

1.

GEilERAL
In relation to Aristophanes 1 plays there have been various attempts to

identify the different strata of language.

Sadly our knowledge of Greek

dialects (even Attic) of the fifth century B.C. is such that to assign words
or forms or expressions to one particular style or genre is a dangerous

activity and one likely to lead the reader astray. In his review of Rau’s
2
Pnratragodia Dover identifies three major linguistic strata as follows:(i)
(ii)

words appropriate to all occasions

words of which the stems are restricted to particular
cultural situations, "high” (e.g.

) or "low"

/

(e.g.
(5ii)

.

words of which stems are unrestricted, but the formatives
(e.g.

) exemplify conscious,

educated manipulation of language for purposes, whether

artistic or technical or both at once, which go beyond
the daily round.
Particular studies have been attempted with this or similar distinctions

in mm u. - •

Their danger lies in over-rigidity or sophisticated analysis.

While it is possible to identify from the fairly extensive contemporary

evidence some formations and words which belonged exclusively to one stratum,
it is impossible to generalise from the particular.

The technical or

educated word has a habit of entering the common speech remarkably quickly

and of losing its original overtones^.
What we know Aristophanes does do is to juxtapose the "low” and "high”

or "educated” words in such a way as to have a humorous effect

To this

generality one can link the often studied aspects of parody and obscenity,
the two features of Aristophanes1 language which have attracted more attention
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than any other*

2.

OBSCENITY5.

Thore has been an attitude prevalent in certain commentators, other

wise reticent about this subject, that the obscenity (not only in language,
but also, we must assume, in stage action and gesture) was only introduced
by Aristophanes as a concession to certain classes of the public who would

be well represented at the festivals*

This would be, if true, a rather

damning indictment of a playwright, who in other respects is extolled.

There are, in fact, other ways of interpreting the use of obscenity.

The fact should not be undervalued that the festivals at which these plays

were performed had their origins in cult activities which contained in their
more primitive forms ritual, "sexual elements.

We know from che fragments

of other Old Comedy plays that obscenity was a standard element, and there
is also a reflection of this in the costumes^.

Such festivals may have been

the opportunity for the Greeks to break the taboos associated with the

sexual or oxcremental sphere; thus the tension produced by these taboos
could be relieved within the fertility associations of religious cults*

This

is rather different from pornography; the latter ic stimulating and intro-

verted; obscenity in Greek comedy is extrovert and liberating.

The obscenity is not sustained and its integration into the context
of a play allows it to produce differing effects, e*g* facetiousness, humour,

coarseness, sensuality, perversity etc., appropriate to the action at any
one point.

Its presence in Old Comedy reinforces one of the latter’s

greatest features, the breaking of society’s rules*

Not only does the play

free the characters (and by its influence, at least temporarily, also the
audience) from the constraints of everyday life, it allows thorn to conquer

such constraints*

As well as the psychological effect within a play,

obscenity can serve to shock the audience, to bring homo a particular point
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7
with emphasis .

It can also help relieve the pathos of a scene g
Aristophanes never lets us dwell too long on the serious .

Obscenity also appears as part as the build-up of a particular
__

/

character e.g. a

(Kalonike in our play, the

Euripides in Thesmonhoria zusae).

Different characters ing effects can be

of

brought about by the particular use of obscenity e.g. aggressiveness, anger,
sexual stimulation etc.

Thus to reduce obscenity in Aristophanes 1 plays to simply a method of
raising a laugh is to miss a number of important implications in the historical
and dramatic development of such plays.

PARODY.

Although paratragedy is perhaps the most widely studied form of parody
in Aristophanes, it is by no means the only form.

Religion, rhetoric (the

language of the lax? court or the political assembly), lyric and epic poetry,

and philosophy (including the sophists) are all suitable targets for parody.
o
It is not my indention to cite individual cases , but merely to make a few
T

4

10

general comments - •
There are occasions when Aristophanes wishes the type of language to

be recognised for the style it reflects and no parody is intended; such a use
may further the plot or identify a character.

use high-flown langwag

In addition he may wish to

seriously e.g. in choral lyric, again with no

parodistic outlook.
But on a far larger number of occasions the poet wishes to use another

type of style as a weapon or as a target and the two aims are different.

Tn

the former case there is a humorous effect because of the incongruous

collocation of language and action e.g. in a

A c/cs

who at one

moment uses the language of tragedy and in the next breath utters an obscenity
In the other case a stylo or genre is exaggerated and criticised for its lack

I
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of importance and relevance in the real world.

It is particularly in connection with the latter that we again see
the liberating effect of Aristophanic comic language.

He can do on stage

what every man in the audience would wish to do, prick the pomposity of

pretentiousness and demonstrate its irrelevance

.

The audience joins the

comic hero or heroine in the overthrow of what society, through its polite

structure, has to accept in the normal course of events.
Aristophanes’ parody also assumes a depth of awareness and knowledge
on the part of the audience, not only in relation to tragedy or epic which

may be parodied, but other fashionable styles.

It is impossible to say how

much of his parody was appreciated by the audience, but I feel it would be
dangerous to underestimate the feeling for words which seems to be associated

with a basically non-literate, oral-biased society.

But it is also obvious

that Aristophanes’ own interest in language and its -varied uses was a keen

one; parody does not necessarily imply disrespect and although one should

not attempt to ascertain the poet’s own views, he was an innovator in his
own art and quite probably admired innovation in other genres.

The comic

medium afforded the perfect opportunity to exploit his interest ^nd at the

sane time to reflect (as comedy often does) the attitudes of the average

citizen to such novelties.

DORIC.
Lysistrata is unique among surviving Old Comedies

12

in presenting a

large number of lines spoken in Doric-and the question arises as to their
accuracy either as transmitted in our texts or as intended by the author.
13
allow us to
The sources, both literary and epigraphic, which remain

recons tract with some dogroe of accuracy the Doric (or to be more precise

Laconic) dialect of the fifth century B.C.

It is surprising to note how

closely the forms in tho transmitted text correspond to what we know to be
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the spoken Doric of the time, although there are a number of places where

scribes have not appreciated such Doric peculiarities as the retention of
the digamma#

Again I shall not discuss individual cases; they have been

discussed at the appropriate line or at greater length and with more linguistic

expertise in the standard books on Greek dialects#
We must ask what a comic poet would wish to achieve in his presentation

of a non-Attic dialect on stage#

We cannot expect complete accuracy (even

such constraints as metre might have an influence on this), but the Greek
states were close enough (even in ^/ar) for people to have a good knowledge

of the principles of the various dialects Certain key features of Doric
would be especially apparent - the replacement of intervocalic sigma by an
aspirate; the use of sigma for Attic theta; the infinitive ending
A

V

the apocope of prepositions; the aorist in

In addition certain

words or plirases were peculiarly Doric and would identify any speaker as
\

such,

t

/K

;

ZjL C

k

7XT

f

<< I

etc#

These are precisely the features which appear in our play, and to the modem
observer the effect would seem accurate.

How much exaggeration there might

be in the use of Doric it is impossible to say; but the Spartans were at
that time the enemies of Athens, and even the dramatic necessity of co

operation between the two sides (initiaUy the women) might not have prevented

Aristophanes from poking fun at the idiosyncrasies of the Doric dialect.
But in the maS'.i what Aristophanes had to establish was a recognisable

Doric presence, initially among the women and later among the men, and this.
as far as we can see, he achieves by an accurate use of the Doric dialect#
The ravages of time and scribes may have diluted this and there are occasions

when modern commentators have been too purist in their restorations, but it ic
still remarkable how close our manuscript texts are to fifth centuiy Doric.

It is sad to report that modern translations are not so effective as the

original
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NOTES

1.

The most useful study, although not always presented in the order one
would wish, is that by J* Taillardat, Les Images d’Aristophane, Paris

1965.

2.

Gnomon xl (i960) 826-8.

3.

For example the various articles by Denniston, Handley, Miller and

Pcpler cited in the bibliography.

4.

This is what makes me suspicious of such articles as that by H. W. Miller
on Aristophanes and Medical Language, TAPA Ixxvi (1945) 74-84*

5.

Somo interesting points are made by de Wit-Talc in her book on Lysistrata
(Groningen 1967) and an article in Mnem. xxi (1968) 357-65; the latter
relates primarily to The smophoria zusae and Ecclesiazrsag, but contains
a number of general observations.

6.

I am not convinced by attempts to get rid of the phallus from the Greek

stage; it surely is evident in lysistrata on a number of occasions e.g.
598 (the Proboulos probably unable to raise an erection); qi5ff•; 96?
(Kinesias miserably erect); 985ff* (the Spartan herald in similar straits

1020ff. (the old men!s phalli are probably small and limp - they can

no longer enjoy the pleasures of sex).

In addition the sexual parts of

the women (the actors would be suitably costumed and padded; Diallage

may have been a real naked woman) are explicity referred to e.g. 88ff.;

114Sff.
7.

See, for example, 124; 715; 869.

8.

See 598; 1112ff. (the interjections on the sexual delights of Diallage

do distract from the "serious11 reconciliation).
9.

For para tragedy and parody of other poetic genres, seo the works cited
in the bibliography under the names of Pau, Prato, do Sande Bokhuyzen
and Schlesinger; for religion Hewitt, Horn and IQeinknecht; for rhetoric

i
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Murphy, Gelzer and Long; for philosophy Denniston, Handley and Pepler.
10.

Along the lines of Dover’s review of Hau’s Paratragodia in Gnomon (see

note 2).

While this relates primarily to paratragedy it has relevance

to other types of parody.
11.

Again the Marx Brothers ’ use of language is very similar.

12.

Other comic fragments e.g. from Eupolis’ Helots and Epilykos ’ Koraliskos

also have Doric lines AS

13<

Thumb-Kieckers sect. 86ff. is a useful guide.

Other studies with

relevance to Lysistrata include E. Bourguet, Le Dialects Laconien;
H. L. Alirens, De Dialecto Dorico; Bechtel; Wilamowitz, Textgeschichte

der griech. lyr. 88ff.
As a Scotsman, I cannot tolerate the attempts of some to translate the

Doric into what they consider ’’Scots”, a mixture which makes most people
north of the border squirm.
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ARISTOPHANES LYSISTRATA

COMMENTARY

PROLOGUE:

The Women’s Plot (1 - 253)•

The prologue, although conceived as a unified whole, can be divided

into three sections (so Mazon, Essai p. lllf.).
(i)

1-96

set the scene.

There appears on stage alone Lysistrata

(so identified at 6); she is clearly very annoyed and upset about the fact
that no one else has yet put in an appearance (cf. Eccl. 19ff«), although
it is quite probably early morning (see 14ff.; 72).

Calonike soon appears,

however (5), making excuses for her fellows; she acts the part of

interrupting Lysistrata with jokes mostly obscene.

Even amid the hilarity

Lysistrata manages to impress the serious nature of what is proposed - the
saving of the whole of Greece by the women (29 - 30) and the stopping of war

(49 - 50).
(70).

Eventually other women arrive (65) including the named Myrrhine

Not only, however, do Attic women appear, but representatives of

Athens’ enemies Sparta, Boeotia and Corinth, led by Lampito (78ff^).

After

more exchanges, the women wish to hear why Lysistrata has brought them all

together.
(ii)

97 - 180

serve as the exposition of the plot.

lysistrata

gradually reveals (after building up the tension) exactly how she intends
to put an end to the war; in the end she blurts out in one line (124) the

key to the solution, a sex strike.

Immediate revulsion ensues on the part

of the women; only Lampito (142ff.) is willing to support Lysistrata and
together they attempt to persuade the others that it is the only solution.
Eventually, despite all counter arguments, they agree (167)*

Lampito seeks

I

I
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assurance from Lysistrata that the men will be incapable of carrying on the

war, and Lysistrata tells her that the older women have instructions to seize

the Acropolis and prevent the men from gaining access to the treasury.

Lampito is satisfied (180).

form the parodistic oath-scene.

181 - 253

(iii)

The form of the oath

is decided (after the usual jokes), suitable to the bibulousness of women

and Calonike undertakes to swear on behalf of the women (210), repeating the

words of Lysistrata.

As soon as the oath is sworn a cry is heard, a signal

that the Acropolis has been taken.

Lampito goes off to ensure that the

Spartan situation is taken care of (243) and the Athenian women retire into

the Acropolis along with the host-ages from the enemy states (244) •
»

For the production details, discussion of the characters, development

of the plot and the attribution of lines, see the appropriate introductory
sections.

1-

Xu ’

:

The abruptness of the opening scene seems to imply

that we have come in, as it were, half-way through Lysistrata’s thoughts.

For the opening with

j

?

cf. Men. Aspis 97 (

begins her prologue).

Fraenkel (Beob. zu Ar. p. 103) compares the opening of Menander*s Eunuchus

(there a conversation supposedly begun

(fr. 161) -

off stage and continued with these words - cf. Lowe, JHS Lxxxiv (1964) 167).
Here we have the continuation of Lysistrata’s own thoughts of anxiety and

impatience which would have been expressed in gestures visible to the
audience.

The contrast to J-XXa

comes in 1ine 4? it is this reversion of

the normal order of expression (”no-one here yet: but if...”) that throws

emphasis on Lysistrata’s annoyance.

It also provides Aristophanes with an

excellent opportunity right at the beginning of the play to make fun of the
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women (recurring again and again).

a Bacchic rite or festival, cf. Ra. 357, Eur. Phoen. 21,

:

Some (notably Brunck, van Leeuwen and Rogers) have taken

Plut. Mor. 758E.

it to mean a shrine of Bacchus on the analogy of

t vV ,

(cf. also schol. Eur. Phoen. 21 At t 77- L
,
z

Hesych.

t(

c

o AtoVvrfeu /Xos

; Sobolewski p. 45).

L ? <<7^

This

is in anticipation of line 2 and the most obvious way to interpret the word

here is as rite or festival.

For convenient information on the subject of

Bacchic rites (rather more restx*ained at Athens than those represented in
the Bacchae) v. Dodds, Eur. Bacch. xi - xxv; their features were drinking

The drunkenness of women is a stock motif in Old Comedy - cf.

and dancing.

Oeri, Typ der komischen Alten, 13ff•; 39ff•; Athen. 10. 440o; Thesm. 628ff.;

But drinking was only one cf the attributes

Pl. Com. 174; Pherecr. 143 etc.

associated with Bacchus; sex was also prominent (cf. Ra. 740) and it is this
idea that is continued in line 2.

a-

For the prodelision of

:

5

Aesch. Th. 208; Ar. lys. 605; Ra. 186 - 7

Eur. Cyc. 240 (Ruhnken’s
^7'
tri KZrY

s
;

(

-) v. Ilatnauer

The only certain cases in Greek drama that he lists are:

CQ x (I960) 143-

>

Its

although he accepts as likely

} and Eur. Ion 1562 (Verall’s

S
)•

For the omission of the word for shrine or temple with

v. Schywzer ii. 120; Starkie on Vesp. 123; and Sobolewski p. 45* -

shrine v. R. E. suppl viii s.v. Pan.

On the

Pan is closely assocated with Bacchus

(cf. Lucian, Bis Acc. 9; Dial. Deorum 22); the orgiastic and sexual connota

tions are well attested, v. Handley on Men. Dysc. 433f*; Ovid Met. iii,
356 - 410 etc.

TTl

:

For the prodelision of

Ln

cf. Ra 186 - 7 and Platnauer

CQ x (I960) 142 - 3.

It

i J' t<5

>

:

The reacting is Wilamowitz1 for the Mss.

S

; the

1 .

I
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K AJ J

latter separates

>

i

L cL

A*S’ K

from

Sentley

)'

kept the separation by reading (cf. schol. Nub. 52

s

,

C ( f cFq

)

S- C/- cF

von Daele

translates the Wilamowitz text, adopted by Coulon, ” on a la pointe Colias

chez la deesse Genetyllis”.

involved.

It is worth looking more closely at the names

At Nub. 52

= Aphrodite Kolias and Strabo

(398), Pausanias (i.1.5), and Photius (196, 15) tell us that her sanctuary

was on the promontory of Kolias in the deme Anaphlystos.

Wilamowitz draws

attention to a passage in Herodotus (viii.9o) which talks about wrecks from
Salamis being driven onto the promontory of Kolias.

Later passages such as

Lucian Amor. 43 and Alciphr. ii.8.3, which combine the names in the plural
/

t/4J

I

' r-

) do not help us; they probably owe

i<S7'c AU c

7To7”r4c4( /

much to this passage and Thesm. 130 (

).

Pausanias says that the "goddesses named Genetyllides ” were sited at Kolias
along with Aphrodite Kolias.

Hesychius is our most interesting source for
f

ct '

____

f

1

c

'

U

(

C* '
to

o

avcpc.jLf
X
Kja
c.

I
I

c

77y

(S^tS

T7vV
/

y

•

The part about the

sacrifice of dogs looks like a later confusion; but the important facts are
that she was a woman’s goddess who dealt with procreation (Pausanias identifie
with the Gennaides of Phocaea).

The variation between

singular and plural with minor deities is not uncommon cf. Eileithyia (IL.

xi. 270; Pi. 0. 6. 42; Cat. 3- 1 - "lugete, o Veneres Cupidinesque n
6-Re/c
HeHenistie). If we accept Wilamouitz1 text and treat

Fl

as local, then we have a natural progression:

first,

Bacchic rites are mentioned (thoughts of wine and dancing); then Pan mischievousness and sex; then the common result of the two, offspring

(
ence in

<.S

)•

-)

Aphrodite’s presence would be hinted at by the refer—

, as well as by the close association of Pan with that

■
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goddess (Paus. v. 15* 6 says they shared a common alter at Olympia and we
know of a Hellenistic erotic group of the pair from Delos - v. Lawrence,
With this reading there is no repetition;

Later Greek Sculpture pl. 23)•

first we have a festival, then a shrine in Athens, then a temple outside
Athens.

The fact that the women would have had to travel further to the last

of these shows how much effort they would put into getting their pleasures,
whereas when a meeting is held in Athens they cannot make the effort to come.

7

2-

: ’tambourines’ or ’kettledrums’; on their

I?p<. It

origin v. Dodds on Eur. Bacch. 59 and 120 - 34*

Along with the flute, they

are traditionally associated with orgiastic cults and in particular with

Dionysus and Rhea (= Cybele).

Dodds makes the point that in vase-paintings

the tympanum becomes common only with the vogue of oriental cults at Athens

late in the fifth century, and that then it had no place in the official

Athenian worship of Dionysus, which was not orgiastic.

Thus there is probably

/

; it merely extends the

no specific reference meant in

idea already expressed of women’s interest in orgiastic cults.
c

t

s

for this use (English ’’for” - cf. Latin ”prae”) v. Sobolewski p.

216 and cf. 328; Eq. 803; Hub. 855 etc.
*>/

for the sake of emphasis (here

for the repetition of

:

...

on how difficult it Would be to get through the crowd) v. Goodwin p. 73 and
/

J's' —

cf. Ra. 96f.
?/

/

O <

£ i L II )fl‘

The complaint is like Praxagora’s in the similar dramatic situation
'

ci

i/

at Eccl. 19 -

L

jl $

■> z

a

k£

11/

Xfy i/

in Aristophanes it can be used , like

:

£ v-77-u

, both

of position (cf. Ach. 152, Nub. 814, Vesp. 14Z2, Thesm. 225) and direction
(cf. 568, 570 infra).

is, therefore, a needless

Elms ley’s

conjecture.
A

:

has the sense of

cZj.l

, and

never goos

I

J
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7*

\

'i

with it in this sense; therefore any reading with

e-g.

Kuster’s

is wrong.
:

1 IS

3^

schol.

cf. Isocr. vii. 46 for the

Athens was divided.

y£

r?

’

same district of the city.

?/ - r

(districts) into which

or

/

In Nub. 965

'

7XS

is used of boys from the

Ehrenberg (p. 215) makes the point that the deme
/

was a residential district.

was a political division, whereas the

For this feminine formation cf. fr. 274-

?’ ^^Xrz 7^-t

on the implications of this word for the production

:

v. introductory section on production.

6.- A A

k/*?

the Mss. version of the name,

9

has been adequately defended against Wilamowitz1 change by Fraenkel v.
introductory section on characters.

cf. Plut. 756 -

2—

0f\jv^yw

; Men. Sam. 128f.; Dis. Exap. 103f.
C

''

:

as Wilamowitz points out this vocative is normally found

in Aristophanes with paratragoedic overtones e.g. Ach. 891; Thesm. 1181

(in the mouth of Euripides).

(used of troubling the

Both

are common words in tragedy.

mind) and

Thus there seems

to be a rise in the level of speech with Kalonike’s entrance.

Kalonike is

perhaps being a bit patronising towards lysistrata.
On the relationship of the characters in the opening scene v. introductory
section.

77 6 c

8.-

:

t/

The normal phrase for expressing

e cp u ?

discontent and anger with the eyebrows is

(v. Nub. 582; Pl. 756).

The image here seems near, referring to the arching

or knitting of the eyebrows.

Taillardat (p. 23.6), following Bergler, suggests
/C

17

that the image may come from jAct? t >
z

f

Vv

, which sounds like

n

Z /<u V
’ * $7? 1“

.

The Scythians certainly had a reputation for being archers

~ 59 -

(in Aristophanes a policeman -

- is always a Scythian cf. 451;

Thesm. 1018; 1026) and for being rather rough and choleric (Com. adesp.
The only other places where the expression occurs are Alciphr. ii. 16.

801).

2 ( efy t u

f

7* Je ‘tc-i 47

c

) and Long, iv.20.1
_ /

/oyO /zou^dAS), no doubt both

reminiscences of this passage.

Alciphro too, is the source of a parallel

for the general advice:iv. 7• 8 •

y M&vTfriS.

f/

, again probably drawing from Aristophanes.

Shakespeare, King John iv, 2, 90:

Cf. in English,

’why do you bend such solemn brows on me?’ «

For this type of verb formation v. Coulon, RhM ciii (i960) 124*

2-

for the words for ’soul1,

:

’heart’, and ’mind’ in Aristophanes v. E. W. Handley, RhM xcix (1956) 205 25.

Here

is the seat of the emotions.

The phrase is unusual;

I

normally

denotes passion in the sexual sense e.g. Pi- P. 4*

219; Pl* Lg. 783a; Hermesian. 7* 37.

But there is a parallel for the general

idea in Aesch. Ag. 431

--------

-

t ye.

sect. 343ff., compares

similar images at Ran. 844; 359).

■

1

v 7>. (.

e> £ (S’

on Andoc. de Red. 2

; v. also Albini

1^0
(/

r~

•

Tailiardat,

for the ’’fire” of ange1

(there are

Handley suggests the phrase may have been

made for the alliteration (cf. Prato p. 29; Ran. 726; 555 infra with 7/
/
c
: the reading of I 7 C'^zC 4vX/ , -would have the effect
10.- /7/Zca'V

of estranging lysistrata from the other women, which is against the whole
point of the play, cooperation to achieve an end.

It would not help her case

to exclude herself* from womanly foibles, while accusing the others.
11 - 12.-

The clue to the meaning of these two lines lies in the
———

*”*'

.

interpretation of

Both Rogers and Wilamowitz, against

some older commentators (e.g. Enger, who translates the word by ’nequam’),

take it to mean ’cunning’, in a bad sense.

Rogers quotes Arist. E. N- 114-4
•>’x

26, who talking about

3 ‘

, says

v

*

S
rll

'• I

60 -

/>

i

,

<*

yrevpyoS

is joined to

Cprit/bc
i l/M

488^20, can use the adjective of a fox.

in Dem. i, 3*

Aristotle, in HA

The word is used a great deal in

the Knights to describe the Paphlagonian (45, 56, 247, 249, 250, 450 etc.)*
It is used of Dicaeopolis in Ach. 311, and of Euripides in Ran. 80 (v.
Stanford, who compares Rabelais’s ’Panurge’).

Thus the run of the sense

must be: n we are thought cunning creatures by the men (Kalonike jumps in
with pride to defend her sex ’yes, and by Zeus we are’), but when they have

This gets the contrast

been told to meet here, they sleep and do not come”.
between the
\

of line 11 and the o £

£w

of line 13.

For the sense of

/

meaning ’yes, and’ or ’and further’ v. Denniston, p. 109 - 110;

in this same play cf. 1181 and often in Plato e.g. Grat. 400b and Euth. 6d.
?

/

for the accusative absolute v. KG ii. 88f. ;•
Schwyzer ii. ZOlf.; Stahl p. 717f.; 726f.; Goodwin, Syntax p. 33f. ;and for

in particular cf. Aesch. Ag. 1620 etc.
/

t c jTsy,

14—

the accusative would also have been

'( \s

i

possible cf. Eq. 1312; Thue, vi, 67*

For the dative cf. lys. 179; Av. 711;

Eccl. 705 etc.
\

\

Cf. Av. 1413 cf.

For

Tex'Tl

to

cnj

(the opposite idea to the one here expressed, where the women literally sleep;

for an evil which is asleep cf. Sur- Suppl* 1147; Simonides 13, 18).

15-

f cTfart \

:

sleep is not one of the stock complaints about

women, although we find it with reference to servants cf. Theocr. xv, 28;

Herodas vii, 6; ix, 4 and 9 (if the restorations are right).

16.- -/ex
p. 543-

:

for '7o t

with proverb or general reflection v. Denniston

He notes that it is far commoner in serious poetry than in comedy

or prose; the only other Aristophanic passage he quotes is Thesm. 1130, which
is spoken by Euripides.

Here again, we may see a rise in the level of

speech with Kalonike.

The complaint is a commonplace (cf. Eccl. 54 - 6) and for those who see in

-

I

J

-61-

it a reflection of the downtrodden position of Athenian women, it is worth
remembering that women in our very open society would find it difficult to

get to a meeting first thing in the morning (v. N. V. Dunbar JHS lxxxix
(1969) 132).
>

/

_

12-

1

:

the scholiast on this passage takes

as ’to busy oneself with’, and this is the sense of the verb in Plat. Rep.

469d, Sophron 39, Nub. 509 (with suggestion of ’up to no good’- v. Dover ad
loc. and Taillardat, Images sect. 536 and n.2.)

But, while this is clearly

the primary sense of the word here, perhaps we should see a slight double/

entendre.

The word is derived from

used in a sexual sense e.g. Hippen. 22.

, to bend forward, which can be
If there is this suggestion, then

blaydes1 ’is engaged with her husband’, is perhaps the best translation, or
more colloquially ’does for her husband’.

The aorists here express the general

truth of these events, that they happen every time and will occur again (v.
Goodwin, Syntax p. 53ff*).

18 - 19.-

For the duties of the Athenian woman v. Ehrenberg p. 204-

Where children were not placed in the charge of nurses (cf. Eq. 715 - 8; Lys.

958) the mother would care for them herself, (cf. Thesm. 691)•
20-

The Mss. read

^.(4

presumably a metrical correction of some scribe.

is

The

).

(

t 7 ylA

Some wish to keep
\

C/

>4

and so change the ordor of words e.g. Porson

(followed by Dindorf at one time, van Leeuwen, Rogers).

Denniston p.101:

’’’but, as a matter of fact”, is the meaning in the great majority of cases*

The sense conveyed is that what precedes is irrelevant, unimportant, or

subsidiary, and is consequently to be ruled out of the discussion, or at

least put in the shade’.

(cf. Eq. 328; Vesp. 1271).

The objections to this

are first that the word order of the Mss. must be changed (not a serious
matter but some of the emphasis is lost), and second that
odd. What wo expect Lysistrata to say is:

'lv

then looks

’But there are more pressing

6|

VU I u

tribrach of the second foot is divided

•

White (Verse of

Greek Comedy p. 41) accepts the possibility and puts this line in his

miscellaneous section.

As parallels for this rhythm in the second foot cf.

Nub. 884

r 1 <A<77"?
?’ 'ro

and Lys. 52

Thus it seems that the rhythm is at least possible, if rather rare.
Fraenkel, however, disagrees (KI. Beitr. i. 442f.).

£L V

E.

He objects to this

rhythm and first looks at Meineke’s conjecture (Vindic. Ar. 1865)

6

AkCyTAzu
in his text).
rid of

(Coulon has an inversion of this

His reason for liking the conjecture is that it neatly gets

\

A

He makes the point that this is only used in

.

a reply when something new is added to what the other has said, a new fact,
argument etc.

(v. Eccl. 438ff.).

His objections to Meineke, however, out/

weigh his liking; the infiltration of HAL

A rj.

reply

is not explained, and the

does not fit the question very well.

Noting that in the 14s.

, the A/c

/

is appended above the line,

suggesting perhaps that its position was not completely fixed, he proposes

\Tcv\ /A
caused by

ArE

77XXi/

, the removal of "T £

coming into the beginning of the line.

being

He does, however., note

that the resulting rhythm with this reading is very rare, where there is a

strong punctuation (as opposed to an actual change of speaker, which is much
commoner v. Arnott - CQ vii (1957), 195) aftei' the two shorts of a third

foot anapaest.

He knows of only two Aristophanic parallels - Eq. 27 and

Plut. 417; he also quotes Menander, Perik. 184•
63ff. and 72).

(v. Handley - Byskolos p.

There seems, therefore, to be no good reason to substitute

one metrical rarity for another.

stands, that

4 tc<

His objection to the reading of R, however,
should introduce something new.

similar confusions in Mss. as cited above, and the fact that
written above the line in

Noting
is

, suggesting not only that its position was

in doubt, but perhaps also its validity, it might perhaps be best to read

l

r

1

The solution seems to lie in Hermann’s and Elrcsley’s

things’.

/

•

-I- imperfect (v. Denniston p. 36) denoting

The construction then becomes

the sudden appreciation of the real state of affairs (often translated in
English by ’after all’ with the present tense):

of. Pac< 566 and Av. 513-

, then, as Denniston says (p. 548) ’brings the point home to the

7

person addressed, while the other particle retains its normal force’.

Demosthenes seems to have had this passage in mind (xix, 228) f

>

V

£
'T'vVc5~L

<’

S ^>7" 6 i

i

must surely refer back to the occupations of the previous lines,

not forward to lysistrata’s plan, as yet unrevealed.

ZM*

22.-

:

as Wilamowitz points out, the

phrase seems to indicate that every woman had been invited, a hint at how
far-reaching Lysistrata’s scheme will be.

23-1 z

_

J(

h

For this type of quick short question and answer cf. Han. 55-

•

the word is introduced here by Aristophanes for the purposes

of the double entendre thet follows (cf. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy p. 61).
Lysistrata’s reply, while technically correct (cf. the same adjective applied

in Ran. 759), suggests the nuance which Oalonike picks up with

to
her question

U ZvV

/ TcX-X- c-

k

; referring to the phallus.

For

the same two adjectives applied to the phallus cf. Pax. 1349; Eccl. 1048.

(

TT^Xu

by itself at Nub. 539)•

There is perhaps a note of eager anticipation in Kalonike*s question, leading

up to the surprised question of the next line, following lysistrata’s seeming
agreement.

24*-\

The Mss. give eithei'

Tqv A (<A 7T2.Xv

566; Eq. 417; Plut. 920.

« 'TTc^Yv

(nr ) or

(B).; for similar confusion in the Mss. cf. Pac.
Nauck and Meineke objected to the first half of

the line and athetisod it (Meineko later in Vindic. Ar. retracted)problem is partly metrical.

The

With either of the readings of the Mss. the

-

- 64 -

/

r

with B

For

'■A

with an interrogative:

indicating surprise, indignation or sarcasm v. Denniston p. 309ff* and cf.
_
•>/
and
in
Nub. 210; 717; Vesp. 665; Eq. 1044. For /<.^l (

particular (very common in Euripides and Aristophanes) cf. Ran. 203; 647;
786; Ach. 126; Av. 963; fr. 345; Eur. Ion 548; I. A. 894Lysistrata brings us back to the situation in hand, with another

2^.-

hit at the propensity of women for sex, in
fr-t’X

The snappiness of her reply,

tr^-TVS

/

c

0

, shows that she

is a bit annoyed with Kalonike’s one-track mind (for the phrase cf. Ran.
563; Plat. Soph. 216b-).
26 - 27.-

For the idea of staying awake and thinking cf. Eq. 1290ff.

(with verb
and

*
).

/

Hipp. 375ff.

) and Ran. 930ff. (with verbs c c

y^ u' n

dX

Both these passages and our own owe something to Eur.

The tone may therefore be mock-tragic, befitting the annoyance

of Lysistrata, and the supposed importance of the scheme she is about to

The paratragedy is strengthened by the 3-word trimeter in line 27

divulge.

(for these v. II. W. Miller - CFh xxxvii (1942) 194); 3-word trimeters are a
stylistic trait of tragedy (v. W. B. Stanford - CR lire (1940) 8 and 187).

The comic poet uses them to point to the incongruity of the impressive form
and the unimpressive thought.

(Not, of course, tha’
j every 3-word trimeter

The dative plural in

need be paratragic cf. Men. Aspis 252).

is

not used in spoken Attic, but is normal in choral lyric (v. Barrett on Eur.

Hipp. 101).

is a word often used in philosophical contexts cf. Plat. Ap. 23b ;
,

Men. 79d.; Theaet. 201a (for
Ap. 18b.).
o

7

7

/

in particular cf. Pl. Lg. 693a;

The ’intellectual’ nature of the imagery is kept up in the words
i

/

and

/

.

For the former used both

in Plato and especially in Hippocrates, cf. Pl. R. 460d.; Hp. Acut. 42.; for

the latter, a more specifically medical term for ’tossing about in bed’, cf.

- 65 -

Hp. Epid. 4-31; Morb. 2. 69-

(here applied to the thought, rather than the

Thus both form and content show an elevation of tone in these two

person).
lines.

28-

Kalonike’s reply is couched in the same ’intellectual’ terms, with

added sexual overtones.

Denniston, discussing technical terms in Aristophanes

as an ’intellectualist ’ term

(CQ xxi (1927) 119), notes that

(= subtle, refined) is never found in Aeschylus or Sophocles; it occurs three
times in Euripides (Med. 529; 1082; fr. inc. 924), is found in Hippocrates
(Aer. 24), Antipho (3* 8. 2), and fr. Iamb. Adesp. 16.

Otherwise it occurs

only in satirical passages, almost invariably with reference to philosophy
or Euripides, and often coupled with

Taillardat p. 264; 294ff-)-

h“u/<.v<c£

or

TTTZXuX

(cf.

Plat. Rep. 607c quotes

as a typical sneer of poets at the philosophers cf. Alexis fr. 221; Ach. 445;
Eccl. 571; Nub. 153; 230ff.; 320; 359; 1496; Ran. 876; 956; 1108 - 11.

Here

the whole stress is thrown on the adjective by the repetition (cf. Ran. 96 8 for the same technique).

But while the technical aspect of the word is
and 77^-Xu

uppermost, there is also the contrast between
4); just as

f(

(23 -

referred to the phallus there, so there is a

J

reference to that in this line; if the phallus has been tossed about during
many sleepless nights, far from being thick ( 77*IaC7
thin (

)«
)<

Hp. Axt. 8 (opp.

For

//-ros

For

) it will have become

as thin of body cf. Eccl. 539; Nub«. 1018;

)•

= I suppose, v. Denniston p. 286; cf. Lys. 1089*

c
29 - 30 —

would be said with a wry, ironical smile.

The

the first hint of what Lysistrata’s scheme is about.

T’yS

unity(

We got

The idea of national
)

) and its rescue(

is one of the stock motifs of the play cf. 41, 342, 525 and introduction.
?

>

”in the hands of" cf. Hdt. viii, 118. 3
= "in

For

i

>1

and Sobolewski p. 21f.

i*

c

Lfjc\v

•••

66 -

■>!

I

21-

The Mss. have either

(

y

1

; >/

’/./

s 77

/o

or

0

One problem concerns the construction

^_\

■>

L + genitive = depend on, be balanced upon; there are,
^77

however, parallels - Hdt. vi. 11
G

z-»

/

___

x

yytMZ 73.

and the rather more doubtful Soph. Ant.

r
t-d— Cc^.^

1141

£ X STXl

7~b"^i£
777rif
lS

C

£ 477

Accpet these and Dobree’s tempting emendation
eV
V
(an image from the technical term ”to ride at anchor”; found elsey

•

1

, Eq. 1244; fr- 150) is unnecessary.
> v >
+
with the imperfect would mean little; y
would be the

where in Aristophanes with

5^' 77S

imperfect construction of line 20 with ys. as an exclamatory particle (v.
)

Denniston p. 126) and the word stressed (

But the parallel of line 20 tends to point to the

(v. Denniston p« 128).

more usual

f

tZ^

immediately preceding

>

(Bergk, followed by Keineke, Wilamowitz, van Leeuwen

and Coulon) and this should probably be accepted.
Self* depreciation by women is a comic commonplace v. introduction,
c
: = "know that”, cf. 499; 1018; Ach. 333 (and van Leeuwen
^2.- z^-’S
ad loc.).

For the general run of the sense of the line cf. Eur. I. T. 1056ff.
G

£

A

/4

-}\

■>

'S

/SthA

and for other examples of /y

1 T7 3J-"t

et^ Uj'ltSS

\

n

%(

/
(Tuyyov'cru

.A

A ou
OU 7"
iA

7TJ7

c

7'

A<A

3.0710 jlI.K &

(i.e. after

3

ftVKc

•>

s/

or the like) cf. Hdt. vi. 11: vi. 109; Plat. Prot. 313a.
,___r f

\

73^

__

1

n ?<<

= "state affairs’1, ’’fortunes of the

state”, the sort of political phraseology one meets more in Thucydides,

Herodotus and Demosthenes than in drama (v. L. S. J.

S- V

iii.3)-

Kalonike interrupts this line of lysistrata before she can finish,

the sense being continued (in varied constructions) by line 35 and lines 37 -

41- Logically, Lysistrata would have continued, ^/y77 (R’s
prompted by a scribe who thought of one line only at a time)

c S perhaps

- 67 -

/

0c

7^(

( a change of construction gives us
/

fl Qty

in line 35)

only

L uTVf

(but Lysistrata cannot

bring herself to utter such thoughts - line 37-8)

<oiv^

/

773^7^5 f

5(again the construction

is changed, this time to a finite verb).

For the Peloponnesians and the

Boeotians as the typical representatives of the Athenian enemies cf. 40;

75; Ach. 623f*; 720f. (in both places the Megarians are also mentioned).
in a rejoinder conveying a comment on (or sometimes,

For

24-

a criticism of) the previous speaker’s words v. Denniston p. 572 and cf.
I

Soph. 0. T. 1067 (with

Nub. 1236O

Here the

'To

I
(

YAh

being the words picked); Av. 511;

t

/? r

s trengthens

p i 4 TY

(cf. the common

*

/

= excellent, then - Vesp. 856) = ’Well, that’s the

best that could happen1.
:

on the predicative adjective in the neuter plural instead

of the singular v. K. G. i. 66f; B. L. Gildersleeve, Syntax of Classical
Greek (1900) i. 16f.; and cf. line 142.

26.- Mention of the Boeotian!.s leads to a jibe on the gluttony of
The Copaic eel was a great delicacy and associated with gluttony

women.

(cf. 702; Ach. 881ff.; Pac. 1005ff-, Vesp. 5O6ff.), greatly missed by the
Athenians since the outbreak of war.
\

p'*

For jC

Y£

The

, in a passionate command or wish v. Denniston p. 276.

is vary common n this type of phrase and should be read with /

Nub. 696 and Dover’s note.

icPsAt =
37• -

-cf.

(add also Thesm. 540).

’omit’, ’except’ - cf. Pax. 454 -

\
1£

/

773-t c-1 v

lysistrata, being an Athenian, cannot bring herself to mention the
->

same fate for Athens as for the Peloponnesians and Boeotians.

is not simply

[■__

as Pollux ii, 109 says, but seems from the

glosses in Hesychius and Photius and from the scholiast ( £
crU yA^771(S ’

■

z u t <W (

) and from the two passages in

I»

68 -

Aeschylus where it occurs (P. V. 929; Cho. 1045) to have overtones of speaking
There is a parallel compound

words of ill-omen.
iii, 124.

For similar unwillingness to talk of dreadful things that might
7^

happen cf. 590; Dem. xx, 12
.

V/W

in Hdt.

7/__ >

T

/ /n ;

’

cf

7

7

)'

Lucian Harm. 4

1

y ? /OV

<^(Jf trV

Zl772-J

1

z
/75-CCzr^0/1/
cf

A

•..

y] 'TO

TTbA sc

'

Lysistrata refuses t.o say the words, and so tells Kalonike that
z
she must supply them mentally for herself. For U It a
in the sense

3&.-

yr

of ’surmise’ cf. 1234; Eq* 652 (again things unsaid).

Brunck1s

which he translates ’aliud te suspicari velim’, makes no sense in the context.

As Wilamowitz says the ethic dative

jaxti.

replaces a more specific object

, 1

39 - 41*-

These three lines sum up what lysistrata has been trying to

tell Kalonike in this scene, and also point the way to the arrival of the
Spartan Lampito, and the final revealing of the exact nature of the scheme.

Line 39 picks up the ideas of lines 4, 15, 25 and extends them to include
C

z*

not only Athenian women ( /ntHS

) but also the enemy as well.

For

the saving of the whole of Greece cf. lines 29 - 30, here with the addition

that this will be done by the women from both sides ( Ao i
the repeated "Ti

reinforced qy

); cf. line 525 for a reminder cf these same principles

enunciated again by lysistrata.

The repetition of line 40 in a slighuly

different form at line 75 helps stress the important dramatic element of the
involvement of all Greece.

(for similar repetitions cf. line 44 and 219 and

v. H. w. Miller - AJPh Ixv (1944) 34).

42- For the self depreciation cf. line 31«
The Mss. read

f1 Y

(v

(for the history of this form v. Chantraine —

Morph. Hist. p. 3O5ff.); the form is used mainly in epic and tragedy, and.
as the whole of Kalonike’s speech is mock- solemn, there is no need to change

*

- 69 -

>

the reading to Clement’s

t

if)' chf&i\/rTO

(a normalising which does not scan)

(influenced by the following

or

1

/< d

)•

Rutherford points out (N. Phr. p. 50) the similarity between this passage
v~

1

? r'

J
C/ 7 77K V75c)£S

and Av. 1147 -

I

>I

>

dt/

'77

suggests that both are based on a proverb f

.

form.

/

?

cT'/y 7~X

"I '

X*

:; and
%S

This would account for the grand — <y.(c4-/o

seems to be used only in mock-solemn or lyric passages

in Aristophanes (cf. 547; Eq. 1364; Av. 1333) but is common in Plato and the

tragedians.

We havo seen the level of tone rise before when Kalonike speaks,

cf. line 8.

For the general sentiment cf. Soph. Ant. 61ff.

of action, seems also a word of high-flown
origin - cf. Hdt. iii, 72; Soph. 0. C. 1144; Trag. Adesp. 9 (not, I think, the
same image as ab Eq. 430, 760, where we have a wind-metaphor - v. Taillardat
'^v>

p. 180, 184)

There is a dispute in the reading at the end of this line.

V Q tsTfS- $

schol. give

t

c

, Clement in one of his quotations

(although Wilamowitz says this would have been conjectured,

even if it had not been found in Clement).

The objection to the reading of

the Mss. is that it w^uld be the same thing as

Z

V

___ -1

CUlU.

’T.l.U

uuv.

•

1,

/L £ Kd- AA

i C T'j* i £ i

- to paint in various colours - cf. Philenu

(for this meaning of

79.

The Mss. and

/

98 ^simple verb] ).

£ icU

f 'ZAX.

need

not, however, bo a narrow term applying only to the face (as it should by
derivation), it can have the sense of adornment or beautification in general
/

7<Tr^s

cf. Pl. Smp. 174^- (the word

*dandy’).

If one changes the reading to

is used in Isoc. i, 27 for a

£'

must see a reference to the dyeing blonde of hair.
An. 284 -

<4

Tc
Tc

7XS

T/0c XaS *

, then one

Wilamowitz quotes Bekk.
/\^kX<c$'

777

Clement had just quoted from Menander

IT
- 70 -

/

T)qvz

(fr. 679)
•'TpcXtAS

£1 y

S

.

'77'^

Euripides fr • 322 has

•

{oj

It is noticeable, however, that all of these examples contain words for

’hair1, which our passage does not; also, in the only other passage in
Aristophanes where the word occurs, Ach. 1047, it means ’to brown1 of meat.

It seems to me that the reply of Lysistrata settles the question.

up all the ideas related by Kalonike and repeats them; for
and

J< Sj<cA-A A

£ \Sj-c

(.

we
we find
find

She picks

(V & U/yc$Vt£C

7>
7> y

,

y'/e^T^X

Thus we should accept the Mss. reading, and if there is

unguents and rouge.

As Rogers

any repetition of ideas, it is merely for the sake of emphasis.

is often used in a bad sense, ’sit about idle’

points out,

cf. II. 24, 403; Hdt. 3, 134; Dem. 11, 17; Xen. Oec. x, 13 (with reference

Again this is self-depreciation for comic effect.

to women).

For this compound cf< line 219, where the repetition reminds ut>
For

of the early action of play, the self-depreciation turned to good use.

, the saffron-coloured robe, worn by women and

the

effeminate men. cf. Thesm. 138; Ra. 46, and the references in Headlam-Knoz:

on Herodas 8, 28.

The three-word trimeter continues the mock solemn note of Kalonike’s speech
(V. on line 27); aga:Lx the humorous contrast between impressive form and

unimpressive content.

Thr^-rhythm-of-'lines--42-4~sus bains- -the -high tone.
q/2

45 —

(9©

cuv

=

0 ^(5

T5LO t OS

i

I
I

55; Poll. 7, 49) =

.tel1

Xct>w'

r

'TaXcTiGJI X

note; Suda s. v.
I

=

t oS

Xc \

(Eust. 1166,

(Call. fr. 293 with Pfeiffer’s
._ /
, 0 77c£\
//?//££
((

o

77

coS

)

(Duris ap. Pint. Ale. 32 = 70J; Arr. Epict. 2. 16. 9), a- chiton

that was loose and ungirded (normally the chiton was belted beneath the
breasts, the top being gathered into loose folds), and which thus hung straigh

/<t

cK

:

the reading of S; R has

K

preserving

- 71 -

perhaps two readings

has

yi. ccp I K

/<(

and

<

- .

- cf. schol.);

The epithet seems to come from a place-

name (v. schol.) and from lysistrata’s reply (line 48) would seem to imply

7~b

t ^tl

transparent (cf. Pollux vii, 49

X( Ti'W(- derived from our passage?).

: some sort of women’s shoe cf. Poll, vii, 87 where a

/Fyc^^c'cZXs

quotation from Cephisodorus

seems to imply that it might be worn by a servant girl.

This need not mean

that it was a cheap type of shoe, simply that it was popular with all women*
It is possible that its name comes from

It occurs also at Theop. fr. 52.

its shape, that of a flat-bottomed boat
j d

0 t< CO

7]yt i i $

) - cf. Hesych.

£/j^

A 2

$ is

•

The accusatives

can be explained as being governed by the implied verb in KP&7&S i o cPcf&J

C,

or perhaps better by saying (with Wilamowitz) that lysistrata interrupts

Kalonike.

y//?

- v. Denniston p. 88 - "following a demonstrative

pronoun, sometimes conveys assent, while adding something to it* (A colloquia
7ct Kj-t
Kj-L
y^y'Tef

cf. Ran. 73 -

idiom)11.:

especially Thesm. 81- T^rui
j dnj i

Eq. 180.

For

'

77

i

W

x/'T/ ’&
67l

r

-

»u yxt

_

V

/<y,O5rc;6K.ca

v. Denniston p. 307 - ’’the particle here denotes that

the words following it add something, and something important, to the content
of the demonstrative"; cf. Thesm. 81; Eq. 180; Ba. 73*

The use of personal attractions to gain their end is one of the main motifs

of the plot; cf. 149 - 54; 219 - 22; 551 - 4; and the whole scene between
ityrrhine and Kinesias.

47 - 8.-

(see introduction).

Lysistrata repeats the various attractions which Kalonike has

mentioned.
/

l.l

47).

:

cf. Eccl. 332 (cf. lat. "crocotula” - Plant. Epid. 2. 2.

- 72 -

£y

alkanet (Anchusa tinctoria)? used as rouge by Ahtenian women

5

C b'l c-v

(cf. Eccl. 929; fr. 320; the whitening effect is achieved by
cf. Xen. Oec. x. 2; D. C. Ixxxix. 14) •
X. c T^^rv i d\

O idc /

cf. Men. fr. 653

:

-)/

f> y i Ker? ;

of 150 below.

The Mss. read y-dyJlr,/. .
Pl. Phaed. 97a -

qZ-aA

2 ^^>7$

L

0 ( S<7>7

Lz/z/^s

Kd'i.

>
a^^T^yj\/

f.
\

W

•>

cT^J-TyW

O^CfV

<73>v7Aa/
■>

<Tc.A^'t^’£( , >v '7&-ZS

TFOzlu

Z-TS

zAoyots

i4

(v. V. Coulon - RhM

Peppier (CPh. 1928, 74) adds Xen. Hell. ii. 2. 3
j K

k

0

' A

?

c“tT<71 (j

V'o'K'/

>cTv'/lrc

c '
v

CrdYC

TT^

Cf

\
'TyvS

?

/

; and Aeschines c. Tim. 137
r \
<
1

bj rf"

£Kcn yt 6^7
7Kcn//i'*7

77? T 6 o-C-vn r , XU ot

z

■>

e-u

jeo'v''^

77^4 u

O

JJiTTS-uf ?

in Nub. 1135, Ay. 526f.

T?5

67

£(/

cv (1962) 19 - 20).

£TL

This can be defended by two parallels i.c

z s jU4 1X u v

^ToTl

L

I

/

'T'&ts

</■ 11

'

.

r

S/cnTX ; similar to Ten
*>

)6

Xi

(his examples of

followed by a plural are obviously easier).

is prepared for by TZ^V vty At’cXv'
r
eT
(Meineke).
Thus there is no need to change to
_/
>
50.- For
t/ cf c cf. Eur. Her. 313 f^cAc /u 1il c z
/
O£>fo[ /rVuz7
« y^t/ 2? \ZQ
y tc i
(v c

^<U 4-^4 e-L<r"( v

The plural

■)

ZX

.K

i

Soph. 0. C. 424

/~v.A / ( d~ * ' «* <• ^CT'V < X (.

<r'

For the more normal

C’ O

t

cf. Av. 1188;

7?

Ach. 913•

For this sort of interruption cf. Euelpides at Ay 598ff.

For

the middle meaning ’to have something done1, cf. Thesm. 425 TTct^ d.-A/<e-^ cAi^ t
cJjKTC/"<A(ov'

-7/c. Pax. 69

TTen<zo_r

iv (1896) 286) and PiOgers object to
Herworden (Mnem. xxiv
>■

it is not parallel to the other verbs

r
-

etc.

, that

/

? v< • c ■

01 ^d (

and /< 7?^ 6 o! <0 (

Rogers says that the eager* Kalonike ’is not likely to suggest the tedious

■

- 73 -

Herwerden’s suggestion is

process of dyeing’.

3

cf. Nu. 72;

This is possible, although it may be that

Av. 1250; Eccl. 80; fr. 253-

Kalonike even in her excitement does not forget her vanity and remembers that
her robe needs dyeing.
'TM

a female oath "by the two goddesses”, Demeter and Kore

:

/

But the Doric

cf. Vesp. 1396; Eccl. 155 - 3.

/ A/

is

C

unrestricted in use cf. 81; 983-

i2.- There are parallels for the very unusual rhythm, u u J —- , at
x

?/ r—

c«

Nub. 884

(S

■

(Fraenkel, KI. Beitr. i. 440 considers

r77U (/O-k

uTT&Slp
■p «4AS

it possibly spurious) and fr. 320, 14

For the phrase, cf. Pax. 433

KJD'^S

(uncertain) .

1

T'e-vTin/ T<k

*

the diminutive may emphasise the possible success

:

of her scheme: ’not even a little dagger’.

v. Denniston p. 271 -

7

’

not infrequently

follows interrogative particles, while retaining its o\m logical force;’ cf.
■>

<—

Nub. 1094 -

C

T'

fyvedicts

...; etc.

Her question repeats her complaint of line 4, 15, 39*
Denniston, talking about assentient

y//

, says

”A slightly different turn is given to the idiom in the following

(p. 88):

Ar. lys. 55 ("No, more than that, they ought to have flown here on wings long
expects a positive answer:

ago”.

it gets a negative answer,

which rejects the expected affirmative in favour of a stronger one.
7 . , /

thus corresponds to

\

S'

j/ < V

0r^/

cf. Soph. El. 1453). n

/

7*0^ i

as an image of rapid motion is found

from Homer onwards; see the references in Taillardat sect. 228; it is used
below: 106, 321, 1013.

56.-

' ( )

\ : This vocative is used of both sexes - cf. 157; Eccl.

120 etc.

"7 oc : for -'77* 1

bringing the point home to the person addressed v.

-

-

Denniston p. 549 •
Here again the motif of self-depreciation seen before.
--- /

58 - 60.-

There seem to be two references in the words

aa/and

The first is to location ( a contrast with the women of Athens)
i.e. those living on the coast (cf. Hdt. i, 59) and those living in Salamis
(the scholiast gives the details of Pandion’s division of Attica into four
parts).

Secondly we know that the

and

J ( it t X

were the

two vessels in the Athenian navy especially reserved for state-service, whose

crews consisted of free citizens (v. Thucy. iii, 33; viii, 73; Ar. Av. 1204-) •
The crew of the ’Paralos’ was later to oppose the oligarchs in Samos (Thucy.
viii, 73); thus perhaps they were renowned for their democratic views.

But

it is yet another reference that Kalonike picks up, the fact that in Athenian

opinion, the people of Salamis were highly-sexed (cf. 411; Eccl. 38).
combines this ’with a metaphor from

<0^5

She

(literally ’riding-horse’ or

’skiff’); the second of these meanings is literally appropriate to the passage

as Salaminian women would have had to cross the straits in boats to reach the
mainland; the first gives rise to the common sexual metaphor of a woman being

ridden like a horse (cf. Pax. 900 and the references in Taillardat p. 105 for
<czv crirtTL.

this

cf. 192; 231; 619; 6?6ff.

The image is a common one in the play,

The same idea is kept up in the words
V

XX

literally ’to stand with legs apart1, and

(for sexual urges

early in the morning cf. 966; 1089; Ach* 256;)which are also appropriate to

the dramatic context of the women crossing over early in the morning.
61 - 3-~

It was understandable that lysistrata might expect the

Acharnians to come first, as they had been especially harassed by the Spartans
7

(cf. schol., reading

> 71 7^x.y 7~o

with van Leeuwen - Mnem. 1903, 16; and

Thucy. ii, 21), and thus would be especially desirous of peace.

For the repetition of the negative (which perhaps strengthens her surprise
and annoyance), a colloquial feature, cf. Thesm. 491f”

(STTC

1

- 75 -

cT(

7^.
>

£c

)

&n

J. I ytc

>

; 498ff.

)
>

>

<■

i^c

>

dx'c

/

zy K S

etc.

The attraction of

into the accusative again strengthens Lysistrata’s

surprise and annoyance; for this type of construction cf. Av. 652f. etc.

63 - 4.- A much debated problem.

Theagenes (I am inclined to accept

this spelling, v. Platnauer on Pax. 928) is often maligned in comedy (cf.

Vesp. 1183; Pax. 928; Av. 822; 1127; 1295; Eup. fr. 110a); he is identified
with the prominent politician Theagenes mentioned in Thucy. iv, 27, 3; v, 19,
2; v, 24, 1; Xen. Hell. ii. 3- 2 by D. MacDowell (RhM civ (1961) 229 - 36 and

on Vesp. 1183); this is a much more convincing article than those by S. Srebrnj
in Eos xxviii (1925) 79 - 86 (he tries to isolate this reference from all the

others in Old Comedy and distinguishes two different men) and by A. Andrewes
and D. M. Lewis in JHS Ixxvii (1957) 78-9.

Theagenes seems to have been

resident at Acbarnae although his deme was Peiraieus, his tribe Hippothontis.

The important point here is that it is not he but his wife who comes in fcr
7

ridicule.

It seems best to accept

and Coulon.

•J-

f

yf

1 enz

'c

with van Leeuwen

Here, Me get a continuation of the metaphor of line 60; for

=”to raise the small, auxiliary sail”, in a

J-

metaphorical sense, cf. Plut. 2, 1094d; 2, 15d (v. Taillardat sect. 210 and

There is also a play on words with the diminutive of
/
. \
~
v
, ”a cup” (cf. Ant. 4

Willems pp. 417 -9)*
cZ/Gj-TbS

y-

Tis

); so we have another reference to the common comic motif of

women’s bibulousness.

There seems no point in accepting the reading of the

gloss of the Souda (

St

< o-v^.. evroV
ovrov c'tiAoS
cHiAoS //v ’

0X»
; ov

Xcx)

) as

Wilamowitz and Suss, unless we assume a lost joke about a superstitious woman.
The scholia have both interpretations and the first mentioned fits the context
bettor.

- 76 -

\

62-

I

c’7

:

used to mark the entrance of a character on the

stage v* Denniston p. 251 and cf. line 77.

//ox :

cf. 909-

66.-

Z.S ’^6 '

Dobree and Enger object to this reading
is an epic and Aeschylean word, used only in

on the ground that

comedy in dactylic and anapaestic passages in epic reminiscence.
Wilamowitz counters as follows:

gesichertn.

hat es Sophokles

MAber gerade mit

einmal Trach- 1010 und so Kratinos

But

I M.

Da ist es hier

c

We need not change, therefore, this set-phrase to

(in any case the corruption would then be rather strange).
•-> \
-> /
( crU I( enJ
: a cry of surprise and disgust, which looks forward to the

joke about a nasty smell in 68 (cf. 305)•

67- 8.-

Anagyrus was one of the demes of Attica and the site of a marshy

and smelly swamp (

5

"ToTTo^

i<^-vTiZ''Grv

).

was used of people bring-

It became proverbial -

ing trouble on themselves (Zenob. ii, 55)•

There may also have been a plant

of the same name (stinking bean-trefoil) that possessed the same quality as

the swamp (v. schol., Suda and Hesychius) but the reference here must be

topical.
63.-

Enter 1-fyrrhine and others, full of apologies for being rather late.

Lysistrata is very annoyed.

On Nfyrrhine, v. introduction on characters.
/

The tone 01

_ t
/ L

, seems solemn cf. other

passages where it occurs - Thesm. 144; Soph. Phil. 805*

It would be most

suitable therefore for lysistrata to reply in similar tone.
~

achieved in Halbertsma’s

b-x) < t h J-1

draw her too close to Lfyrrrhine.
2771-1

KA

This is not

1

rf

Mu

1

, the ^2 would

One should therefore read simply

£*

, (cf. for this type of address Thesm. 1213,

y-?iAC^c ); this despite Quincey (JHS Zbcxxvi (1966) 154 who in his
article on Greek expressions of thanks, accepts Halbertsma’s reading-

r

ii i

- 77

tf

= ’nunc demum’ cf. line 1008; Eccl. 40-

71—

neither it nor

J

is found elsewhere in the

comic poets according to Blaydes.

For the excuse cf. Blepyrus at Eccl. 315 - 7.
f

For the phrase cf. 1219

zc

C e

TCZ-Su

t> ec

to

I

On the distribution of lines, see introduction.

7Zff—

oA’-ycru y

)

’’for a short time".

On the forms

Cf

it

and cTV/gKA

v. Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 456; he argues

Cf

(a vernacular form?) against t i/hQ

convincingly for

(a form

from epic-ionic and later Greek, unsuitable to fifth century comedy and
tragedy).

For the phrase cf. Nub . 803 lU’

22-

.

/<■

The repetition of line 40 (in a different case) serves to remind us

once again how important dramatically the presence of the Spartan and enemy

women is to be.

76."
a good

Jfyrrhine, eager to please, agreed that lysistrata’s suggestion is
For the phrase cf. Men. Sicyon. 350

one.

7Te A o

fajtfccrxS A- y • ( S;

Plat- Phaedr. 277a; Theaet. 161b; Plaut. Mil. 1422 - ’’magi’ sapis”.
_

22-

\

v. on line 65*

Lys istrata would be the only one to

know of Lampito’s identity, as she has planned the whole affair.

78.-

Lampito now appears along with delegates from Boeotia (v. line 36)

and Corinth (v. line 91), Athens! principal enemies.

These Lysistrata greets

with great joy.

22—
On the vocative without

:

as Wilamowitz says
/6

in the sense of

( dec seems more necessary than

here) v. KG

i. 48f.
The beauty of Spartan women was traditional from Homer onwards v. 0d. xiii,

412 and H. Mitchell, Sparta (1952) p. 46.

This address, however, also serves

the dramatic function of malting Lampito feel welcome.

She is the only one

to arrive so far who has been greeted with enthusiasm, a foreshadowing perhaps

J

-in -

of the part she will play later.
I

)

Both

80.-

and

f

t\

seem to have been mainly

medical words (v. LSI s.v.); the former is indeed very rare outside medical
y

For the same sort of compliment cf. Nub. 799 -

writings.

; Eur. An
dr. 196 Andr.

/Top^cyoL

c

(y^ YTt

is used in Hp. Mui. i, 71 of the fulness of women’s breasts.

This

may point forward to line 83.

The description veers away from mere beauty to strength, especially in line
81, and it is this idea, pleasing to a Spartan, that Lampito picks up in her
reply.

The article seems to be necessary everywhere with the phrase

81.1/c/C

/

7XT

*

(cf* Att. vi^

),

Pax. 214; Xen. Ann. vi, 6, 34; Hell. iv, 4, 10 etc.
to read with Heisig y
r

y?

>

for 14s s. yj y

: for y£

v. Denniston p. 133ff*

cf. 86; 90; Ach. 905;

It is therefore necessary

(cf. Coulon, Essai p. 125)*

in affirmative answers to questions and statements

From simiIar usages in Aristophanes and Plato, this

seems to be perfectly good Attic.
parenthetic

<91/G

seems tc be a specifically Laconic trait;

it recurs in the play at 156, 998, 1256.
\
i

in the mouth of a Laconian (male or female - cf. 983) refers

to Castor and Polydeuces; at Ach. 905 in the mouth of a Boeotian it refers

to Amphion and Zethos; cf. 51 for the Attic oath.
82.-

The 14s s. have

the corresponding form is

, which is very unlikely for a Doric speaker;

.

This is the form which Denniston (p. 145)

accepts, as an example of quasi-connective y*£

(where one expects VeciZ or
/

/

/

).

If he is right, Halbertsma’s yy^> is unnecessary and the sense:

’I take plenty of exercise, anyhow1.

It was a traditional feature of the Spartan way of life for women that they
indulged in exercises as mucji as the men (v. H. Mitchell - Sparta (1952) p*

_____ L

s

1
- 79 -

46ff. and the references given there).

Presumably, in the caricature of a

Spartan woman which Lampito represented, there would bo various external signs
of her broad and muscular build by padding etc.
\

K

Cf t

'

)i e I c

prowess•

gives an example of Lampito’s athletic

From Pollux iv, 102, the phrase seems to refer to the

a strenuous form of exercise (’dance1, as Pollux calls it), in which the girls
leaped up and down in such a way as to touch their buttocks with the feet (cf.

As Mitchell suggests, perhaps Lampito gave an exhibition

Mitchell page 197)-

of it at this point.

There is no reason for identifying this exercise with the ’Mothon’ of Eq. 697
__ —z
as Pickard-Cambridge, D. T. C. p. 169-, or with the O I HOC
of 1243-

Herwerden (Mhern. xxiv (1896) p. 286) cf. Hippocr. Nat. Puer. 13, where

is advised for a pregnant woman for

abortion-

83ff—

Again the attribution of lines is not certain, see introduction.

For emphatic c

with
with exclamations
exclamations cf.
cf- AchAch- 11

SgT^* y/x jL £

and Denniston p. 212.

invariably

With one exception (Ach. 150), the genitive after

takes the article in Aristophanes: 1085; Eq. 1219 ;Nub. 2; Vesp. 933; Av- 826;
Thesm. 281; Ran. 1278; fr. 67T <■

- fj / -

7 c 7 00 3

X)

It seems best therefore to accept Scaliger’s

for R-’s unmetrical

is used at Th- 640 oi a woman’s breast

I c /

$1

The diminutive could only

be retained if we accepted it in a wheedling tone, for in its literal sense
it would be inapposite (Lampito is presented as a very sturdy woman), and
the diminutive does not seem strong enough to warrant a laugh by its

incongruity.
84--

is the reading of R, which may imply Bergler’s

(c^-

Ach. 730, whore a Megarian is speaking); cf. 1000, 1003, 1255, 1312 where the
Mas. differ again.

i

I

- 80 -

lends a certain impatient note to Lampito’s words (v. Denniston p.

541).

t/ 7<~O

A

; the schol. glosses this very rare word with
•

The word implies the feeling and handling that a

sacrificial victim would get to check that it was fat and fleshy enough to be

sacrificed (cf. Taillardat sect. 198).
c

the true Doric is probably

:

lc^

(v. LSJ s. v. (-£/?£ i 0 V

):

but this could be a modified Doric form as proposed by Herwerden.
8^.-

Lysistrata takes charge again and points to one of the women with

Lampito.
C_

/

c

/

is read by the Mss. here and at 90; also Soph. 0. G. 494

and supported by inscriptions IG 2^. 1498. 76; 1615- 14, 87 (cf. Meisterhans
sect. 25. 3 and KB i. 223 n.2); so why change to Dindorf’s cZT^
86—

?

For "Ton in general statements = fyou know1, v. Denniston p.

539f* and cf. Pax. 511 -

yc-v

70C

crOC^S •
/

-

occurs also at Ach. 883, in the mouth of a Boeotian^ Elsewhere
it is found in the Hymn to Aphr. 32 and Eur. I. T. 963•

Perhaps then a

rather fine-sounding word, meant to contrast with lysistrata!s description
.

87-

From 697, it seems that her name is Ismenia.

The difficulty with the Mss.

O' L

7

is the parti cipl

in line 88, which suggests that the speaker is nob addressing the girl, but
merely making a comment on her.
V<LC [A/.

Two suggestions deserve attention:

A ((S e 6 t-yTl

Meineke1 s

; this is not palaeographically obvious,
c
to be understood. Easier is Bothe’s AIS’

and would require the verb
/

(cf. Thesm. 143

/XTT

); paleaographically very simple (v. Coulon,

Essai p. 76 and Austin OR Ixxx (1966) 275) and it makes Kalonike continue
\

f

better with the same formula

Ptyrrhine and Kalonike have turned from Lampito (cf. 84) to the Boeotian and

have started examining her.

I

-

- 8l -

c

I

)

r~

\

f j7T^ d

with a play on words with
(cf. Ay. 5O6f.); cf.
Kq TTt' ?

y t TJ- (

v _.. i7?d (cv : as the schol. says

88-

0

(cf. Hdt. ix, 13; Plut. Arist. 10),

ec { KA<

<rf

:in

7Tto<-W

the sense of ’Pudenda muliebria’

r

(
[tllA

Eur. Cycl. 171;

Archipp. 2 Dem. and Latin - ’’hortus”.

c>S

O

Taillardat sect. 119

suggests that the metaphor is connected with the metaphorical usages of

}

etc.

82- Kalonike continues the double-entendre,
explicit.

$/cvV _

but makes it even more

pennyroyal - was obviously a well-known product

of Boeotia cf. Ach. 861; 869; 874.

For the use of plant-names to denote the

’Pudenda muliebria’ or the pubic hair as here cf.

z/

<- / r6^

etc.

7

(v. Taillardat sect. Iliff.). Depilation was practiced by Greek women (cf.

151; Ra. 516; Eccl. 13 etc.), either by singeing (

( oL77b — ,

90—

) or plucking

). v. Austin’s note on Thesm. 216.
lysistrata points to the other woman Lampito has brought with her;

Lampito explains who she is.
glossed by the Schol. as

; cf. 1157

;

Theoc. vii, 5 (with Gow’s note); Hesych.
(hence some wish to spell
varies (v. Gow)

)Gu , which is possible).

Metrically the wox’d

but here it is certainly trisyllabic.

21- Lampitc’s compliment is followed by the girl’s place of origin
(ci. 86).

S du

; if anything, refers back to 86; but it seems to be one

of the phrases with which Aristophanes caricatures the Spartans cf. 93, 144,

171, 990, 1266.

Kalonike picks up this foreign word and shows by her actions exactly where
the Corinthian girl is ’good’.

Again it would be dramatically effective if,

on lysistrata’s questions Kalonike and tfyrrhine moved over to the Corinthian

girl, and started giving her the same treatment that they had given to Lampito

and the Boeotian.

Wilamowitz is surely right in rejecting the scholiasts’

interpretation that there is a play on

; as he says ’So

- 82 -

verwerfe ich die landlailfige ErklSrung, bezweifle, dass die Athener bei
iV

an
As

mit kurzem ’a1 oder

ohne ’a’ denken konnten’.
t 1the relevant

Wilamowitz suggests, Kalonike will reveal

parts of the Corinthian; perhaps she was specially padded around belly and

haunches, in contrast to Lampito’s large breasts and the Boeotian’s flat
I

~K t 0 (eV

( (Bentley’s

This would give point to

emendation is very attractive); as Suss says, like the "bimaris” Corinth she
is in front and behind disposed in the best way.

For the attractions of the

backside cf. Plut. 149 - 152 (of Corinthian girls); Pax. 876.

(
->

/

.

Attic

).

<1 ( <Zs.

*>

\

cf. Hdt. i, 176-

:

93*-

/

2S

= assembly of people, in Doric states =

There is no evidence for the spelling Jt'i/* —

in

Doric.
f

y U VJ-(l<L^c

cf. Ae sch. Bum. 856 -

; 1027

A suitably

etc.

military word from Lampito,v. Taillardat sect. 655*
The question might seem to our ears pointless, but dramatically it reaffirms
Lysistrata in the commanding role.<7 - ) 7
/
.
24.(the Doric

cf. Plut. 868 -

Z/xf

Tev? ov"c

Cl c >

of the Mss. is impossible):

; Ach. 313; 911.
/

is almost

Bentley’s emendation of Mss.

universally accepted:

rd

certainly the 3r

which R reads in 95 (although the Schol.

and could not be followed by
).

implies
* r

sing, imperative is far too formal

For the construction cf. 1076 -

TL

(Ji c

cyz< £ 'TTcvCtz.

ti

22- A^

=

, one of the commonest Doric words in this play: cf.

981; 1105; 1162; 1163; 1188.

From Ach. 766, 776; Epich. 170. 7; 172. 4; Theoc

1. 12; 4- 14 etc., it can be seen that this was a stock Doric word that

Athenians would recognise as such.

- 83 -

X7

26.- For

endorsing and restating the purport of the words of
As he says (p. 276), in Aristophanes

a previous speaker cf. Denniston p« 277.

it is often reinforced by an oath cf. 836; 972; a reason for giving 95b - 96
J. C. B. Lowe (B. I. C. S. ix (1962) p. 39) suggests

to the same speaker.

that the structure of the sentence often misled scribes into inserting a false
change of speakers, e.g. where certain particles appear which are character-

istic of the opening of replies.

He compares 100 with
7“

y-v

(where R has

change of speaker) and Eq. 1196 (R.^).

perhaps reminds us that there is supposed to be an important

(J~7Tc crv

matter to discuss, which has been a bit forgotten since the arrival of Lampito.
But again, Lysistrata builds up the tension by side-tracking (97ff«).
1

■)

'

-»

-

v r

as

cf. Eq. 40 (where Neil explains

:

22"now that the time has come”).

Coulon (Essai p. 108) argues against Kuster’s

(5~t

cz

that Aristophanes does net like to form an anapaest

(cf. 160 where B has <fuv ot ^w^ot/775);

beginning with the monosyllable

he compares Eccl. 576 for the loss of o

/
However the loss of ci before

<Ae)A£

\
77/9 ( u

after a word ending in 11 \/n. •

1

U y * 11/

would be a simple case of haplography

, and split anapaests are common in Old Comedy.
seems pointless, and as Fraenkel

Bothe’s comma before

pojnts out (’Bent. zu Ar.’p.89), if anything spoils the expression: ’Die

liebenswurdige Boshoiu der Lysistrate liegt gerade darin, dass sie das wonach
sie zu fragen wflnscht - die entschoidendo Frago fclgt erst lllf. - in aller
r-~ r

Unschuld als

Tout 77
T1

/

bezeichnet.

j/t (Kf’cV

Macht sie dazwischen

auch nut’ die leichteste Pause, so ist es mit dem Schein der Harrclosigkeit

vorbei1.
/

C/

28.- The reply 0 77

I

y*

is probably made by >tyrrhine

(as R gives); she has previously whoon herself ready to please lysistrata at
_

line 76

1 \

77c e\u

1

<7v

/

pQ-AAcaV

i

r
- 84 -

the position adds extra stress to the question cf. 464;

:

Av. 1147; Ran. 190; Eccl. 445For the wrong change of speaker in the Mss. v. line 96.

100.-

Cf. 592 for the same idea, expressed even more emphatically.

For the con-

/fo

temporary truth of the statement cf. Thucy. viii, 69, 1:

oc
o c

<7- £ c
'

oc

o

£ (/

t(
7re<W/(.<<

cf. Thesm. 495; 1168; Vesp. 354; 557.

I
___

f// {
1

X <•/.

6 1/

yx
//O> v
x

'

Z^”»

? <7

For

cf. 154; 764, and A. C. Moorhouse CQ liv

O T7

(1962) 239f.
101.-

As Blaydes says, translate: ’for I know well that you all have a

husband abroad’.

While the line adds little to the preceding comment, it

would be wrong with Hamker to delete it.

saying that one cannot have

(Meineke is certainly wrong in
Lysistrata takes

without the article).

the opportunity to drive home her point, in order to get the other women in
the right frame of mind to accept her proposal.
5

102.-

For the rare rhythm

)u

U

cf. note on 52 and Nub. 884;

Fraenkel (KI. Beitr. i. 440 n. 3) observes ’’deutlich ’una pars orationis’,
also legitim”.

is therefore rhythmically unnecessary and

Lenting’s

?

/

would lose some of the stress which the sentence has with J-VilP
6'
: the neuter form is only used by women (as generally the
t

adjective 72-)

in Greek Comedy v. Wilamowitz on Men. Epitr. 258 (p.

74), Dedoussi, Studios in Comedy, Hcllenika xviii (1964) 1 - 6; elsewhere it
can be said by mon (v. Gow on Theocr. 5* 137).

Here, as often, it has no

particular reference to the addressee but, as Rogers says, ”a general exclamation at the pitifulness or wonderfulness of the situation”.

(cf. Dedouss

- ’’tender sympathy with reproof”).

:

= half a dozen, v. Starkie on Nub. 10 and cf. Nub. 758, Vesp.
<- f

717, Pax. 171: similarly

c> i /<<

can bo used as a round dofcen.

Iff”

- 85 -

103

The historical circumstances behind this line aro obscure , as

is the joke about Eucrates.

From Thucy. viii, 2, 2 we know that Athenian

UTT*'} Kg £

subjects showed a readiness to revolt ( et
/<A TiJ-fA
nx/x OUVT/x//
OUv'^pai/

l

) after the disaster
X

'

r

in Sicily, and that the Athenians decided "TcL 'T7)x/

/Toif(viii,
(viii, 1, 3)*
3).

)

Probably then, Thraee^ja^-one-af-the

places given attention.
X__

r-

The joke at the end of the line is surely a
the name of a place after

One expect

but instead we get the name of the

The schol. !s information (

commander (probably).

'

G^

7 yo s /7 $/? z
. x -—'
fo- ( 17/00

) is probably no more than inference from this passage,

/Qi

or confusion with the demagogue of Eq. 254*

Quite possibly he was the brother

of Nicias (Kirchner, Prosop. Att. 5757), who had been accused of impiety in
415 and acquitted on the testimony cfAndocides (i, 47 and v. MacDowell ad.

loc.), and was put to death under the Thirty (cf. lys. xviii. 4ff•) after he

had been elected a general in 405/4.

ending cf.

Av. 1077,

The Suda has preserved the correct

513-

104— The supposed incongruity when bfyrrhine’s husband Kinesias appears
at 845, is surely unimportant for Aristophanes, who does not worry about such
things, as long as they aro dramatically suitable; as Dover says in Lustrum
ii p.60 (on SZlss): nwhat is dramaticallly suitable ab one moment in a play
may be rationally irreconcilable with what is prosupposed at other moments
in the same play”.
0

The repetition of

r 1 >

c C

/

lends emphasis and a certain pathos (cf*

) to their miserable position, and also selves to unite both

sides (Athens and Sparta) in common feoling, which is dramatically necessary

if lysistrata’s plan is to succeed.
Pylos was still in the hands of the Athenians, and was to remain so until 409

I

I

- 86 -

(Diod. xiii, 64)*

105.-

Its importance is revealed at line 1163.

Ahrens ’

/C

ing of the Mss.

)

>

restores the Doric to the simplified read’the front’, is supported metrically by Aesch.

(cf. "foLYes

Eum. 296

The Attic, as the schol. implies,

).

would be
106.-

would be the correct Doric form; perhaps
From 777^

Ar. bowed here to the exigencies of the metre.

J*

, ’the handle

of a shield*; from Eq. 849 and schol. and Grit. ap. Lib. Or. 25* 63. (= fr.

37 in Diels-Kranz), it seems that the handles of Spartan shields were detach

able; if so, then perhaps Rogers is right in taking the verb to mean ’having

fastened the shield-strap to the shield’.
On

<^6-0 cT&S

in Aristophanes v. Dover’s note on Nub. 718;

Fcrthe phrase cf. Eur. Andr.

would be the strict Doric form, if it existed.
((

1219

.

Perhaps then, Lampiuo

closes in tragic tone.

107.-

Wilamowitz’ note on this line and its relation to the next three

seems wrong.

/

The /ce z/c £

the oath of lino 212.

(admittedly a rarity in this play) reappears in

Wilamowitz has mistaken the use of
7

had troubled many; Herworden proposed &
d> e£
anticipate the

der

of line 109
109 s
c

•

), and made

”n

Das folgt aus der Begrundung”.

has given the- right answer.
68ff.):

y^

The

/Y

(which

\

ist also

Tailiardat sect. 252

is anticipatory (v. Denniston p.

it does not look back to line 107; it looks forward to the question

in 111 - 2; cf. Eur. Bacch. 477 "7eV
/
I
S' ,
/i eto s:
for a shorter example of this use of y^y

This

being the case, we can take line 107 on its own; lysistrata, instead of

talking of husbands, goes one stage further and complains of the lack of
paramours (they too despite Thesm. 493-6 would be off

$.7?

); she

then says that they have even been deprived of artificial means of solace

IT

- 87 -

since the revolt of Miletus.

I prefer this also to van Leeuwen’s ellipse

which is rather drastic*
-

the diminutive (the full form (^2 y//Jo<.

is found at

Ach. 279; 668; Vesp. 227) brings a certain pathos to her speech, but the

collocation with

is humorous.

It is unique in this connection

but see the passages quoted by van Leeuwen on Vesp. 91 and Latin ’’scintilla”.
J- A A

cr-o'O £

=

why, not even ..

v. Dover on Nub. 1396; Denniston 23f*

Miletus had revolted from Athens in the summer of 412, at the

108 —

From Diod. Sic. viii, 20

instigation of Alcibiades (v. Thucy. viii, 17).

it appears to have had the reputation of being Sybaritic.

Here, at least for

the purposes of the joke, it is implied to have been the place of manufacture
of

7/i

0

, or at least the place where they were used most.

cf. 158; fr. 320, 13; fr. 969 (O.G.T. = Page G.L.P.

1Q9-

no. 44); Cratin 316, a leather dildo; it is called

in Herodas vi, 19; v. Headlam - Knox ad. loc. for full references

Wilamowitz1note to this passage and K8rte, P.W. xvii, 2480ff.
;

r

preserves the older Attic spelling (cf

zT^n^

in Philem. 212) v. Suppl. Fpigr. 3- 137-

in Cratin. 77;
o

Hi. 11; IG 2 . 1627- 123; Meisterhans sect. 62, 5; Rutherford, New Phryn.

p. 489.

was ”a finger’s breadth”,

As a measure of length

i.e. about /qOI an inch (v. L S J s.v.).

This would make the dildo about.

5in - 6” long.

no.)_

:
r

a pun on the proverb
= feeble, useless help.

(v. Hesych.; Macar. 7, 83)

S // i

same pun seems to be used by Strattis fr. 54 of Sannyrio -

Cf. Nub. 538

.

Ill - 2 —

7 c\ / t

fC5

i ><

etT ci\
A'

V

The

.........

j4tii/cV

follows on from the previous statef

ments, and in particular that introduced by

(line 108).

repeats the idea that sho had previously hinted at (line 41

9 line 50) of putting an end to the war.

Lysistrata now
cf.
perhaps

- 88 -

contains a passing reference to the name of the character

c

is a key word, for it is the exact means on which the discussion
now centres.
v. on 51 and 81.

112.-

113.- The Mss.have unmetrical readings. Three solutions are possible:
° \
\
->/
>/
/
->/
o 7 *)
os y
vulg.;
Denting.
Bentley; tyidyt

The first of these is unsuitable for the respondent who speaks first; it

seems to have arisen from line 115•

between Bentley and Denting.

We are therefore left with a choice

Both are possible; for

y£-

idiom) v. Denniston p. 550; for m?/ balanced by

cf. line 373-

the Suda’s
'1 'Z and
!

is Dawes’ necessary emendation of the Mss.

For the construction cf. Ran. 585

(a colloquial

c

V£" ’? •

,1

/ o'// f

cu 6i y c v C/Z •

A
■>/

cf. 1162; Thesm. 261; Eccl. 536; a woman’s upper garment;
from its name apparently round in shape.
used here in the sense of ’pawn’, ’pledge’; cf.

114.-

K^-r^TiO^

Antiph. 26, 8

A d-S

'724

S'--

■>

yKc-KAcv-

as if

were a valuable piece of property.

2K77\ 2 < l

continues the same metaphor = consume (cf. Pl« Com. 9 with TX.

but with the obvious joke about women’s bibulousness.

As Dover points out

(Ar. Comedy p. 59) Kalonike utters words that someone else might say about her
A
in a different sense, that of literally
The scholia take
putting down one’s cloak i.e. in order to fight, and they see SKTTl $ i iz
____

a

T—

f

for

.

as

This is unlikely because

(of. Plut.

”to put off” of garments etc. is usually

926 otc.).
1-15 -.6- For o i

"in retorts and lively rejoinders" v. Denniston.

p. 152ff.
>

Coulon’s text (and his explanation at Essai p. 125 -

\

/
/

I ?

- 89 -

OOWh

h/

/

c

f\

)CU

)

>

y

r~■

)

MTtTTxfK.

7/

parallel to

of line 113 and so

depends on

and with

)

< ye*)

) is a little too artificial.

Oc

os

ff'if'T'aS

y

is

(To

naturally

you understand easily

(cf. van Leeuwen who cites also Ran. 303 where
phrase

\

-»

(

is supplied in the

/JV77T^
a JV77T f

; see his

note on Ran. 303 for further parallels).

On the repetition of

t

see

note on 3*

a kind of flat-fish, probably a sole or flounder v. D’Arcy
Thompson, Glossary of Greek Fishes p. 294; they were popularly conceived of
as being one fish cut in two Halves cf. Plat. Syrup. 191D

f cTti \/ h/kp^lA f

M 'ift Trj-<.

*5"

?

5^0 5?
.

...

:

11

The spelling with

<5

o

6v

; Luc. Pise. 49

f

5./

'

The image is repeated at 131*

Elmsley’s emendation of the Mss.

is Ionic and Doric, not Attic; perhaps the scribe was

influenced by the Doric elsewhere in this section, as perhaps at 89*

$7jyxuT<7 :

of. ^eii. Dysk. 738 with Handley and Gomme/Sandbach.

R. Y. Tyrrell’s joke (if such it can be called - see OR vi (1892) 301-2)
about the speaker cutting her name in two end giving up half of it i.e.
falls with our attribution to Lfyrrhinc (v. introduction).

As they stand the

words are of the emotional type used already by Ityrrhine to convince Lysistrat

how eager she is to participate.

117 - 8.- Lampito now speaks for her side, and what she would do to
bring an end to the war.
■*

t

restores the Doric (cf< 983; Ach. 754; where some Mss. have the
Doric form).

/<</•/ KA

•a

, as in 113, 115*

It is probably best to omit R’s

Y

*>

;it has no function here, as Conlon

I-

- 90 -

(Essai p. 124) points out.

It is quite likely that the scribe has mistaken,

;; from
from Hom.
Hom. Od.
Od. vi,
vi, 103,
103, *7*^ / y S7ev

the prosody of *7^^y^7"o/

, we

Coulon notes other places where

know that the first syllable is long.

has been inserted by scribes who thought a line umnetrical e.g. Vosp. 446;

480.

z f Io?)

<■(

(surely—

---- is—bhe-beLler 'SpeTrirlg) is defended by Coulon (Essai

p. 125) against Wilamowitz’

; he understands

, and takes

from
etc.).

(=

)

as equivalent to ’perhaps’ (cf. Od. 4, 94

(= c>//o

O/i
Wilamowitz’s o//

) is therefore perhaps unnecessary.

again restores the Doric infinitive ending.

The point of Lampito’s words is that Mt. Taygetus in Lacedaemonia was
/

traditionally high and inaccessible; it is called in Od. vi, 103 77^7 < p y/<£7l:v 3
of. Strabo vii, 5, 1

O

C^6S

-

f z

G c ev

Lampito again returns to the purely physical activities and cites something

that was probably proverbially extremely difficult.

Note therefore the

contrast of interests in and what is held dear by the three women; first

clothes (and drinking), second body and life, third robustness and strength.
It is interesting that the first two asseverations are humorously undercut,
but Lampito’s words are left as the most sincere.
119.-

The final short build-up to the revelation of the plot (line 124)*
/

in Aristophanes (’’rather commoner and more

For the postponement of
violent”) v. Dennis Lon p. 96f.

122.-

OU

<

here forms practically one word.

On the construction of the verbal adjective of necessity and the

use of the neuter plural form in -77 <4

v. J. W. Poultney AJPh Ixxxiv (1963)

p. 375.

123—

...

:

for this sort of asseveration cf. 133; Eq. 1307;

Ran. 265; Plut. 216 etc.

124— Lysistrata, after a great deal of hesitation and apprehension
concerning the reaction of the women, finally reveals what she has in mind.;

J

I

- 91 -

she thinks no more of tact, but blurts out the essential fact in one coarse

de Wit-Tak (Mhem. xxi (1968) 359) cf. Kinesias1 outburst at 953

word,

Bentley’s correction of R’s unmetrical

•
C

o

is normally accepted; it would also be possible to write

/

11/

c

/

(1/

with some

, although this form is not certain for comedy.

t(Trc

Transposition of words is very common in manuscripts.

12£.- The reactions of the assembled women are of disgust and dismay;
they turn and walk away, compressing their lips, shaking their heads 7 changing
colour, even crying.
126.-

seems to be the correct form (v. Hesych.; Poll.
To

ii, 90); it is glossed in Hesychius

X^cA^
Tpcs
X
£ <■ A

T^L

• r

t (y .
Appropriate to the dramatic situation, Lysistrata’s words take

127<-

■>

/

on a tragic (or at least solemn) aspect; this is perhaps seen in

(common word in Homer), and is certain in the phrases
f

1

(fit 7^ <

(cf. II. 13, 279; 284; 17, 733) and

(cf. II.
i

24, 794; 0d. 22., 86); for similar language cf. Eur. Hipp. 245f* -

S'dKfu
128.-

V

cC

/<y <

<

ct

<Z t zX u

\/ apt

7"fT(UT. 'TCkC

The question reflects the confusion on the stage and the worry

in Lysistrata’s mind.

For the form of the question (again probably continuing
7/

the solemn and tragic note) cf. Aesch. Sept. 202
V

11

Z-.

Kw </ -47

i
/

,

/

<1 *x

I

r

-

; Eur. I. T. 577

,
>

/

& v7<

2^

‘>f

CC K

jp

; Soph. 0. 0. 3±o

-7^4^ u-i

toTlV
■>

.

j\

>f6

G

,

J

'

7

eu;<

I

2

129 • —

C

o

/

Tf C\

c

Z

if 77^ TK

:

that this was a familiar cry v.

Eq. 673 (cf. H. W. Miller - AJ Ph Ixv (1944) 2off. on other repetitions in one
play from another); Rogers describes the phrase as ’expressive of a reckless

indifference’.

Foi'

in i*ts particular usage here v. Taillardat sect.

636; it may be continuing the solemn tone set by lysistrata in the preceding

_______
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lines.

Latin has the same image with ’serpo’ cf. Flor. i, 25, 4: ’serpsit

tamen latius in proximos helium1.
, *>/

>/

7

Reisig’s
unnecessary.

OVcR

For

X'T

I

is probably
"Like the

, this is confined to answers, and is

and with word-echoes"; (add to his examples Plut. 99).

associated with

eveTc

/

v. Denniston p. Ill:

- ,

corresponding use of
7

\

for the Mss.

is here connective and

yv

ancillary.

Lysistrata mockingly picks up the words used by Myrrhine at line

131-

For other examples of this

115 and throws them back at her derisively.

technique v. Miller AJPh. Ixvi (1945) 403*
On

/4v'

KM

133—

in this adversative sense ’and yet’, v. Denniston p.357.

R’s

?

oMAo y rZ-A-lc

i*e*
i.e.

(but cf. Vesp. 353)•

than

For

seems more forceful
<

eTc

z

c

cf. 98

(again 1-jyrrhine speaking).
For

v. note on 123•

\
C (.<£

i c-xj

/ ( op c f

a proverbial phrase for the greatest possible danger

:

c

cf. Soph. Ant. 265
X

<

7To'^
.
/
S (\/( v

r*.

U

t <V

Z

c ( SZ’

(\/

(

<— \

X

I

5 Oec. 21,
KwSuv&v ; Dem. 54, 40

c

( o // { cTro^t'tp&S

0m/w\/

oy/ V*L/

f

TTufoS

0

*x

/

1/

ycj

; Xen. Symp. 4, 16

6^2 7T^c\

_ 'r

z.

z^yzcc’-<

f" \
C> GA
C

T&o

i

t

—

"TS>-v

TTUZ’OJ a
i

134—

:

77\

/ o -vTo

bothered van Leeuwen (he wants

Tc

for

fe

the phrase has

) and Herwerden

); but in

(Mnem. 1904 p* 262; he wants

the context of the drama, it is perfectly intelligible and to the point.
/
is enough to recall Lysistrata’s words of 124*
6)x?S

135—

0“L0V

ingly a colloquialism cf. Av. 966

"there is nothing like it"; seera> I I )
> v '
?
; , ; >
'? 'f
.ao uc.) $ v' Cri rv
£<//
pJ-K

:

>

(

? r? wv

; Plat. Gorg. 447C; 4S1B; Dem. 21, 46 etc.
i

J
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126.-

/
\
<'1 Odl

/

/

/

; cf. Av. 136

6

is especially common in Old Comedy.

/ c

<5"

ty^

ellipse of the verb cf. Ran. 1279 -

137.-

p. \
C c^~ C

<Tv

_
t
*7 G C OWtCV

; //?.

&c f

For the
irZ

"To

For the self-depreciation cf. 31*
/

C7Tu >'cV

It seems best to follow Reiske and print

as one word

Cf

—

(in either case the double use of

and

stresses Lysistrata ’s

cX t ( cP-

/

For such compounds cf. 588

disappointment and anger).

969

s"

TF^yxyf

,

77?yxyx

r
r

f

466

, Ran.

, 970
_ /

and for

, 106

t

strengthened cf. Ach. 664

, like the

77"c/y

English ’bugger1, can be used as a general term of abuse, and applied to

either sex, cf. 776 and see Dover BIOS xi (1964) 34 and Fraenkel, KI. Beitr.
i. 147ff.

1^8.-

nuK

> /
£7oS

; probably a colloquialism, very common in Comedy.

The sentiment is rather different from that expressed in the other play of
411, nThesmophoriazusaen.

1

Keeping up the idea expressed in 138, Lysistrata alludes (accord—

ing to the scholia; cf. Soph. fr. 657P) to the "Tyro” of Sophocles; Tyro,
having been seduced by Poseidon, exposed the two sons she had had by the god

in a tub or ark (

: cf. Arist. Poet. 1454, 25)*

esp. Apollodorus i, 9. 8 (with Frazer’s notes)..

According to the scholiast,
\

those were catch-words for

ou

is right, then lysistrata is saying:

v

j

For the legend v.

__ f

it

; if he

’it is not surprising that we are the

subjects of tragedies; we are only interested in (or good for) one thing and

that is having sex and intrigues and children’•
Ran (Partragodia p. 198) seems to imply that the phrase ecefv

Syxfv'

may bo paratragic cf. Eur. H. F. 229; fr* 25; Soph. Aj. 125; fr. 945, 2P.;

van Leeuwen quotes comic parallels (e.g. Ran. 227); the lino is perhaps

- 94 -

literary reminiscence rather than paratragedy.
lysistrata now turns to Lampito in the hope of support.

srtJ(

Some Mss. give the compound verb

, and this seems

certain (Rereading is unmetrical); it will be used in the same sense as

(cf. Dem. 9, 76
/

u7(

(rt<rt(9j c

would be less forceful.

y

in Aristophanes, cf. e.g. Thesm. 184,
7

•>

tTL
f

£ 772-y> &c

<-

vW
v'uv

/<-</-v

\ _
^7^. /1

I & \f~D-jV

y (. y

? {z 4uv/

From similar constructions elsewhere
z

'

yap

/

c

...

iz/^

/

; Eccl. 209
■> I

tTc

; 240

'7tV

Q ’
•>

t

the simple future seems to be the normal correlate to

subjunctive.

It is possible therefore that the optative here transmitted may
•>i

be false, due to a misreading with
7

")

(for
'

thus

to the change of mood:

may b^ the right reading.

-) as in R, which led
zi

tarty

’

(Blay des)

STI

But if one thinks that this would be too bold in
<■ iO G

the mouth of a tentative questioner, Brunch’s

£ 7~ c/-I/'

should be read.; for the optative cf. 527 - 8; Eccl. 415 - 7.
c

the action assumes an air of real debate, and

Lampito has to show which side she is on, as in an assembly, (cf.
93).

the plural for the more normal singular is quite common in
Aristophanes and the tragedians cf. 34; 89; Sq. 73; 609; Ach. 1079 etc.
For the sentiment cf. Aesch. Choeph. 920

yui/^c

d/’ysZ&R .
143 — The order of the Mss.

is normally defended on the

grounds that Doric would allow rnutet liquid to count as one consonant.

It

is true that early choral lyric follows Homeric practice in counting them
as two (though there are exceptions in Aleman); but it may also be that

Lampito is elevating her language here:

1-aas (Greek Metre p. 76):

’But in

___

J

__ ■

- 95 -

Attic Comedy theyfmute + liquid^ regularly count as one, so much so that
whenever they are found counting as two we can conclude that tragic maimer

is being parodied’.

If this is so, then

will undercut the elevated

tone.

4

is literally ’the penis with the prepuce drawn back1, (cf. 979;

Av. 560).
>

I

144—

(here Doric y<<

For y£

) is adversative,

(Doric

)

/

cf. 170 and Denniston p. 348.

answering
C<

For

/

eyx tJ $

cf. Nub. 631; 822; Ran. 61.

The ellipse is easily understood (although not apparently by the scribes of

the Uss.)

’’but nevertheless

will vote with you^”.
1

y-v

&tc

u

; for the genitive with cTiht

cf.

996; Pac. 870.

Denniston (p. 98) comments on the ’curious order’, and suggests that it m^y

have been adopted ’raetri gratia’ cf. Alex. fr. 146. 6
is common enough in third place in Aristophanes (cf. 119)*
need not be doubted; as a Doric catchword v. on 91*

145 - 53-

These lines appear in a recently found papyrus fragment of the

4th century A.D. (P. Colon, inv. 3 - v. A. Heinrichs and L. Koenen:

Zeitschr.

f. Pap. u. Ep. i (1967) 117 - 20); a significant reading is perhaps found at
153 q.v.
iy c *

The end of the line looks like a parody of some tragic
y/y JaSTIjv f.t'A J- VT/ff <0. I

(cf. E. Bacch. 962 -

as Wilamowitz says: ’Nur

■>
">

II

fl

hat pragnant die hier erfoiderte

Bedeutung?
C

>/

But see Austin’s

wm.

note on Men. Asp. 243 and cf. Ach. 77f*

£ y

LcC'VWS

146."

Kalonike is not at all sure of the possible efficacy of

lys is trata’s s chome.
”quam maxiine” cf. Thcsm. 493

o-u J

\

;

C/

-A

c

1

■

■

:

fa
¥
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vTTo You
r~ f

is especially common with pronouns (v. Denniston p. 207ff-)*

Here

Kalonike cannot bring herself to repeat lysistrata’s words.

o

7— The prospect terrifies her -

<o

y

$ a

common

aside in both tragedy (e.g. Aesch. Sept. 5? Eur. Her. 714; Ion. 731) and
comedy (Men. Sam. 728; Misum. 264 (P. Oxy. Vol. xxxiii)).

The repeated
question:

it is purely hypothetical#

7(0 Au

F •_

amplifies

TToAu

\

cfc Nub. 1335
i

7T 0

cA

;

; Plat. Rep. 556b

tzj-c

v'uV

T~lti

u

i

v

t e-vTi 6 j

t

7^-V
KJ- c

may emphasise the tentativeness of Kalonike’s

cT

of

The suggestions that Lysistrata makes in the next few lines are

not in fact carried out; after all, in practice they could not be, as all
the men are away on military service.

Dramatically, however, they later

come into effect in the scene between Ityrrhine and Kinesias, which helps to

tie together the two strands of plot, the enticement and refusal together
with the seizure of the Acropolis (v. introduction).

We need a form of verb

in this line to balance the verbs in lines 151, 152, 153, 154? these are all
(Q 3

optative mood, and R’s rather too direct

H

by Dobroe; s

st’

1
c MZX Si<A-C

">

is now replaced

(for the form cf. Ran# 919 and KB ii. 228).
"powdered with cosmetics” cf. Eccl. 732;

:

904; Xen. Occ. x, 2.
r1 ? w z

c3U '

7F)XJ

X

CrvTd

For the same ideas of beautification to aid one’s ends cf. 43ff*
)

7

150—

from the context, here and from the other

places where the word is found e.g. Antiph. 153; Eup. 241, it seems to
A

indicate ”of a very fine, transparent
transparent weave
weave””,, (cf.
(cf. tho
tho
/

of 48)

It comes from

cLfcof Y‘ $

’’mallow stalks”, used like flax (cf.
7

735, 737); as this word is also found in tho form

/

(e. g. Gratin#

- 97 -

96), it may well be connected with the island of Amorgos (as Pollux vii,

74), although there is no contemporary evidence of this connection.
>

uncertain whether there is any link between these words and
>

f

cf/Atf

It is

/

(from

9 which is the watery remains when olives are pressed, although the

scholiast on our passage finds one in the colour (presumably some sort of

purple) of both.
f

>/KM

continues the build-up in Lysistrata’s picture of a

tempting woman.
there are two possible interpretations
of this phrase (i)

with groin plucked

(ii)

plucked delta-fashion.

The

former is defended by M. Mayer (PhW xlix (1929) 91 - 4, citing S. Italian/
Sicilian influence from statuary) 9 Taillardat sect. 120, citing Eccl. 624 as

a parallel for the lack of a definite article and Willems (BAB 1904 pp* 606 /

12) who scorns the idea of fashions of depilation.

In this case

("pudendum muliebre" - so the Suda and Eust. 1539, 33; of* Aus. r^pigr. 128,
4) refers lo the shape of pubic hair on a female, an upside down A

The

second view (of shaping or fashioning the pubic hair) is defended by Wilamowit
/

?

_ _

.

)

and S/lss (p? IJlf.); they compare Av. 806
a style of haircutting (cf. Thesm. 838), and Eccl. 723 - 4 (although the
reading is uncertain); also cf. Ach. 849 for a stylo of beard-(? hair) cutting
The problem could be solved if there was a definite rule about an article

with the accusative. but, as Willems shows, the accusative in expressions of

this kind can play different roles; however, if

meant (as the

scholiast says) "the groin", the article would be more usual with it.

This

lends support to Wilamowitz and Stfss, and there would be a strong parallel

for them if Eccl. 723 - 4 were certain.

Another point to bear in mind:

if

Greek women regularly depilated themselves, would the phrase "with groin
plucked" add greatly to their charm; but if they could pluck their groin in

a certain "mode" perhaps this is something that could add to their attractive-

■

1
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ness.

Bothe’s correction of the Mss. seems certain.
,~ \
_
/
does not come until line 154,
Af '< 0 <■ Y
1

The apodosis surely
J-

From

Plut. 1082 and the grammarians (Pollux v, 93, Suda, Hosychius),

(or

would seem to be the correct form.

a-vn/

with metathesis of

lysistrata’s description of the men’s reactions is just as vivid as that of
the appearance of the women.

1

\ e c/a f v

While there is nothing wrong with the Mss.

(it is

), Wilamowitz thinks the reading

a reasonable correlate to
/

was influenced by

nrfc frciA'i

in 151, saying that it is not a question
f

of "meeting" but of "yielding ”.

j

He accepts Halbertsma’s 77/icy(which
£ <-y ci> the

Coulon, with only one weak metrical parallel, changes to

tense one might expect); but tills verb is not found elsewhere in Aristophanes
in this sense.

Herwerden (Mnem. xxxii (1904) 263)also felt the need for
ft A e i

change and suggested

= "pay attention to" (he had, in

fact, been anticipated by Naber) or

(cf. 162; 227).

£ a c? c/X £ iz

= "submit oneself”
; this gives

The papyrus, hoever, gives

) and, although the verb is

good sense (like Herwerden’s

not found elsewhere in Aristophanes, the reading should perhaps be preferred.
on
J

- 6—

/d

Cn b

cl

v. 100.

Lampluo now adds an illustration of the powers of female

charm, a Spartan illustration, suitably enough.

The scholiast informs us that

this story of Menelaus throwing away his sword at the sight of Helen’s beauty

(breasts) appears in Ibycus and in the ’Little Iliad’ by Lesches, as well as
->
v
Xi ^(-f/
I
& (/ /c r f
s y V VU (
in Eur. Andr. 628ff.
>
*
/ v
> .• —
/
c

At \

JAeLrTc-v

, t ><if J

7/x

Cf. also Vesp. 714 for another reference to the same story (and the schol.ad
loc>).

There is no doubt, therefore, that this was a common litorary motif,
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but the problem revolves around

and //

(Eur. Andr* 629)*

It

is suggested by Wilamowitz and E. L$wy (WS xlvii (1929) 58 - 60) that we have
her© (and presumably also in Eur* Andr*) a comic extension of the normally

represented situation, whereby it is merely the general beauty of Helen rather
than the breasts in particular, that makes Menelaus drop his sword:

zeigt die Malerei ofter und selbst ein© Metope des Parthenon’.

’so

If true, then

Lampito is making a specific reference to something dear to her own self,
Eur. Andr. 628ff. could only be (as LBwy suggests)5

beauty of breasts (cf. 83)*

explained on the ground that this was a common joke of the Athenian people.
However, in an article on the Portland Vase (JHS Ixxxvii (1967) 13) B. Ashmole

produces a good deal of evidence from vases, from 7th century B.C., to suggest

that the breasts were the principal attraction which made Menelaus drop his
It seems, therefore, that the motif is

sword (v. loc. cit. for references).

not only literary, but common also to vase-painting.

While there may be some

amusement in Lamp!to’s dwelling on bhe breasts, it is probably net a conscious

corruption of the other type of Helen/llenelaus confrontation (as in the Metope
of the Parthenon), where general beauty is the cause of the falling sword.

No doubt, the audience would feel some elevation in the tone of language (in

the reminiscence of an epic or tragic passage), contrasting with the more
earthy details of Lysistrata’s speech.
cf.

For breasts being referred to as fruit v. Taillardat sect. 82; for

Crates fr. 40; Eccl. 903; and the joke below at 1169; Theoc. xxvii, 50 (with

Gow’s further references).
surely is the better spelling cf. Ahrens Dial. Dor. p. 370) for

(»i<A

as Qn.jL
■>/

speaking) <<c

.

Cf

<7

'77 ou

. •>

A

c/

in line 118; cf. Ach. 732 (a Megarian

) for

( c77^X
r

K o
7F3.

(

hZ

)a

used here, as elsewhere in Aristophanes (Av* 454 cf. Ran. 409)
’to notice’.

The actual spelling of the form here is a problem.- p

for

is

attested for Doric from the earliest inscriptions down oven to the 1st century

B.C-; it was obviously an accepted part of the Doric speech, and would be

100 -

It seems likely, therefore, that

recognised as such by an Athenian.

Aristophanes would have tried to represent this f-

in a word such as W/k-

— - c’zdr'
this is implied by the Mss. 777^5

•

/T^S^cTar\f

and the Suda’s

(with v foras often in the late grammarians).

How

Aristophanes would have actually written this is anybody’s guess; perhaps
.
.
z,
..
n
_rt,.
zsrt\
i
.
___ ,
(Commentate
Crit.
Spec.
1844? p.28)
gets
nearest. with
> (U, c d ary/

_

Bergk.

,

although strictly speaking this is an Aeolicism.

= ’to drop’ cf. Thesm. 401; Eur. Andr. 629; Theocr* xxii, 198.
>

v. on 81.

152-

Kalonike, ever practical, sees possible objections to the scheme,

but she is soon squashed by lysistrata’s enthusiasm.
f

On this type of colloqui?

/

expression, -7^ OS used elliptically, v. P. T. Stevens CQ xxxi (1937) 184
and cf. 366.
/

Fox*

v. on 56.

9

Seemingly a parody of some words of Pherecrates, .Aristophanes ’

1^8-

The paroemiographers explain

contemporary.

the proverb (if proverb it be)

1

as

*7.. u C

= ’to flog a dead horse’;

'7~2'

•>

1

the senolia say the same, but add:
>

_

X

& cJ-

V

Q

pt

r*

* 4^

f

1

Q.g

Most commentators, therefore,
[

take

(cf. 109 - 10); Wilamowits

7'3 £-4

d £pi(V

cf. Vesp. 231 for the toughness of dog-skin:

has the sense of

’praeputium

retrahcre’ (cf. 953 and Timckles 5 Pago q.v.) = A7Fe

(Ach. 592):

v. Taillardat sects. 90 and 103•

Willems (BAB 1904 p. 612 - 3)

objects to the scholia as being in contradiction to lines 108 - 110 (the lack

); followed by van Daele he takes

of oAtZ&h.

KcvX

/

as

6

, ’to masturbate’, lysistrata using the feminine

because she is addressing women; Willems suggests that Pherecrates had written
\

the masculine, and he says that hero lies ’une malice du poete’.

But doos

the reply in line 159 really suit this interpretation batter, as he says?
/

.look like the

) t

? K cvy c ,<

of 110.

•

n.

-

101

■>

159—
Nub. 365

:
79-AAx

160—

i6rc

cf. 860

/Gv^

; Ran. 809*
<9~£.
a
t 77^-kV ’
/
’bedroom’, as at Eccl. 8. (schol. Koi'T'^'^icta )<
f

For the postponement of c) $

Kalonike

Vo Denniston p. 187f. and cf. line 97*

now suggests the other extreme to that of line 157.
/

■>
■ ■

:

■

162—

/

K

161.- 4-/-K7I X^cru

cf. Ach. 1121:

KtAt
/<.AC

—»
>

771t,
*

/

Note the different ways lysistrata has of replying; first, the

simple Infinitive in the quotation from Phorecrates; second, the imperative:

third, the infinitive with
tedious.

\A&U<TlKi,(v

Aristophanes1 colloquial language is never
\
K/-K7JT
cf. Eq. 188f.
-33
/
\
\
(cf •

:

For the expression
> /
\

Handley on Men. Dysk. 195f»)* Radt (Mnem. xxvii (1974) 7f.) argues that
/
there
is not adverbial but predicate to
and that this is
)

&c

the case in expressions of this kind except Hegemon 9 Jv OpuY 9,
i

IGcextTZ i
X,

, with

(or

44

•

He suggests

as a marginal gloss which entered the
as an attempt

text to explain the "infintivus pro imperative" and

/CaKc-zS

Similarly Wakefield suggested

to restore the metre.

I find the change unnecessary and the Greek (although perhaps slightly unusual
perfectly intelligible.

The idea itself returns in the oath-taking, line 227

1 €

r> .w

lysistrata finally quells Kalonike’s doubts.
i

16* —
? _

/Vy

v J m t 77'

cf. 778

/

*

<• 6'0 iffIV

<.

7G)<r67)VT^(

7 du

There is no need to read

(scholc

•
<-

166-

7 1/

/
; the sense is:

"Never will

a man have pleasure, if ho does not comply with his wife (unless it suits his
> /
/
by juxtaposition as
wife)". Note the antithesis of
and yuzjnQ

far as possible.
in this sense cf. Soph. 0. C. 641; El. 1465; Eur* Med.

For
9

13.
i

(schol.

'

</K77

).

?

*

102

: refers to lysistrata and Lampito, the only two who

167.-

have so far supported the scheme.
For this type of sentence structure when someone gives in to the point of

view of the other side v. Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 507f. (p. 253f.); Fraenkel

zu Ar. p. 83; and cf. esp. Av. 1630 (Poseidon

on Aesch. Ag. 944 and Beob.

giving in to Heracles and the Triballian): 7 c
■)

x

.

r-

Thucy. viii, 92, 10 (Theramenes giving in to those who wishes
to destroy Eetionia):

K-Ac

£177^^

< i/

c

With

LV

1 ‘7

£

1

c

, Kalonike speaks for all the Athenian women, just as lampito

had spoken for all Spartan women and their allies.

is very common in this type of expression v. Denniston p. 546.

168.-

Lampito, confident that they (Spartan women ana their allies) will

be able to make their husbands keep the peace, throws doubts, in a rather
c

haughty fashion, on the Athenian women’s ability to do the same.

and ckf/tS

/

With

, Lampito stresses her side of the picture, which Lysistratareject
c

c.

line 172).

with similar stress (
C

For the Mss.

9

/

/

Blaydes suggests, with plausibility,

); cf. 1180.C.
If this is correct, it adds

yet another 15 ’ ending to the words of this line; they serve to add emphasis

to Lampito!s confidence about their own position.

16.9.-

(or

)> Attic

/
77^t

C (</-C C Jlcv

) is the likeliest reading (cf. Homeric

m

-T

= in every way, altogether.

stock words in treaties cf. Av. 632; Thucy.v, lo,

3; 4; 9; 47, 8 etc.

■>7-r
170—

(Ahrens) restores the strictly Doric form.
i

For

v. note on 144*
<

./ z /

c

The Mss. give the word, at the end of the line as () I X<x X f tc \/ or f c’ Y.J- XTo\'c /
, which is normally accepted
Photius and Hesychius give the form P<J<£

3
hr-d'
L'. t ih

■

c

■

- 103 -

The scholiast and the Suda explain by

by editors.

VopufarJ

G X ^’T^v

Hesychius and Photius by

latter a vain attempt at etymologising.
describing the Athenian people.

;

and

, the

What we noed is a rude word

Taillardat (sect- 678), noting how often a

crowd of people can be compared to surge or sea (e.g. Ach. 26), connects the

, a torrent, or lava-flow.

word with
p Upc£)^£7~<5Y

He wants to read (as did Blaydes)

f

with digamma (rightly rejecting van Leeuwen’s

adopted by Coulon; for whatever the etymology, there was never an original

of. 980 for a real case of intervocalic 1 s ’.), which is

intervocalic ’ 5*

possible (v. note on line 156).

He sees the difficulty of ’X’ $ but explains

it as a ’’popular” aspirate (v. his note 4 for references) or as an analogical
r

aspirate after the -

of

-

.

0. Lagercrantz in Eranos xvii (1917) 113 - 9$ suggests that the word should
/

C

be witten

p u y X<x. X <

’snout’ and Z/trdf

X

Dor.

9

S

(as in R) and be taken as a compound of peyPcS

’clattering’ (a word which he supposes from /v X$<-e

<-^7^7^

Dor. «y./X£Zx£
c •

just possible to take

Prellwitz does.

/

t

u <X

from

from

on theanalogy of

is found quite often). ‘It is also
•>/
c /
and cJ- X t
s’
,as
from

While these explanations have the advantage of the presence

V 1, they seem far less likely from the point of view of metaphorical
of ’ z\

language.

Taillardat’s parallels for the linage of ’flow’ and ’torrent’ are

quite strong.

121-

As usual 9 the Mss do not recognise all the Doric forms; they see
0/

the noed for‘

d-V

and

becomes

/

; Dobree and Ahrens restore the

original.

connected with Attic
7f

, through an unattested

(the suffix - c/r describing an illness,as often <jf. ctf'l'
t

etc.).

Lagercrantz (loc. cit.) saw the connection with - (d- cj' verbs, but

went astray and wanted to connect

77AAcTcTuw with /i r-

’to be

J

- 104

flaccid1.

The word therefore means, as Taillardat (sect. 678 n.3) has shown,

’to go astray mentally’.

/

(the schol.

interprets

i

/
C/z 7^(

.) • r( A c/. J

c

Hesychius 7^1

; cf.

<

can be a fairly violent word v. L. S. J. s. Vo I, 2., and thus fits in well
with the violent notions of

If Lampito had any doubts about Athenian reaction (which she

172—

implies was rather stupid and impetuous), then lysistrata has none.

repeated

>c

£ and

The

reaffirm the confidence she has in her side

of the bargain.
Lampito is still not convinced, troubled by the fact that the
Athenians have got ships at the ready and money at hand.

or c

Sense has to be made of the Mss. <7-//ovdjS
gained by keeping

_ r

This is not

•

(if it were possible, it would mean:

jiCCckS.

"Not while

the triremes have so much attention paid them"); the evidence for this spelling
is very weak; Laconians used fr-v
), but not O

Attic

for Attic

no comment.

on Soph. 0. T. 709).

i

Schneider’s "7"dvXcS

(

)

= cushions, needs

is not recognised v. Jebb

genitive =

(Also

for

is no better; the form

•
/

*

is at best doubtful.

(e.g. Hesychius: I

u

for

The emendation adopted by most editors is Valckenaer’s
/

//£ C’oL's

/

i

)

/VI) J

cf. Timotheus Pers. 101:

says:

’certain autem navium

= feet; for the metaphor

,7 and

Attic StzJI’

f

As van Leeuwon

partem aliquain si quis intellegere velit, "remos ”

significare dicat, cui explication! favet Hesychii glossa: -

*

I

I

Timotheus elsewhere (at Pers. 7)

of a ship.

used

For additional metaphors of this

kind attached to a ship v. Taillardat sect. 646ff. and his references.

It

/

seems best to interpret TTtoAS

technical sense of ’sheets’

like this, rather than to take it in its

(vc L. S. J© Se v« ii, 2).

Willems (BAB 1904 p. 614 - 5) will have none of this and, in one of his less

-• 105 -

tf'tfJccfcsS ^X^'n -

convincing notes, suggests

ntant qu© les trieres auront

The Greek here seems rather weak for the sense which he

lent impetuosito.”
wishes to extract.

/

There is also the point with

that wood was difficult to get for the

oars cf. 422.
which is read by Coulon and Wilamovritz from

R omits the

While

"No,9 not at least while ..there is doubt as to

would make a point here:

with the subjunctive (

whether the omission of

in comedy v. Platnauer on Pax 32.

in Doric)

is allowed

If this is the case, then Bergk1s

is

needed (although I can find no parallel for the separation thus of /<< from

Xs

).

rl| C> C J D C

<J (VTX/

/*'
(Kj

:

:

also used of wealth at Aesch. Sept. 950 TT’Ac-U'tT' f

v

_\
/(^ ~iX

1191ff.

'T'c J

<

i.e. in the temple of Athena on the Acropolis:

ja

?

16

0^0/ (

(5"bV

c __

•'TlyS

l)Ti (

/lX<

f

RodOj/cyV

z i *>

z

J/t

7

__ '

/

r

fC y UjA 1

AJ- TT7-JV

</■ 2 c

Kt

1/

cZxz 70s

Tb 8'Xf4-^ ,

£ "~7

f / 7W

,

The scholia

f

J. FTi. Ki (7o

explain thus:

<. 1

77
c r

i;
Z>

y

v

f(

cf. Pint

/

Z cZ.

I-/7 'crG

ICj-AXt o\J

/z7

if t

tV

The reference is to the 1,000 talents set ap?j?t by Pericles in 431 for use
only in Lhe case of dire emergency (Thucy<> ii, 24, 1); this emergency came
in the shape of the revolt of Chios in 412, and it was decided that th5s

reserve could now be used (Thucy. viii, 15, 1) to build ships.

From the

scholiast who quotes Philochorus, we know that this must have been decided

some time after July 43-2.

(when Callias became Archon) •>

This is the lead-up to the other important part of the plot, the capture of

the Acropolis
175ff.~

Lysistrata finally convinces Lampito that everything has boon

taken care of, down to the last detail.

—
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The fact that the Acropolis is elsewhere in this play (e.g. 245;

176.-

and that this term is used exclusively

758; 288) sometimes called 77b

in the rest of Aristophanes (cf. Thucy. ii,

/f

£77

/ c.s

It recurs in 179, 241, 263 , 483, always

, so that the phrase becomes a stock one in

>
.jLtCfunbXc I

the play.

X/(77Z A ( < ) does not mean that the term

cannot be used.

77- A Ay.

wi th

JA cax

15, 6:

be, for the Spartan.

makes lysistrata’s meaning quite clear, as it should

Thus Cobet’s changes throughout the play are quite

unnecessary.

As Rogers points out, the seizing of the Acropolis was the stock way of start

ing a revolution; so Cylon (Thucy.i, 126, 5), Peisistratus (Arist. Ath. Pol.

xiv, 1), and Cleomenes (Hdt.-v, 72,2).
Bergk, followed by Willems (BAB 1904? 615 -6), deletes this line as

tautclogous and serving no purpose.

d p-V

Willems rightly points out that

o

will still have something to refer tc viz. 179 (van Leeuwen did not

see this), and he argues that there are strong parallels for summing-up notes
getting into the text; but as Goul.on (Essai p. 184 -5) says, surely a
z

commentator would have paraphrased by

etc.

Wilamowitz

is right to point out that 179 gives more precise details of the instructions
to the old women.

The repetition is not useless 1pares que 1’occupation de

1’acropole est le point essential’ (Coulon, loc? cit.)
plural -

The first person

also serves to involve those on stage with the

action talcing place off-stage, providing a close link between the two sets
of women, which one sees on stage in the next act.
Herwerden’s idea (Mnem. xxxii (1904) 263 - 4) of deleting 179 is even less

likely.
177.-

There is much to be said for Zenting
Tenting’s

; the

comparative and superlative endings are often confused (cf. line 20) in the

J

■
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(of. Men. Lyse. 128 and see the papyrus of Men. Misum. in ZPE ii (1970)

Mss.

3 and the note to lines 4-5 (on p*4)) > it seems far more logical to talk

about ’the older women’, for it gives a more effective contrast between the
two sots of women, each with their own purpose to carry out; there is a good

Van Daele’s translation implies the comparative, but

parallel in Eccl. 1019*

Coulon’s text has the superlative.

172'-

de kg-cjtgs

r.
’pretending to’; normally in this sense dCKkr

is with a negative (e.g. Pac. 1051; Eq. 1146; Plut. 837), but occasionally
it is found positively e.g. Ran. 564; Eupolis 159, 10.
On the dative case cf. line 14•
180.-

Lampito accepts lysistrata’s reassurances, and they can now pass

to the oath-taking.

/< ’ 0/ ') iXcri '

The Mss. offer an unmetrical line

A y s'

•

Ac

K? s/x j Km

t y.-y^

The simplest'.correction is that of Bentley

, with

y^y

taken

with both nalves of the line (cf. Wilamowitz on Ear. Her. 237).

777-k7^
\
TU)
Many want

because it is often found in this type

to keep the neuter plural

of phrase e.g. Eccl. 272; Eur. Med. 756 etc.,and follow Schaefer, printing
}* u

\ /ax ,
)

<.y-i

y-J-P K-7.\ .

Coulon also seems to imply

from his critical note that the scholia suggest the missing

n

note:
but perhaps they saw that the construction is

c’

- <

Ko <

Sa

with their
>/

, and that

goes with both halves.

) cf. 169•

For
7?-^

):

(

181.-

’on this subject’.

Lysistrata now suggests the talcing of an oath to make their agree-

ment inviolable.
/

'1'':

>
thj

+

aorist indicative is the usual idiom; cf. 906; Vesp. 213; fr*

466 (but cf. 599; 1103). The question can be of various kinds, from polite
to imperative, although there is very often a tone of impatience. (v. P. T.

- 108 -

For th© vocative without

Stevens, CQ li (1937) 185).

in an impatient

address v. K. G. i 48f.
182 - 199 appear in a fragmentary state in the papyrus referred

182ff—

to at 145*
used here, where in Attic one would expect d

183— yiotZ

:

v.

’This very rare use is confined to Epic and the Doric

Denniston p. 331:

(mainly choral) parts of drama*.
:

as Wilamowitz says, used here for the simple C

y

or the technical

c

.

C^j. i i/S is which is

He compares

of. also the Spartan phrase

used of the gods bringing something to light;

’to call out the ban’.

(v. L. S. J. s.

V.

ii, 2).

The Mss. have preserved what seems to be another genuine Laconism; with
cf. Herakl.
cf.
Herakl. yx
yet£
(t s
/
(but cf.
cf. /c<?y<
/ c<? y ( cj
£<>

Xcxc

1002) - v. Thumb-Kieckers

The sense is ”how we are to swear".

sect. 92, 2.

Ku Gc/-t

184—

, Hesy chius’ gloss

:

the female counterpart of the Scythian archers

employed to police the assemblies.

The same comic

(v. Ehrenberg p. 175)*

turnabout occurs in ’Ecclesiazusae’, where the women have suitably feminine
c
/
titles; Praxagora herself is
Y'S (835; 870), and she has
V)

'
4V

1

(TV

77i/X

(713)*

For - KWK as a comic

feminine ending v. C- !R Peppier AJPh xxxix (1918) 179; Fraenkel, KI. Beitr.

i, 147ff. (Cf.

tAz-i

in Nub. 666).

Often the word is feminised
r

simply by changing the article v. Austin on Thesm. 432 (

/

y

From Photius, it appears that Alexis (fr. 331) also used this comic form.
normal feminine is
/(O’!.
hot

X.

(.KU&li - Aesch

)-

The

c. Ctes. 172.

the charge of doziness or inattentiveness is a comic

commonplace with regard to servants in general (v. Headlam-Kncx on Hero.das iv3
42 and Austin on. Men. Sam. 105; Kolax fr. 1) and the Scythian policemen in
particular (cf. 426; Thesm. 1176 etc.).

I

• •

IT
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18g.- Lysistrata gives her instructions to the servant, instructions
which lead to Aeschylean parody (v. line 188) and much amusing discussion

thereafter.
\

f s—

>

cf. for a similar command, but with different

...

/ p

YuV

end in view, Ach. 583 (Dicaeopolis to Lamachus)
c

/

> \

186.-

7^

r \
I '7^,| \/

6"jT? c) << J

t

<

the cut-up parts of the victim over which the most

solemn oaths were taken; magistrates, on taking up office, swore over
/

that they would observe certain duties (v. Arist. Ath. Pol. 55, 5);
on the Areopagus, an accuser would swear
K-ft ex)
Cf

f 77

77-aZ

(Dem. 23, 68).

T2-UfCx)

~O [A (

Of. the Homeric

/
iw

phrase
187ff.-

In the papyrus fragment (v. on lines 145 and 182), there has

been an interesting change made in this scene.

The run of the lines there

given is 187, 197, 199, 198 with 200 presumably following straight on.

After

this shortened version, the papyrus gives the normal text starting at 188,
but unfortunately stops after only that one line.

In the shortened version,

the Aeschylus joke is omitted altogether, so that we get to the actual oath

much more quickly, passing over points and details which may have been thoughi

For similar occurrences in

of no interest or amusement by some producer.

tragedy v. D. L. Page, Actors Interpolations in Greek Tragedy, Oxford 1934,

42.

As Koenen and Heinrichs point out, two different ways of handling a

scene are again apparent at Frogs 151 - 3 (v. Radermacher/Kraus, ad loo.;

H. Erbso, Gnomcn xxviii (1956) 275;

Wilamowitz Eur. Her. i, 148 n. 45)•

188fThe Mss. divide between
: for what it is worth, the papyrus has
: for what it is worth, the papyrus has

and
* '■'J

‘

Preference should probably given to the wloctio difficilior”,

,4-f (Y

/??.<X U X 0 £
■>

^y7<c'

:
/

i.e. cj/t YufcVTX?

as Wilamowitz says, the verb omitted is
f ((

/
y

(cf. Ran. 303)•

The reference is to Aesch. Sept. 42ff. (the messenger reporting the heroes1

no -

activities)

Zc)/? F $*
>

■ Xj

y

Fp
/

f

Jokos'
c

(0 W&V / - ‘ -

"TX-^p 5 ( c~o

X 'cfSl

'iTbV

( j

/F

Jo

pA?

t-’fo -

/9 ( y yj/

y

s'
Lysistrata

^pK

here substitutes sheep for the more heroic bulls, the whole idea becoming a
comic destortion, when one remembers the situation in our play (v. H. Klein—

knecht, Die Gebetsparodie 1937 p.49)<
(

).

She clearly did not know the play

yXo^c^^-y^ i </

For

cf. Av. 1232.

Rogers ’ suggestion that ’’the substitution of

for

, if not a mere inadvertence, is probably due to

TTP

( cf. schol. on 217)

the double meaning of

and

(v.

on 155) and Elderkin’s far-fetched notions (CPh xxxv (1940) 387f.) will not

here means sheep, not apples.

do;

For this method of pledging faith cf. Xen. An. ii, 2, 9:
A-'

perY
pcrY

C (ScJ - \/
i

£' c S

Kp

■>

K-J-k

joJ<CV
J o ;<ov

<

o

oy i/ •

/ Oi

As van Leeuwen points out, Timotheus (fr. 22), remember-

ing the above habit, called a shield

being

the broad, flat dish used for drinking or pouring libations<.
i >

190 —

Any difficulty over the construction

/

o/x. o

^(5

<

is soon forgotten, if one remembers that Kalonike wants to repeat the two

important ideas side by side, ’shield1 and ’talcing an oath’, to stress how

inappropriate this would be when the women want peace.
]?lf—

From Hdt. vii, 113, 2 and Lucian Scyth. 2, we know that white

horses were sacrificed by the Scythians, and it is presumably of this that th'

scholiast is thinking when he says:
y

z

z •»

\

f y+p
colour v. L. S. J. s. v.

\

772a' 7
p

X

.

/

TtrV 'VjTT&V

/

l7T7rc7U< i6uov(white is a woman’s

ii, 1, c).

We also know from Hom. II.

21, 132 etc. that white horses were sacrificed to Poseidon.

Wilamowitz says

that all white horses signify here is a costly and strange offering-

The
/

scholiast goes further and sees a reference to the

III

I
I
!

i

C/

Lu’ Kcv

c^77Cv'.

(Ti

cL<\tov

TbJ

^7^

mentioned in line 60 (q.v.):
'

A Lt /Lev

)

O'R

"7L AuaCcv * lTT7(C\'

.A c c CV

n c

I '

((

(j-t

J
>

>

V

f f wf t

l<^

/

c ,

Th© straining that tho scholiast has to do to get this explanation makes it

unlikely.

The Amazonian reference may be there, however, for they crop up

again in our play, in connection with horses, at 678

(after a clear piece

of double-entendre, which may have influenced the scholiast here).

Elderkin

(v. on 188f.), following a reference given by van Leeuwen, connects white
/

horses with the horse upon the

of which Tyndareus administered an

oath to the suitors of Helen (Paus, iii, 20, 9); also with the Tyndaridae,
'Trrcri

Castor and Pollux, who were called
seized, who were called AiuX < TTTnti

, and the sisters whom they

at Sparta.

Elderkins finds these

connections appropriate to the Athenian women dealing with a Spartan.

Again

his ideas seem rather far-fetched.
/

1

izV'

:

v* on 186.
7/

tn yt £

) is the ’mot juste’ not

(cf.

€ IC

(v. L. S.

There is no need to change with Coulon and Cantereala) to
,v
... £
/zt
£ Ax.
- v. van Leeuwen.
Hamaker’s and Romer’s

J. s. w.).

(-/

193f—

n tn

/

So'/Vci/ I

’’white horse indeed!”

As H. W. Miller

words Lysistrata rejects with contempt KalonUce’s suggestion.

says (AJPh Ixvi (1945) 404):

’’Aristophanes uses several formulae to express

comic irony, scorn, or contempt.
question, introduced by

k

With these

Q< cf

former speaker in the same form.

One of theso devices is an elliptical
, and repeating the word or words of a
There is no interrogation here, but either .

the terminology or the thought of tho speaker is ridiculed.

Ach. 61 - 2; 109;

157; 761; Nub. 367; 1233; 1337; cf. 247; Eq. 32; 162; 1082; Vesp. 1202; 1369;

1378; Av. 134; lys
•fTba

730; 922; 1178; Thes. 30; 874; Pint. 1046.

in lys. 193, 383 is exactly the same”.
/

Vcsp. 1369, where

is monosyllabic.

The use of

For the abbreviated form, cf.

I
I

I

112

195.- The parody of Aeschylus (v. on line 188f. KVAlKX I p(.
i.TZ'V'
) leads to the traditionally comic connection
between women and wine.
shield (185).

is to be placed urm.^iA

The

like the

Wine was traditionally used to bind oaths (of. Hom# H. iii,

269f.), but again there may be a reference (as in Kalonike’s suggestion 191 2) to the Scythian way of making treaties:

X/Ci/dz<

v. Herod, iv, 70 </v

7T
// a 7^ v"7i. c

7/4

<^c/U

77^'f

C l very

ATcllICZ

(

C

> __

c/

ci/tC / f I L

•

4

as opposed to the ’white1 horse, perhaps.

The ’black’

196- The wine jar becomes the victim (added humour being given by tho
repeated Aeschylean parody), the wine the blood of the victim:

for similar

interplay cf. Thesm. 754ff*

Thasian wine was famous for its fine’bouquet’ v. Hermipp. fr. 82 9 3 - Kc/(
(Blay des

)

/</7 A c> (Ty

thinks that

1119: Pint. 1020 - 1.

contains a reference to this);

Eccl-

This would explain Lampito’s comment at 206.

Elde^kin (v > on line 188f.) suggests that in

/

f'CAjA rvev

, there is a play

/

upon the word AjtvtvV , a bowl in which the blood of victims was caught

(Od. 3, 444)The stamnos-type of jar had a special connection with the Lenaean rites (v.

Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals 28ff. and Figs. llff.).

For the hypallago cf. Pax. 155
Vesp. 838 7px-

197.-

KjJo Xo-A<1
s{i

I U

X<i i c^a/
;9

Dem. xxxv, 34

~>f

oii/dv

If Dover is right (v. introduction), then perhaps Kalonike

interrupts lysistrata with a thought dear to her heart (cf. 112 - 4)*
might have expected something like

J Til Xr< 0 fa ( Tt
71* vt’ 771 c u S

One

(cf. 124;

153), but Aristophanes inserts the traditional joke about women’s bibulousness

and how they like to drink their vino neat (cfe 235 - 6; Gratin, fr. 273

- 113 -

Tcs £W

6U

T7\rc ( V'

)•

It was also true, of course,

that it was unmixed wine that xzas used in oath-taking (schol, ad. Hom, II,
iii, 269f.).

128- Lampito thoroughly approves of the latest suggestion, and there—
upon it is generally accepted,
cTj.

is simply an exclamation used in tragedy:

kg* 1072; Eum, 842; Eur, Phoen, 1296; here with comic exaggeration.

witz is wrong to say that the word is Doric for y

Aesch,
Wilamo—

; there is no evidence

for this v, Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag, 1072.
/
u

)
f 77J-<

r

' o

1148

cf.

(this is the correct Doric spelling):

JC^J.TOV

c
4j y

KJ- 4 or

; Av. 428 c/(( J 7 frZ

crv<. f -t O

199—

:

the usual vague reference for the appearance of

necessary stage properties (v, introduction).

Kalonike exclaims with delight at the size of the wine-jar, (van

200.-

Leeuwen cf. for the sentiment Eubulus fr, 43

77&v
!(OV

I

/ 'or ei'/c
/

(cellar) from 7Tt foS

cf •

:

l<-ckT$ <.cJ r-jT
/
7 (c 'D (V i cn 5

r

)•

(wine-jar); it had

, which might account- for the Mss,

a later form 777

U

$ te V'

.

is found in Herodian fr. 1, 32, 40 in the sense of

’store for pottery’.

Kalonike is so carried away that sho calls the wins-ja

a ’veritable pottery-store’,
0/

For

o<fb$

used in exclamations without a verb v, P, Monteil, La Phrase

Relative on Grec Anciai 1963, p* 222; he cf. Pax. 239; Nub. 2; Ran, 1278,
201.-

202boar1•

:

sc.

KU
sc. 4

i

lysistrata rebukes Hyrrhine and tells her to get hold of ’the

Again reality mixes with fantasy; it is a sacrifice and the blood

must be spilled, only here the victim (often a boar cf. Hom. H, xix, 251;
Xon. An, ii, 2, 9 cited at line 188f«; Dem, 23, 68 cited at line 186) is a
wine-jar, and tho blood wine (cf. lino 196),

It was quite usual for those

I

I
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■

=

about to swear on oath to take hold of the victim.

203f—

and the Loving Cup for

As lysistrata appeals to

th.eir propitiousness, the wine is poured into the cup from the jar*.

As before

(and as will continue to happen), the appeal is done in a parodistic style;
are all stock

, and

)

words and ideas in the appeal that accompanies an offering, here spoken by

lysistrata in mock-solemn tones - On this v. H. Kleinknecht - Die Gebetsparodie

p. 49ff.

7TA (6 z u

is appealed to not only as the rhetorical power by which

lysistrata has already persuaded the other women to adopt her plan, but also
as the handmaiden of Aphrodite (cf. Paus, i, 22, 3 for their close association

in cult on the west slope of the Acropolis; also v, 11, 3:

Pindar fr. 122),

the power by which the women hope to persuade the men to stop fighting.

/< t 'At

o"c

(T (

’’the loving-cup”, which each guest was given
It is appealed to

in turn to drink from, to pledge peace and friendship.

here as a symbol of the unity which links all the women of Greece in their
struggle to stop the war.

Just as

/ (ic(>

refers not only back to the unity

of the women but also forward to the future unity of the men an^ women > so

’the loving-cup1 is a symbol of the hope foi' peace that is to come.
For further references to ’’the loving-cup”, v. .Rogers on Ach. 985*
YX

’offerings1, here the wine which is poured from the Jay*

zTy i cL

into the cup. (cf. 202).

:

( i/

71-1S

the words go with

cf. Eur. Hec. 535

with

Ci

Soph. El. 442 - 3
f

/

’)

c
(9UV 2

tft

&i

)

(

7

as well as

XO.ls [Art

TTpo'Tt(jh<. (<os

rlcZT’V
1(

cJoKit I
/

( Vi iC Us k

205ff»- Kalonike admires the colour- of the wine (again the comparison
to a real sacrifice is kept up with the word J U/M

), Lampito the

’bouquet1, and Lfyrrhine wants to be the first to take the oath i.e. drink from
the cup.

Neil (Aristophanes, Knights p* 211) points to the metre of these

*

- 115 -

"Tragic rhythm in comedy is sometimes a point in religious

three lines:

ceremoney and phrase, serious or parodied, as Ach. 259 - 60, Vesp. 862, 868,
Pax. 868, Lys. 205-7, Thesm. 331 etc."

:

£ <7 Xy? 6-a/ - - . KcZ-J ^7

words that might properly be applied

to the colour of blood and the way it gushes forth propitiously (cf. Pax.

1054; Av. 1118 etc.), here said with great relish by Kalonike about the wine:

e-tyx £

A s y 1 <■

cf. Schol.
/

(

"Td \J s'

T’oM
x

r-

V

, lit. ’spits out’, undercuts

it O t ( O T~l

the tone of

and points the parody.

word is used of spitting out wine elsewhere:

Alexis fr. 141, 12'

\

0^0^

0(

) 7

Arched, fr. 3. 12

tn.vw cT £

?

f yw '77n <

7x</7x yx^ £

s ..
US

c-C (i'/c 6 6-f

T'JLblTTO/

The

cT(.c^-

Cf. Vitr. 7,4,5 and Duff

on Juvenal xi, 175 (*qui Lacedaemoniura pytismate lubricat orbem’):

"A man

), when he takes a little wine into his

is said ’pytissare’ (

mouth and then spits it out, by way of testing it.

For this unpleasant habit

cf. Ter. Heaut. Tim. 457 ’nam ut alia omittan, pytissando modo mihi / quid.

vini absumpsit "sic
sodes vide".

hoc ” dicens; "asperum" / pater, hoc est: aliud lenius

The word was possibly then a technical one of wine-tasters, and

Kalonike is revealed as an expert by her use of the term.
206.-

For the renowned fragrance of Thasian wine v. on line 196.

Some

, arguing that it is the remnants

editors wish to omit the yt

before

of a misunderstood

While it is possible that Aristophanes a 11 owed

digamma.

the digamma into the Spartan’s speech (v. on line 156), as Denniston (p. 351f-

shows,

’In Attic,

is very common with progressive

y

the emphatic word or phrase, following immediately upon the particles, is

very frequently reinforced by
C

/

<40 u

:

/<

’(cf. Neil, Knights p. 193).

the neuter adjective is very common with C?

cf. Thosm. 254, Plut. 1020 etc.

l</ ?

TOV

a suitably Doric oath cf. 988.

and its compounds

’1

I
I

f
!

.L

r
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Nyrrhine wants to be the first to take the oath, so that she may
be the first to get a drink from the cup. (cf. 238).

208.-

Rogers cf. Ovid Ars. Am. i, 581 for a lot being used to determine

the order of drinking at a symposium, the ’arbiter1 of which was also chosen
by lot (Hor. Od. i, 4, 18; ii, 7, 25).

e-a/<

/ V

y£

Ia

o^x o

Cf. Thesm. 269f.
r

€

/

/

?

O'L

for the form

of the sentence.

Lampito is addressed, because she is the representative of the
enemy.

The plural verb is often used with singular addressee to denote the

person along with his or her companions:

cf. 549; Ach. 259; Av, 850; Ran.

1479; Men. Sam. 252; 301; v. further Headlam-Knox on Herodas iii, 87.

This

fact was pointed out long ago by G. Dunbar, Class. Jeurn. xiii (1816) 80.

For laying hold of the cup cf. line 202 and the passage in Aesch. Sept, quoted
at line 188f.

:

; a word

the only time in Aristophanes for

common in tragedy, it may have been the stock word for such sacrificial
occasions.
f

Kalonike, in all probability, is the

210.-

is seemingly a rathei* formal word for the commoner

211./

:

212ff—

it occurs again in the oath at lines 233 - 4*

All stand around and prepare to take the oath through their

spokeswoman, Kalonike.

As Wilamowitz points out, the effect of tho repetition

would be much greater on stage, than on paper, for the tone of voice in which
each reply comes and the reaction of the others to each line would be

different; there would no doubt be a strong contrast between the solemnity
of Lysistrata’s pronouncements and the way in which Kalonike replies.
As Kleinknecht (v. on line 203i*•) points out, there is parody here still,

this time of the sort of conditions that are laid down in inter-state treaties
and this applies equally to lines 235 - 6, what will happen if someone breaks
the oath.

For actual treaties on inscriptions v. Kleinknecht.

1'n the

r

=

~ 117

literary sphere this type of oath is common (see another parody in Euripides 1

oath at Thesm. 266ff.) e.g. Hom. II. iii, 268 - 301 (at 298f. the imprecation
on either party should it break the oath); Soph. Trach. 1185ff•; Eur. I. T.
743ff.; Med. 746ff.

These uswearing scenes” tend to follow a pattern:

A asks

B to swear; B asks for details; A gives them; B swears; A asks B to stick to
his oath (often by asking what punishment suffer if he breaks it).

In Latin

a similar parodistic scene occurs at Plaut. Rud. 1331ff«

212-

?

That Bekker’s correction of the Mss.

•

here

&CO £

and at 249 is right, v. Denniston p. 193 and K. G. ii. 294*

214.>

Kalonike shows obvious unwillingness to go on.

/

cf. line 152.

216.-

After only two repetitions, Kalonike finds the whole affair too

much for her; just thinking about these promises makes her weak at the knees,

partly through pleasure at the visual images of lover or husband, partly
through fear of losing these very things.
U'TTO'X Uf. "GM

a Homeric expression (cf. II. xxi,

114, 425 etc.)j presumably said with suitable comic exaggeration.
seems to be guaranteed by the Homeric pai'allels (Cobet’s /cci

is un-

necessary.).

/

9

:

217.-

the word occurs elsewhere only at Aesch. Ag.

244, referring to Iphigeneia (the form is <1 'Q-ufarTS S
c
\
and scholia explain its meaning correctly :

add

r .

v

s

72-ty?ev y.4^ '1"°

*> r
Kuoccr/ , I £ y Crv

\z

).
\

Although the Suda
w
r'yxcKTOS , they

While it is true that

can bo used as a vulgar metaphor (fox* either male or female genitals

or the perineum v. Taillardat sect. 91), the fact that the word is used in
”Agamcmnon” to describe Iphigcneia makes it unlikely that there is a reference

to that hero.

Taillardat (loc. cit.) suggests that

here simply

means ’a man’, and compares the use of other words in similar senses, ^ev.'S ?

TTopTlS

etc.

Wilamowitz calls the word hieratic’, and he

- 113

Words like

is probably right.

etc. are used often in

oracular language v. Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag. 1125.

Wilamowitz further suggests

that the word becomes more high-flown through the feminine ending as in

Thus, into the midst of the parody of oath-taking, Aristophanes introduces

parody of high-flown epic (line 216) and tragic words (line 217).

212- The parody of high-flown words is kept up.

This line is repeated

in substance from line 44, where the three-word trimeter, as often, denoted
a mock-solemn tone (v. on line 27).
f •

?F7l'TC(^’

221-

:

schol.

CTL

For the image of the fire of love, found throughout Greek literature

is used later in the Greek

Taillardat sect. 302.

'

I

Anthology in talking of desire (v. L. S. J. s. v. ii, 2).
Mss.

! C6-3J

out,

£ 77" ((S

, wishing to read jACl. after

Z" C

<L& ;

fire

.

<77"/ 'TU^la

the metaphorical use of
“MJ $IA \/c $

but as Wilamowitz points

The only classical parallel for
is Plat. Phaedr. 230a

i

. _ .

Some have doubted

take the genitive, a type of causal genitive

and
c/

cf. Pac. 989

V.

77b A

<Ac

T'T <4 o X

< 7-4 A drV

F/7 6

Tt (9 U/■ A< f /n' .

cf. 153.

225—

cf. 160ff.

the stock word for the use of physical force in amatory affairs
cf. Plut. 1092.
cf. 162.
/ „
TT/’t <?C (# cyAtfiA. :
227—

Kii/S i V

77^0 tT/C ( i/ Cru

v. Taillardat sect. 189;
reaction:

229—
Nub. 173.

is used frequently of sexual intercourse

</-1

is used of the woman’s

Eccl. 256; Xenarch. fr. 4, 23*
cf. Pax. 902;
'

?z

p

:

not ’roof’ (as L. S.J. ) but ’ceiling* v. Dover on

r
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/

____ 1

T^

I<j U C «<

is not used for the feminine

the dual form (

:

___

dual:

Meisterhans sect. 48, 17 (e)).

/

l(

are women’s shoes cf.

StfckL

AuXuJV'l/Ot

Nub. 151; Thesm. 734; Eccl. 319; like the

worn by men

(Thesm. 142; Eccl. 74; 269), they were doubtless made in Athens, despite their

name, which probably indicated the origin of their shape v. Ehrenberg p. 137.
As Dover says (on Nub. 151), ’’the feminine plural noun underlying both terms
;» Cf. Eccl. 342ff.

is
I—

_

The dual here underlines the slight

,

for

cf. Av. 1253 >

cT

4

/
1

s

yv

Eccl. 2o5

’
7~>

z

J. £ (

1/

cf. Latin 1pedes tollere1.

The reference is to a position of sexual intercourse, the opposite of the
one mentioned in line 231; Wilainowitz refers to Furtw. Reichh. iii Text p.

252. Hl* 119
221- This means the same as Pax. 896

73> / /V- n<< o cT>

i.e. the opposite position of sexual intercourse to that mentioned 5n 229,

(cf. Pac. 897; Thesm. 439 and Latin

the woman bending forward

’incline’, 1incurvo’.), in the position of a ’lioness on a cheese-grater ’.

For illustrations of cheese-graters, and the position of sexual intercourse
that this phrase represents v. P. Jacobsthal, Mitteile Deutsch. ArchSol. Inst.
(Ath. Abt.)lvii (1932) 1-7.

The lioness, a figure on all fours, would form

the handle of the cheese-grater (if the scholia and the Suda are right,
perhaps made of ivory).

Elderkin’s suggestion of a reference to the statue of a lioness near the
Propylaea with a resulting

i/ ✓

is rather far-

fetched.

£

^7

\T

:

the formal word (as in 211) cf. Eur. I. T.

758; 790.
2??.-

It is usual in oaths for the person to determine what his reward

■■

___ 1*

120

wiU bo for keeping the oath, and his punishment for breaking it

(v. KIe□-Th-

knecht loc. cit.) cf. Av. 447; Hom. II. 3 , 299ff.; Eur. I. T. 750 - 2; Soph.

Trach. 1189; Lysias 12, 10; Dem.xxiv, 151.

Here, as in the rest of oath, the

emphasis is on drinking, and the normally very severe penalty for oathbreaking becomes merely the cup being filled with water, instead of wino, cf.

197.
Dawes1 correction is certain cf. Ach. 476; Eq. 694f* (with NeilTs note); Pax.

v. Goodwin M. T. sect. 531; 558; K. G . i, 255.

1072:

237-

1

van Leeuwen rightly refers back to 211, and makes everyone say

41

To have simply Myrrhine or Kalonike again would be pointless j:

dramatically, all have to agree to abide by the oath.

: agAin the correct technical term, ’consecrate1,

228-

’devote1, used as such at Ar. 566; here, as at Plut. 681 (

), the word has a comic twist; because the
victim is a cup, and its blood wine, the process of consecration will involve

drinking the wine.
/

sc< 7^1/ Koji I Kck >

cf. 201.

Kalonike objects to the possibility of Lysistrata drinking all the wine 9 and

asks her to share to prove that they are all friends.

y •>

/o

is certainly r?ght:
2

:

the Mss.

rx

means little or nothing, and / J

’ta pa^t seulement’ (van Daele).

Spoken by Kalonike despite John Jacksen (Marg. Scaen. p. 129) v.

introduction.

240—

As matters turn out. probably no-one gets to drink from the ’cup

of friendship1, (unless one assumes a pause while they all drink) because
they are interrupted by cries from the older women who have captured the
Acropolis.

Lainpito anxiously asks what is going on 9 and lysistrata calmly

explains.
c

/

40 Ao A y <<

c

Doric erasis of

d-

7

O --

oic A u y

is a

121

cry of hope or triumph v. Neil on Eq. 616.
>

cC

2
?
€KL'i i/

'X
yc-j
yoJ

> \

:

i.e. at 175 - 9; the same reply

occurs at Ach. 41; cf* Pax. 64; Nub. 26 and van Leeuwen on Ran. 318.
/SM

cf. Eur. El. 648

2

7T^p<A.

with the genitive implies ’issuing from’, and

Rogers accepts the genitive (cf. Thesin. 1170) saying:

’’Larnpito’s work is

not to be confined to Sparta, but is concerned with Sparta’s contribution

to the common weal”*

But Lysistrata here is telling Lampito to go back to

Sparta and organise things there; only later will this become Sparta’s conC

Therefore

tribution to the common weal.
/
TTJL (> A

(

z-

cy c i vz

Ti

should be read

with the dative denoting ’rest by the side of’) cf. 172; Plut.

1149; Sobolewski p. 187*

244.-

'/TiZcTc

:

the Boeotian and Corinthian women (lines 85 - 92)^

Exit Lampito to see to her side of the affair at Sparta.
f/

77 J S c

v. on 176; when

r

tloAis

is used foi’ the

Acropolis it is normally used without the article (v. Soboleswski p. 4ff•;
but cf. 487).
■>

-

246 —

present participle, as is usual. in this type of

phrase; cf. Nub. 780; 1213; Ach. 828; Pax. 828 etc.

The women are to retire into the Acropolis, on which the audience’s attention
is being fixed more and more from 240 onwards and especially at 250 - 1.
' •

*

r

£/x.icA Az-

is the normal word used in connection with the closing and

barring of doors; cf. Vesp. 200

i

V

/CpLi

1/

/

TQ-Xiv

•flUrU’;

\

K TtV /AoKAoV ; Xen. Anab. vii, 1, 12

/<a Ven/ ^oXAir/

; Theoph. Char. 18, 4*

j u W' —

here stresses the communal effort involved to make their plan work.

247— Kalonike answers with suitable compound

7c/ < \C

iv

already the two sides are clearly seen lined up against each other, the men

and the women.
)

.249

OU i

k

...

f7

on 212.

122

Whitman (p. 203) sees in the gates of the citadel "an analogue

to the gates of love

•..

the Acropolis was the shrine of virgin Athena,

goddess of war, indeed, but one of the three who resist Aphrodite.

Athena

and her rock thus become a complex motif embodying generally the women’s
Somehow the total symbol of the Acropolis is felicitously expressive

position.

of feminine sexual attitudes (sexual overtones are clear in the bolt and lock

imagery of 408f.; cf. also 246, 264, 424f • where

could have two

kinds of secondary meaning corresponding to the two meanings of ’crowbar’ and
’bolt’).”

Despite the way he expresses it, Whitman is right, I think, to see

the analogy.

Kalonike "swears by Aphrodite whom she has just forsworn" (Rogers);
cf. Eccl. 748

yiZiA

Tc-V

//
d $ 77 d>~7~^_
) ( O^'fcC(S~

What Wilamowitz calls ’einer klangvollen Sentenz’; he suggests the

253 —

>

influence of Euripides cf. 369; 1014; Eur. fr. 432

Zuo
fr. 548

/f

CC / K (.?
cZ- <4J.* C^V

\

J K7?

_

\

/< UfOS

(5”o 6~
O t

407 - 9 etc.
The women all retire into the Propylaea.

yc i z

f

; Med.

- 123 -

PA?.OT)CS :

The Confrontation of the two chc??v.ses (25z: - 326)

Formally the structure can bo analysed thus:)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

chorus of old men

)
)
)
)
/

chorus of old women

254 - 255

2 iambic tetrameters

256 - 265

strophe A iambic

266 - 270

5 iambic tetrameters

271 - 280

antistrophe A iambic

281 - 285

5 iambic tetrameters

286 - 295

strophe B iambo-trochaic

296 - 305

antistrophe B iambo-trochaic

306 - 318

iambic tetrameters

319 - 320

2 iambic tetrameters

321 - 334

strophe 0 chorlambtc

335 - 349

antistrophe

350 - 386

proa^on in iambic tetrameters )

choriambic

both choruses.

with pnigos

(322-6)

The chorus of old non enter slowly Iron ■he right.

They arc carrying logs

of wood on their shoulders, and in their hands pans of charcoal and torches.
They have heard that the women have seized the Acropolis and they are on
their way to liberate it by sr.ok.in* the women, out.

With mutual encourage—

ment they ’-'.he +heir way up the steep slope (2GS) towards the gates of

the Propylaea, rekindlin, their fares and smarting
smoke: in thu process.

loir eyes with trie

However, befoi-e they can make it to the gates, the

chorus of old women enters (319), coming either by the same parodos as the
old men, or from the opposite side, so that the two choruses can meet in

opposition in the orchestra (so Wilanowits, Hermes zzciiv (1889) 638-9)•

They have boon to fetch water to put out any possible fire, because they

have heard that the old mon ere threatening to set fire to the Acropolis;
on their return from the fountain (see on 323, 378), they can see the fieiy

F
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smoke, although it is not until 350 that they actually see the old mon.

Again, after mutual encouragement, the female chorus sees and opposes the
male chorus.

Threats of violence are exchanged with increasing furor; the

male threat to set fire to the women’s hair (301) results in a soaking for
the old men and victory for the women.

For details of production, including the split of the chorus, and the
development of the plot, see the introductory sections.

25/f- The coiyphaeus addresses two lines of iambic tetrameters (the
v. T. Gelzer, Der epirrhomatische Agon bei Aristophanes,
Kftnchen I960, 00-3; 176; for the metro the latest study is F. Ferusino,

Il tetr, giamb. cat. nella com. grec., Roma 1968) to che chorus struggling
behind him.

There is no need to identify him with the Strymodoros of 259*

for the chorus need not be addressing the coryphaeus (v. note ad loc.).

^(cf^

tffuywWS.

,

Vcsp.23nff.

Similar encouragement is given to a chorus of old men a

reappears as a member of a chorus ~t Reel- 294.

Jy/: cf. Hdt. ix.57-1
•>

/

: "even if your shoulder does hurt you” (Denniston, Particles, 300).
/

ZVj — KofpcS :

z

\

x-.

uXw Tip

; as Rogers says, na piece of wood chopped off a

df’Ucsj
larger piece”.

\

from Kt if14 v. Soph. Track.II95f»

The word seems to be a favourite of Euripides (Hoc. 575;

Hol. 1601; Here. 2Z.2; Cycl.385; frag. 1002), and it is probably used here
intentionally as a word of high poetry, the elevation of tone continuin,
in the strophe of 256ff.

Here, especially in mind:

J Jcc/

77WX^y/"7f/<rt/^ v
<j'tfaGjli

Aristophanes may have had the passage from Eur.
240ff.

R

be

\

i(tv

C

.2-x

//^K-

t'Accyy/ef c£?t/es [ famous ■

T/bSfi t&cywv TTtpiJ

Dll

im
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\

I J

y

7

>

K

I //X/7W /s / 4 >

also there may be an elevation of tone, if Aristophanes

In

is reminding the audience of the description of the Cyclops’ great club

f^Xo/

at Hon. Od.ix.319-20

Perhaps, then, the chorus of old men is already being raised to
lofty heights, making them look ridiculous.
iho first strophe and antistrophe are iambic in metre, and

256ff.-

iambic of such a kind, as \rill be shown, as is typical of the rhythm of

tragedy rather than comedy.
256-65

271-30:

ia ia ith

V --- K ---- M — — u — u
l/u

u

i/

u

u —

ia ia ith

— u — u------v — V

2 ia
2 ia

X

X

X vu K v

iz -----

L2- o - I

2 ia

------ 1

2 ia

2 laA

X — X /
v — X ///

ith

I have adopted in the main the sigla of C. Prato, I Canti di Ar., Poma 196?,.
= word end;

viz.

/f

hiatus or period end;

strophe end;

word end in strophe, elision in antistrophe.

elision;

This metrical scansion

follows Couloirs text, although I have my doubts about 26/s

279 (v. infra).

Analysis and discussion of this ode can bo found in U.von Wilamowits,
Griechischo Verskunst, Berlin 1921, Z:.31ff.; S. Sudhaus, PhM 65 (1910) 516-22;

M. Platnauer, Greek Poetry and Life, Oxford 1936, 27;3f.; J.D. Denniston,
134f., L40f.; 0. Prato, I Canti di Ar., 213ff.;
2
0. Schroeder, Aristophanis Cantica,' Loipsig 1930; J’
’-.liite, Verse of

Greek Poetry and Life, 123f.

Greek Comedy, London 1912, 36f.

256-9

271-/.:

this opening both PDatnauor and Prato compare to 3q. 75o-

*

- 126 -

60

This seems to be in the manner of Euripides; of. Ale. 573-4;

836-40.

In Aristophanes

Supp. 822-3; Here. 116-7, 417-3, 1053-4; El.1196-7 etc.
cf. Nub. 1114; Vosp. 2/,3-72; Pax 939; Ran. 395-6, 441-6.

262-3^277-8:

the strophe has always been accepted as genuine, and the

antistrophe has been changed by some in order to get some kind of iambic

dimeters to correspond with those of 262-3—■

cA U

This is usually done (as
C* O

—

£zzo< and Meineke’s

Wilamowitz) by accenting Bothe’s 0^/01
v "7
^/~"

Those arc rejected by Denniston and L. P. E.
Parker (C.Q. 18 (i960) 251) in her discussion on split resolution in
dramatic lyric (soKj.77 'TciKfoifcXiv'; cf 329)-

A.M. Dale (Lyric Metres ed.2

(1968) 73) seems right in talcing this passage as one of the examples of

what she calls syllable-counting ("not a regularly admitted principle, but

merely a rare licence"); as she says:
has produced x

cf. 7S6ff.

"here the syllable-counting equation

fori/uu1, an inversion of the usuals—."

OlOff.; Vcsp. 274-ff-

232ff.; Hub. 1304

For this phenomenon

1312 (where v. Dover),

etc. T. C. 17. Stinton (C.R. 15 (1965) 14-2-5) less plausibly suggests

anaclasis as the e:q>lanation.

279-30:

264-5

as this stands in Coulon’s text and Prato’s metrical schema,

syncopated iambic dimeter followed by ithyphallic clausula.

As Prato says,

"tragica ed ouripidea, in particolare la clausola dell1 itifallico

soprattutto a r«etrl giambici"; cf. Eur. Ale.597; Mod. 133, 634, 995; Anur.
1019; Ileracl. 776, elu.; in Aristophanes, Ach. 1160; Eq. 1273; Vesp. 1522;

Thesm. 1055; Ran. 635, 1377; Eccl. 530, 959-

For the resolution of the

long in the ithyphallic of 265 cf. Ran 442 (where the second Ion; is resolved),
again in a piece of parody.

The resolution of the long is frequent in

tragedy cf. Aosch. Sept. 142, 4-20, 688; Ag. 1Z6; Eur. Supp. 823; Here. 117,

etc.

With this scansion, vie do got a rather unusual responsion ?n the

second

iambic metron of 26/.^ 279-

If wo arc not prepared to accept this

(and if wo do, wo must take Schroedor’s pwr in 279, end Brunch’s pelvis

in 264) then the best alternative might bo that of Wilamowitz, who reads

■r

I ■!
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Ft

at 264-5

T^o// uXm*

with the manuscripts’ text at 279-20.

//^/CT'ouy'

responding

This gives us iamb + erotic (i. e.

syncopated iambic dimeter) in 26/.., end iambic dimater cataloctic in 265His inversion of the manuscripts1 order is .influenced by IDur. Andi1. 951

(v. note on 264).

But ho loses the

ithyphallic clausula, which seems likely in this parodistic passage, and

introduces a <?which, despite his assertion (Gr. Vers., 481), is ’’mtissig”.
z-

Others have offered solutions, c.g. Platnauer wishes to read

)

/

fuTTw' and emend 26/< to got an extra syllable e. • by reading with Me ineke

fy.}

and von Leouwen

ytoU •

He concludes, after admitting
11 there

that the ’’whole of this system is full of irregularities1’, by saying
is little doubt that the concluding linos (265^220) are trochaic.11

But

an ithyphallic belongs equally well to an iambic system, and it is surely

the latter that wo have in 256-65

•271-20.

I'einekc’s /AOJ is unsuitable;

the Acropolis can be described by the old men as ‘’mine”, but can the Propylaea
(a much more concrete: thing) be so described?

in 264, and omits

M

c

Sudhaus reads

o

dz

in 279 as a gloss; again we have

syncopated iambic dimeter.
Whatever the exact metrical scheme, the important point about this ode

is its mock-tragic rhythm.

As White (p*37) well puts it:

’tragic1, that as, it has tragic form, with conic intention.

i:The lyric is
The form

admirably expresses the sentiment, - indignant but unavailing complaint of

querulous old men in the strophe, and exultant but buffoon reminiscence of

past glory in the antistrophe1’.
256.-

In Archilochus fr. 74D* are found the often quoted words

fluJfZ

£<7*7 <

(cf. Soph. Aj. 6/.G

hero the chorus express the opposite sentiment , cf. Sup. fr. 356

y'yvi'T<n
’

~ 1 n n

77oXL>i

I'jWft cFl

Thr* uncertainty and unhappiness of human life was to become

I2d

a well-used "topos” in Middle and ’low Comedy.

Those querulous old men

remind one of the chorus and their complaints in Ach. and Vesp. (o.g. Vosp.
The chorus in Euripides often finishes the tragedy by including

ZZ1).

> t

)xfA/T7uX in its final words, e.g. Ale. 1160; Med. 1416; Hipp.1463;
Andr. 1285; Hol. 1639; Bacch. 1339; ^v^rifTov' .in I.T. 1492).

Barrett on

Hipp. loc. cit. thinks these tail pieces are not genuine.

:

253—
is the keynote.

picks up the^A/rr^of the previous line; incredulity

For the construction cf. Thesm.524-6; Soph. Aj./;30.

the name appears also at Ach. 273 (with the variant IzTfujAVc. — )
and Vesp. 233 (one of the chorus).

There is no need to make him the coryphaeus;

it is quite usual for the cl^e-rus to address- each other by name, c.g. Vesp.
230ff.
260.~

originally used of feeding animals, already in
As Taillardat says (Images,

Homer it is used of men (Od.xi.365; :r.'ii.559)<

sect.126 n.3), in Attic, the word supposes an inability on the part of the
.

>

I

person fed to provide for .his own needs; cf. 1204 ( OIKS'TXS

• of. Ach.673

); Eq.256

); Hub. 331, 334*

Z43

\

'

);

Sne further Heil on Eq. loc. cit.,

Headlam/fcnox on Hcrodas vii.44, C. lloussy, Rocherches sur

verbes grecs significant "noiu'rir"
In Tatin "pascoru" has
-K/Kj/ :

Thesm.

et les

(Et. et Comm. lx-0, Par?s 1$)69- 11-25 .

he sane overtones, cf. -?uv. iii.141.

the same word is used several tines in Thesm. bo describe women,

e.g. 394 and esp. 735ff< cf. also Eur. Andr. 273*
cf. Ach. 737

.

For the phrase

The same low opinion ol* women recurs

infra 1014-5, 1037-9•
262.-

the old wooden statue

(JotMrS )

of Athene. Polias

in the Ercchthoion; cf. Eq.30ff.; Acsch. Fun.SO, etc. A special reverence
was attached to this and similar very ancient statues.

This makes the

women’s scisuro all the novo criminal in the eyes of the old men.

1

1

r

J

I
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263.-

, especially in tmesis, emphasises the

The repetition of

strong feelings of the old men.
/

.. .Tt, :

-

,!often needlessly altered by editors” (Denniston, Particles

Here the two

375); cf. Nub. 563-6; Thesm. 352-3; Pax 162-3; Plut.665-7.

ideas of seizing the Acropolis and gettingg hold of the statue are

presented together, and the contrast comes with the barricading of the
As Wilamowitz points out, we have here a "hysteron

Propylaea (in 264)•

proteron” construction; the old men state the present emergency

...

/Vfix/ , present infinitive), and then the action that allowed the emergency
to take place (KX72 • • •
- j/x/yZ :

, aorist infinitive).

the Proboulos also claims the citadel for the men, 487 73^ v

•

7/cAii/
26/;.-

Whatever the correct reading (v. metrical commentary), this is

probably a reminiscence of Eur. Andr. 950f.

may also continue the mock-tragic tone; cf< Ach.479

265-- iTlKT'onv' •

Soph. Aj.579

7H|'K77.

a well-attested Attic name, v. Kirchner, 14758ff.

222—

221-

the two logs of wood each man was carrying (cf.

:

291, 307, 312, 313, 336).

263.- £ K£

often used of unpleasant things, cf. Dem.x.21;

:

xviii.4; 193; Folyb.1.32.9; Plut. Caes. 32; Lucian, Charid.IS.
fS

260.- 'fi'vfcLv'

270.-

:

cf. 373; ?Jur. Here.

(cited at 255)-

”all of them”, stressed by being placed at the

:

/

beginning of the line, and contrasted with
- cZtfo

:

schol. c/tTo JtUS

•cf. the fate of the generals after Arginusae

(Xcn. Hell.i»7*34)
into prison
(Lys.xii.52).

and pAJS
KAi

•
•

Rogers

Kfiv^iv

the behaviour of the Thirty :»n throwing 300 citizens
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for Lysistrata (certainly not

-

lysistrata, as some e.g. Meineke, and Blaydes have thought).

The wife

of Lykon (he was later one of Socrates’ accusers v. I'acDowell on Vesp.
1301) was the infamous Rhodia, mother of Autolykos, the victor in the

Eupolis had attacked this family:

Panathenaea of 422 B.C.

l<Tc

(fr.215) '

77^r

He even produced a play called ’’Autolykos”.

schol.

>

/

vie do not know why Rhodia

should be mentioned at this time; perhaps merely because of her renowned
immorality, as one who should be burned first.

For this typo of irrelevant

cf. Ran. 588.
271.-

? :

a man’s oath, and seemingly never a woman’s

v. J. W. B. Barns and H. Lloyd-Jones, JHS 84(1964) ,23 (on P.Ant. 15, 1.2).
ftD I
: J'Wl

-

is easily understood.

TtW-

is often

found in the figurative sense of ’’scoffing at one” (because one has got

away with a dirty trick) in Aristophanes:

Ach.221, 1197; Eq.1313: Hub.

1436; Vesp. 721, 1007, 1439; Thesm. 1089-

It seems to be found elsewhere

only in Soph. Ichn. 344 in the classical period.

Probably, therefore, it

is a colloquial metaphor (v. Taillardat, Images, sect. 578).

273-- rzrJ KTA . :

the construction is the same in both strophe and

antistrophe; a general statement is made, and the particular reason is then
given.

v. licit.v.72; Ar. Ath.Pol.20. Cleomenes, the Spartan king.
had been invited by Isagoras to help against Cleisthenes’ new reforms; but
when they tried to dissolve the

flo ^4 t'j

, the people rose against them, and

they were forced to take refuge on the Acropolis.

There they wore besieged

for two days before being allowed to leave (/TTotT/TcvScu ; all this took
place in 508 B.C.

It is significant that those exultant old men omit one

or two details which would necessarily put the expulsion of Cleomoncs in
a loss glowin,

light:

Cloomcnes had expelled the Poisistratidae (of «1149ff -);

1
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the Spartans were allowed to leave U'^To^jToySoc , and therefore with no
loss of honour, after a very short siego; also, if the scholiast is right,

the Spartans wore able to take Eleusis on their way home*

Those old men

take care to present the details in the best possible light for themselves-

It goes without saying that it is quite impossible for anyone alive in
411 B-C. to have taken part in the events of 503 B.C.

But the old men who

glory in the distant past and ancient honours of the city are a stock motif
in Aristophanes (v. Ehrenberg,

98ff.; Dover, Clouds, Ixiii).

Usually

these men are "Marathonomachai”, cf. Ach. 179ff< , 692ff.; Eq.1334; :iub.935.3• ;

Vesp.711, lOoOff*; fr•413; but, in by sis tvutn, the old men go even further
back into Athenian history (cf. 665, where they claim to have taken part

in the battle of Leipsydrion 5n 513 B.C.), although Marathon still gets a

mention (285)•

These old men, as with other choruses of old men in Aristo

phanes, are depicted as rather comic representatives of the "good old days11 •
There is no straight contrast in Aristophanes between glorified past and

corrupt present; both are laughed at, but it is often the defenders of new
By comparing Lys? strata’s seizure of the Acropolis

ideas that are victorious.

to that of Cleomenes, the old men try to elevate their own status as
traditional defenders of the city.

(schol.):

, <471/4

275.-

"unscathed".

word occurs elsewhere only in Soph. fr.55OP., and Crates Com. fr.46.

c 57X

at 1.34' of our play, the verb c/h
Spartan Lampito.

The

But

occurs in the mouth of the

It is possible, therefore, that the old men are here

using a word of Doric origin to describe the Spartan Icing.
Cf

276.- OptUS

arrogance”.

On

(1967); 131-43*

A

a

'

f

/VdKM'ifaY Wl&v' :

"notwithstanding his Spartan

in Aristophanes v. i-I.van dor Valle,
Expressions like this and Ran. 1016

dvfu

, whore ITVft ace. indicates violent emotion of some kind (of.

also Av.1121

TiVtwv'), ultimately go back to the Homeric

- 132

'tfVtiOV'T'ti (cf. Cnians, Origins of European Thought, 50ff.).

They are

common in Pindar and the tragedians, and undoubtedly we have a nock-solcmn
tone here; cf. Fur. Bacch. 6Z0; An dr. 109, 327; Aesch. Ag. 376 (although

For the exact opposite

the reading is not certain there, v. Fraenkel).
i v

/

7

7/V/^Z (»a man of humble

our passage cf. Pind, Pyth.xi. 30

to

aspirations”).

Cf. also Taillardat Images, sects. 123, 312.

Tho old men now begin to be as pejorative as they possibly can

277.-

about the Spartan king, in order co elevate their own importance; but in
so doing they only maize themselves more ridiculous.
’Jilamowitz cf. Thue.ii.70.3, where the people of Poteidaia,
■>

>

(

\

/

This leads the

who had just surrendered, had to leave jwi/ /VC (^Z<Z77A7 .

vzay for the description of the filthiness of the Spartan.

suggests the original may have been

Tilamowitz

J/cWU ''Tfiput

\K. i

, and

ov

For che dis-

the filthy nakedness of the Spartan was thus emphasised.

paraging diminutive v. 1-IacDowell on 7esp. 33If we accept Schroeder’s 'yiv'W

279--

c / j
putt

, the sense is, as he

says, ’’sordibus madens"; cf. Plut.266, 297; Av. 1282.
)

/

For the same ideas

only in Lucian, Salt.5 elsewhere.
>__

>/

cf. Phorecr. fr. 195

280.- ^Xc^cS

ci.

i .

hub. S36f.; Plut.85.

Exaggeration is the key

to much that is humorous in Aristophanes.

282.-

:

Tffrbf

not a

some think (Berglcr and seemingly Blaydes).
achievements, not belittling then.

etc., as

for

The old mon arc extolling their

The point is that they mtched day and

night, talcing turns to sleep, so great was their vigilance.
•>

of £77(

,J]Iilitaris

has been well explained by van Leeuwen:

...
/

.locutio est

The construction

/
A

®

/

>

(

tfTc

^STuibjV' (item Thue.ii.90.1; vii.79.I; Xen. IIoll.ii.4.11; vi.4.12; Anab.v.

2.6) vol

ut in nostri quern

I
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*Lfi~c 'Tfiis <^<T7r/J’xs

scholia afforuntversu :

(Ai'. fr.66; item Thue.iv.93*4; Hdt. vi.III; vii.188; ix.31)*
servantibus

De ordinem

cnitivm, de consistcntibus accusativun dici videmus; et ipsa

id fert ratio.”

One could add to his examples of the genitive Isocr. vi.

99; Lucian, Zeux.8.

Again the

exaggeration is present in

tfC !, a figure not heard of in any real military venture.

233.- Euripides is the traditional misogynist in Aristophanes, cf.
368-95 Thesis.

Iff.; 336ff.; 37off.; 466ff.; 5Z:4ff.; 116Off., and indeed

the whole plot of the play; Ran-lOZZff.; 1079ff*

introduction to Thosn. , says:

Rogers, on p.xxi of his

”IIis (Stobaeus) Anthology (not to mention

his other works) contains citations from about 350 authors: and yet, out
of sixty four passages collected under this particular headjng (
no fewer than thirty five (if not thirty six) aro contributed

by Euripides alone; Sophocles

supplies two; Aeschylus not one; and most

of the remain in, twenty seven (or twenty six) are taken from professedly

satirical or comic writers”.

See further 1. Bruns, Die Frauenemancipation

in Athcn (VortrJ’ge £: Aufs^tze 1905), 54:

Euripides und die Frauen;

Wilamowitz, KI. Schr. iv.!26ff.; D, W. Lucas, The Greek Tragic Poets 1959,

242.
:

•••

-

a common phrase of contemptuous dislike (the

word Of.oi^zXfyi.JL. was even formed).

23Z;..-

the same word As used of Tiygaous* plan (Pax 94)

and the scheme of the woTnon in Fee?.. (106, 288).
cf. 330.
00 rr
<2 0 * —

/,

(the article is always present; it could easily

have fallen out by haplography):

'fa

>1<X7TA 0^0’1 ,

77^ s'

, "Tf I

5 of

(echo!).

”tropaion” is also mentioned at Eq. 1334; Vosp.711; fr-413-

The

It was excavated

at Marathon by 3. Vanderpool and V M. Verde? is in 1965 (’’• report by the

formci' in llosp.xeco/, .1966, 93-105).

It was an extremely important symbol

L

r1
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of Greek superiority over the barbarian, and was perhaps the first victory
monument to be put up in stone (v. W© C West, Class© Phil. Jxiv (1969) 7-

19, and esp. 12f.).
-

For such reminiscence v. note to 273©

$bfrlv'

cf.
cf© 531
531

W/:

> Vesp. 758; and on this and similar

expressions of emphatic donial in Aristophanes v. J© C. Bo Lowe, Herm xcv
(1967) 65f©

286ff.- The second ode is iambo-trochaic, and again owes much to the
moires of tragic lyric.

It is the only antistrophic iambo-trochaic ode in

Aristophanes ©
286-95^ 296-305:
u —

2 ia

—x

lek

X — u - X—
v — X

u—
V-

3 ia

/

2 ia

lek
-

V -—u - u -- u — u

-- v —u
-— u — —
— t/----

V c/

4trA
lok

- U—
-- V ------

— u — X — u -—

lek

4ii-A

u— u—

extra metrum
/c ia^

Again this scansion follows Coulon’s text (but v. note to 289)•
scansion in VJhito (p©156), Schroeder, Prato, Sudhaus

Full

Discussion in

Wilamovitz, Gr© Vers. (v© on 256ff©)©
286-7- 296-7:

the same rhythm is used as a clausula at Eq. 331-2; this

collocation seems originally to have been used by Archilochus (fr© 1190
cf. Sappho fr© 148) and adopted by the tragedians, cf© Aesch. Supp. 794-5;
Sept. 740-1 (clans©); 838-9 (clans©); Choeph. 46*7; Soph. Aj© 866-7; 0©T©

198-9; Ant. 586-7; Eur© Me© 213-4; El© 479-80; Hel© 233ffe? 330ff©; Phoen©

■
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In Aristophanes9 Nub. 1307-8; Av. 1755’-65; Thesm.

688-9 (clans.), etc*

1022-3; Eccl. 289.

The association in general of iambic and trochaic

metres is especially common in late Euripides (cf. Hel. 167ff.; 233ff.;

330ff.; Phoen. 1036ff.; 1728ff.; 1747ff

9

etc.), and Aristophanes parodies

this in Av. 631ff.; Thesm. 1015ff.; Ran. 209ff.

Again its antecedents can

be seon in Archilochus loc. cit., in Sappho fr. 152, and in Pindar 01.il.I;

other examples in Aosch. Pers. 676; Sept. 740-1; Eum. 923ff*; Soph. O.C
1015ff.; 1219ff.; 1683-4; 1729-30.
Sudhaus would scan these lines as lekythion + iambic

291^301; 294^304:

dimeter.

This shows how difficult it often is to distinguish between iambic

and trocliaic metres (the lekythion is an obvious bridge)
294b-5

304b-5: efl

is taken as nextra metruin’* by Prato and Sudhaus

(Prato gives many examples of this in Aristophanes in his note on Ach.43?
in Z<ysis>rata ho mentions 710, 710b, 715, 879); exclamations of amazement.

grief etc. are often so treated.

White takes both lines together- treating

them as syncopated trochaic dimeter + erotic.

spondee + paeon + cretic.

Schroeder takes them as

Wilamowitz (in his noto on 294) treats them as
> \

9

/

syncopated trochaic trimeter, scanning (oe {OU

trochaic metron)

as a paeoi? (the second

Again this demonstrates the difficulty of distinguishing

Prato cf., for the syncopated iambic dimeter

iambic and trochaic metres.

as clausula, Av. 1322, a rhythm which he says was dear to Sophocles, cf.

O.T. 177; Phil. 143; 864; Trach. 639; 0.0. 1676, etc.

For the prosody

(which is perhaps not necessary here) he cf. Nub. 320 (where v«

Dover for further Aristophanlc references), and for the exact

of

this final line he cf. Eur. I.T. 400.
Again, therefore, uo may see a certain tragic form to this ode, and we
shall find linguistic details which reinforce this idea.

286.-

•••

:

as often, breaking off into something new;

cf. Eq. 1063; Adi. 738 (Denniston, Particles, 102f.).
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/

»

f .

'

288.-

(schol.); the word is used

for any steep thing to be climbed or got over (cf. Xen. Hell.ivo3.23
X

\

To

<p

/

cHcaJKSiiz

•

\

'

X

Dionys. Com. fr.4 TTfoS 10 <^\p<av

/. /

*

.

S A*

)•

The scholiast implies that it was a term especially used for the approach

to the Acropolis

('To /Aptcv

)(cuf(av

)r
/

and he quotes a fragment of Aristophanes from Babylonians (fr.74)
ITfoS 'To <Tip.o^ , and of Plato’s

ou 'T
j ct
(fr.79) 'TI ou

TTf>&r-

.

To

On exactly what this term implies for the production on stage of the chorus5
approach v. introduction.

289—

John Jackson (Marginalia Scaenica, 1955, 74f*) calls the

X^TT/vX- clause ^obviously inept”, and he is right.

saying:

He errs, however. in

”for some reason or other the passage seems to aroise little

suspicion”.

In 190?t Herbert Richards (in Aristophanes and Others, 41)
c

✓

wrote:

’’There is no clear meaning for 77b / s here 9 nor for the causal
TToTS.

Should vro not read
difficulties; and this gives

’ t k

qlAa

•

as a question? They are stating the
Cl

cpitiJL more point.” Richards saw the

ineptitude of the clause, but his emendation is not quite as neat as that

of Jackson.

TFoT \ the X^r - having

The latter proposes 77ajx

arisen by dittography from the fX/b of 288 (lyrics were written as prose
in early manuscripts), and the K+i

redundant.

then being omitted as seemingly

Fraenkel (Beobachtungen zu Aristophanes, 1962, 104f<) agrees

TitfT might be better;

with Jackson (except that he suggests 7T74.K

but for

v. Denniston, Particles, 312), and reminds us that

// t'O £

(sic) appears in Phot. Bo95«10 (v. Kraus, Test. Ar. 1931, 39, who following
Reitzenstein devalues this evidence by writing

)•

Thus there

may bo ancient evidence for Jackson’s emendation, which seems to me right
✓*•

<*

,

Radt (Ma am. xxvii (1974) 9) now sxiggostfi 7/iv.x 777v's’ HOT - loss likely.

-

■TiV ?\K^n Jp/ff po'/ftT'

-
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(schol.).

/o

77per/ , then,

is the rope by which ths draught animals (often asses, hence the complaint
here) were tied together; cf. Arist. H. A. 577b31 (of a mule)

7"o
/o

For- further references v. Pfeiffer on Call, fr.272.

*

ec. 77>

290*- 'Tcj UT"; :'
->/
</^(/

vol sim.

)<./y@m/ is the usual word in Aristophanes (Vesp.179;

Cf. Hermipp fr.9; Zen. Cyr.vii.5.II; Plat. Symp.221e, where

Pax 82).

is always joined with evos

•

As with other words of this kind,

it was used as a tern of abuse, implying stupidity:

Taillardat, Images, soct. 450ff.).
221*“

to

tO.

/<</c TftfJi/OftvegWeS

WJS

To

lysipp. fr.7,3 (cf

Tho word coses into Latin, "canthorius n

not, as Brunck, Enger and Dindorf say, equivalent

:
(OofoT

Eccl.833) , a carrying-pole, but the two logs

each man t?as carrying, one on each shoulder (cf. 255, 267, 336, and esp.
307, 313).
I

— £ J (. Too MT& /

, (TtocJ soon originally to have been used of fulling

S L /( CS

or a mousetrap (Pollux vii.41; x.155); yet they were also used seriously
by Pindar and Aeschylus (e.g. 01.iv.8; P.V.365) in the sense of "press
down”:

so Eq. 924

sect.592).

LlTou^i/bG Tas

(cf. Taillardat, Images,

Probably, therefore, it was a word of high poetry, which would

be typical of the mock-tragic tone of the passage.

222* -

7uy

this was the burning charcoal that they were

•

(cf. 297, 308, 315); they are afraid that the fire

carrying in a

trill go out before they reach their goal; so they blow furiously on the
charcoal, causing a great deal of smoke which makes thorn choke (294-5)*

tri th To Ti

For

cf. Hierecr. fr.60; Dionya. fr.2» 16; with

^ov clkw/ , Philippid.

fr. 16; with </) /Ran. 1098 (v. Stanford

ad loc.).
A

294 c-

•

corrootly explained by schol.:

*"*

•/A.'

i ;

■

- 133 -

t7Fc "TvS tfvftfarrfcs J7uf ; not as LSJ nan

Theodos# p#79 ~T~o (yu

exclamation of disgustn#

The latter here is koU

the

representation of the old men’s blowing on the fire (Rogers cf# Lucian

Philopatr. 2).

The scholiast says, in fact, that his note was an actual

stage-direction (-70U7& Ot

y^^)#

(cf# 312; Thosm. 245 9 idlere Dindorf’s (j?u
7

\

/

• *>

> 1

295«>” LOU toV

2?6_.Nub#184:

9 /

is surely wrong)#
>

cf. Av# 305 10^

:

The cry of disgust would ba

'

y x

y /

<-

i(>v ic\j

.//

HpxMlS :

on the invocation of Heracles v. Dover on
T
r <
wa normal reaction (sometimes without aj) , sometimes with A/vu.7

instead) to a sudden, extraordinary, or frightening sight; cf. Ach#284;
Av. 93."

V# also MacDowell on Vesp. 143*
not to be changed to /ifas Blaydes;

:

the reference is not to the smoke (Tlu f^ir^tru 295) but to the fire in
general

299)•>

( Vo

For carrying fire in a pot cf. Xen. Helloiv#4

o^<

298.- (■^Kv'i.C

i

s'SJTTfiV

this word had been used of both moral and physical

suffering fox* a long time; indeed one wonders if it struck Greek ears as

a living metaphoi- (for references v# Taillardat, Images, sect. 296).

It

But

is used of smoko at Plut. 822

Aristophanes makes the metaphor come alive again by the comparison to
J U Y'Y Caz1 f

; as Tailiardat (sect#3) says:

~.l_l n’a pas davantage paru

necessaire de separcr systcmatiquement, dans ca travail, 1’etude des

metaphores et Isetude dos comparaisons:
souvent indissociables#

les unes et les autres sont tres

Il arrive, en effet, que, la langue fournissait

une motaphoro plus ou moins usee, I’ocrivain la renouvolle par une
comparaison:

si le fou qu’on allume est compare a une chienne enragee

(lys. 298), c’ost parce quo la metaphoro

9

fair© souffrir

(physiqucment ou moralomont), est uauoUoo” Another example of the same
kind of tiling can be found at Av#401#
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. /

222*-

\

•

'To

again Aristophanes uses a comparison for

more than one effect.

was proverbial for na fierce fire”;

cf. Soph. Phil. 799ff*

I

Xl-U

1

s'")

£}*" f ^SoV'

the volcano M o

o<

9 on Lemnos, was where Hephaistos was believed to

have liis workshop; cf. Lycophr. 227, 462 (v. Jebb on Soph. Phil. 800 and
Appendix p.243ff*)*

Hesy chius has the following gloss:
is also here used for the pun on

•

5

r,The fire has bitten my J/jyzxf , it must be a

as Rogers says s

TTUp

H,

2Q0«- idsfl

:

as Yaillardat (Images, sect. 296) translates,

na tous egards”; cf. Iys.xix.53 7Fj<rfl

/

713 e; Xcn. Anab.iv.5«16; cf< the use of simple
\

Plat. Leg.

M

at 412; Rail.

1

1235; 7774'71 '7%77zJ
at Av. 549; and v. Neil on Eq. 591, and Dover on Nub.
•
I

885*

The opposite is found at Hdt. vii. 51? Thue. v. 18.4; 47*2, etc.
/

J301.

continues the image of

literally (of a I'

)

; it is used

at Av. 26 (cf. 367 infra; Pax 1315).

Like

(f^Kvz£(/ it is also used in the figurative sense e.g. Soph. Phil. 745;

Track. 987, of a physical pain.

Again, ocfzj
/

takes the image that much
7-

further, relating to the literal
s

-

jJLterally rheum that forms in the eye (Hp. V.M. 19; Prog.2;
'

*

1

Ve H. W. Miller, T. A. P. A. Ixxvi (19/i5) 81-2); cf. Nub.327

KoAoKu

TT^oJ-GToK/j-r
Jz^/xcf ovTA/S

for zJ y^/f ); Plut.581

75-f
7Xj

•

Blindness

or blear-eyed is a common Greek (and, later, Latin) synonym for mental

blindness (v. Taillardat, Images, sect. 481 for further references).
Aristophanes also uses the word

for the same physical condition

(with obvious side reference to the mind) nt Ran. 588; Eccl. 254; 393.
z

Here

r-

a

z

is slightSy misused for the pun with

P but the

A)
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audience would not miss the joke in

itself, that the old men are

virtually confessing themselves blear-eyed (both literally and montally).
(i iOO <i :

2Q2e-

picks up the
th© words of 288 ( £ <

<T7To U(J 4 |/ y /

)>

and reminds the audience cf tho old men’s purpose.
Cf. Vesp. 402 (Philocleon asking help from his companions) 77or£

304o-

VuV)
?

/

,

“S a vorc^ of ^^h poetry (v. LSJ s.v.), used by Aristophanes in

mock-tragic passages, o.g. Vesp. 402; Thesm. 696; Plut.476.
:

Conlon (Essai, 113) takes this as follows:

”Le choeur appolle

Strynodoro son Laches, c’est-a-dire ’son general’, ’son chef”1.

The general

Laches is referred to at Vesp. 240, but there the context is very clear,
especially as Cleon, Laches’ arch-enemy, appears two lines below.

Again,

hoxzever, there is no need to see the coryphaeus (whatever his name) being
addressed, and ladies is a very common Attic name (v. Kirchner 9009ff*)<

05»—

The old men again blow on the fire to keep it going, with the

same unfortunate result.
306.-

By a very common metaphorical usage (v. Taillardat, Images, sect.

fapSL )-

27; to his examples add Ran. 340

the fire is said to have been awakened and to bo alive; cf. 315; fr.281.
r

c<

ei

- SfcJuv £/<Zrc

:

is a poetical word,

”by the favour cf the gods”;

and suggests that this .line (and Pax 699, the only other place whore it

occurs in AriaLophancs) is paratragic; cf. Archil. fr. 104D; Pind. Isthm.
iv.Ij Aesehc Chooph. 214; 436-7; Eur. Ion 1357, etc.

is nou

i

also found in a fragment of Strattis’

v. P.Oxy.35, p-81 (fr.

3.11.17).

307ff«- Some very small fragments of lysistrata have been found
recently on papyrus, belonging to 5th-6th centuries A.D., vis. P.Antin* 2.

75; 3-211, comprising a few letters from the following lines, 307-313, 31820, 342-6, 353-62.

Practically nothing of note lias come from those papyri.

JTT

F

I
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22Z-

>/

cL>/

Wilamowitz1 explanation is probably rights
/

7

a question, the questioner having something like

starts
>

/

in mind, but with the long intervening conditional clause, he forgets the
)(^ (311).

original construction, and says

Anacoluthon is often a mark of strong emotion, and would be very much in
Previously Wilamowitz (6r. Vers., 483) had

place here for the old man.

>/

>

sympathised with Blaydes1 dislike of the manuscripts’ crvfaw d./' , and,
while not accepting Blaydes’ rather bold ~TC
•>/

f

769; Thesm.773), suggested "Tc

o

(cf. 399; Nub.155;

This is shown by his later

explanation (in his edition) to be unnecessary.
^auv'

tantalisingly, gives us

The papyrus, rather

, but seems to confirm

Radt (1-fnem. xxvii (1974) 10) now agrees with Wilamowitz.

228.-

\

z

/

7W qUrdV •

); cf. schol.

cfe <

'

£K Uf

Ml Iv Aff/trl+ts (fare

i<S

A

a torch, here made from vine twigs (
i

/ r'

(fr.375). Cf. the

which the women collect to burn the

of Euripides

at Thesm. 728, 739.
Photius has the following glosss

77^^° I ’ cf

7 cGvz 1 ti t

t. fDi\idorf (on his fr.666 of
/

Aristophanes) thought 77^ought to be restored, but perhaps Photius
•

was classing Aristophanes with the

- Alex. fr. 8*7,35 Anaxandr. fr.48;

gives examples of both forms;

Men. fr.56; Nicostrat. fr.22; Philipp, fr.16;

);

01

the same play as 56,
Ion 195, 1294* (^^0^

this uord was probably

cm

Diph. fr. 6; Aesch. Ag. 284; Eur.

The genuine form of

(v. Boisacq, Diet. Etym. , s.v.), "which was

later confused with the adjective
aspirate therefrom.

Tfa-vos - Men. fr. 55 (

also occurs at Xen. Lac. 5,7.
/

Athen.xv.700

>

and got its

Cf. Wo Bflhler, Quademi dell’ Istituto do Fllologia

greca (Universita di Cagliari) ii, 1967, 93f*
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309»-- 7/// (PuAzZ :J
AQ9-

in reality the Propylaea had five doors (cf.
V

Heliodorus ap. Harpocr- s.v. llfon u
- /<y*c^Jcn/
(S

:

); cf.
of. 7^f

at Ran- 38f., Heracles complains AK

..-, of someone who had knocked at the door-

/C z

(311)-

/<? isTMfiK&S

The - /^dtfv' termin

ation is found elsewhere in Aristophanes; z7^uz?^Jov(Ran- 804), 7/

Jcv

r7
(Ran. 824), both parody of Aeschylus’ use of - UoCV forms (Sapp. 431;
c.

Sept. 328; ft. 39),

f

/■

(Nub. 491; Eq. 1033).

(Pax 81),

2.10o- H- van Herwerden (Maem. zxxii, 1904, 264-5) suggests reading

for what he calls the rather weak )^\cu This is quite
attractive, with

(fttis (cf. Phryn. praep.

picking up

80.8 jifufiv

is the technical term for striking

was the word

a ship with the ram (e-g- Hdt. vii.84, etc.), and

for the ram or brazen beak of a ship (Hdt- i. 166, etc.).

This would

certainly add a vivid touch to the language of the old men.

3H*~

Brunck’s ^xZ/^zx/y^z^< is confirmed by the papyrus; the same

misspelling occurs in the manuscripts at Nub. 1484; Eur. Here. 244*

- 7kf

: there

is no need to change the manuscripts* reading; the

old m^n have in mind to turn all the doors of the Propylaea, and smoke out
i

the women, if need bo-

__ /

//t^?ct|/ is accepted by some, but

Hsmakor*s

?

this would be an unusuul word as odject to

/

(elsewhere in
fA Z

the word is

;

repetition of
269 , the
373);

serves to direct our close attention to the coming scene of activity; and
the implied himpiousness ” (v« van Leeuwan) of the action of burning the

doors of the Propylaea is seen by the old men as the orJy way of getting

the women out (269)*

(2?1, 307), the two logs of

i. e*

wood each man was carrying on his shoulders-

/ou

I may be accused of being too logical for Great comedy,

but I tend to agree with van Leeuuens

’Tumi montio hinc aliena**; the word

may have como in from the lino above-

The men here are complaining about
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the load they have had to carry (cf. 254-5; 289-91; 313-4), and a word

like "7/oVoU or Kcrtioo would express this well, with

J"

exaggerating

The idea of fire end smoke is irrelevant after 3U until

their complaint

its return at 315, where indeed the pot is asked to reawaken tho embers,
implying that in the meantime these have died down again.
1

v. Neil on Eq. I; C. W. Peppier,

on the comic ending -

A. J. Ph. xlii, 1921, 158:

nThe termination «

in interjections os wall as in nicknames.

:

This was duo in part to tho

was a harsh and ugly sound. H

fooling in antiquity that

333.-

vias coarse and vulgar

cf. Pax 437
cf.

/AlV'

tfXoiY'lwV ; 417; Vesp. 733-4.

- ■f'wv' Is 1

a much discussed reference.

The scholiast

quotes Didymus and Craterus as taking this as a reference to Phrynichus,
the son of Stratonides (mentioned by Aristophanes also at Vesp. 13C2;

Ran. 689).

Ho had been one of the genorals who had arrived at Samos at the

end of the summer of 412 B.C., and who had helpod to defeat the Spartans
at Miletus (Thue

viii. 25ff.); but he had boon the one responsible,

immediately thereafter, for the decision not to fight but to return to Samos,
when he heard about the possible arrival of the Spartan fleet from Loros,
a decision which Thucydides applauded (viii. 27)»

It did mean, however,

that lasus, the base of the rebel Persian satrap Amorges, was lost to Athens.
Phrynichus is mentioned shortly after this, as the only general at bamos
to distrust the approaches of Alcibiados, again to the approval of
Thucydides (viii. 47ff., esp. 48, 4)

In viii. 50ff., Thucydides describes

how Phrynichus then sent a secret letter to tho Spartan admiral Astyochus

about Alcibiades1 intrigues; betrayed, however, by Astyochus, he was
eventually accused by Pisander on a charge of betraying lasus and Amorges

(Thue. viii. 54* 3)®

Thus Phiynichus at this time was a recently deposed

general, charged with the loss of an ally and of blunting the edge of the

144

victory at Miletus*

His career at this time is typical of many of the

Athenian commanders who were Intriguing in various ways at Athens, and

especially Samos, without ever actually accomplishing very much in the
/.nd this may very veil be

way of victory or advancement for Athens*

Aristophanes’ point here; these generals, e.g. Phrynichus, are not doing
very much good at Samos; why don’t they come and help us with these logs
of wood?

Some have suggested that the reference here is to the democratic

coup at Samos in 43-2 B.C., when the people rose against the aristrocracy
/AtTA

9

'ir^povT'ts

oc fw/triz

(Thue.

viii.21), and that tho old men are asking the Samian commanders for similar

There is no reference, surely, to the forthcoming

help against the women.

political conflict, as Wilamowitz has suggested:

”Dar Gegensatz der Parteien,

der bald akut warden sollte, macht sich frDilbar? we cannot expect

Aristophanes to be clairvoyant about something that has not happened yet.
314.°

trTt

Xanthias in Ran.20 complains about his shoulder
>/
> rz
(cf.5; fr. 327 Air cT
Y I '/o-oTb 7ov7Tor ou qu/mw
:

KJ-i TcV Laptev

( ).

'T&V Ofpa/,

1239 complains about a breastplate which

(far/ J

:

Trygaeus at Pax

a common phrase, and quite possibly colloquial

cf. 381; 839; Nub. 1345; 1494; Av. 826; Ran. 590, etc. (v. LSJ s.v.iv.I.a

and P. T* Stevens C. Q. xxxi (1937) 189); Gomme/Sandbach on Men. Dysk. 630,
>

/

howevux take the phraww aS a solemn one saved here by tho addition of
v. on 306.
316.-

The manuscripts give various readings, all unmetrical either

in the second or third matron.

most reasonable boing Bothe’s
___ /

Various solutions have been suggested, the
f

>
9

Heisig’s Tip&f'fcuv , and Eager’s

)

and Blaydes’ upwTifr , adopted by e.g. Hull and Geldart, and Rogers.

John Jackson (Marg. Scaen., 125) suggests TifO 'Tb^v'cT

win oxactly the

same sense as that of tho vulgate”, but his text makes littlo sense to ms*

.

X

i

■

■
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oTT^

We need not discuss the wilder emendations of van Leeuwen
if/at

) or Herworden (>hem. xxxii, 1904, 265

TT(>c<r&

oTTbtf "TcTi^

; his suggestion in Herm. xxiv, 1889 , 622-3,

"f\(gc.

_ V

TTf&fovf'i'J is a little better); neither*

explains how the manuscripts read what they do, and Herwerden introduces

a form found only in Hesychins.

Wilamowitz rejects the manuscripts’

readings on more than metrical gx*ounds; he objects to the pot (Xut^ )

providing the burning torch, something which the
/

fox* TyVjTtfZ he suggests

should do; and

, a word which, ho says, is often used

superfluously, e.g. 284; Av. 548; 1215, f’und oft auch in der TragBdie”.

He quotes Soph El. 634

,9 where Clytaemnestra so

,/

?

i

addresses a Tr^o^'Tr; he suggests that we take

participle and verb, and that the
the match for the torch.

with both

is seen as a servant providirxg

It is the most likely solution to the problem

offered so far.
A/ (/<^

T •-

:

most appropriate, because the temple of

Athena Nike stood on the right as one faced the Propylaea#

For Athena Nike

cf. Eq. 589 with Noil’s note, and Jebb on Soph. Phil. 134*

The old men

ask for the assistance of the goddess to whom the x’holo Acropolis was
sacred, but by calling her Ni^

they look forward hopefully to the victory

thoy believe xdll be theirs.
an impressive word, when invoking the gods; cf. Soph. El.

4U.o

- i'w r

there is no need to omit T3£

to change it to y£

(Bcthe)

(as Bergk and Wilamowitz) ox*

The infinitive + accusative

is common in entreaties to the gods 9 either in the sense of the third person

of the imperative, ox* for the optative of a future wish (v. Goodwin, Moods

and Tenses , sects. 784*-5); this construction is often explained by the
ellipsis of c^oS

9

’’grant”; cf. Ach. 247ff.; 816f.

An imperative may be
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followed by an infinitive as at Hom. H.vii.78
/-»

r''

;r

f. ?

-r-f

>

t v

^£[>$72^

; similarly an optative may be

Zfl'z

paralleled by an infinitive, e.g. Hom. Od.xvii.354

i 7

v

) c/

/

j

(Pf&rtY9

&<-

/<<*(

77^7^

/ z

yt VD C @

Hero the old men make their demands very direct;

no optative for them.
318.- *72?v

vw TTAfif'Tt'jToS

a rather bombastic phrase;

"Tou Ti7fi<f^MTvS; Soph. 0.C.1030

cf. Eq. 399 Tov
7=7^

;

-T/’c> tT3-( oV

-

;

•e

Phil. 734 -T^s n

£ cSkj'I? \J

a common metaphor; cf. Thesm. 697; Pint. 453;

Eq. 521; it is found often in tragedy, e.g. Soph. Track. 1102; Aesch. Sept
277; Euro Andr. 694; 763; Suppl. 647; Eel. 1380; Or. 713; Phoen. 572; v.
W. C. West, Class. Phil. Ixiv, 1969, 13<>
Go Wo Elderkin (Claes. Phil, xxxv, 1940, 394) secs a further reference

in

:

"When the chorus of men appeals to Nike to grant a.

’tropaion’ after the defeat of th© women, Aristophanes has in mind -the
recently carved frieze of the balustrade of the temple of Nike, below which
the men passed on their way to the Propylaea.
set up trophies.

In thia frieze ^ringed Victories

Such intention would give a comic turn to the command of

Nikodike to fly, sinco the first part of her name is Nike (321)”

Thio

would certainly add to the humour of the passage.
319?- As with the entry of the old men, the coryphaeus pronounces two
lines or encouragement (the l^-Td; choriamb!c tetrameters

catalectic); again we are not justified in taking (as Mazon, Essai, 113)
Nikodiko as the name of the coryphaeus , any more than we were in so treating
Strymodorus (cf. 254ff*)> or Stratyllis (as van Leouwen), who appears at 365;

again those are members of the chorus, as is Rhodippe (370).

- Xv/vuv' :

fiery smoko; cf. Av. 1242; Thesm. 281; Soph. Ant. 1127; Trach.

794; Aoach. Sept. 494? etc.
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/

_

320.-

:

266. $

th© same word as had been used by the old men at

is important; the whole movement of the women’s chorus is

much quicker and lighter, not only in words (e.g. n iTov

9

__/
//

), but

more especially in the metre of the ode.
321ff— The ode is choriambic, described by George Thomson (Greek

lyric Metre, 1929, 57) as na rapid, lively measure suitable to restless or
animated motion11.

(again following Coulon’s text):

321-34^335-49

X —- u —

u — u

ia ch

U U’

ia ch

U k/

— x.

\J — u

X vu X —

ia dodr

------ V U'

?
|

— v c- —

ia ch

— |XX v—

4ch^

•— u u ---

X

vu —

v— x

C/v/ — I--- UU -----I' -- -----

X —

ch

ia ch arist
ia ch ch arist

ia ch

-—

—

2ch

-------U

------

2ch

------- V Us

-------

u--345 scans o u-

2ch
-///

2ia i

A
—uu— t and has no responsive line in the strophe.

There is no problem with the sense, and, because there are parallels for
this phenomenon in Aristophanes, it seam best to accept this ’’approximate

responsion” (the term is A. M. Dale’s, lyric Metres, 207; there she gives

other examples, Nub. 1309; Ach. 231; Vesp. 309; 469; 647 Pax 491; 585; Ran.
592; 993; Eccl. 437; as she says:

’’Such instances of omission, where the

sense runs on perfectly, are far too numerous to admit of wholesale
emendation, and they do suggest a somewhat different type of music for these

1

- I4« -

songs.”); cf. White, Verse of Greek Comedy, 18.

IToXiocX.

this line (with Bentley) to

)

There is no need to alter

parallels for the anapaest

in the first metron can be found at Eccl. 940; Vesp. 1461; cf. White, 231.

Discussion and analysis can be found in Vilanowit z, Sudhaus, Prato,
Schroeder, White (250).

323-337:

the dodrans is found elsewhere (e.g. Av. 1724-5; Eur. El.174;

434; Ale. 984-5) as a brachycatalectic form of choriambic dimeter (v. White,
231).

Here, then we have what amounts to a brachycatalectic choriambic

trimeter.
324-338:

324 as it stands (with or without Oori’s emendation) is quite

acceptable; for the resolution in the first metron cf. 325; 323; Vesp. 1445—

6 (according to Prato on the latter, a tragic end lyric feature, cf. Anacr.
fr. 52; Soph. El.823; Eur. Here. 640)

But the corresponding line (338),

as it stands in the manuscripts and Coulon, gives a very odd responsion;
Prato quite happily says:

nIl dodrans associate al coriambo equivale qui

a un alcmanio; cf. Thesm. U51-8U; unfortunately that passage is astrophic

arid textually very uncertain (v. Dale, 166).

Various emendations have been

attempted to get round these anapaests (they cannot be explained in the
83JS.Q way as 277-8, q.v., for here even syllablo-counting cannot help, pace

Schroeder and Denniston, Greek Poetry and Life, 140-1). Only Wilamowitz
0 z
/ .
by deleting
as a gloss on T/971
, which a scribe or

commentator did not realise could be a noun (as it is at Poll.vi.165), and
C

Z )

>

up with something worthwhile.

Z-

, has come

by transposing the line thus:

This would give choriamb + iamb corresponding

with inmb + choriamb, which is possible, cf. 326

anaclasis v. Maas, Greek Metre, 26f.).

340

(fox* this type of

This seems to be the best solution

yet proposed.

326—340:

as wo have soon in the previous note, there is no need to change

340 to make it correspond exactly, although van Kerwerdon (Mnenu xxxii (1904)
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be deleted as a gloss 9

265) made the attempt by suggesting that
and tho following read:

/vr

TTcy’c

(he cites f^’s

as lending some support to

this); but the verb is unattested, and his emendation metrically unnecessary

(cf. Platnauer, Greek Poetzy and Life, 253)*

329-3-42 : on tho split resolution in th© first motron cf. 263 ^278, and
v. L. P. E. Parker, C. Q. xviii (1968) 251.
^21.- /\|i Ko
/

- TTs Tof :

:

for tho possible joke here, v. on 318•

v. on 55*

322f—

two of the women still inside

S

the Acropolis, whom the others fear may be in tho gravest danger

recurs at Athene 619D, and fycTuXU

- 7/4^ t (fi

z

Th© name

at Thcsm. 898.

’•blown upon from all sides”,; tho word has only been

suspected because tho reading of the manuscripts at 324 is corrupt,
c x
£2^*- The emendation that is now generally accepted is uno 7"
, attributed to Oeri; it was also suggested by A. Roemer

(B3y. Akad. d. Hiss, xxii, 1905, 604), and J. B. Bury (P.O. Ph.S. (1910) 7).
All cito tho Homeric phrase ©yyuJwZ

Od. xi. 400: cf. Odo xxiv. 110).

Bekk. Au. 401

x<4^a/|/(H.

xiii. 795; xiv. 254;

Wilamowitz (Gr. Vers., 482) cfa Phrynichus

(Eupolis fr. 376), explained

A/l

by Phxynichus as

Hore Aristophanes uses the phrase because

tho winds that fan tho flames come from the

(ths

of 335)? all they are able to do is blow and isako wind.

Thus tho high-flown epic phrase is immediately undercut by the reference
to the pitiful old men and their attempts at blowing.
in Aristophanes olsowhore v. Dover on Nub. 450,

-On the use of

and Quadorni Urbinati, ix, 1970, 10.
I??,0”
366; Sam 348 Austin;

•

cf. Eup. fr. 376 (cited above); Men. 612? 13; pysk.
Thesm. 860; Ecd. 934, cf. ij'GcfoS

at
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Eq. 1151; Thesnu 535 (cf. Latin "pestis”); v. A. MHlor, Philol* Izxii,
1913, 331*

226-

:
/

y

cf. on ufuo

a compound typical of tho stylo of tragedy,

Eur. Hipp. 54;

c

f

Ifou c
f<s

Here. 1040; Rhes. 412

°

^o^cTfcf^of

/-v /

.

20of.) says:
following?

Again, elevation of tone in -this passage.
:

as Denniston (Particles,

coalesces closely with r'uiz .

Hence the order in the

VW c) '
Eur. Hipp. 233 Vuv cCi^ jXt\/ • •• YW

Ar. Lys. 327

1

For this emphatic <3^
C>
with Z</Z in Aristophanes, cf.

)."

(cf.

;

Tho words are, in fact, often written as one, Yu'^cf^

(Pl. Rep. 528a).

Pax

Eur. Hipp. 1243; Phoen. 143;

(cf. 333); Phoen. 1432

327.- vW^ (Coulon) for Mas. vb /
.

'

5; Av. 923; Ran. 412.
c r

\

f

for illustrations of water’-jars, well-heads, fountains,

:

- </n/ W/W

etc., Vc Pots and Pans of Classical Athens (Amor. Sch. Class.

tud* Ath.

1964), sects. 26-32, and for further references v. B. A. Sparkes, J. H. Sc

The hydria had thrse handles, two horizontal ones for

Ixxxii, 1962, 129f.

lifting, and a vortical ono for pouring or carrying the jar when empty*
28.- The vivid description of the woman getting vat^r fror tho

fountain no doubt owes much to what happened every day at Athens , wiiih
suitable exaggeration.

- c/r/o

:

the identification of tills fountain has long been disputed,

and is oven now uncertain.

Host of the early editors Look it to be the

Clepsydra (mentioned at 913 below); but it is objected that it is "difficult

of access", and that its waters were

good only for washing in (913)*

(schol

on Av. 1695), and

Other editors take the reference to be to

the Enneacrounos (also known as Kallirrhoe), referring to Thue. ii. 15*5 p
\

whoro ho moations this fountain and adds

K(<i Tl /£)*[KbJV
(cf. Poll. ill. 43).

Z*

7/

J/W 2/7

Zu? "Tb u

-rw L'cCin
Tills certainly ties inuith 378, where the old woman

-

|

I
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threatens to give the old man a bath,
the water from her jar.

, with

The exact site and identification of Enneacrcunos

tri. th known 1’cmains poses great problems; for the most recent discussion
v. Gomme on Thue. ii. 15. 5, where he discusses the various pieces of

evidence as presented especially by Thucydides and Paiuianias (i. 8. 5-6;

14.1,5b The theories of Dorpfold, which are quoted with delight by
Wilamowits (Hera, xxxiv (1899) 638) and Willems (B. A. B. (1904) 617-8),

Stuart Rossiter, Blue Guido to Greece (1967) 59 <

arc now discounted; v. e

88. Ennes-crounos, according to Gomme, Mwas somewhere to the south (of the

Acropolis)R, end that is about as far as ono can go.
/

* TTu :

another high-flown word, cf. Pax 155 (v. Rau, Paratragodia

9bf), undercut by the adjective by which it is accompanied,
z /

Choerob. in An. Ox. ii>, 27’8).

(for this form cf. Hosych. TA ,

222-- cJtfVzU-t/Ttz

*Z'£ :

-

v. Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 101 for the ending.

:

a vivid word, cf. Ach. 24$ 42; 844; Pint. 330.

331.- <<77 yyxA'TT A<£ :

runaway slaves were usually branded (v. Ehrenberg,

People of Aristophanes, 186ff. for further references); cf. t/T<yA.zfr. 97
(v. Tsillardat, Images, sect. 657; C. W. Peppier, A. J. Phil, xlii, 1921,
160).

c

-J

again the high stylo; this word is found in epic and elegiac

:

poetry; only hero in Aristophanes•
7

-There is no problem anout an object to

four lines above.

r

f

\

c p

; 77^ iz

f

*

is only

There is no nood to suppose a lost lino (v. Metrical n;

OfluoTifiv' :

33

t

cf. Theocr. xxviii. 22; as Ehrenberg (People of

"The <f\[poT<S‘S in lys. 333 ware hardly

Aristophanes, 215n.l) says:

lue-Mbora of the same dome (so Liddoll end Scott), but fcnale fellow-citisens0.

is found in the same sense (v. Ehrenbaig, S2n. 3).

cf.

in 5 supra.
/

215-

:

of. Nub. 908; Vesp. 1364 (Vt'A’ c:z> '<?*

i

I
i
?
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used as a term of abuse:

”silly old men”*

These words are found only iu

Aristophanes,, but the figurative use of '1'utpuV is very common (v? LS-j s*v*,
and Taillardat, Images9 sect* 4&7»)«

336*-

this word is generally used with the sense of

“going to destruction or harm”, and hence carries overtones of “contempt
or misfortune” (Neil on Eq* 4); cf. Ran* 1192; Eq* 533; Thesm* 1075 (v*

Taillardat, Images, sect* 225)*
/

J777

(quoted at 270)

Wilamouitz well compares Eup* fr 215
77V
/wyp

the two logs of wood we know each of the men are carry ing *

-

The word is used by lysippus (fr. 7, I
5-

) in the pejorative sense of “blockhead” (cf. Latin “stipes”).
: used here in the sense of heating the

337

.

fire for the bath (cf* Pax 1103
be my own bathman”,

"I will

”1 will help myself”).

3<$*— For Wilamowitz1 emendation 4/£'

$ cs 7faU (vz

(-

v*

<

metrical notes*

For

and the traditional use of the number ’’three"

a5s '
cf. Av. 1136 f. ATS

; Stesich. 5, I

>/

Es

oK. u^fCY'’

'PiXyuv'oY .

, which

Coulon claims as his own, was first suggested by E. Herkenrath, Dor Eaoplos,

1906, 33 n.I.
IS’
>.- Cf. Eur. Supp. 542 K^e-i pt'/
pciV /1,\S£S

y

for “word” is poetic; a return to the high scyle*
/

/

3^0— yx(/<<X^c^ :
f

word being pt^^eS

.

; only here in comedy, the usual

of* 969

Again a word of the high style, it is foxind at Eur

Med* 1393; El* 1350; Or. 1624*
Miff.- The woman’s prayer is a parody of the strict pi'ayei—style

o*g* 4V 91J

9

i

, XfU^bA °

f

repetition of pronoun (faS • ••<!&) ~Tf(>C 76 y't

■77o 4 <<?{/,'<’f
/

following lines), ending up withthe final request

>

,

(v- notea to the
z >
.vtvg’r/j

*
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all the fine language leads up to is this rather naive request
to help carry the water (v. Klciuknecht, Die Gebetsparodio, 1937, 6?f.)«

for this solemn address cf. Pax 816; 974; Theogn.

.

U. Here it is Athena that the women call on, normally simply
__

/

- //

this is the only place where Aristophanes uses the

:

?

__

simple verb; some editors would wish to follow Bergk and read yx //

/

The simple verb may, however, be in place, as being more solemn (the simple
form is used by Homer and the tragedians, vo
vjV ;

342»-

lsj);

common in the plural, cf. Nub. 832; Pax 65.

/

- ('utfaj/t

only here in Z;ristophane3, (and in Attic prose only in

:

Thue. v* 63* 3); very common in epic and tragic poetry, v. LSJ s.v.

(D), 5.
once again the panhellenic theme; the whole of Greece is to

be rescued.

’’with golden crest”, an appropriate epithet then

;

344***

one remembers Phidias’ statue in the Parthenon (cf. the parodic epithet

applied to Lamachus at Ach. 567, and its correct use at Eq
1181).
:

• •o

the repetition and stress on the pronoun is common in

J; xL I*

prayers, cf. Orph H.
4'

-T

-

Z

t y • 7 <** y z c (.

?

:

a name of Athena, found from Homer (H. iv.

515, etc. ) onwards; ux. Nub. 93?; tho form 7^is also found,
Eq* 1189 (v. further Kruse, R. E* viiA, 244^5, and West on Hes. Theog*

895) •

While often the epithet seems to be associated with Athena’s warlike

prowess (e.g* Scol* i.I; v. Bowra, Greek lyric Poetiy, 388;

nThe word had

militant and patriotic associations’1), hero and at Eq® 1189, Aristophanes

probably looks to the association of this name with water ( ~Tf (ToySv'S (Jwan usually explained by the ancients as !,bom at the stream or- lake Triton”;

for further explanations, v. Noll on Eqo 1189, and LSI s.v.), and makes the
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wonon call on tho water-born goddoss to holp them carry water.

Again thio

not only underlines th© pious intimacy between Athenians end Athena (cf.
Eq. 1169, 1171), but rather humorously undermines the grandeur of the appeal.
v
c
>/
... uTreTn^'rTftf(rti/ : ono expects tho moro indefinite /[V
after

- yy

the invocation of a deity, and tho misspelling in somo Mss. would be due to

ignorance of this unusual form,
/

t

U77c

But it could be argued that

is more vivid, and, as Wilamowitz says,

schv&rzen die sp&teron Schreiber fir

• ••

€<v

Sfter
v
als
oin, well sie nur noch

Bedingungspartikol sprochen”.
242 •6/

Note the verbal echo here from the end of tho strophe,

-

but reminds

Not only doos this tio th© two odes together

the audience of the importance of tho water which these women are carrying.

252ff.-

Tlio two choruses now catch sight of each other.

350-86 is

the Proagon, v. Pickard- Cambridge, Dithyramb Tragedy and Comedy, 1962,

2<0ff.

nThe business of this scene is to single out and present the

disputants in tho coming Agon to the audience, to calm them down to the
debating point * and generally to arrange tho terms of the debate, to which,

often after a violent boginning, the scono leads”; in iambic tetrameters
(350-81) with "naigos” (38^-6) in iambic dimeters and closing with an iambic

On this and similar ”Streitszenenn in Loth Greek and Roman comedy.

tetrameter.

v. A. Perteuin, w. S. xlv (1926-7) 29ff.; 202ff„
?/

the coryphaeus tells the women to stop singing.

350*-

f

AJ TouTl

Ti

i^v

:

. . .

on the difficulties of distinguishing ic from

v. Fraenkel on Aosch. Ag. 22.

Here the exclamation goes closely with

the interrogative phrase, which is itself expressive of surprise, cf. 445,
and v. H. W* Miller, G. W. xxxviii (1944-5) 163.
j5

it seems unnecessary end overburdening to have another

exclamation with
pronatureo

J

f\f~ ), and an address to the man seems

is tho reply to the question

-Taurr/ "Tc
/ C
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z

”__
an intensifying form, cf. Vesp. 466 5
m

- TToZrv 773^^5 / :

(on the correct spoiling, v. J. Wackernagel,

KI. Schr., 1093 = Progr. zu

'J cAAd-KiS (Thesra.

Rektoratsfeier der Univ. Basel (1893) 29); cf.

(Ach. 253), etc., a feature cf nsermo cotidianus”.

287),

>/

?

For the form of the sentence cf. Ran. 488

-

)

/

?

>

6U 73^

C/_

£ f ZfoS

/

y <MTF
c/

353— ttyoS :

ntswarm”; the image is a common one in Greek, v.
-

/

/

y^ 7~i Gi.OJV'

Taillardat, Images, sect. 662, and cf. Nub. 297

KiV£/73-<
- JLU

:

the men have now two groups of women to deal with, those within

the Acropolis, and those who have just arrived unexpectedly.

This line has been detected in a papyrus of 1st century B.C.

(P. Oxy. 15* 1801) by S. Kurz ap. 0. Weinreich, Sitzb. Wien. Akad. 1942,

Abh. 4? 123-38 (v. later S. Kurz, Die Neuen Frag, der att. alt.Kom., Diss.

Tubingen, 1947, 168; W. Luppe, Philol. cxi, 1967, 90f.)e
-

:

From

<cf. Eq. 224; Hesych.

£4vT , one of the physical manifestations of fear (cf. Plut. 693;
Noil on Eq. 224, and

Lucien, Lex. 10), with the popular suffix -

C. W. Peppier, A. J. Ph. xlii (1921) 152-3).

Cf e the use of

at Vesp. 627 (v. Taillardat, Images, sect. 309)
For OU 71

7Zo u } 0 o

K OU

in incredulous or reluctant questions, v.

Denniston, Particles, 492.
/ )

Cf. Thesm. 555
Plant. Mil. 763f.

>

p

'

\

'

'c

a

^hau centeusinam partom dixi”.

- Note the placing of the negative for stress , v. A. 0 Moorhouse, Studies
in the Greek Negative, 116.

2£6—

:

a common Attic name, v. Kirchner 13933ff*

Yet

another of the members of the chorus of old men.

2S- The

men make menacing gestures, and the women lay down thoir
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pitchers, and confrontation is complete.
To ‘Jc/CldV

:

"to break the wood about their backs".

before, this surely cannot refer to a stick

With all the talk of

(Blaydes’ "baculum"; cf. Pax 1127) which they were carrying, but to the logs

of wood, of whose weight they had previously complained*

At first they were

going to use the wood to set fire to the women, but now that the women are
at hand, they see a bettor use fox* the wood, breaking it over the women's
bodies.
/

for the dative with //

tspc c

i

cf. Alciphr. 3. 45;

Athen. i. 17C.
-

(Aristophanes prefers

on the two forms zy^/^ ani^ £

s

f

the former; so perhaps C is right) v. M. Platnauer, C. R. Ivi, 19Z2, 2ff.

352—

:

R’a obviously correct reading is confirmed by the
c

what had been cal 1 ed

539; Ran. 1339; Fur. Hipp. 123.

f

at 327j cf. 370; 400;

The words are interchangeable, as B. A.

Sparkes (J. H. S. Ixxxii, 1962, 129 n. 73) points out.

: often a hostile phrase; cf.

435-6;

LSI s. v.
For the repeated

A

which does not cozvey accuracy, but is

used in expressions of round numbers 9 cf. 1052; Ran. 50.
\

361./

y«yx<^7 our
-

for similar threats of. 657; Ran. 572f. '7'b ’-'S
. f

fCo UT'o tp<.
f

ffou 77 oC-lo U

:

>

K

the Chian sculptor whom 9 along with his brother Athonis,

Hipponax attacked in bis poems for having reproduced his ugliness in sculpture
(v. 0. Masson, Hipponax, 1962, 13; Plin. N< H. xxxvi. 5).

The name appears

often in the fragments of Hipponax, e. g. 1, 12, 15, 95, and especially 1-20
/

c

(all cited according to Masson's edition)

(£oc//75Jcu

£cfUl

/<ou£

?

c

_ _

- 157 -

falTT'bJV •

It was obviously a well-known story; cf. Hor. Epod. 6,

"acor hostis Bupalo”.

Th© old men are always threatening, but never acting;

th© old women always waiting for th© mon to attack before taking to violence

themselves.
n
\
nI

>

>

z ^Z
^iz OUK.
0UK

-

>'

: C has th© variant

t^\/

7^

and th©

'c'

second hand of B has ZufcrV

<lvz qv£

f

which reminds one of Soph. Aj.

1144 zv ^fey/.c’

, where Jobb finds "sarcastic force” in the doubled
€
Aristophanes may be parodying here , in which case
might be

>!

-

But ZXa>

right#
B.G.i.95;

is certainly usable in this type of phrase, cfc Appian,
z P \
c )
cPE
fZ>7,
Xo
£71 <91/
cUuirtS
mvT
'vT'by
oX UTT

oufTi

Foi* th© repetition of

y

/

O'ltZ'. /fOo&s

?'

> „ >’

^Tt

Soph. 0. T. 339; El. 697; Eur. Heracl. 721, etc.
\

2&-

77

Ran. 96f. yovcyccv

(■ ^To

$ fl T^/

cf. Av. 1147

1

pi'iy :

as Denniston translates (Particles, 355):

"All

right, then”, accepting the implied challenge; cf. Plut. 928; Thesm. 568.
-

: supply

, as van Leouwen says; cf. the amatory use

of tho word at 162; 227#
3,6.3John Jackson (Marg. Scaen., 107f.) wanted to transpose 363 tn
after 367; while these two linos go well together ("after which the thoughts

of

Xi

fly with more reason than over to Euripides and hie estimate

of the sax”), S. J. Dover points out (Lustrum, ii (1957) 94) ”364 is more

intelligible as a reply to 362+363 than to 362 alone”.

-

/

: applied to a woman, th© word had been used since th© time of

Homor nto denote shamelessness or audacity” (LSJ s.v.ii.l); cf. Vesp. 1402.

It can also bo used as a symbol of anger, cf. Pax 620; Lucian, Salt. 4 (cf.
at

Taillardat, Images, sect. 377); cf. also c/c'TbcMj

687, a passage uhoro tho women in theix* anger again tako on animal
/

characteristics, e.g. 695

7(K7"bZ72,

££

For similar threats to delicate parts of tho body, cf. Eq. 365; 772;

.

r■

- I5b -

Plut. 312; 955f.; and E. Maass, Rh.Mus. Ixxiv (1925) 450f.
For the construction cf. Ach. 662 (with Blaydes’ note); Vesp. 394.

3-64.: properly to take out the seeds (AokKoc ) of e.g.
<^TTo

a pomegranate (

Ar. fr. 610.

^^Vschol.); cf. Aesch. fr. 363;

It comes in comic language to mean "to misuse” or ”to make

disappear”; cf. Pax 63; Ach. 1179; (Lys. 448 is uncertain); Nicom. fr.3;

Tadliardat (Images, sect. 608) cf. the parallel development of

,

"to peel an onion"; cf. Pax 1123; Com. adesp. 992 (in the sense of "destroy”)

Wilamowitz explains thus:

'T?

ist also

” 70

kollektiv ihr "Greisentum”, des son einzelne Stticke or ausreisen will”.
old man is seen as pulling out parts of their old age.

The

Taillardat (Images,

sect.66), who also sees the close connexion between this use of
2

and that at Pax 336, whore
where

is described by the scholiast
>/z,

O(fj

as

i.e. a snakefs sloughed skin, takes

—x_.^
here as ”run
■ autre synonyme pejoratif
de

”Je t’arracherai le galuchat a coups de baton".

", and translates:
He thinks the metaphor is

a vulgar one, which goes well with the popular metaphorical use of

'7

>

•

Another suggestion which deserves attention is that of A. von Blumenthal
(llerm. Ixxiv (1939) 97); he cf. the use of

at Nub. 976, which is used

of the genitals (cf. Theop. Com. fr. 37, 2), and suggests that

used unexpectedly here for the unsuitable (for old woman)

is
This

certainly gives a close parallel to th© physical assault envisaged qy the

women in 363/

<36£- fy xT't'JJccTer
2/

) V

) V

<>

T1 UT tf-T

:

schol., rightly, Oli/Tt

\t 1
it7

>

; cf. Thesm.

> ^ufiTn^i (Euripides pathetically

speaking of himself in the third person).

For the same typo of ”you dare!” expression, cf. 435ff.; Nub. 933;
Cratin. fr.277; Plat. Com. fr. 123.

366

71 6,^

cf. 157; on this type of colloquial expression,

- 159 -

used elliptically, v. P. T. Stovons, 0. Q. xxxi (1937) 184

7^< cT£

- (fTTo^o^

-

a strong word ’’pound”, "crush”; cf. Nub. 1376; Av. 1016;

:

=

Thesm. 560; Ran. 662; fr. 911b; 967*

in his threatening reply; (TlToScj

favefu

and

The old man uses much stro^iger words
in contrast to the slight

9

"knuckles” , as opposed

(cf. Vesp. 254; Eq. 1236, etc.)

.

to

/J

/

/

- 77 /x yy^< ro

p

Cl

'

p >

/

"The phrase belongs to the language of everyday

cf. Eur. Bacch. 492 (Dodds:

To

life") </

\

77 i4Tc To oi^ov o yx yy^c ;

; Here. 151

z

;

Soph. 0. C. 598

X

t/

X

T6

■r<. y^y>

i

ov

To

K/7"'}

The old women resume their animal-like qualities (cf. 363).
:

-

v. on 301.

a metaphor from reaping (LSJ’s division of
two separate verbs seems wrong); cf. Eur. Gy cl. 236

75

£^d%ryz

; in a grander context, Soph.Aj. 1178
oiir^Toi

(cf. Paus.vlii. 7« 7).

ytTovs

Soph. Ant. 601f.

is uncertain in text (v. Jebb ad. loc., and Appendix p. 253f*)«

For similar threats, cf. Eq. 708 £Jyrr^Toj/.'-l:
T^TIfA

;

Ran. 473ffe

7^

ocrv Toi^

c

I(S
To")JJ^TclTiv'’

<■

/ r

/

_

fo^yo'Vcf. also Eq. 698x1.. and

YIaJ j L -

Tailiardat, Images, sect. 617*
This is the end of the first verbal var of threats, and at 370 begins

the fire and water battle.

3_68.>

\

- <4^

On Euripides the misogynist, v. on 283•
1

to bo taken together; common in Aristophanes,

e.g. Nub. 545; Thesm. 149; Ran. 858; 1008: 1030; 1041; 1369; and the examples

collected by Blaydos in his note to this lino.
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365.- There is no doubt a line of Euripides that lies below this

But we can see that this type of phrase

reference, but we do not know it.

was 0materia tragica”; Soph. El. 622

(Clytaemnestra.

to Electra); Aesch. Sept. 182

(Eteocles

addressing the women); Eur. Andr. 261

(Hermione

to Andromache)•
The sentiment is common enough; cf. Thesm. 531f»; Hom. Od. xi. 427, etc.

:

the Mss.

gloss on the other, McTc
bode

•

or

offer

One looks very much like a

will not do if the language is tragic, and

(as van Leeuwen saw;
Wilamowitz (followed by Coulon) changes it to
£
r£ dicere potuit Euripides0). As being the nlectio° that is slightly
0
is

°difficilior° and used elsewhere in a similar context (1015)

to be preferred.

They now pick

The women had laid their pitchers down at 358.

0c-

them up again as attention is turned to the fire that the men have brought 9
the idea of physical assault now being rejected by the men.

•

-

Blaydes comments:

°Noinen fictum cum obscaena allusion©

«

C I r

ad voces [too&Y et CTTiToS •

Cf. 677°; and G. Meyer, Philol. Sup^l. xvi

If anything were made of this allusion, one

(1923) 178, agrees with him.

But surely it is just another name of one of the chorus of

could agree
old women

9

71.=

:
5

372.1209; Heracl. 167f.

v. on 283*

the same image is used of an old man at Eur. Med.

(cf. Plaut. Pseud. 412f.

viginti minus ecfodiam ego hodie0);

°ex hoc sepulcro vetere

cf.

fr. 55 Dem.; Com.
f

adesp. 1172; Bekkc Anecd. 66, 13;

Poll. ii. 16; Phot. s.v.

is

similarly used at Vesp. 1365®
y

i

.

the only other example of the word in Aristophanes is

at Pax 1137, where it is used of roasting edible acorns;

Wilamowitz plausibly
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suggests that the same sense holds good hero:
Van Leeuwen cf. Plut. 1053f.

"Willst du dich braten?”
y.cYos Y777^&^

£(ft<Yu*JWjvr
women are call-J ng the men

bo

and suggests that the

old and fragile that if ono spark lands on

them they will go on fire £

j . <^v-<9S
.
7'
373fFor this mixture of moods in coordinate dependent clauses,

(with

no detectable difference in meaning), cf. Men.. Epitr • 547-9; for. 42-7; and
v. J. W. Poultney, A. J. Phil. l>xxiv (1963) 371f.

(he suggests metre may

be a factor here).
r

v

\

not only verbal contrast with 7^

but as van Leeuuen rightly says:

- 7ou77j :

”est contemnentis”; cf. 703; Av. 893

the old woman points to the water.
yf

f 1

f

y

^17

\

:

771 \ r^Yo

<7>U

f

?<

Y'JxXcC
'

TaVfyoV DC YiYZY

<Tl

Yeupyw

>cMS7o

*;

S'fyycY efi-uYo

265

fyx

; Soph. fr. 38bP

i/

1

,

etc.

; Eur. Andr.

Or. 1129 f<7 ; * ’

;

(v. further the examples

collected by Blaydes, and Austin on Men. Sam.444); cf., in Latin 9

quod fecit. res ipsa in di cat"

\

cf. Ran. 1261 J^c^i

"hoc

(Ter. Eun. 658).

The old man’s reticence is shown by the way he expresses the

threat; for less direct than the use of cJdKMj + future infinitive, or
•7"<

OU

with present or uorist indicative, to which van Leeuwon cf. this

type of expression.
’’without more ado”; cf. 610; Eq. 488; Eccl. 533; Sopho

Ant. 1108; 1235<
a culinary term, used of light flying; cf. schol.

rb

fit
rb
Eccl. 127

J

\

•

X4c~

ttu^\

f

f

It is used at Ach. 1041 7^4s’

Cf. 372 for another culinary tewn

I

!<^n>Trwj Txxl

, and at

in connexion with cuttle-fish.
f/z tTuy<r i/YiuY

*

At 844
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is used (along with ether culinary terms) to describe the passionsto "roasting”

that 1’trrrhine is going to give hor husband Kinesias.
The same joke returns at 469-70.

377*"

-

c /

:

c r

from

6/TT/AJ ; cf. Ach. 17
17

it is the same as /\0V Ijl.

>

«
y
x\
VtJ
V'Ttfu

c /___

fvnl

(470; Ach. 18; Ran. 711; Plat. Rep. 430B),

o

"lyc-

noap", simply potash and soda (with no fats added, as in modern soap) r v.
\

Tucker on Ran* 711*

Schol. "To. TF^p

)

c

>(

z-

z

> on these

XVc 16; 30.
terms v. Gow on Thoocr. xv.
\

>

3.78°“

Zpcbt.

*

*

i

for similar ellipsis,

: sc

<f<J AouTpeV’

common in all Greek, v. Blaydos on 529*

-

is "rotten”, and is used metaphorically (5_n

aj

comedy) to describe an old person (cf. Pint. 1035

C'oKfcir )? a pejorative synonym for
/

k

or y?y9Av

, ©eg. Pox

/

; Vesp* 1380; Eup. fr. 221; end used also

698

of an old woman (as here) at Eccl. 1098; 884; 926; 1025; Plat« Com* fr. 56;

Philem. fr. 170; ileiHiipp. fr. 10.
- /Cy.i
-

:

...

cf.
cf.

470
470

/<u-i

'T^cTf

j

/

; 530.

: v. Denniston, Particles, 157f.; Neil, Knights App. 1, lyl:

"The

generally comes after some word which is meant to be emphasised” •

-

KeV

on xhis possible clue to the Identification of the spring

where the women got their mier, v. on 328.

The bridal bath is an impurtauL

part of’ the wedding, v. Ehrenberg, People of Ariel., 193f*J cf. Pax 843;
868; Man. fr. 52; 430; Sam* 124

(with Austin end Gomme/Ssmdbach).

The old

women are also laughing at the old mon, as the schol. says: £K S~t T'o'v
>
/
y*
/
f\^77ov £i5"
itTri
; the women now speak with
^iTi\ y/c^CpKox'
v'UjA.cf’
what Wilamouitz called "scornful politeness”•

329*-

:

the old man expresses his amazement at the old

woman’s daring; ho addresses his comment perhaps to a companion, or to the
audience, or to an imaginary witness; v. E. Fraenkel in Mas. Ilelv. xxiv,

J
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-

1967, 192f« for this type of phrase, end cf. especially Av. 1211, where
)/
; <"
'Z
/7/\Z>CT^A£ JL4/77|f OlOV

Peisotairos turns and says of Iris

- l\

>
.c
f4f'WV'ZU£T'*( ,

: there is a pride in being free and having freedom of

speech and action (

380.-*

zy

f

); cf. 463; Nub. 1414*

/
^>
cf. 284; 425; Soph. El. 375 0 '7^. 1/77/*/ 7"

:

/
C I

/7

izj 2 (5

Cobet’s correction of the Mss. f^A

(or

-),

is always middle (cf. Eq. 798

is certain.
), and its future is

The sense is:

y

C 1

*

:

-

cf. Vesp. 772 Z^<©«F(

"You are no longer sitting in the Heliaia1*, the implication

being that that xjas all the power these old men could wield, being members

of and voting in the Heliaia.

For the close connexion between old men and

their delight in being heliasts. v. Vesp. passim.

The future tense is not

needed (pace Rogers and J. Stanger, Philol. xxiii (1866) 272); this is not
a threat, merely a statement on the old men’s incapacity for action,
(

Dover (on Nub. 863) is right, then we ought to print

If

, as being

the fifth century Attic spelling (cf. MacDowell on Vesp. 195).

181- The old men make to set fire to the women*3 hair, but the women
are too quick for them, and pour water over them.
\

—

zj

tyy&s

X

v. on 315*
:

Achelous (in Aetolia), the only large river in Greece,

was possibly at one time the supreme water-god (v. wilamowitz, Glaube d.

Hell., i. 93, 219; Mo P. Nilsson, Ges ch. d- Griech. Rel., ed.2, 1955, i*

238-9), and this metonymy whereby his name represents simply ’’water” is
very common; v. Macrob. v. 18:

”Ita loquendi usus fait ut Achelous commune

omnis aquae nomen haberetur”; Eust. ad H. xxi. 194

ch/TbO

l^S

uSuJp

; cf. Eur. Bacch. 625 (with Dodds’ note);

Andr. 167; Hyps. fr. 753 (with Bond’s note, p.86); Soph. fr. 5P; Achaeus
fr. 9; Verg. Georg, i. 9; Ov. Fast. v. 343*
again at fr. 351 (quoted ty Macr. loc. cit.).

I

Aristophanes uses the expression
Its use ty Aristophanes would
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seem to be paratragic#
cf# 193; a word of contemptuous rejection, v# H# W#

// &c

Miller, A. J# Phil# lxvi, 1945, 404:

"Aristophanes uses several formulae

to express comic irony, scorn or contempt#

One of these devices is ax

elliptical question, introduced by /1 o < of , and repeating the word or

words of a former speaker in the same form.

There is no interrogation here,

Ach#

but either the terminology or the thought of the speaker is ridiculed#

61-2; 109; 157; 761; Nub, 367; 1233; 1337: of. 22,7; Eq. 32; 162; 1082; Vosp.
1202; 1369; 1378; Av. 134; lys. 730; 922; 1178; Thesm. 30; 874; Pint. 1046#
The use of 777?L

in lys# 193, 383 is exactly the same."

One need hardly

state the obvious, that th© water which the women poured ovor the men wan
icy cold#

The old woman treats the men as a plant that she is watering to
make sprout up.

Various suggestions have been made to emend the unmetrical reading of
>

J 4

->

/

/

(-

the Mss

-

/

is accepted

)> Reisig’s

1

by Coulon and Wilamowitz.

without ct\/

It has been objected that

is very rare in Aristophanes (but

Vesp. 1525ff«), and

tf

v

is "almost the only final expression found in the formal language of the

Attic inscriptions" (Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, sect# 328); also that the

shortening of the preposition is very rare (but v. Pherocr# fr# 22).
these reasons many editors have preferred Brunck’s

Wilamowitz1 objection seems to me not valid:

muss es heissen:

h

/>uz

OTT^

der Greis kann nur ’wieder1 Sprosson treiben#

die Antwort 8ich bin schon ganz dflrr und schlottere1"#
is Meineke’s

For

Dazu pas st

A final possibility.

for the fixture with O777JT v. Goodwin,

cZ/4

Moods and Tenses, sect# 324*
is used again at 406 (q.v.).

a short vowel scanned short before /\A

(MicDow’ell on Vesp# 570 defends

; while this is allowed rarely in
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tragedy? the comic parallels (Eup. fr. 105; Theopomp. fr.5) are uncertain.).

nan ksep3 UP the same image by comparing himself to a

The

dry leaf trembling in the wind; in other words, the watering process is

doing him no good, he is getting no life-giving moisture.
only here in quite this sense; Menander has the phrase (Epitr

z3

(

581)

0withered, dried up with fear0; cf.

:

Perik. 163; Sam. 515; also now a frag, of Old Comedy, P. Oxy. xxxvii, p.29
(2809, fr. 9a, 6),

Taillardat (images, sect.
sect. 50)
50) cf.
cf the use of idXyoS

c
y^ cc
cc

quoted by Photius s.v.:

The word is again connected with cold at Lucian,

(fr. 939); cf. Plut. 561.
Cat. 12

>

ovK

7 i/

' ovT^ ’Afifrc^rys

elves
ci

&77

iirv .

386— The old woman is new able to have the final laugh by suggesting

a rather different use for the fire which the old men brought than that which
the latter had intended.

- )\XA\'A<S :

for tho prosody cf. Alex. fr. 149, 11; Hermesian. fr. 7, 89

A. P. ix. 224 (Apollonid.) •
f

du

Kilamouitz sees the

as unnecessary (Gr. Vers., 483), °weder als

Gegensatz zu cinem andern no ch urn hervorzuheben, dass er sich das Trocknen

selbst besorgt”.

His .removal of

/

(which he does not in fact do in

his text) would leave on ithyphallic as clausula; this is quite possible,
cf. Nub. 1114; 1212f.
/

repeated du

••

But one feels a certain necking emphasis in the
/
♦

go ahead and get yourself warm0.

‘•you are the one who has the fire, you can
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The nomen *3 v5.otoTy over the Proboulos

EPISODE:

(387 - 613 b

A Proboulos (on his historical status v. introduction) arrives vith a

number of Scythian archers (policemen) •

A pompous and rather silly figuro,

he Launches into an attack on women for their taste for the new cult re?uigions

and their general debauchery

As he attempts to break into the Acropolis to

get the money he needs to build war ships (421ff•) 9 lysistrata comes out

(430)

She succeeds, vrith the help of a numbei* of companions, in rebuffing

the efforts of the Scythian policemen to arrest her.

The route is complete

(462) and the tiro, Proboulos and lysistrata, now face each other.

There begins at 467 'the Agon (debate, contest), which in reality is an
exposition by Lysistrata of the women’s right to take the action they have to
save Greece.

Such a scene is common in Aristophanic comedi.es and here can

bo formally analysed thus:-

467 -

75:

the two coryphaei -9 (4+5) ia. tetr.

( 476 -

83:

Ode (cretics and anapaests)

5:

Katakelousmos - 2 an. tetr.

(

( 484 (

( 486 . 531:

Epirrhema - 46 an. tetr.

(

( 532 -

8:

539 - 40:
( 541 -

8:

Pnigos - anap. system

the coryphaeus of the women’s chorus - 2 ia. tetr.
Antode (cretics and anapaests)

(

( 549 -

50:

Antikatakeleusr.GS

.<

tutre

(

( 551 - 597:

Au Lephirrhema — 47 aiio tetr*.

(

( 598 - 607:

603

13:

Ar*-H.pnigos - annpo system
Sphragis - 6 (3 + 3) ia. trim

It is worth looking a little more closely at the two halves (v.> Geiser, Ep.
Agon. 93f•):
Epinrho n:

(i)

486 -

7

the Proboulos asks why the women soiled
the Acropolis

(ii)

4SS - 92

lysistrata replies to get hold of the
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money which the men misuse.
493 -

(ill)

5

the women will administer the money just

-

as they would the housekeeping
they in 13 save the men, even against

496 - 501

(iv)

their will
the women ’s complaints about the men

502 - 516

(v)

ignoring them and not keeping them

informed about what was going on
(vi)

517 -

thoy had to suffer in silence stupid

22

decisions by the men

(vii)

523 -

when they heard that there was no longer

6

nany man” left in the state, they decided

to take it upon themselves to save Greece
(viii)

527 -

now the men must listen to the women

31

The Prcboulos refuses and this leads to
the Pnigos (532 - 8) whore he is dressed

up as a woman*

Thus lysistrata reveals how the roles have been reversed and the capacity
of the women to take charge*
Antej^irrhema:

(i)

551 -

64

lysistrata's plan thereby with the

help of Aphrodite the men will bo

dissuaded from T.rar and acting in

martial., high-handed ways
(ii)

565 -

70

the Proboulos* objection to women’s

ahi 1ity to undertake the task is
rebuffed by the comparison to

disentangling a skein of thread

(ill)

571 -

86

the comparison is clarified in great

detail

L

- i6a -

(iv)

587 - 93

the Proboulos states the women have
no part in war, but Lysistrata reminds

him that they bear sons to send to

war and many remain maidens at homo
and grow old

(v)

594 -

7

the Proboulos objects that men also
grow old, but Lysistrata points out

that on old man can mai*ry a young

girl*
This leads to tho Antipnigos (598 - 607) where the Proboulos is dres&od

up as a corpse.

Again, at the end, the Proboulos is reduced in farcical terms to a level
which represents his status in the eyes of the women who have now assumed
complete control.
The Agon is in no real sense a debate; it is virtually a one-sided

exposition by lysistrata spurred on by questions from the Proboulos (v. Gelzer,
Ep. Agon lOSffc; C. T. Murphy, HSCPh xlix (1938) 107f.).

Tho comparison of

elements in the Agon to various styles of oratory prevalent at the end of the
fifth century B.C. in Athens (v. Murphy loc. cit.) has been overdone.

We are

hero dealing with a comedy, albeit in one of its seemingly traditional fixed
parts (the ^contest”, real as that is in e-g- Clouds, Frogs etc.); the

practicality is lacking and the episode serves to exacerbate or ridicule rather

than persuade (tre T* Long, Persuasion and the Ar. Agon, TAPA ciii (1972)

285 - 99)*

Elements of the three traditional styles of ancient oratory,

dicanic, symbouleutic and epideictic have been identified from time to time
in Aristophanic Agones (v. osp. Murphy & Gelzer loc. cit., and Burekhardt,
Spuren dor athenischon Volksredo in dor alien Komfldie, Basol 1924).

Long

stresses tho major technique of epideictic oratory, auxesis, which he describes

as Wonderfully compatible with Aristophanic comedy(particularly the fantasy
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and expansiveness of his work).

While there is no doubt that Aristophanes

will have been exposed to and influenced by the contemporary rhetoricians

and their theories of rhetoric, it is perhaps over-subtle to identify his

style too closely with elements of ancient rhetoric.

Both comedy writers

and orators were aiming at similar ends- both wished victory over their

opponents; it is not surprising, therefore, that the techniques are similar

whether the Agon is exposition (as here and Birds and Ecclesiazusae) or
debate*

With the Proboulos’ entering words cf. Penthcus* angry entry

387*-

at Eur. Bacch. 215 ff. and Menelaus* at Or. 1554 ff*
in the sense of it-bonne", cf. 648; Ar. 797

:

Here it has

used in the literal sense at Pax 304; Av. 1712.

\ ?

a very forceful meaning, "burst forth", as at Plat..Gorg. 484A

Symp. 175E
7"? /<Zi 77t; jUy vz

$. )&>C>

$<T<6c^i v

-• z\

5i'7"zcCA

t-J <T?'

c/

~

f

Trag. Adcsp. 500
cf(^lS

Sp-Vyx-xI't

(^oS

'fi') J< z ] <<

Men. fr. 401, 4-5

c* o 4;

'tT'ii J'tfv ,

\

"

.

Tho saiao word can be weed of a fever (Hp. V. M. 16) oi- a sound (Polyb. 15»

31.1).
■>

the word is combined with

.

1

and

at Plat.

Gorg. 4920.
/
ds

:

on

Kjl and their association with

the now orgiastic cults v. on 3.
/

4 ( c i s on this Phrygian god, whose cult had only recently reached
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Athens v. MacDouell on Vesp. 9*

Here the plural is used for Sabazian ritos

including the wall-known cry

For further references to this and

c

other Eastern cults in the comic poets (they were an obvious target for their

wit) v. Ehronborg p. 268.

: tho /tcTowc^.

J82—

, in honour of Adonis and

Aphrodite, were probably hold in tho summber (second half of July according
to M. Weill, BOH 90 (1966) 664ff.); however it is possible that there was
a subsidiary spring festival v. A. D. Nock, Gnom. 1934, 290 - 2, reviewing
Deubner’s Attische Festo (p. 220ff.) and W. Atallah, Adonis dans la litterature

et 1’art grec (Paris 1966) 98ff.; 229ff.

Daubner thinks that the Athenian

women may have lost sight of the original meaning (mourning over the dead
Adonis) and treated it as a case for jollification; v. further Pax 420;

Men. Sam. 39 - 46 (with Austin and Gommo/Sandbach); F. Hauser JOEAI xii (1909)
90ff.; Gow on Theocr. xv (Vol. II p. 262ff.).
(

'

■»

\

:

OV/TC

s'"*

/

the so-called "Adonis-gardens" (

)

were cither cultivated on the roofs of the houses or at least taken up there
for the celebration; for illustrations v. Atallah loc. cit. p. 211ff.

321- The

Proboulos explains tho particular occasion when he heard the

wiling while in the Ekklesia.
\ o'
: this imprecation (equivalent to a strong

) is

: so at Alexis fr.

found in a fullei form at 1037

266, 1; Luce De Meretrc 10.-3; D. Deor. 6. 4; Salt. 5, and possibly also at
Men. Perik.l3J. (Koerte ed. 3 prints

y•/ %

••• (Kerr

in his critical note seems to incline to Schwartz’s

, but

; and the

latter is printed as a supplement at Phasm. 43, although Koerto od. 1 had
had

.

f

cJ

)•

It is true that

n

is later used in the same

o
sense as

(tho scholiast on Luc. Do Deor 6.4 accuses Lucian of a
a

solecism in writing
0<go

)

Theophyl. Ep. 17, but thin is duo possibly to a sort of "contamination

with the well-attested

I

99 &nd says he ought to have written

tit wp+i

(from H. Hymn* xxvi, 12 onwards)

Gow

171

on Theocr. xv, 74*

For further examples of all these forms v. Blaydes on

this line, and the references there cited*

The form

is an old

dative v. P. Chantraine, Morph. Hist, du Grec ed. 2, 1961 p. 51.
The hiatus in this phrase is explicable as being in a fixed phrase cf.
*7*
'**
etc.

no. 3611 in Kirchner; Plut. Ale. 18. 3; Nic. 12, 6 give us

this name for tho man mentioned by Thucy. vi, 25, 1 as '775
tho one who goaded Nicias into a firm pronunciation on the forces he 'would

need for Sicily (and, according to Plutarch, the one who was the author of
the decree mentioned in Thucy. vi, 26, 1, that the generals should have full

powers in tho expedition; although that may be an inference from this passage
of Aristophanes).

Dover on Thucy. vi, 8, 1-2 (Vol. IV p. 223f*) shows that

there were a numbox' of assemblies connected with the Sicilian expedition:
adds:

he

" Ar. Lys. 387ff- shows that the Adonia coincided with one assembly,

etc. would be a natural

but does not tell us which, since

xiay of saying in verse what might be more precisely expressed in prose:
"Demonstrates proposed, in the course of the debate about the implementati on
of the decision to sail to Sicily, the enrolment of hoplites from Sacynthos”.
is, as it were, the

what is taken for granted."
comic poet.

T-

- clause which restates

We are hero in danger of asking too much of a

would be woll-known that Demostratos was a prime mover in the

proposals for the S5 cilia;; expo

tion; it would also be remembered that the

Adonia celebrations had taken place at a time when these proposals were made.

whether they were the first sot (as A. D. Nock loc. cit. thinks, who wishes
to date the AdonJa to spring at this time) or tho second (as Dovers implies •

so also A. Pigoniol REG 50 (1937) 1-8).

All Aristophanes is doing is

associating these two things, proposals fox* tho Sicilian expedition and tho
ill omens of the Adonia, to show tho point, of view of the Proboulos:

"look

what happened the last time women’s celebrations coincided with important
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decisions of the state; disastor followed”«

The latter naturally shares th©

hatred of all like Demostratos who had anything to do with instigating this
fateful proposalf which was to prove so damaging to Athens* (cf. 397)*
C

I

n f

2—

:

7

/

, wrongly, I think

schol.

(unless , as Rogers suggests, the article is used to denote the vroman he was

picturing in his mind when lie spoke of the Adonis-wailing on the roof);
c

7

,

f

coming so closely after

'

should refer to his

vf-rf>ATo$

Z(

... <9
cF^
wife ( itty ...
£, also makes this likely).

It makes the point oven stronger

when the accursed Demostratus1 wife is also involved in bringing disaster on
Athens•
?

Of

z

i

:

dancing would be on integral part of the orgiastic cult cf .

>

Men. Sam. 46

221-

w/7"

(West).

fl tAL

the mournful cry that formed one of the bad

omens for the Sicilian expedition:

cf. Bion, Lamont for Adonis, 32 x<
?

, 89 - 90,

/7cGw(v/

f

224-

(

cA ( t/- (

’to draw up a list’, ’to enrol’:

K^'T'^ A :

cf* Ach.

/

was the official service-roster sot up near the Statues

1O65.

of tho Eponymi v. Eq. 1369 (with Neil & Rogers1 notes) and Pax. 118Off.
otTJuTIxs

...

wo know from Thucy. vi. 22, 1; 25, 2 that

:

Nicias proposed to take a great number of hoplites with him to Sicily, from
Athens and the allies (not less than 5,000)-

In the list of forces which

Thucydides catalogues at vii, 57, we see that Demcstratos * proposal was carried.

for the Zacj’r.thians are there mentioned.

222— tfiTo rrirr

”half-seas over”, the usual comic charge
>

r has

against woman*

; for the same corruption cf. Pax* 874
c

(R and V have i/7To
■>

and Eccl. 142 (R
Aid*

£/</'

7

,

PB £ /<

/

77T^ < ctis

, A

KoTis ).

39-6- fa'iTTif'D f
I

/

)

RV Aldo have utT&Ti

and

>

(

>

cf. Ran* 425 /<<!/<0 777>/r ?

>

y) /

laz’7J<

f

.

■

•

1
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K/Uyf (

MkJU £

kJtttK

7

e>

:

£ ?^Tvcrv'

71Z 7dc-c5

Eur. Tro. 627

5

v£
”kept forcing his proposal” (Blaydes), not put off at all by

so of ton in Demosthenes e.g. xvii, 3;

the bad omen of the vailing women:

xxi, 40; 189; 205; xxv, 38; Prooem. xxviii, 1.

LXGfos

397QsttStv

:

v. on

283*

nothing to do with the deme Cholargos, as Bergler was the
first to suggest.

The name is a comic distortion of

a member

of the old and famous family from which Denostratus came (cf. Eup. frr. 96 —
C f

A.

7: (i)
c

T^f

>

/

f

,

t7

ov

<

B. v

\ f

1 ?/

/

(ii) 54

Jt.cT
X o X/ v‘

Xc>rl</’V/'

->

and

are used as synonyms of madness v. Taillardat. sect. 478; Austin on

Men* Asp* 306; H. Flashar, Melancholia und Melancholiker (Berlin 1966) 37f ;
W. Mttri, Mus. Helv. x (1953) 34-

VanDaele is better served by French tlian

we are by English in translating this name:

!,cet infame Ebu-ziges”.

For a

similar comic distortion of names v. Ran. 429 (Hipp'obinos for Hipponikos)
The Proboulos has shorn his obvious hatred for Demos tratus and

now turns to the women.
:

Conlon’s reversion to Bentley’s reading seoms wrong*

Neither Photius 62. 2 nor Be»di. An* 367, 20 are certain enough to provide

evidence that Aristophanes used this form here, although, of course, the word

is a perfectly good one (v. L. S. J. s. v.)*

Indeed Bekk. An. 367, 20 lias

, which may imply what the Mss. almost give,
/

_
*

which Dobree was the first to propose.

It is possible that this

form should also be read at Anaxandr. 73, and Alciphr* I, 38.
z

At Thesm. 198

v' (an Euripidean word); thus

we have the form Qors

K

/

(^yyx/72 would not surprise us here.

to

Ko Ax<7"

Luc* Salt. 2

I

ck

j T'x

Certainly this word is to be preferred

uhich Hall & Geldart read (~ Rf). (although

174 -

v

K© A

The verb

would be a paraJJ.el).

occurs at Av* 1227; linesim.

4, 19 etc.

this is read universally now; but R* s uiT

seems to me
■>

<.

U-TF

K. van Herwerden (Mncm. xxxii (1904) 266) defends

possible.

on the

grounds that a verbal noun in Greek sometimes takes a verbal construction 5
although he admits that one in fact expects no preposition at all here.
•>

arose from the similar beginning of 1. 406.

Perhaps A//

\

verbal substantive cf. Plat. Rep. 359a
/
77a T77

2

(=

£777

/

i

vu O

p

'

For uFTo
-> /
V £// (

) and the other examples in L. S. J.
rr

/

— <7 ^7"

> >/

)

f ic

:

/
i

**what would you say if ...

on Nub. 154 and P. T. Stevens, CQ xxxi (1937) 184.

s. v. A.

>
AKo

hero may stand for

II. 1.

with a

v

1

*

n v. Dover

The old men claim an

even greater outrage has been performed against them.

rXbx

.00 —

9’

y oUJx

makes Dobiee’s

for the
tho more usual

:

:

This

is also attributed to old mon

incontinence

y£f>MV

a'£oi^«r£/

yee)^

at Eup. 45

of. 953.

unnecessary.

/

>

.02— £vi

Tk

;

The old men merely succeed jji making themselves even more ridiculous by their

comparison.

... cGkau

'Tc-v'

.03 —

cf. Thesm. 86. and v. Denniston p. 128 on y S
Eq. 338 - 9 says:

for the expression
in such phrases.

Noil on

**Tho cath by Poseidon seems to ba more powerful than cne

It often expresses great surprise or disbelief v. Wil&iuo-

by other gods”.

witz on this line and on Epitr. 142 for the same in Menander.

*7dV c^\u;<cv

:

a comic
comic epithet
epithet ’’salty*
salty’ for
for the
the more
more usual
usual &*4^7'77c£.
a
c

.

/

(cf. Plut. 396),

«v"

f

770-1/71^?

etc.

The connection

of Poseidon and water and the context here is most easily explained by the
>

joke

in

£Vi

/

/<o7XS

o

It is appropriate to call on the sea god if you

aro addressing men who compare themselves to incontinents*

Rogers is surely

iI
I
I

i
■

I
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wrong in saying that ”the Magistrate is engaged in refitting the navy, and

his mind is full of ships and seas:n
be out of place hore<

this has not come up yet, and it would

Elsewhere, at Nub. 83, Poseidon is given an epithet

appropriate to the dramatic context:

^Poseidon Hippios is the god naturally

invoked by the horsy Pheidippides ” (Dover); cf. Eq. 551°

The epithets and

surnames of gods are a target for some humour at Plut 1153 ff . (as at 39&f - ) s
c
k)S

I err

<Z/X^ox/

'

■>

7

77bA4<AS‘

says Cario at 1164 to

The Proboulos blames the male sex in general for indulging woman,

Hennas.

implying that they have got what they deserved
this is the Proboulos1 key-word for describing

:

405. ~

the women’s licentiousness cf. 387.

the words aro taken from ths

406. -

famous lines of Aesch. Sept. 593f<=

r

ZZ

--

. There may be a conscious

<

contrast hero between the noble hero described in Aeschylus
tious women whose

ce -V A S

72.

and the licen

are far from

or it may be that the metaphor was so common as to be used by Ar. with no ruch

overtones and the reminiscence is unconscious.

is used

figuratively at Soph. 0. C. 611; El. 1095; Ant. 296.

The ProLoulos now gives examples of the way in wliich the men.

indulge ths womenc

He "'expresses his indignation by building up a whole

constructiuii of imaginary obscene situations around the « to his taste ~ too
unsuspecting husbands” (T*M* de W“it~Tak,

xxi (1968) 360).

on the artisan in Athens, his position, his work, and the

organisation of his trade v. Ehrenberg p. U3ff» (and osp. 128f.).
7

o

£v-' :

or £($ + gonitivo is common, with ellipse of taw
>

such word cf* 1065

4os.«

at

? yz< f) v

i (S

y

£ja c u

or some

I

etc*. and v* Sobolewski p* 10 f.

•necklace*> usually of gold cf* Vesp* 677 fr* 320,

Aeschv (Jhooph. 617; Eur« Fl

176~7v
\

z*

Tlie accusative obvious3y troubled tho scholiast ( v'vTc

tw

?

<v

)-
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there is no real difficulty:

’’the antecedent, attracted into the case of* the

relative , is often prefixed to the relative clause, to mark with greater
emphasis the subject of a coining statement” (Jebb on Soph* 0.T* 449) •
ci

I
n

'

orrus

also Pint. 200

c

cTsattottjs'

Of.

(j'cX7T I

fjV

and the examples cited here by Blaydes;

although here the break in construction is much stronger (v. Wilamowitz).
z

i Tft

: nropairy as at lys* fr*
fr. 34 Th*

. ’

k

c

f implying that this was not the .first

To

The word is used elsewhere in Aristophanes (lys.

time this had happened*

613; Eccl. 1147) in the sense of ’prepare well’:

at Lys* 613, R. again has

omitted the £7T- .
’one evening5, cf. Ach* 616; Nub* 613; Vesp. 1401;

•

.409*Pax 228; Av. 1054.
Q

literally, the pin by which the necklace is

fastened, but looking forward to the double-entendre in 413, whore it is the

’ glans penis’ - cf. Arist* HA 493a 27 and Machon 187 (Gow):

so idth

which is the hole into which the pin is fastened (so at Aon*

Tact. 18*3), there is a similar double-entendre cf. Eccl. 906;

so Tpun

at Eccl* 624*
?

’/

\

/

>

;

77U

^11.- tjACX. • .. i<r-r •

Vo on 122

the island is far enough away for him to have to stay ever-

night and so ha won’t, be ar, home*

There is no need to imagine that the

husband will be engaged in any sexual activity

although the Salaminians

were reputedly highly-soxed (v* on 59).
/

/

T"t

2e-

/
( TFWA'X-fS

means’*
-. \

1

r

ufos ^<r/Ti /-V >z
7

966

TtXw-x
:

at 300, q.v.,’by all

= ’by every possible device’, as at Thesm. 271).

fox' sexual encounters: cf. Pax
;
c/ p
•*
ifl U" j.a 7* rr «z

the traditional time

t6T< i/

Eccl. 1047; Pint. 998; 1201..
I

: so 77?^

1

__

177

•>

/
X

413 • —

:

Wi bh uuv 1

igui ty.

the nearest modern equivalent might be:

’screw it in for hor'.

414-5— The Proboulos’ language gets more explicit, the more he is
In 415, it is almost as if* he

roused by the stupidity of these husbands.
was saying to these men:

’couldn’t you see that ho was a strapping young
/

cobbler, in his prime for sex?’

often implies impetuosity or

(

wilfulness v. Dodds on Ear. Bacch. 973-6; cf. Vesp. 1333•)•

\ cf(av

43.6-7— Coulon’s text cannot stand.

(frem cG/mUt’er )

could only bo’a small ring’; for sa little toe’ (diminutive of affection here )
r
(from <3 KTi/,. {a r
)
This was first seen by
we need
c-/

Porson ap. Kidd ad Dawes

For further demonstration that this

Wise. p. 384*

is true v. 0. Schneider Jahrbb

Various

f. class*. Philol. 117 (1878) 108-112.

solutions liave been put forward .

The one adopted by Blaydes, van Leeuwen

Tcv

'Tb

and Wilanowitz is that of Porson mJ
fftySbS j-Taxi
pw• 77^ t

J u y&v
/

'T'o

This seems rather drastic but solves the difficulty (Wilamowitz thinks that it

^7^

also makes

easier to tske with

, but

Person’s solution also includes the removal

this doos not seem so to me)^

/

of

.

from inside 7^

yuv/<A(Kof

finally reads these lines

77jx

does, following Meineko to

\X.au

as in the Mss, and however one

must be emended (as Coulon
/
y mz ? f4Z0 s

).

1

Other solutions

have involved some change in 417 as it stands in the Mseu e*g* Reisig’s
)

/■y.

c

,

Dobrcefz.

(both compounds seem odd in this

?Ti ■

ri

context; one expects simply 771$^£(.

(c^(qV

sense of ’small too’), Dindorf’s

final effort of desperation).

(which seems

( cT^kTuJ(cV is never found in the
(which looks like a

No solution has yet basn proposed which

removes the difficulty with esse.

L

i

(which is a new word altogether),

ridiculous), Meincke’s

Schneider’s

), Bothe’s £1/
fi/

Therefore, it is perhaps best to adopt

- 170 -

Person’s emendation;

the order with

first, is similar to 408.

The problem remains of the position of peco * One feels it ought to come
earlier (cf. 409 and Austin on Men. Sam. 709) although there are passages like
1

•>

Antiph. I. 23

c

1
/4>"V

the cross-strap of a sandal which presses down on the wearer’s
toes (schol. J’uyoj

/ 01 f
1

c
&

KcAj^tTP-c

__

cT^I^A&JS

cy<AS

r

f

mpt
:

77po£ To

r- v

K

7ib^) •

:

418.-

causal, v. Denniston p. 525*
the implication is perhaps that this is to be an

:

even more open sexual adventure, not even shrouded by darkness; again
emphasising the unsuspecting naivete of the husbands, cf. Vesp. 500.

4 <■” Xc/.l/'/SZ : again the 1 double-entendre1 as with ZupuTtpiOS

:

cf. Anth. Pal. v, 99$> and the use of the adjective XuXytof at Pherecr.

145, 5 (also XcMux/f

Jo s.v.).
perhaps v. L. S. J.
?

___

need not be an allusion to Agathon’s tupv Kp^Ki

at Thesm. 2^>3

f

9 although some have

seen it as such.
)

f

?

this form of the comparative advorb is not uncommon cf
f

etc

340

cf. Jannaris, Hist* Gk. Gran. sect. 520.

:

420.-"

in the sense ’turn out J van Leeuwen cf o Pint* FIs.min.
1„ /

376a
77^^ V

cJ

ZOO?

/«<

t

LttfVerv
c •/'

(.
'

TTcd^ri z 2 ix

f l S*

/

'

Terent. Adolph* 508-9 verum nimia illaoc 1? centia/profecto evadit in aliquod

magnum malum.
21.~

tf

) >’

’

/

or m tyc^

:

Wilamoi/itz’ explanation of the sense and the

corruption is certainly correct;

”Als er

schon im Sinne, es kann also nur mit

_

/oi^u'Tc

/

sagt, hat er das Beispiel

angesChiossen warden uio Wollk*

1217.
y$. wih'de etwas ganz noues vorbringen. Entstanden ist diese
n
Uborlioforung so, dass das volgeschriepene. ^7^ ein V" uber sich erhielt^
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die Elision zu bezeichnen.

Solche Erscheinungen in alien Texten sind

zahlroich11#
77^o

on this office v. introduction.

•

?

/

1) for the

the word used by Thucydides (viii, 1, 3;

iK. K Of tcXXf :

procuring of timber and money for the new fleet (after the disaster in Sicily)
.

is

fc22.so Ach. 552.

Hesychius, AajTTIzS '

:

Timber was a constant supply problem for the Athenians (it

was one reason for the Sicilian expedition).

Wo know from Thucydides (viii,

1 and 4) that the Athenians were collecting timber and money from every

available source to build a now fleet after the Sicilian disaster; even the

reserve fund of 1,000 talents could now be used (v. on 1. 174).

Here the

Proboulos has managed to negotiate a supply of timber for oars, and is coming
to get +-he money which is stored on the Acropolis (cf. 174)•

Andocides il,

11 gives a good illustration of the truth of such happenings refoxring to
c

/

3

this very year,
_/

7X
t <■ 4<^c,n^/

cvt>

TFc/TVf (<oV
C

/

i

uJy>cV

77?

f C>a/<

73/s
iLtf'i'l'JdycV Tb-U?

iz •
IV

:

(cf. 11 l^LOJ)

cT( cTcr^TOS

C^‘[v, 'TbuTb^S cQ

OTTbcToV^
___

/fy Xi

s

r

rJc u

f(Xcl

t

the fact that the state-treasury was on the Acropolis mp

one of the reasons for the women taking it over (v. 174ff.)j and this is

made evon moro explicit in the debate between lysistrata and the Proboulos
at 4S8ff.

77^/ 'TTuXwV

tho genitive is profectly normal cf. Hdt« v, 104
o
f
IP 1. The dative is
mid the examples cited in L. S. J. s*v*
found at Eccl. 420; Vcsp* 775 etc.
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v
\7

= ’opus est’=’there is no use in...1:
/

v </-t

£

; Av. 1308

y

no

>r

// J

x

/y/mz

cf. 614

f -,-v
7

c

/

Soph. Aj. 11-2; 852; El. 1372-3; cf. Jebb on Ant. 730.

*To-uQ

©>?
yxe?X-A©-cy

the Proboulos instructs his Scythian archers

:

to bring up the crowbars in order to force an entry into the Acropolis.

The

Proboulos again may reflect the tragic hero; like Jason in Medea (1314ff<»)

a woman is to stop his attempts at getting inside; cf. also Menelaus at Eur
Or. 1561 ff., where Orestes stops his attempts at entry

The Scythian archers
of

are, however, not so obedient or quick to comply as the
tragedy (v. on 426).

425.-

cf. Eq. 320

:

:

v. P. Chantraine, Morph. Hist. sect. 265:

other examples in Aristophanes of

(Nub. 1323, where see Dover’s note) and

a similar typo are
0(^0^ (Nub. 1482).

for this form of aorist

Although these other forms are found in Plato and
is confined to poetry, and high poetry at

other prose writers

its use here, 'therefore, may elevate the tone of the Proboulos’ words,

that:

which would be in keeping with his reminiscence of a tragic hero.
For the construction v. on 380.
v. on 184 and cf Austin on Mau. Sam. 105; Men.

^26.- ^7

■>

Dysk. 441

4<(

f

/

For a discussion of

)

in Aristophanes v. Taillardat sect. 472.

The Proboulos chideo

two of his bodyguard for ;siax^-gazing’ •
/

:

emphatic.

4az- Au ’4

never in high poetry:

on its origins and use v.

Denniston pp. 24-7; 581.

generally both Greeks and Romans uso no word for 1 doing1 in such
phrases, but there aro exceptions v. Ht^adlan0Cnox on Ilorodas v, 24*

JU'u'Z :

"innl?, "public houu o“ P a jibs at the Scythian*s propensity

for drink.
/

6 'foKfaJV' ?

J

for this literal sense of “look out forn, cfe Aclu 96

- I8l -

Once again tho Proboulos encourages the policemen to apply the

crowbars to the gates of the Acropolis; he is even grilling to lend a hand

Note the repetition of

himself.

and its associated verbs.

Dover

(Lustrum ii (1957) 62) suggests that this invigorates the argument 7 and
there is certainly what he calls elsewhere (Greek Word Order. I960, p. 50
M 'TJvC’t.

n. 3) scornful repetition by lysistratai

a

It may be, however, that there is

something funny about this word /zcXLlos. , which we no longer seo, as C

J.

Herington (Gnomon xv (1968) 136) has suggested.

420.- The gates of the Acropolis open before the Scythians can get at
them, and Lysistrata and her companions come out to face the Proboulos.

It

seems more likely to me that she should come out with her friends, (although

they perhaps stay in the background by the gates coming forward only when
lysistrata is threatened of. 446) than that she should come out alone, and
her filends only come out when physical violence is offered.
/

>
^-0'7

:

there is a certain haughty

pride in lysistrata’s

opening words.
/

:

van Leeuwer seemed troubled by it, and suggested

/

VW •

But

Proboulos)

w

explains lysistrata’s rather surprising (to the

cTf?

jxcX-4 z<r\z

If ho had wondered for a moment

what she meant by this (could there be reconciliation in the air?), his hopes
are dashed by her explanation:

"You. don't need crowbars, you need

7b C'S

11 •

the combination is found elsewhere at Thesm. 291;

Ran. 534; Gratin, fr. 65; Eup. Dem. 44 (Pago GLP p. 210); Dam. 18, 324; 25

33< ^4

itself is a poetical word v. Rutherford, Now Phryn. p. 9r except

that as E. W. Handley (Rh.M- xeix (1956) 209) says, "the combination (of Vfcus
and

) is hardly poetic; perhaps it had a limited currency in

elevated or emotional discourse”

is used, as both Rutherford and

Hendley point out, quite often in idioms to denote aborration of intellect

- 182 -

e.g*

An doc . 2. 7 (with Albini’s note) 5 lys. fr® 9OTh;; Eup. fr. 357 etc.
433-47—

Those lines, together with 469*84, are preserved in a papyrus

fragment, belonging to the end of the fourth century or beginning of the
fifth century A.D., published by B. P. Grenfell & A. S. Hunt, Some classical

fragments from Hermopolis (Melanges Nicole, Geneva 1905, 217-220), and
n

discussed also by K. Holzinger, Erklarungen umstrittener Stollen des
Aristophanes ii AAW 1931, 32-5

The differing readings will be discussed at

each J.ine in question.
433.- AJ

:

J®

Go Griffith (OR xviii (1968) 9) has

discussed this type of expression in Greek comedy.

Ha has, however, over

looked a number of instances (e.g. PSI vii 846 vol. i. 5; Eup. Dem. 69 (Page

GLP p* 212), etc.) and some of his conclusions seem suspect.

He states that

this type of expi'ession is confined, when used in the masculine, to the last

place in an iambic trimeter (it is not found in any other metre) and used
Here he suggests the feminine has precluded the normal

only by social equals.

position at the end of the line (the only other feminine usage, at Eccl. 935,
is not so precluded)

This rather begs the question, and are we to conclude

that the Prcboulos and lysistrata are social equals?
:

II Ot)

at first sight the papyrus appears to confirm

this reading, but Grenfell and Hunt!s note is interesting:

11 <9 in

is

doubtful, the remaining vestige being more like the bottom of a
with him, and

Considering that the Proboulos had more than one

looking at the other similar questions in this passage (441? 445), van
Leeuwon’s

LfTt

(better written

//c ° <^Tt

is

)

possible (although, of course, scribes often forgot tho elision and the
papyrus may not mean much)

The Proboulos again acts like tho outraged hero:

425f., where Menelaus says:
Bacche 503; Ion® 1266.

I

,

cfo Eur. Andr.
,

- 183 -

o tc

...

cf. Antiphan. fr

77v

74, 13
.

ufTi ; Xen. Anab. vi, 1, 8 o TT'
>

5c

for

/

cf. 20 and v. Denniston p« 555«

/O(

The repetition of this phrase in 439, 443, 447 comically emphasises the

throats of the women, and the consequent gradual retraction on the part of
the Proboulos and his men.

stage.

Its effectiveness would be all the clearer on

For similar threats v. on 365, and add Eur. Hipp. 1086; Hol. 1444;

Rkld. 270; Aosch Suppl. 925 etc.
f 7"5

7^1/

:

the oath is a common one among women cf. 922,

949; Thesm. 517, 569 (the old mn pretending to be a woman), 742; Eccl. 9O?
136; Men. Dysk. 874-

Here it may be particularly appropriate, for a woman

who is defending herself might with justice call on the goddess of inviolable

chastity, and a woman who is defending hersolf against a Scythian archer
(

)

might justly invoke the goddess of the hunt, whose constant

associate is arrows (cf. epithets

JC7 IS f

, 'TSyzT(5} 7oJo0y>uS’

)

although this is perhaps over-subtle.
. of. Eur. I. A. 951.

436." 67^y.

there are two rays of taking this;

it can

belong to the subordinate clause (as the Ms. f~ ) and mean ’if he lays a
finger on me, hv a mere public servant1, or it can bo taken with
(so most modern editors after Bergler) and mean ’if he lays a finger on me,

ho will suffer for it, public servant though ho be J Ehrenberg (p. 175)
rightly points out that ’’the comedians hardly ever suggest any resentment on

the citizens* part at tho power of the Scythians ”, and, although he himself
takes this passage as an exception, I think it more likely that the concessive

force of the phrase, linked closely with
here.

.

/

is to be understood

For, jn this way, Iysistx*ata can raise herself even highor in the

estimation of the women, and the Proboulos, by daring to resist oven a public

■‘

1

■

.

■
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official; to reduce the Scythian at this point to ’a mere public servant’

(the phrase is Rogers’; he seems to want the best of both worlds), would be
to reduce her own status ©

The proud threats of Lysistrata have their effect on the police—

man; he cowers back, and the Proboulos remonstrates with him, and offers him
the help of another Scythian©
''F'

n,HiJ’ to attract attention, as often in Ar© ” (MacDowell on Vesp

1).
itfisV 'Tiv.a

or

is a common phrase,

which may originate from wrestling cf. Ach. 274; 5715 Eq. 388; Nub. 1047; Ran.

(Taillardat sect© 579)•

469; Eccl© 260

Here

77~4~a'~i (

strengthens

the usual phrase©

The dual itself is by no means a rarity in Aristophanes v. J. W©
Poultney AJPh Ixxxiv (1963) 363 ff ©; but to have both participle ard finite

verb in the dual is rarer, but cf© rax© 407-8; Plut. 485©
’and quick about it1:

very common in Comedy, v© L© S© J©

s. v. ii, 2.

439ff.-

The attribution of lines again becomes a problem v. introduction.

>

\

7^ V'

'—
1 r*
H

3V

:

Pandrcsos, Agraulos and Horse were

The last of these is never

the three daughters of Cecrops and Agraulos©

found invoked, but Agraulos v;as more frequently than Pandrosos (cf© Thesm*
533 and schol© ad loc©)©

The shrine of Fandros os was on the Acropolis, in

-r*]£

the Erechthcium; cf. Bans. I« 27. 3
44/1.

v£<os

It was appropriate that one of the women holding the

Acropolis should swear by one of its deities.
_ /

'IcJ-u^F^

440.->

:

lysistrata.

XZiz> ;

cf. Nub. 933; Gratin, fr. 277.

t

TTiL'f'ovS

'Tw ^l^eVTOS. otcT«L-7i^^l.<k

I

:
:

cf© Eq® 69

70

/
I
77^'7'3-vyZ Wl Olio

*
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r1

this is often used with or without

:

Y*

in

scornful or contemptuous replies, picking up the previous speaker’s words of.
818; 872; 1469; Pax. 198; Thesn. 206; Ran. 1205; Eocl.

Eq. 87; 344; 703; Nub
Cf.

93, 133, 136.

at Eq. 160 - 2; Av. 1231 - 3.

// C'l

v. H. W. Miller,

AJPh Ixvi (1945 ) 404 and Denniston p. 129 *
>

c/

STlV

The papyrus has
t

the Proboulos calls for a third

L. S. J. So v
7

Scythian (

4/

'

'T'o

9

ii. a

and Kassel on Men. Sicyon. 217).

which is unmetrical; one might restore TToL

>

f

775 <^67^5, but this would be too vague.

442.- /<z/ :

on this use in causal clauses, meaning virtually ’even’,

’actually’ v. Denniston p. 296f. and cf. Nub# 11.77; Pax 401; Ran. 509.
Vz^

4

T'Pjf V

(flap aS

:

the same oath, with no further deity

mentioned, is used at 738 and Antiph. fr. 58, 6.

The epithet is usually

applied to Hecate, as at Thesm. 858, fr* 594-2, Eur. Hol. 569, occasionally

to Artemis as moon-goddess o.g. Eur< 1 o T. 21; Call. Dian. 204 (these two
goddesses were often identified v. Parnell, Cults ii. 516ff.).

Hecate called ’E/Twcc^y/cT^

A statue of

stood next to the temple of Athena Hike near the

Propylaea (Paus, ii, 30, 2)j so here another deity that has to do with the

Acropolis is involved in the defence of the w^men.
/
bruises and black eyes ( viTiJ-rr(<< ) had cupping/
) applied to them v. Arist. Pr. 890b 7; cf •
glasses (also called
KV A
<
z
/ »c z
\
^'77v»J TTid-tSiS. Xc /
J
( /C><-c
Pax 541 - 2
75U/7X

444*~

:

J Apollophan.

k
C

<i>7>

fr. 3

f

\

J

/

--- TCpc^L^M/ 'Toidi TbiJ t/??lv77/o<s e
177^/7770^ ,‘Eur. fr. 374
/
t
4
: Vo on 350.
'"l axrT 1 "T"(
/
To'foT^.f : cf. Av . 1021 TTou ~"77po^ 2 Sol 5 Pax 1059 Tfcv

77"<Jc4 J

tho Proboulos taken abaci:, looks about for yet another Scythian to

lend a hand.
446.- "Tlv' I't/W :
/ *> x __ 1 .
O(Kw// iyc\.

cf. Nub. 1491

with Dover’s note.

/C/./AZ

^iS^aTlay

0CU^(

►
186 -

the word has military overtones (v. L. S. J. s.

:

Vo I,

2), and is used of the ’’purposeful departure of a military force” from a

place that has been captured (Dover, Ar. Comedy, p. 155) •

a name of Artemis cf. Soph* Aj* 172;
Eur. I. T. 1457.

Jebb, on the Sophocles passage, discusses tho origin of

this name and suggests that it may represent by this time (and by inference
in Aristophanes) e. blending of two originally separate cults of Artemis ?

), a Greek cult connected with bulls,

the first (the real

. ___

f

and the second that of Artemis "75-

(or

.

/

), cf Asiatic origin,

a bloody orgiastic cult brought (traditionally) to Brauron from the Tauric

Certainly in tho Euripides passage,

Chersonese by Iphigeneia and Orestes

__ f .

^7—

it is the Tauric Artemis who receives the title ' /<< o^os. , and Jebb
argues that in Sophocles ’’associations derived from both the cults of Artemis
were blended in tho poet’s mind, as thoy probably’ were in the popular thought

end language of his time11 ( v* Appendix to Ajax p. 221 - 2).

lysiotrata,

then, is again (as in 435) swearing by the inviolable Artemis 9 but the use
of this name, with its often brutal associations 9 may lend force to her

following threat.
>
>
*>

tliis is Blaydes’ suggestion for the Mss.

:

(on that verb v. on 364)•

It seems right to me of. Thesm.
; Theocr. V, 26

y-rz"
.

i\

£
,

z

(cf. Lys. 685

;
/

77o<^<k/ /

'jft XT)e

/

567

775

It is a metaphor from the shearing of wool
\

f

f)

'Tew*
O^or^S
"7tfV< OWo7M

pufvptiV

6 tyw

Taillardat sect. 536 rightly comments on this line:

’ll y a un contrast© burlesque entre 1’emploi vulgaire d’ £/<77‘eK(j fiu" et
/

**

/

....

1’hypallage poetiquo qui applique le neologisms fTiVo FmKu 7 os
>

aux

f

The compound (cf. Soph. Ant. 1316 cjw /OVKc'TT'S ) is explained
T
'
1
(f
. At 1222
by the scholiast:

chevoux’

we have ths phrase

, modelled on tho sort

-751X

/

of phrase we find at Pluto 612

L

x

K£

k'

c*
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1

>

i

,

/ -

M3—

c

&

us, then £7f~l<A

if wo accept what ths Mbs give

?

}

must mean ’has failed’ in some sense, either in
c
number (as Ar. 1106; Vesp. 1445) or in strength (as Eccl. 620), and o

*T7> y &

S

will bo either tho specific Scythian whom he has last addressed
_ \

etc.

To^

To

or will be a collective noun like

c

( KeV

One objection to the second view of

at 462, and

1

c
(

/VC'S

is given by Ho van

Herworden (Mnem. xxxii 0-904) 266), that the feminine or the neuter forms
are used for collective nouns of this kind, not the masculine.

If one takes

as collective then it seems to me hotter to regard

0

not as of number (for he has called on four Scythians, and
only three women have spoken, although more may be in tho background), but
’they have failed to come to grips with the women’, and so

as of strength:

c

he suggests a combined assault.

same sense of

If

o

is singular, then tho

(o

will be necessary*

One feels, however, the

need of a general statement of failure at this point 9 and with the difficulty
c
z
as collective, van Leeuwen’s SlTcA^CrttTtv' o
of 0 "7c g
c

(he suggests

that R reads

ci

was the original Intrusive gloss; he notes

'To

ITTc AzAoiiT } ) is worth considering.

would be a

humorously grand word to apply to his Scythian policemen cf. Ache 156.

45c.- Again

1

)/

678

the Proboulos’ words take on a tragic air; of. Soph. Ant

/CoVTbc

y V VM I<r>s

> r

CVs

c

/

sty

The topos is

common with authoritative men who get into trouble with women e.g. Kreon
(Soph. Ant.484 - 5; 525) and Pentheus (Eur. Bacch. 785 - 6).
Military phraseology this time, again humorously elevating his
c /
fex; Scythians to the level of an organised company of soldiers. For Qficiot
L51.-

* 7

or tfKAC

cf. Ecclo 863; Thucy. ii, 62, 3; iv, 92, 7; Xen. Anabe

v, 4> 26 etc.

lysistrata replies in similar military terminology; to the four
Scythians whom the Proboulos has so fax* called upon, she opposes 4 companies

1

J

- 188 -

of well armed women.

455— J-'ub^rf^fT£
-7-^

:

tho same instruction as he had given at 434
; cf

Si

Od

22, 173; 189

90; Soph. 0. T. 1154*

456— At the threat of the advancing Scythians, Lysistrata calls on
the women in tho Acropolis to como out and ward off the attack.

, cf.

the military phraseology is continued, as in

•

/

■>

Xen. Hell, iii,

'Vov

7

-j /

>

/

< A OUS’

£/< 6W77S

.

nThe ’egg-and-seed-and-potherb~

As Ehrenberg says (p. 114):

market-girls’ y and ’garJic-selling-barmaid-bakehouso-girls ’ ware true dames

des halles”.

One need add little more; the woemn of the market would be

natural enemies of tho police, and ideal allies for lysistrata here.
c

To be

i__

\

from the agora was enough to make one formidable cf. Eq. 181
^'<3

c

fefJ-xTUS. , but the

777/1/^0^

and

ToTTa/zI At

were notorious for their powers of invective and abuse (Ehrenborg loc. cit.)
cf. 460; Pint. 426ff.s Vesp. 1388ff. 9 Ran. 858 etc.

rather than ’egg-yolk1)

Vo

'O C^OV'

562.

cocks to prime them for fighting (cf. Eq

For /I £ K(

(’gruel’,

(’garlic1) was given to game-

494; 946; Ach. 166; Pax. 502 etc.),

and here perhaps the bellicosity is transferred to the sellers

On these women traders v. Ehrenberg loc. cit*? and TI. W. Haley,

tho garlic.
HSCPh i

(1890) 174 f; for a list of commodities sold in the agora v. R. E. Vfy-cherley,
The Athenian Agora Publications Vol. 3, Literary & Epigraphic Testimonial

Princeton 1957, 193 - 206.

The comic compounds here (cf. Av. 491 etc.) ci‘e

further emphasised by the

; the f^me is true of the

build-up of verbs in 459ff* cf. C. W. Reppier, Comic Terminations (1902),
15 (it was popular trait of Antiphanes).
c
z
>
4
, iTj-n^crZ'r
9

45

'r

s r$

> z

(the Mss.

j£

,

cf. Plut. 476, is a cry for help, which is not in place in this line) are all
v
/
Kovfif^ov' ,
strong words: cf. Hecuba’s cry at Eur. Tro. 279f.

wvXtstx

6177TVXoV

Tfaf

IS

c

iA & 11 v

is sometimes

- 169 -

applied to the physical attacks of men on women e.g© Lys. i, 12; here the

idea is reversed©

>

For

/

cf© Nub

1359; 1373 (cf. Taillardat

sect. 628).

for this form of the future of© Nubc 1125.
With this attack, cf© that of Bdolycloon and his servants on the chorus at

Vesp. 455ff

461©- The Scythians have been defeated, and Lysistrata can now recall
her troops, still using military terms.
on the difficulty of deciding the form of such imperatives
v. MacDowell on Vesp. 37 and 0© Bachmann 9 Phil. Suppl. 5 (1339), 243.

the ’mot juste’ for stripping the anus (and even clothes)

:

of a slain enemy; lysistrata humorously commands the women not to go as far
as this in their victory.

462.- The Proboulos again (as at 449) bewails the defeat of his
Scythians.

/

<0 <6J l Ko V

: collective as at D© 0© 36. 47; Mim. Oxy.413* 198 (Page

GLP .p© 338, line 11), elevating his few archers to something far grander.

463*** oC-M
p© 108):

’well, wnat did you expect’ (Hermiston

©•© y«y

cf© Ach. 594; Pax. 222.

cfovJoCS

.

for pride in being free cf. 379, end , with similar indignant

,

question, Av. 1244f»,

u- /

v

y^ I

; (a parody of Bur. Ale. 675f*); Men©
Asp. 175f* (with Austin’s note).
464.-

stressed by its position cf. 99, and remember
c
“
v
rv
>v
r-v
Orestes’ words at Soph. El© 1243f© C/’cA y<
O/j KcAZ y^KX-ipJ/
:

W'h /
1-tWM $

Xo,\4-' ■

, and the contrary view at Aesch. Suppl. 749

■X-

' OU

•>

>/

-’W.

liko the even commoner

X o.Ao£ , it means very often ’anger1,

of which ’bilo’ oi* ’gull’ was a symptom; first in Archil, fr. 96; cf© Thcsn©

468
I

(the bile, as symptom of the

1

- 190 -

f

f

/

?

S"

.

anger, boils up); Vesp# 403 7^
etc# (cf. the similar use of ’bills’ in Latin).

Other comic examples include

C>^ Cl

Eubul# fr# 61
iTV

; Alex* fr# 146,5

^^ern/v'

.

The Proboulos manages to get the last word, a jibe at the women’s

’’they have the courage to be angry only

traditional propensity for drink:

when there’s drink nearby”#

Compare the simiJnr sentiment at Thesm. 735ff#
"? __ /
_

V(Sl/J-A (C^r. s z

Ai

77o I I (TT^-T^-L

I

uym

K^i^Tb^

xj-

aLy^-Oc'^'

Plat. fr. 174, 4

/V^Ao;

->
IS

: cf. 427;

f

1

/fA’ <1/ o ^Lu/
^c^rz
C

f

ms looked down on, end the word

the

came to mean n a cheat”, v. Ehrenberg p# 114*

The Agon, introduced by 9 iambic tetrameters 9 giving the reaction

467ffo-

of the two choruses to the situation, the ola mon still disgruntled by the
treatment from the women, and the latter reaffirming that they are modest and

retiring creatures unless provoked#

^62-

The old men resumo the grand style with this form of address,

expressed in words reminiscent of tragedy#
>
.
c/VcbA

/

for this metaphorical sense vr*th ’wards’ cf# Thesm# 1130f#

:

(in the mouth of Euripides); Soph#
Aj# 1049

''t'cef&vc

71^s

; Eur# Med# 325

?

;

J

also poetic;

cf. 339the added genitive gives a poetic feel

:

cf. Aesch. Sept# 1006

468.-

•

Suppl# 547 <0^X4^ ys

I oi ‘

dTiyyi ev

77>e^v4ois

^*c; V'z‘«A‘77~7*^. ( 5

:

'TToJsa'5 .

77(<>Vf

the plural is more likely in

the high-style cf# Eur# Phoen# 702

I

II

J

;

Soph. El. 21

is a
>

very common word in Euripides.

The singular form

.

<

o

is found

F
191 -

y

/"<<£(

occasionally with

(o.g. Eq. 806; Nub. 471) for

/ ? IZe/- (

the commoner

9

but ths parallels from tragedy seem to

confirm the plural here*

9

f ci S

S

this use of

CrV

person is a comic usage v* Taillardat sect

mon.

450 iu 1;

is the

undermines the grand tones of the old

Thus here

tragic word

to denote a coarse ox- stupid

For the animal qualities of the chorus of women cf* 353 (developed in

475); 476; 684; 695; 1014f*

469 - 484 are found in a disappointingly mutilated form in the

469ff*~

Again individual points will be discussed as

papyrus mentioned at 433 q*v

they arise at any particular lino*
The ignominy suffered by the old men is stressed by the emphasis

A72-

e /
(ja ck-T'IO ( 07 S

7

on

l U'

£</ Th'c

9

but comically un^er^ut by the joke

at the end of the line cf* 377*
7

IZw'AA-

’lye-soap’ v* 377; perhaps here a play on
77c a _
7 )

4'

fi

'2.-

:

cf

378; 530*

X tl f )

e^ct^ f i i/

Ku 4 or

i 7~

cf. 435f.

are the parts under the eyes,

■TX

vz

S<

and the verb denotes the swelling of these parts cf* Theocr. I, 38 ei o u 17
c?

SyG4

Ko4 <nor(a^rv~71 $

(with Gow’s note); here, of course, as

the result of blows cf* 4Z4* Fox' similar verbs in

disease or sickly condition v* H* W* Miller,

N.Ph. p

153; Starkie, Ach* liii 6b*

or

deiiOt5^cr

TAP A Ixxvi (1945) 76; Kutherforc%

Soma were possibly coined by Aristophanes

to be used for comic effect*

.73formulaic phrases like

8Vo S

Later

Eur« Ker. 18; for fO^Ae^ and

Sondbach, Fond. Hardt xvi, 118 - 9«
i

‘

z

otc*, or in parodies or quotations

ifj the norm (cf. Bachmann, Coniect

of tragedy where the ionic
(1878) 71 - 6; KB 1. 187).

is used only in Aristophanes in

:

i

becomes common, v. Wilamovitz on
in Middle and New Comedy v* F* He

For the quite rare prodelision after

Pl
- 192 -

(there is another example at 605 below) v. M. P3-atnauor CQ x (I960)

141-2.
the verb often has the overt ones of sitting

:

cTItFiTei i/ • • .

doing nothing cf. Piute 533

(Tai3_lardat sect. 235)«
>

/—Z

y /UcX. c

etc.

The same comparison is found at Herodas III, 66f.

r

74—

s i/’

/ ? >»

6 <Zu

77

S’

<n'

Ael. N. A. 11, 38

For /</

>

7>Jv'

4>L b'Pw'

/

^ccT^^c^

where Hcadlam cf. Xen. lac. Ill, 5

y

u'

A-cZ-c

v. Hcadlam/Knox on Herod.

I, 37.

This line further defines the quiet and retiring behaviour that

the women promise.
r
.

l

the closest parallel for tins perhaps proverbial

expression of gentle and quiet behaviour is again Horodas III, 66f. (quoted
•>

above) and I, 54f*

\

/

«

>

r»

ii<

ooch

T2(S

y iys

(v. Headlam’s note for further references for
parodied in Hermipp. fr. 15

VzcnZ
vzc/v S'
0 ' e-^cT

1*15 •- to &TTc^

It is perhaps

.Xiizs/z

yts. :

is a ’wasps’ nest’ (Vesp.

is literally to taka the honey from a honey—

224 ; 229; 404), and

comb.

)•

Wasps are traditionally creatures easily irritated and roused cf. II.
'T'&^jrcr^-x Qsc.

16, 259ff.; Ps-Plat.Eryx. 392b-c
■>

f/Z 775

/CZ77X-

f <c <5(

/

>

;

etc. (v. Taillardat sect 379 for further references);

/

d/^Xai

;

y<.yu'av4A(

and cf course tho

chorus in A’s ’Wasps’ is a realisation of this (v. MacDowell p. ILL), The old
c
\
men had already (353) referred to the women’s chorus as £t< y UV<AZ/cTA/xz

and tho women’s irritability had been shown by thoir action towards the old
men.

Here Aristophanes attaches to the notion of wasps the idea of taking

honey from bees; now, honey is no more the produce of wasps here than it uao
at Vesp. 3J.16, but, as MacDowell rightly remarks on that passage, ’he (Ar;)

L

■

- 193 -

was more interested in composing a striking metaphor than in observing entom©logical precision’.

metaphorical sense of ’rob1

>
cA

\
*-( cA

; cf. Av. 498

I£

< x/

(■

And elsewhere (Eq. 794)

d-^^ro-v'

S’

is used in a
Q

sc. 'Tcrv'

o S

£ ctrrzrv'

Plat. Rep» 564E

TTopj-'T^-T'cV ix/T^uS^x/ ^X( TT^T^( \ Philostr. vita Apoll. VI, 36

Tot —

e'UToui UTTcfiXi T'ycnjtflk' 07.

;773-v' x

(7T cAttvS

ton

Hero, then, Aristophanes has combined the traditional idea of wasps’
that is almost literal, but yet

irritability with a use of

?

metaphorical (because

is added), in such a way,that the metaphox*
!

C!

becomes much more alive cf. 298

acquires new life in the

, where the commonplaco
comparison.

The phrase is therefore more striking than e.g. Vesp. 403f*

At/W

'7"/
c

the phrase

.

U

)

1/ mjx/

. 1

/

/ 7

c

>

'

Sophocles fr. 778P has

f'cP'l /< / /

>7

£ /< <H

c (Tfe~\fcH U'

(Pearson

<z <j[

suggests it means ”to bring a hornet’s nest about one’s ears”).

The precise

relationship (if any) between this passage and our own is uncertain*
This ode is balanced by the ant ode at 541. - 8, the former

476 ~ 8,3*

relating once again the complaints ox’ the querulous old mon, the latter 9
contrast, reaffirming the resolve and spirit of the women.

The metre of this odu is uncertain in the first two line, but thereafter is

certainly anapaestic.

There is basic agreement that within the first two

lines we have some cretic rhythms (especially clear in

<a r c yV~£ cv
poses a problem.

9

however one reads that line), but

W 9
Z*V

/

Following my usual practice, I shall scan Conlon1 s text,

although,as will be apparent below, I have my doubts about its validity*

X - u uu x
U Uu

L

u —
I? C/\J

—//
U

3 ia

4 ex*

il

I

I
A
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uc/ —

uu —

Uu —

uu-

3 an

3 an

uu A

uu vu

uu uu

\JU UU

uu uo

u VJ U i/

!

3 an
3 an

uu

vu—

2 an

Analysis and discussion of this ode will be found in Prato, Schroeder, White
(p. 120f<), Wilamowitz, Gr* Vers*,p* 483 - 4, Dale (p. 56)

unfortunately neither line is certain enough to give us a clear

476 ^ 541:

idea of the metre*

his Mss B, A
iambs

Burges’ emendations (both very easy onesjacc

to Blaydes

have the change already in 541*) give an iambic trimeter;

are associated with cretics at 616ff., Eccl. 952 - 4 (of. Ach. 1214ff<)>

The lack of article with

413 etc.

TTCztIJ t

is no problem, cf* Ach* 336; 454; Vesp.

If one wishes to retain the article with

476 then becomes an iambic metron plus 3 cretics (i*e* reading

would give iambic metron, 2 cretics, iambic

/7O'C^(v')

the papyrus; the Mss

metron,for which pattern I can find no parallel)*
•>
OV7<

emended to Reisig’s
>

(cf. Vespv 927f.

y^

\

541 then has to be
f

7737?

cAV

0!

0
o'

/

v_

ertfrr^TE

77* c£ with

5

z

i

) or Enger’s

7

XcTj

(the latter perhaps

■>/

slightly easier palaeographically,

double haplography)*

- y€ and </’/ being lost by a kind of

Wiatever the exact reading, the sense is clear in sny

case.

478/v 542:

the metre is clearly cretic , with resolutions.

Again neither line

is certain enough to enable us to restore with certainty the original text.

Coulon accepts with B (Triklinios)
•>

against most Mas. unmetrical

FT 'Jrttcrl

y\ odlx

(

X. txo
7Xcf

XV
0

and the papyrus’ equally unmetrical
->/

i

> . .

e-v

ill'll 'TjS

\

t'i' cZ.rA.ly. (i^iich may be a wrong division of tlie text which Coulon restores
from B, the r of

' r-

y

’

being mistaken for a 7

ve K* Holsinger

••

j
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- AAWW 1931 f 33)• With B’s reading in 478, 542 has to be emended to suit.
c

‘
for
R

Again B was probably on the right lines with his 2'4 ere

but his work was left unfinished and we need further correction.
)

/

accepts Hermann’s

<_

>»

>^crc

/CeffOS

Conlon

(iam Bentley)

/<?
>/

, I see no need to

; while one sees the need for

introduce from a doubtful gloss in Hesychius a form that is noxfnore else
attested; although there are similar substantival forms quoted by Fraenkel
/

crnffoS is found in that form from H. Ven. 246 onwards, and

on A.Ag.1438.

X

/_

/

\

can be retained either by Bentley’s
v

J-V

f/

,. Enger
Enger ’’ s

>(

>

yav</7"
^/CrVd^T c/Z
d-V'

.

I

x

c/

v

77b f

, or John
H

\

Jackson’s (Marg. Scaen. p. 46) more drastic transposition

Wen

ft /

f<c-rrb-s

•

A final possibility may be mentioned

concerning 478, which does not affect the metre at all, and that is Dobree’s

73-0

? <4-44^

for 4^7 KTX Tld s

this removes the
7^; •

(which however can be easily paralleled e.g. Eccl. 941
), and gives

*7&vTb y
necessity

<- <T'/~rc av

a parallel to the verbal adjective of

fr

; the form is found elsewhere e.g. at Crai
i

327

77LC

Kuenz' ; Soph. 0. G. 883 df
i

itself

This is also a possibility.

/

I

is quite rare in Aristophanes, only elsewhere at Thesm. 563;

7of

is the usual form, Ach. 618; Eq. 1305 etc.

479~543ff,

certainly anapaestic with a great deal of resolution (there

is no need to call 479 »- 80« 542 - 3

prosodiacs, as Prato does).

55f*) gives other examples e.g. fr. 698

; and says of our passage:

first colon f‘ i.o.
i.o. after
after t/stcruj

and though what remains is clearly a

775

Dale (p*

71 cf 57*Vt/7b

"Here the hiatus at the end of the

isolates it unmistakeably as a ’tripody’,

7TV( yos

the division into further

phrases of the same length rather than into Wilamowitz’s amorphous ’’dimeters”
- /

(with word-overlap) is justified by the balanced unity of 545 > v?

!
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y

e

ft/c

(cf. p. 63 where she mentions Eur, I, T. 232

there is not a trace”•

i'n

V'rOV'

>/
£77

She compares Ach. 285—336, an anapaestic

)•

For tripodies of proceleusmatics cf.

pentapody, the only existing example.

Av. 327ff.

This typo of anapaest, and its association with cretic-paeonics

Wilamowitz ’line-division, then, with his acceptance

is confined to comedy,
of Bergk’s

of construction fc.rx

'

The antode holds no

, probably unnecessary,

after

real problem, except the placing of <54 which will be dealt with on line
546 (it does not affect the metre at all).

The repeated proceleusmatics, as

Prato says, underline the amazement and indignation of the old men at the

unbelievalbe audacity of the women in occupying the Acropolis , a feeling
reinforced by the elaborate description of the latter.
no catalexis v. Wilamowitz, Gr. Vers, p, 367, but final ancops

483 -543:

(very rare in full anapaests cf. Av. 212(unless ’ Tt“ vV

has u

cfo Soph

El.

148); Soph, El. 242 (v. Dale p. 53), Eur. Ion 167; I. T. 147; 231. )

In this ode the old men continue their plea to the Proboulos

again expressing

horror at the action of the women in seizing the Acropolis.

.426-

'

^4

Pac. 1240 7TC

"7W

Q

cf.

/

(46b).

c e-rs

/

'Tc Tovzr/S

cf. Eq. 1133f.

77^7?

z-.

The word is first found in Homer

(Od. 17, 317) of a wild boast ; it is first used metaphorically of persons
at Aesch. Earn. 644 (of the Erinyes

X

7>(

)

In Aristophanes (ve Tnillardat sect. 427) it becomes another general
term of reproach cf. Vesp. 4

Ip

y' eicv XuWcO-Ainz

'Tp ( a

(v. MacDowell ad loc.); Cratin fr. 233
•

r ;

^ho word, which is particularly common in serious

poetry, may elevate the tone here.

48QffThe incredulity of the old men is seen in the repetition of
Q

tfT1

c

in

’ e 7~t "7'5

, and in the reverential awe

in which they hold ’the ancient Acropolis: metre hero matches the long
1

•I
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description (v. metrical notes).
481.-

:

a

a suitably ancient and reverend name, strictly

17t>As ; Av. 123

speaking of the city (cf. Ach. 75
'JTbA

'TIjV

f*// 2^7^.

;), here applied to the

The word in its literal sense of ’rocky’, ’rugged’, is elsewhere

Acropolis•

applied to Athens 9 and, of course, implies that the Acropolis was the focal
point e«g. Pin do 01 o vii, 82

/s
/s

/<pU

was the oldest name of the Athenians 9

Hdt •• viii, 44 says that

which they had in the time of tho Pelasgians; and , as often, a suitable hero

(Paus. I, 2, 5, says he took over from

was found to bear the name

T7V- (

Cecrops); hence Aesch. Eum. 1011

Cr-U

K&-

means ’the Athenians’

The original meaning of tho word is still folt in Aristophanes ’? description

of stinging nettles (fr. 560
482.- c^^'Tc^'

.J o 7Ty.~r'o c^

IA ty

looks back to

/

, stressing the

and looks forward to

difficulty of access (cf. Paus. I, 22, 4)
/

stressing the holiness of the place (cf. Plat. Lach. 183B

v

■>

/

cf \(/
c

y
v>/z»z>
£|v-7 c <jt/5.^-7ov'

/

ASSf

c

i

<•

\

tycJ -Tb-uTbvS op&S 7>//

jAjiYoy'iy'cnjs

7/OcR

V

).

/

( SZc/V

:

at 775, the Acropolis is called Z£/>o-v

and Dem. xix, 272 stresses the holiness of the place

I

7'
of Athene, jur.t as Syracuse is the

2)

7 r— > >'/

\
K-d (

'

ItflcrV

9

e?,bys

6c<rys’

r£he Acropolis is the 'H/xi/CA
a?/1
I

fby

(Pinde Pytho ii,

.ormity of the women’s crime in

These rather grand words stress the

tho eyes of the old men#

4&-

//

ifi

very often a hostile word cf. infra 436 and L# S< J#

S. v. A. I- lf and suitably so hare for the old men’s antipatliy towards tho

women; cf. the military oxpress ion
80; Hdt# vi, 18; Thue, ii, 58,

4.82-

(f'ro-v :

X/.

£

"r(P

$(

Nub# 479 -

112 etc.

and its compounds are

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

i

Ml
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commonly used in the sense of ’test’, ’try’ of. Ran. 79; 723; fr. 303;

Anaxandr. fr. 155; lys. fr. 313S; Dem xix, 167 etc

The scholia here and on

Ran. 79, and the various grammarians e.g. Hesy chius , the Suda etc. have
varying explanations of the origin of the metaphor

The most commonly

accepted is from ’’the testing of metal objects, especially coins, by striking
them on a hard surface and listening to their ring11 (so Stanford on Ran. 79)*

Less likely is the testing of pottery, of the nerves of horses or quails
destined for combat 2 or of the alertness of sentries (cf.
Av

842, 1160 and Thucy. iv, 135, 1).

For the adjective with

, and the quotation in the

Caes. 49
'

2

Suda

cf. pint.

(<tp t O '/★'I'T'crv'

:

s.v.

sj. p/

(here the sense is reinforced

)•
2

pZtzT^n/

486—

:

the word has often been doubted, and changed,

unnecessarily to 77c/-zv
■>

I

9)2 or

(Hamaker, approved by H. Richards CR xvii (1903)
c

v

(Bergk), or

(Blaydes).

Even if it has been left, it

has been sometimes misunderstood, as, e.g. by van Leeuwen, who says ’mento
c
addendum
• ex ipsis vobis percontari cupio’. Wilamowitz (his text
■

strangely reads n d-\sTc^

)

supplies the right explanation:

starts his rcplv by addressing the chorus of men (hence

the Proboulos

is a natural.

word to use for the women), but at 4^7 he turns directly to the women, and
x

the person changes to the more direct second person (

icT5-7t

),

and his statement becomes an implied question, vniicli ly bistrata answers in

A similar change

488.

person can be seen in Ran. U19ff*, where

is addressed directly to Aeschylus, and the latter becomes

in 1121,

when Euripides addresses Dionysus, still in the frameword of the same short

speech; cf. also Ran. 1007f.; Eq. 4-&4f* etc.
\

/

a very common use in Aristophanes:

”a person who has been

invited to speak expresses by the particles his acceptance of the invitation:
’ Well ’, ’ Very vol], ’, ’AU right™ (Denniston p. 355)

J

I

I
I
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/

z-s

c

77c-

X

.

cf. 263

:

T

( 3

O77<3 J/IZ

the men jealously regard the Acropolis as their own; the

men, by implication, have no right to be there.
X4okTi

cf. 246; 264; 310:

:

/
77©4 11/

On

v. 176

the men cannot get over the idea that

lysistrata and the women have actually barred the entrance to the Acropolis

lysistrata reminds us that the money kept on the Acropolis was

^88

it was this money, of

one of the reasons for their capture of it (174ff*)s

course, that the Proboulos had come to get (422).

Zt82-

The Proboulos had obviously never thought of this as the reason

for war.
v. Denniston p. 96f. and cf. 119; 144 >

For the late postponement of

o

595; Plut. 1189

yv

o

; Men. Dysk. 66f. (with

Handley’s note).
:

...

is certainly right; for the sense ’yes, and

... <

Denniston p. 157.

1

f r

>

the word is used voxy often in Aristophanes of the activities

of the demagogue or the liko e.g. Ach. 531 (of Pericles), 939 (a sycophant);
Eq. 363, 692; Pax 270 (Cleon) etc.

and

*7^7*l^/
/

/
/ c/^77"?
// ?

i\s ,

v' <c » v ,

similar; used (v. Taillardat sect. 701).
are all similarly

was originally a culinary word.
:

422-

Kirchner, Proscp. Att. U77C, a well-known

demagogue (attached ty Aristophanes in Pox 395; Av. 1556; fr. 81 (from Baby—

lonians; also by Eupolis^ v. Page, GLP p. 206; and Plpto Comicus, Athen? x.
415D), whose cowardice was proverbial (cf. Xen. Symp. 2, 14), but who loved to
/<M

stir up trouble (Schol. Pax 394
\

'ncXty-oTToies

i ~/

c!

'S

e

i \

(

ofUos K4A /nyxs /</4.

I

At this time ho was at Samos plotting with the oligarchs (Athenian demagogues

I

wero never slow to change sides)? a move which lod soon to the establishment

I

of the 400 and the overthrow of the democracy (cf. Thucy. viii, 53; 65; 68).

)
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But, despite Wilamowitz and others, we are surely not meant to look forward
to that event; here a general charge of venality (as elsewhere) is being laid

491), a charge commonly laid.

against him and his associates (note /Sc

against leading politicians in Old Comedy (with how much justification we

cannot know, due to lack of good non-comic evidence) v. Ehrenberg p. 239 for

Nor do we need to regard

many other examples.
as thei
'T'

‘

S

”7 U'v'

z

1

a

/

7^iS c£fXcJ-LS $7T$)(o-vT$.S

Xot

'

/

■>

,

6~tF7<S

(Thucy. viii, 54? 4) who were instrumental in the

oligarchic revolution*

All the Aristophanic phrase refers to are men who

are Intent upon office (for the sense of

°

1 /

i vz v. L. S. J. s.Vo iii, 2

b), because office was the best place (as the comic poets keep reminding us)

(as van Leeuwen notes)

to practice embezzlement and receive bribes*

is probably usod in the sense of ’and the others who1 (cf. Nub. 41?)*

(/yz-/w

491

•77//

/

properly a ’rumbling noise’ (cf. Nub. 387

:

/<Aovo$
f. /

expressive synonym for

d(£Ko(^/CO^uy^^^ ), here an

1/

/)

It is used of the tumult of battle at

.

\

Aesch. Sept. 345
yXc<A<Z-(.

cf

/c^KJjfu

at Pax 991

ot

J.

9 and is combined with
/ /

f

\

Athens had

seen plenty of troubles stirred up in the past few years, to make this
statement strike home to an Athenian audience.
c < ? G*
Ot 0 Fw

J ouv

:

permissive:

’well let thorn.•.1:

v. Denniston p. 466f•:

is often used in the dialogue of drama to donoto that the speaker

waives any objection that he has, or might be supposed to have, to something

being done, or contemplated by another person.

second or third person.
c
tu
or o
, &c
of a speech.

The vorb is in the imperative,

The particles are almost invariably preceded by

), and the expression nearly always forms the opening

The tone is usually defiant or contemptuous :”cf. Ach. 186; Nub.

39; Vosp. 6; 764; Av. 56; Thesm. 612; Ran . 31c
cf

on the spelling v. 74*

'for all I care’s

The phraso is contemptuous, implying

is often used in a similar way (v. Neil or?.

201

Eq. 622).

492.-

tho word has caused unnecessary difficulty:

;

v

it is used in a quite literal sense 'take down1,

from the Acropolis,

i. e.
\

whore the money was kept:
from its peg); Ran. 10

cf. Vesp. 936

77$

fc

<4 4j v

shoulders); Ath. Pol. 47, 5

(of a pot

u 'T'o S

(of a burden from the
>
/
^—c cTV uA l

7 f>A

<Arrt)

lycurg. 117.

4

TAJd (

had charge over the treasury of the

Ta/ala(

:

Acropolis (Ath. Pol. 47, 1), and the word is therefore the correct term for
lysistrata to use; the verb, of course, is also used of women managing their
household cf. Thesm. 418f.

7^(5

Eccl. 210ff.
(

s

/y

yQy7

fI

z

/

0

y

To^

^7/-^

/£Z(zX^
\

Crx/'VT/-- ( ,

77^^

1a

/( 0 J I tX i

>

f

/

6a

C
C.

599f.

z"'

/«

xxi, 14

KUJ-I.

Ci

77~d < i u

*z

(

/

6 otT7< y 6"cqA t a

zyS'

I TP /A L £

Ls

^A^ AA (

>
/
fulcT7A<<6A (

f&-A7^S

i ^77

£<<CjAA <

cf. Lys.

c(
<077

Sy* <^IZ

TP-J/t <-<A <

/
C^.4 ( (Z

Cf. also for women as managers of household - lys* i, 7; Xen. Oec. 7, 23ff.
It is precisely lysistrr.ta's point that the women will manage affairs as they

would a household (495), an argument which Pra^gora uses in Ecclesiaausae
(210ff..cited above) ..

The Probouloto begins to get more agitated, and this is emphasised
by the quick-fire question and answer dialogue that follows.

cru

77*?Irf
'77w-.f
7 (— /
dVor-,£('J x

7K)$

"A f

CrvX

f

cf. Av. 595

WTT

4/770,4 f 1 771 <

r/7^Vz

0^6,1^ 7>-(

:

lysistrata defeats the Proboulos’ logic by stating

that the war itself, not to mention tho money to keep it going, is unnecessary:
v/) 1

for

cf. Eccl. 655ff«

7.'?vT\’

7155
zp/ 77

K

^6^

•'7'dv I

202

Xo-ltF1

>

cT(iz-

J- AJ ’

c

?

E

cTc/c./ l

c

/-

>/
2

/

-■-/

(

/
y

Plut. 519; 522 (cf. use

of o'f
c

'f

498*-

I

/

sometimes

emphatic

j

marks "assent by echoing a word, or words, of the previous speaker" (v.
0

/

Denniston p. 401); cf. Eq. 168

895; Vesp. 665;

Ar. 1651; 1668; Pax 1290; Eccl. 1130.
c

Q'

; cf. 32 (q .V.); 1018;

understand something like (</6c

:

AJ-S

Ach. 335 (with van Leeuwen’s note); Nub. 209; Vesp. 416 etc.

The sense is

,fyou will be saved .
5")i.V'crv"

the

:

cf. Ran. 612

, cf

529; Eccl

<3^

\

£ 7”7-( (c4

6TvV

kA

J?

; for

812.

v. G. Bjork, Das Alpha Impurum (1950) 275ff•; G. J.

501- K

de Vries, Mnem. xix (1966) 275ff•; and for later usage B. R. Voss, Mnem. xxi

(1968) 366ff.; Saadbach on Men. ZJysk. 247•

There is always a tone in Atd sto—

phanes of irony, impatience, remonstrance (cf. 1163) and superiority; here,

"dear stupid fellow, whether you understand

as de Vries says, the sense is:

and assent or not, we must save ycu".

: climactic and emphatic v. Denniston p. 316ff.;
\

cf.

1

1

503*" o

Ran. 412,

at Ache 544?

^73^

TFcLvu Eccl. 54*

extremely common in Aristophanes with imperatives

:

often

)

, <A K-fio t^r type cf. Ach. 103; Av* 587; Ach. 733; Pl* 76 etc-

of the A i / £

(Denniston p. 216ff.).

/<7

the quick-tempered and haughty Froboulos makes

menacing gestures at lysistrata, who maintains her superiority by remaining
quite calm and rather contemptuous of her opponent (note 77^
c

505.-

\

iSTTo

C

?

<-

Of/"(S’

•

U/iO

504)*

/

= 1because of’, ’through’, here

with the article cf. Dover on Nub. 835 andv. Sobolewski p<218.
=

i

506.- Kpl>^<A.(S :

the optative is certainly right, far better than

a

I
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ending (for the mono usual - S

Tho -

Meineko ’ s

)

is paralleled by Nub. 776 (v. Dover’s note); Vesp. 572 (a prayer as here) ;

726; Pax 405 (v. Platnauer’s note); Plut. 1036; 1134* Dover’s and Platnauer’s
notes are a useful corrective to Rutherford’s (N. Phr., 439ff*) rather too

strict doctrines about tho form of the optative.

He may be right about our

passage, however, that it is proverbial (as are Vesp. 726 and Plut. 1036);
\

*>

schol.

/

____

•

>

r'

'

/

n

<■

cPU<f~O ( i^ry/ c (TVI

c/7ic

/

\

cf. Plut. 369

<.<v

y*>
>> cc 1 1
He
trie
C

\

f
i(tftC

O _A Cr\j

£/Tt

( h £ (schol.
/xAfTPc

f (i z/k.

61

c

/'-Of’COVJ^L

)•

The

pejorative comparison of the woman to an ill-boding raven croaking its own fate
is certainly worthy of the irascible Proboulos.
\

K F7

£

alent to

J-4
J- 4 *7 1/

/TSt

(The general sense is equiv-

Pax 1063; Plut. 526; cf. Ach. 833; Nub.40).

r- z

cT /

addressed to Lysistrata.

07—

A much discussed line, which has not been certainly emended.

The

Tov X^’cvcy' being
Mss readings are very difficult to make any sense of,
/
very odd after 77b yx crZ • Person’s solution, adopted by Coulon , among

others, was to remove T'crv
<

and change the end of the line to

\ZS<Xop(S$ ?

/-

ts/A tu\/

♦

Even those who do not follow his first change find the second
points the way well to

pleasing e.g. Wilamowitz, and certainly

G

in the next line, and provides a neat contrast to

c 1P CJV

at the beginning of the line.
\

X

'

X.V.x
J

"T& O

for

s’

has to be taken as a kind of hendiadys
777) 3* Z

z

0 \J

V/ '

aP 7 Zo y'

. with

O^crV'

stressing the length of time. The most profitable lino of approach however
/
either as a gloss or as a corruption. If we treat
may be to remove

X^cnW
for
X^CrVcV

as an intrusive gloss, then wo are left to supply a suitable adverb
0

, and Wilamowitz ’

is as good as any.

If

is a corruption, then perhaps, like 0. Schneider (Jahrbb. f. class.

Philol. cxiii (1876) 39 - 42), wo might look for a word conveying something

further about tho men; but his suggestion

(’insolentia’) from an at

I
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best confused note in Hesychius is very doubtful.

proposed, but with little conviction*

Other solutions have been

The obelus (a rare sight in Coulcn;

would he had used it more often) is perhaps the safest course.
If we do retain the verb in anything like its Mss. form, then surely the

/y \Z2 (

imperfect

is to bo preferred to the aorist (so Lenting,
)

Blaydes in his critical note and lemma, although his text reads
van Leeuwen, and Wilamowitz), along with all the other imperfects of this

passage.
For <4

with a genitive of the person cf. Plat. Rep. 5640
(

•>

Ari7Cn^'TOS ; Ap* 31B

■.

"7Ov)

/ /a/V

f

etc., and for the construction cf. Eq. 876
'f

/?

7crV
\

cf %

77?77inz(9^5; 803 •

1

/z

'7Tf>ctt:

the so-called Archidamian War from 431 —

which ended with the Peace of Nicias.

Thucydides uses the same expression at

vii, 18, 2, and calls it elsewhere (v, 26, 3)

77c<J i i J

77K( u

is not picked up by anything 5 but as Wilamowitz suggests, when
Lysistrata starts off, she has in mind a contrast like

vZs cT'/

, the sense

of which does not come till her speech at 523 (v. S o L. Radt, Mnem. xxvii
(1974) 10).
Cf

£08.- XlVwith the indef inite

for
6

, it is the combination of the relative

( A y J a.

)

v. Chantraine, Morphologic (1961)

sect# 142
: not ’to grunt*, but simply ’to open one’s mouth to

speak’*
r

-)

Ka rro-v £

for the crasis cf* Vesp
for

!

•>

/

599 AZ-cT'711/ •

with accusative cf Ach. 189; Ran. 103; Pint. 353

etc.
511f>

- J.V with the imperfect or aorist is used to denote customary actioi
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•V

v. Goodwin sect. 162 and cf. Nub. 977 (again repeated cZi/ ); Vesp. 269; 279
etc.
f

/

'

cf. Ran. 759

:

'TT^ypk

*

Here, perhaps, the phrase is rather mocking.

:

512—
-^1/ yz<?/ XfyJcQ/iZ A
Cl

L5(jT 1

rightly explained by the scholiast

y’ ssdo&tv'
>

T^^'dirv'

■

cf. Eur. Or. 1122

d ::

(zy.t ,

(r

; 1514

c'scAcx

; 1.

956

t.

y\^do^

'

ic^i i/^c ,
*>

513 <-

:

A

7i/

peace treaties and the like were commonly

inscribed on 1 pillars1 for public view e.g. in comedy, the treaty between

Dicaeopolis and the Spartans (Ach. 727); cf. Av. 1050; 1054; and historically
i

'

the Peace of Micias 421 B.C. (Thucy. v, 18, 10

- 1

7^7 o Z-<_
•>

r</< 77u8-ox /
!

A^^£crACyxo-Vi

/Q t

c

Cf. v> 23, 5), and

f- ?
/{^u^\d-c- y

$-S

the treaty between Athens,Argos, Mantinea and Elis in 420 (Thucy. v, 47, 11).
This sort of tiling would be so common as not to make Aristophanes refer to
KvM.sT~

majL imply the addition to the

y

any particular event, but

set out in 421 after the Peace of Nicias suggested by Alcibiadss
in 418 (Thucy. v, 56, 3,
/Ct c v (/<^

-77/ yAv
1

(

Ci

(/</'<07.

*

p*

<<7?^-1

erv

zT^r-t

s

uTTi

0 Tc

j-

d

; Eccl. 520f.

Thesm. 498

*

C\

’I eV

-M

(

t> S Jv J-

X

T'(

7?l;6

I

; Diph. fr. 32,

/7yz</ 77 •Vo-vT

TE-t’/ >pOT ; Com. adesp. fr. 105,7

Hoadlam-Knox on Herod

^tdt- , / <54
'i 11 f
f

f

18 7^

5 '• <x.,z

the singular is the usual form in this phrase cf.

Eq. 1198 <\ di .<oi
f)77 l<frC -'rvC'i'

■>

0<r
O-o-kK

r/
£/

—

/Xo'-K.l C J- iI <o^v>Al

■<C di.

icZooo 77”<t c 6

cTt

•? >

\

‘7^

ii, 18.
/

I

:

there is no problem about the addition of

'
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< 1 r/

O OX

to tho phrase

U O ) 6)

of Plat. Phaed. 70B

9

and so frequently in Plato.
ct

For the sentiment expressed here by the husband cf. Soph. Aj. 292f.
__ 1
r
)
7
\
r- ) U
•77^/5
yz£
Vu
>

(

c

)Cctf^crv
' r— )

•—

>

;

zy
1

_^

\

y^z uz /O-t
<Tcc y^y
/ <?
yz--?7 T7

/0
A

yr/y

Eur. Ekid. 476f.
& 1

/( .

cT

Aesch. Sept. 230ff.

7^yz’^cK I&(cCn./T, ^/7c>_
//o_

s
J )(A-o

yr:

<9

/

C ^zf^Xov

/

p /

■5/

A byt

f

Fr t/

7~c\

z

Xen. Oec. 7, 30.

The same woman as had spoken 505b now interposes again, and
receives tho same treatment from the Proboulos as before.
/<.li

zyyxwj i J

_ .

’and...too’ v. Denniston p. 157f*

:

the strictly correct correlation to

though the aorist

could also be right.
Something has gone wrong with the text in the Mss, at the end of this line 9

and the beginning of the next

Here the Mss. offer

7^zc yjp

5^(71
)

as the words of Lysistrata, and the lunta edition printed
■>/

y^v v
instead

r

of

, and a combination of the two is the form of the IIta in most

editions.

The objection to this is

2 t/c rv , which makes good sense at 510

but not here, unless one believes with Herwerden (Herm. xxiv (1889) 623) that
thore is an implied contrast between

her home, presumably her conduct now.
dictum est

2v()flV

C'j Lv\f

pro

S\/trV

and what lysistrata did outside

van Leeuwen’s explanation, ’brevis
> /
\ v
•> /
i v^G <rv

adds stress to the wrong element; silence is the important point.
i

1

ignoring palaeographical probability, wrote
which is, at least, good sense.

I

f

7

Wilamowitz,
’

r

"ToT

9

Coulon tried to repair the hole more neatly
/
cy
• This has the advantage ovor

Wilamowitz1 attempt that it is palaeographically moxke plausible (a ’saute du
A

A

raome au meme’, with the common confusion of

) ~*f

'

yxy

and

y JV

1379; Av, 362 etc.); and it removes one of the three examples of

t

of. Nub-

I

i
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901, 902 aro explicable; Kinesias speaks in.

in comedy (tho other two lys
/

be5_ng common enough in Homer and tragedy, and

a pompous tone,

7T; </yy’/"cn.

Nfyrrhino mockingly echoes the word) •

'7c ( yj^tsx: v

(like

The sense too is appropriate (v.

Vesp. 1098) is used in comedy at Ach. 643*
/

/

Essai p. 41f•): ’c’est pourquoi precisement mor, pour ma part je me taisais ’,
v
)
providing the necessary contrast to the woman’s words of the line

above.

r~O

512-

A word forming an anapaest is missing in this line (Triclinius ’

7( t/Aj

as Dindorf said ’a grammatico adiecta videtur explendae lacunae

causa’, and need not detain us.).

Most editors prefer to suppose a word
7

zn

at tho beginning (although Bentley*s y/oA-uj and Person’s

missing

7

are not impossible;

after

Blaydes prints the latter), and

O

supply various temporal suggestions e.g.

A/ ’

c/AcLa

(Brunch.),
(Brunch.), /<y-77^ t &

<7

^7 c/ )\ v

(Dobree, Wilamowitz),

(Dindorf),

73jj& ^Blaydes),

Non© of these offer any explanation

(van Leeuwen),

for the omission of the vrord in the Mss.

Following a suggestion by Herwerden
c /
\
/
c
,
(S' 7 7T^6-U > 77C

(Mnem. xxxii (1904) 267)
Coulon suggested

FT?

•
O\}

- 1<'
O

o

, and palaeographical probability

7 (.

/

He explains (Essai p. 42):

is met.

’le comparatif T

montre

c/

quo

Crv'U £
z /
marque repetition.’

77.77
*>/

plus que 7 7

s’oppose a un autre

d’autant

It is certainly the most satisfactory

emendation so far produced, and would serve to stress lysistrata’s indignation.

19.- (/ 77c

1|

:

or angrily cf. Thesm. 396
V( d
and
!

/

\

7C5V

looking up from under the brows, i.e. suspiciously
C _ /> i 7
)C 6/^
c)\;< WVS' ; Pherecr. 153, 2
v L
1
'
Cf. the Homeric

V77 ( C; f £

in Sopho Ichn. 172P.
f

nn n

ovy.

is properly th© warp of the loom,
/

here used for spun thread (called
f
\
v
Batr. 183 TPyyXcv.A
f

cf. T'<‘■
I

at 567, 571; Ran. 1349), as at
/
/
Men. fr. 783 )<|UKqV d s
i

.

7

Plat. Polit. 2S2E.

Fora

n«
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similar sentiment, less forcefully expressed, cf. Men. Mon. 260

1

For the mingling of direct
and indirect speech cf. Eq. 667ff•; Vesp. 571ff*; Eccl. 821f. etc.

520.-

77^/

0 To
t

\

similar phrases occur
1

/

'Z>S ~rp(X<jS

at 1222

; Pint. 612

^}v

z-

C

; Vesp. $84

/<

; Eq. 433; Thesm. 212; Eccl. 425; Plut. Ill; Av. 1207;

Ran. 34 etc.
'JToAzftoX cT }

TTc

the words of Hector to Andromache

in H. vi, 492 (she had just been told to attend to her spinning).

will, be cast back in a different form at 538 (q.v. )♦

The words

The phrase v/as no doubt

a famous one, being from one of the most popular parts of the Iliad.

521.- ye

for its elliptical use in answers as a part of formulae

:

of assent v. Denniston p. 136f. and cf. Ach. 1050; ir is very common in Plato
occurs at Theaet. 181D).
77TrS

cf. 496.
\

c

22.*»

c/TTo

6}i
Cf

b/?

523 —

:

= ’suggest’, ’advise1, cf. Av. 13^2

•>

>

z

O^6"(9c)\

r\ 7

v

u
<77 j

ICfcT^c^Tl

(V X

6<T 9

♦

;

\

)

Eccl. 1154

PJ" is ----------common with relative
temporal
----—

adverbs, giving the sense ’precisely when’, :just when’ (v. Denniston p« 219f<)

cr
v~x v~ /
en
ci
( c

(as Dermiston loc; cit. says) ’’illlustratcs the completeness

with which the particle sometimes fuses with the relative.

This fusion is

which is scarcely distinguishable in

normal in the case of
1

t

sense from
*)

St/

, cf. Eccl. 195; 315; 827.

cv
De) 07$

l

f

n

= ’in the streets’ generally cf. Eq. 348; Nub.

362; 964; Vesp. 543; Eccl. 773/

?/ r

llc' l(

:

at long last the contrast to y/£/ in 507 (q.v.).
>

i

1

:

’a real man’ cf. Eq. 179; 1255; Ach. 77; and so

1

-
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frequently from the time of Homer (v. S. L. J. 6. v. iv and see Austin on
Men. Asp. 243 and Sam. 63f»)*

The first imagined speaker bewails the lack
<•/

/

of a man to take control of the situation, and his friend (

)

lysistrata interprets the situation literally; if no man will take

agrees•

No doubt the words of the first

charge, then the women (526) will do so.
speaker would be common in war-torn Athens

as they would be in any country

Tyrwhitt (Coniecturae 1822, 70 - 1)

that had been at war for some 20 years.

suggests the reference is specifically to Alcibiades, and no doubt, for some
Athenians, the phrase would bring thoughts of that man to mind, although, <of

Tv .

course, the Greek is not
>

this is Dobree’s supplement for the syllable which is missing

‘t

in this half of the line; it is neither the only supplement suggested nor

(supplied perhaps because

the best; as Wilamowitz rightly points out,

tc

the scholiast says

and cf
cf.. Eccl. 697f
697f.. f

£ <{'

^5 ) is unnecessary, because the actor’s voice would indicate quite clearly
<v
7
77s was a description
that there was a change of speaker, and that

is more likely (also suggested by

Brunck’s

of that second speaker.

Porson) cf. Plut. 106

TbV At

&V
z-

/

A4

r . 4?.

.... SA-

/

CtJcJ ci<s
S

■)

1470

i<rr , i

(rbX

<4- x: /

77S

<ErkJ
If

>

■ ?

r
r

0^(9 ’ 57

11

4L (

and Heisig’s

f

)

<\A- <

S<5T7 / .

x di i')

Less likely is Tyrwhitt’s

■)

>

'J Ci\T
T7S

407ff.

1

iTT^cL

; Ach. 421; Ran. 1308).

\

y

,

i

77 £
(but cf. Nub.

c

; Plut. 712

(

cr~]j

y7

oS

Dobree’s other solution
. a

is unparalleled in Attic of this time ( c>S

or

c/

)
i /-S’

being needed).

cf. 41 and the note on that line.

525 —

lysistrata enunciates the same plan to the Proboulos as she had to her fellow-

conspirators.
I I O~l

:

I take this to mean ’to what end’ (*quid prodorat’, van

Leeuwen); this meaning was perhaps developed from such phrases as

L_

77'0-
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(Soph. 0. C. 476); "774?? 77

crn'Qt //£

(Aesch. Pers* 735); and

;

■ (Eur. Hec. 419)-

TT^t
c /„

z-

Soph. El. 958

/441 772-t

is perhaps best taken

ft CH.

in this way, although Jebb takes

77e-i

77

=

. W 77/^4 fydx'tS

citing our passage as parallel (L. S. J. s. v. iii also take 77b

here as

rhow long?’).
/

Ketc

following the interrogative v. Denniston p. 312ff. for an

exhaustive discussion.

It "denotes that the question cuts at the foundations

of the problem under consideration.

A question is put which, it is implied,

cannot be answered, or cannot be satisfactorily answered:

so that the dis—

cussion of any further, consequential, question does not arise. /<•?- c

>

marks a descending climax, and is roughly equivalent to
’omnino’, ’at all’, ’to start with’. n

It is used with

here

etc.,

J

where "the very necessity or advisability of something is denied:

hence it

The sense here is ’what

need not be further discussed" (Denniston p. 314) •

would have been the use of waiting?1.

527f>- <Z

ccTi~d~^

:

the roles are to be

reversed; the women are to do the speaking, the men are to be quiet and listen

(cf. 509; 515).

Lysistrata soon exercises the new right she has assumed; when

the Proboulos utters his incredulous words at 529, he is told

Si

9

although he turns out to be not so obedient as lysistrata had formerly bean
!

( A.TTfTTl/)

j/l t (f ).

For the optative with

/ following

ing is not quite certain); Eccl. 415ff•

i

+ subj. cf. 140f. (q.v.; the read

This maks the s-catement more tentative

than the simple bold future.

G(/v"(fol-1$ v'

TTc> .A t \/

;

normally used with

and the like, but occasionally more personally e.g. Isoc. i, 3,

in the sense of ’be a corrective to’, ’sot right’.
c
<
; incredulously and with a certain amount of
$29.- uyx Us’
s’

kJ

211

>

/

\

disdain cf. 378

; Plut. 129; 392 etc.

6ni/ov y<2
I O'V / c

;

5’

en' <TO^

cf. 499; Eq. 1305

' I V(JV

(6o-Lr /C c/ /iZ ‘f'X i TlrV.

<5"erx

>0—

3

■)

y

(.

/ / 6x7

f

7

l/4x)

s

\

cf. Ran. 1134

TT-ccT* ; (cf. ’reticere’ t dat. in Latin),
r

\

cf. 378; 470.

fT^J~TX j

/

i

I

/

...

)

(=

was a veil worn

by women out of doors cf. fr. 320, 5 (it is also used of a wedding - or

mourner’s veil); because it is a typical female article,the phrase here means
*

*>/

no more than yuv<AH\i

, as Wilamowitz says; but, of course, it is

here introduced so that lysistrata can take advantage of the reference and

dress the Proboulos in women’s apparel.

511- ^7
■)

J?7‘' =

^-yt-3

yi^t-TX.

’I’m damned if I will’; cf. Nub. 1255

;; Eq.
Eq. 833
833

)' J -y\
/[

9 Z

bl^ 14X7T3-A1Z; Eccl.
Eccl. 977
977
'

7

<7

,

>

)

r <<—

; Eur. Suppl. 454

?/

\

2 Or- 1U7 A 7 /V

ir~c

^7

; Ran. YT1

:

OvV

7v?

Z"(

(based

on grander epic phrases e.g. Hom. Od. 24* 435f») •
5

________ r

r

tyi k ou ((>/

532ff.-

■)

.:

Sex

S
chol.
SChole

I c

lysistrata proceeds to complete the reversal of roles by giving

the Proboulos a veil and a basket with the things needed for spinning, and

concludes by reiterating the noble words of Hector in a suitably altered form.

:

32e-

quite probably not lysistrata’s own veil, but one

from the basket which she is shortly to present to the Proboulos (in which
there will also be wool, spindle etc.).

there is no need to change to /<

Jcv with Meineke

(although the word is used similarly at Eccl. 118; 121; 122), because TT^c^ac/
/

is also found at Eccl
/ f
=2 ffl'.

TV

131 (with ~7vV

—

) and Thesm. 330 ( 'TSv’c 1

)♦
/

533.**

c

:

Elmsley’s reading is as certain here as at 604
/

(in both places tho •'T^rTnv'k

1

of some Mas. gives the clue); for such forms v

- 212

>

y*>

where

en>/o$ f e

f

f

or y/FZis inserted before the deictic suffix - < (with

, or vW ) cf. Ach. 784; Vesp. 781; Eq. 492 etc.
f

/’Cf-Atz, S t

the basket into which the wool was carded ( jZztV f u

:

i<^rx^

)>

cf. 579; Thesm. 822; Eup. - fr. 227; Cat. 64, 318f. ’ante pedes autem

candentis mollia lanae / vellera virgati custodibant calathisci’.
line is preceded by a pause, then some such imperative as

If this
is easily

understood; if there is no pause, then tho slightly unusual order is paralleled
>

by Nub. lZ48ff.

, i '

z

v

.

'

J.

C'UcJ’d/

J* >. 72.
Eccl. 542f.

^^/C/cATcruf y//<Zc
y//<Z c

/sA i X

\oyo/

7~b"V
\

A

ct C-r/(

/is 'ye

y

7

so that clothes might not interfere with

the carding, and the arms be left free; cf. Thesm. 255; 656.
:

for imperatival infinitive v. KG, ii. 20ff.; Schwyzor, ii.

380s cf. Nub. 850; Vesp. 385f«; Thesm. 157 etc.

337 ♦-

'

/

'T'^c^yc^x/ :

if we accept literally the line quoted

T/y

ty Athen. iii, 73d '7'cV zfl/iuoV

then it might seem that women liked to chew something while spinning and the
i

like, just as, if we can believe the scholiast here^ at 690, and at Eq. 41?
i

I

di casts did to stop falling asleep-

use of beans as the

description of Demos as

1)

There may be here a reference to the

in the election of public officials; cf. the

z

cT/’a-v

'C
J

at Eq.41; the Athenian depicted as

surviving on the money brought in by various public offices.

The- same joke

may be intended here against the Proboulos.

I
i

This puts the final mocking touch to the end of th© first half

i

of the Agon, with lysistrata adapting the grand words of 520 to the present

dramatic situation,where the women have become men and are in charge, and

the men (symbolised by the Proboulos) have become women, wearing female attii'e
and practising female arts.

I
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539ff.-

The female chorus take their turn, and we get the balance to

the ode sung by the men at 476ff.
•

•>

)

Brunck’s conjecture for the Mss. unmetrical

:

is almost universally accepted; with it, we assume the loss of /I 77

<

before

A\P (v. Coulon, Essai, p.30). and the consequent change of S'F'to S 7L & °
The conjecture seems to be confirmed by the scholiast who glosses
’

(of* Hesych.

; Suda <//7^^K.bTc s *

i

)*

The usage is confirmed by Eccl. 818 ^■<77/ yzr^x 7^ 'pt-Gtr/ /UM'' ^-v

), and by Phrynich. Soph. 7, 10 Borries:

(and perhaps fr. 747

&c

* ~70
\

/f

7^-7 r
7^*7

£<77

&-C77&

0

1ApC(T( 0

(fr. 41421)

4 T71/CU1

is,

A'C/T'X^ jLs

; cfe also Men. Sam. 636; 692; 716; Asp.
/

41; Com. adesp. 1258; Antiphan. fr. 202, 14, and the use of
Av. 1280.

iQ

e-v

f rVt

at

is perhaps palaoographically more easv,

Meineke’s

2/

but the sense of the verb and the use of the optative with

'

437

U 3iS z

77cX<

(cf. Ran.

), which softens the command quite

considerably, make this less likely.
-)

\

7-

'T^'V

|______ r

K-4-X

'

"

they can leave their urns- because they are

^\z

of no more use, having extinguished the fire brought by the old men.
0.-

£1/ Ty

:

’in our turn’; of. Ran. 32; 497; Av. 1228.

cf. 313.

For tho metre v. on 476ff•
The reference to dancing has caused some discussion; it is not clear whether

the reference is merely to dancing during the antode (dancing seems never to

take place in any other Agon v. Pickard - Cambridge, Dith. Trag. Com. ed. 2 2
1962, 203), or to dancing throughout the antepirrhema, as we must then presume
the men’s chorus did throughout the epirrhemas

this exception to the gene/val

rule might be explained (as Pickard - Cambridge) by the fact that the choruses

here are not judges of the Agon (as elsewhere in Aristophanes) but ’’keen

L

ii

- 214

partisans; they have no judicial calm, and may quito well be in movement

all the time”.

Certainly here, there is a break in the dramatic illusion,

for dancing is the activity of a comic chorus, not of the band of old women
that they portray cf* Pax. 322ff.; Soph. 0. T. 1094; 896 (?).

The reading is uncertain v. metrical notes, but the sense is
'

/

)

Su K.-7

A*' •

I

142.

\ "M

AJ-f

clear cf. Eur. Bacch. 187f.

Again the text is not certain., but the sense is:

is

attested from H. Ven. 245 onwards; for weariness affecting the limbs cf. 11.
O 7777(971
ii 1(
o

4, 229f.

'

< ^c
6 i/ttO

1

‘ j Y (Tick J cA^

/C$iz

); >? <r
< 'z
'

—•

f
z
/Cc'TTbs

etc.;

J 21, 52

may again bo
/
K-ti 77~1 ‘ c/p —

associated with limbs at Eur. Phoen. 852, where Murray reads
\4rvy > and his critical note has !

(

x

I

z~

>

f

S'

265f.

:

9'

’ f

the same sense as Vesp. 348 TtZz

; cf. Xen. An. iii.1.18^ erC|< jv

v'

ant hoc aut

ycn/A<A- reddit'.

T7J-S
—
/
t( tn o <-

<

f

qul '/x
■>

y.L UM, h. e. yc/C

'i

44 CGI > Soph. 0. T.

/J-7Z

j

El. 614f.
>
ft f

Eur. Hipp. 284

Z*

>

7l

'll'' ./Y

((h /pd (

I

1/

">

./ f

77>V i^^cV

\

;

•z Y

'i Y

TtTt

/

Barrett on the last passage correctly distinguishes (as van Leeuwen does not)
between this usage and

TT^V

zc S

C7c'-( or

uz = ’to be reduced
* i vV (

to a condition of great mental stress’, cf.
:

repeated at 547

9

'

9 uue word seems to sum

up for the chorus all that is good in thenew-found managers of the State.
545— ^c'(T(S

546.-

:

’natural powers’, ’talent’.

The arrangement as presented in Coulon’s text seems a likely

adaptation of the Msse readings, or perhaps even more so Hermann’s z '/l
A

os

l o

.

(adopted by van Leeuwen and Wilamowitz). For the
C/
variation of asyndeton and connective o 2
v. Denniston p. 164 and cf. 962 /

k 7/ tri o s

■pF

TToi Z

___________________

r/ O-toX S'

■

ll

<

r

on <A c

■>

♦ •. H *:(/.*$ C Z

If

r-"i

=

- 215

f

Av. 586

• •• (Tz

seems almost essential- cf* Eccl. 895f«

To Tc?

f i/;

<4^4,

<e <fcci av

c^\'<

Eur. Hipp. 966f.

;

y<Y fz

e-u

Av. 428

rrt <&(Aj>s

/o

U-Al

O p'd'tifvKS'/ ",
the Proboulos would certainly not agree with this epithet.
/

549»- J. sd P"c <- o'MTy

:

this has caused a great deal of difficulty with

it is the reading of the first hand of

commentators:

, of the Suda s. v.

, of Athen. iii, 90b, and of Bust* 1-4.85, 40 (v. Kraus Test* Ar* 1933,
39), and is a nloctio difficilior” than <Z <z <3 Z> f < V

and the second hand of

which is in R,

v. Coulon, REG xliii (1930) 47 - 8.

Most of the

difficulty goes, if one remembers that a singular invocation may stand for
cr

the plural (and

etc* confirms this) cf. 209 and the note ad loc.;

thus not only is Lysistrata being addressed (she is addressed similarly at

1108

), but all the women with her among

whom, we presume, are both old and young, and thus the prime objection to
is removed, viz. that a young lysistrata ought not

to be addressed in such terms.

cTj.7^

Scaliger’s

is certainly

unnecessary; the women consider themselves as a whole group, inclusive of

and
and
I

pt t^7y>cc J"c u/\z

can easily bo addressed as

I

7^ (9/vV

?

y

f

±-crU Z1 Be uT.^-7

1grand-mothora’:

c G> c t^y

f and the leader, symbolising them all,

l

cf them all*

cf. Ach. 49OY

is the diminutive of

/
t

; or*

I

t

/'/
I

If

.

The explanation of the scholiast

T
f o
o

(Ti

c6

TyV

is based on a misunderstanding of the passage, and this diminutive could not
possibly bo an adjective meaning ’filled with seed1 (so L* S. J. s* v.), from

= ’womb’; no parallel for such a formation is adduced (v* A. Willems,
BAB (1904) 618 -20).

1
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t

'1

in apposition to both 7^ (S^V and p*

:

:

cFi

the

word means ’nettle’ or ’sea-anemone’, both renowned for their prickliness

(it is suggested that the latter may be the correct meaning here, and that
f

is a pun on the Homeric

’ascidia’, ’sea-squirt’ (II. 16,

C are associated together at Arist. H. A. iv, 4;

747; "7^ $7 and

\

?

This metaphor for anger recurs at Vesp. 884

viii, 1, 3*)»

and at fr. 560

7^
C

77 o

22/
/ n«

/

'

<I

ZyVA

777^T6V

/Vt

(v. Taillardat

3’

sect. 364; at sect. 363 he gives other examples of prickly plants which
c

symbolise the same e.g.

/
,

A]

A* 7~~"j 5

•

etc.)•

The attitude of the women towards the Proboulos and the old men has been
’’prickly”, to say the least.

550*-

:

a military sounding phrase, appropriate to

the hostile action the old women of the chorus encourage in their
cf. Thucy. v, 70

ompanions

\/

c-i

(’with their feelings at a high pitch’ Andrewes ad. loc.).

-7-7 y y

’don’t be softJ’:

for this figurative sense

of

cf. Aesch. Prom. 1008; Eur. Hipp. 303; Plat. Rep- 361C; Leg.
v
880E; and the use of
at Thesm. 10/:7 (paratragedy; cf. Aesch.
0. T. 336; Eur. Here. 833)

fr. 348; 413; Soph

Taillardat Sect. 368.

Perhaps a rather gi*and word, which elevates the language of the chorus at th:’
point.
C/t cVi

a
& nautical metaphor (cf. ^77.jl\D^t

:

properly used of the sea) from running before the wind (
/
x
ZlV IQlT^
wv
is ”a fair wind"), cf. Thesm. 1226

/eV
>

>

1

S
f

v

■>

Soph. Aj. 889

/

crcy< t vV

O

v'

CrC’0^*1
r_ ,

or
) \__x
ra
c\)g

Eq. 432f.

. .

A

/vy.K
1083

r

crVPaS
r
;

f- L I C

7

539; which is

r

■)_________

Jackson, fort, recte)
7 i
/
C'C JR/7'

7

’ Com. adesp
0'7 ’6y'

.

/

/

770,1

J /

z

...
•••

>

6.v-tv
t

n z

For C^.A4 cf. Eccl. 109
ii
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note.

c 7

9/

\
\
zuv y/ex Tiy

>/

Metaphors from

t

*

Men. Sam. 209 with Austin’s

vc^fv,

and its derives are so common in tragedy

that we may again suspect a heightening of tone in this line.
an unmetrical line*.

551- The Mss. present

Two traditional solutions
>' _

have been adopted by various editors, Bentley’s

z > <*

y e or Person1 s

)>

Bentley obviously had in mind the limitative use of

0

with conditional conjunctions ”if, that is”, for ho compared Eq. 366
</

2/

i

uV

5J

(on this use v. Denniston p. 141f.):

but that seems to fit here less well than Person’s T£

which serves to

link closely the two deities which obviously go closely together , Eros and
Aphrodite (they even shared a sanctuary on the Acropolis v. Broneer, Hesperia

(1935), 123ff.; A. J. A. (1940) 255)
/os

yAcJXd

.

applied at Nub. 705f» to

:

'/Jo7<us

and

/

, ySuicu

various compounds (e.g.

)-are traditionally applied to love and desire from Homer onwards-

7TCi<^6f

/

i

:

cf<

<7-z,c7"c y 7 c v (. ^

of Athena at 347.

The

association of Aphrodite with Cyprus (cf. He*. Theog. 195ff«) needs no

illustration; it recurs in this play at 556 and 833•

The name is used

absolutely by Pindar, Pyth. iv, 216, and the Aeolic form by Alcaeus fr. 296

(b) 1 (L.-P.); 380 (L.-P.), 68 (D.); Sapph. fr. 22, 16 (L-P.), 36, 8 (D);

134 (L.-P.),$ 87 (D); Thoocr. xxx, 31*

; Av

(Jc1 c £ “

of. Eq. 1178

For the prosody

; fa fye

553

,

C/

a word of high poetry of. Ran. 59 ’7 WJTC&

i 0 U. 4

.<1V 5

k

(’’the metre and the language are in the tragic style”

Stanford ad loc<); Nub. 435

<7 J 7 <

A.v

^/UT. tzUV

y <7 y? c( ( $

(’’somewhat

grandiloquent language” Dover ad loc.), continuing the lofty language of the
address of the previous line

1. p

Personified

Aphrodite and Eros at Iles. Theog* 201 and later.
<■

to be felt by the mon at the sight of the

is associated with
The desire, of course, is

/

limbs of the women.

This

■

- 218 -

is repeating in rather gx*and terms the plan of the women to use their
physical attractions to win over the men to peace (v. on 46) o

...

I^^T7TF \<cc C(^\X
/4u i •

836ffo

'

cf. the words of the chorus in Eur. Med.

5

\/

C{

4

/*

>fr-

7

}^J-T

> o

Hipp. 525f.

r~ zr

• I. A. 68f.
_
x v1

7 A s (TOj (

//

/

/ J"T^^cS 77c &•

it

is very surprising, in view of the easiness of the corruption, that Bentley’s
<■

C

receives no mention in Coulon’s apparatus; both Wilamowitz
van Leeuwen receive it into their texts, probably rightly.

and

Page (on Eur. Med.

1

loc. cit.) observesnowhere else cert a ini;/- governs a genitive’
), so that

(ho retains the Mss. X^Ax/, although tempted by Reiske’s X^czPx S

(if it is right) would have to depend on KoAtt/vZ and

while this is not impossible, a dative (or even an accusative cf. Eur. Rixes.
•>

/

387 in the sense of ’’inspire”; Hid. 3, 2
,

> < Zf <• Z
/

/ cc 7zC~\

O

z

'

~ r

O L txC(

)
/

of the kind used at Plat. fr. 173, 14

would be easily changed to the genitive with so many -A,z endings in the line.
Again the high poetic stylo is seen in the use of such a vorb.
this word has caused a good deal of trouble, not

because of the sense (’engender’, which is exactly what is required), but

because of the fomi, which is unparalleled in Attic for the aorist of '/
(although according to Clnysippus
subjunctive form
which Abel

Stoic. 2, 257, Hesiod had used the uox-ist

- 8- readand the Mss. at Orph. H« 41,

9

r

‘

Wilamowitz suggests that this

changed to

/

sigmatic aorist could have easily been formed from the future

If

h6

one is prepared to accept this (it is by Chantraine Morph. Hist. (1961) soct.
)

205; cf.

if

/

for
fox'

at Eq. 526;

)f

for Z^cut-v

at

fr. 965), then there are plenty of pax^allels for the usage e.g. Vesp. 651
/

>

Vg (7 0 7 «X; 1A

D

/

1•

I

)

.

yr?;

7<

2 i 7 STc'Kc’ iAz

(the only instance of

i

rr

1
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lAJ Xx&v

73-(f

; Plat. Rep.

(o'(S

Lg. 870A

I

J

*2 V"i~I

y'» cctl'S

fy/Tl^T^L
r _

f

f

Z'

Tl

392A

To y</.^ /<^<6*(yr.r

); Eur. Hipp. 642f<

I

2V7u<rS(

/•>

\

/
7T 76 /<rA

the intransitive use of

; and so very frequently

is so used at Vesp. 1034; Pax. 757; Thcsm. 845 etc.

in Plato; simple

is a common favourite, mos't

If an alternative is sought, then B’s

recently supported by H. Helmboe-Jensen (C & M xx (1959) 14 - 15), who compares
in epic (in any case, the language is probably elevated, and

the use of

then undercut by the rest of the line), the literal use of
>

/

at Nub. 772 (the metaphorical usages at Vesp. 317

Nub. 149 and

and Plut. 1034 are ’’nihil ad rem”), and a passage of Soph. El. (1311 ^<-C^cS>
\

f ~

y

/(t) A 7 < i-rv'
7fc)-Ac/<i
v

y'./.y’

Z

\

TO

2 45D
)

n •

/

, where Jebb cf. Plat. Menex.

//tirt

1 y f

f

? vz / * / zy Kf

y/< <

/ >7
r

<

3 c.'

and Lucian Peregr. 22 WdT?'-/ ~o S

1

1

7).

It is notable that these examples are intransitive; a real parallel for

-

y^TZvj) v. further Jcbb on Trach. 4&3 and Pearson on Soph. fr. 941>

If both these readings are rejected,

our passage is still to be found.

conjecture must be turned to, and three are worth mentioning, Meineke’s
/

“>

, which, however, anticipates the joke in

5V7~ t 1

Richards’ (CR xvii (1903) 9)
>

/<//ZZJ Y

9 ^or wh*ck he compares Pind. Pyth.

</

t

(
.-L<

*

'

____________ _

_

(1 2 (•

1

> /,

■J7JT>’<-A .iVW^7?( /CivoS )li).

d'A

,

r’

Lz

0

u)(.

9

r

/

olil/bf 7“?J

Od. ii.
and Hom. Od.
271
ii, 271

'TXJ /Ifai't'J-S OtvKp.
f

_ ____________

(adopted ty van Leeuwen, who cf. Eur. Hipp. 525,

Xuk, .2,
cited above on 552,9 JXU.U.
Hdt. ix,
3, -L
1

7

<“*

CVc^^-<
(L' eTYTc^i

•7^15

and Hirschig’s

\

j1 c c

■ k

ii, 91
and Isocr. i, 46

, Herbert

r 7 7?-

/<■/ 0

f; Z?

None, however, really match up to the Mss.

for sense, and this should probably be accepted cf. schol. 'Uybti

77p/ 73Z/iz 7 enJ
62 n. 2).
/
71 77
V

U-tc) CHOU

(v. further Coulon, REG xliii (1930)

(
u'Z'V'

: 77 77 v'o 5

is also found at 846 in conjunction

II

220

with

c
O

& ft

(of. 1089); the word is a medical term for ’tetanus’

I'- o S

or ’convulsion’ (cf. Hp. Aph. 5* 6; 16; 20; 7.13; Acut. Sp. 10, 37) here
used comically ’’sensu obsceno”, as explained by the scholiast (cited above)
_ ___ r
!
k \,'cr\f 9 of

v. H. W. Miller, TAPA Ixxvi (1945) 84 and Ehrenberg p. 280.

course, gives the show away; it is hardly the word doctors would have applied
to ‘T^TcA tz0 5
Ct

schol.

:

1

K

X

V ’7^^

( "To

y (i

• (cf. Anth. Pal. iv, 261);

C ThlA c u'i c o

literally ” a club

)
t /

t

the women will engender in the men.

is

expresses the state of excitement

Similar metaphors for the penis include
f

C'l

(Nic. Al. 409; Anth. Pal. v, 129); /<cvy~c s

(992);

(Sophron fr. 146b Olivieri; Epicr. fr. 10, 4);

KoV'FlAoS
Kuv-n

(Eup. fr. 334)

v. Taillardat sect. 101.

to say that this form is forced on Aris tophares

Uft:

because

£

Ac

would not fit into anapaests is to miss the

important joke here, although, of course, neither Wilamovitz nor Rogers were

in a position to Iznow that tho character Lysistrata may have been based on

a contemporary priestess of Athena Polias, Lysimache (v. introduction); it

may be to this same person that the lino in Pax (992) is directed

Ci J

lZ(Tc-\

A c'

/<</ c

v. N. V. Dunbar, OR xx

(1970) 270 - 2.

The genius of Aristophanes here

(and elsewhere) is so to name someone as to compe.1 us to think of the real

meaning of that name; ho did this by making the historical /
A u-ZcZt^-Azt^

$ and

r

C

into

now he reminds us laughingly of this by bringing

in the original name in the words ofthe heroine in a context in which it has

its literal force cf. Eq. 615

A/ U<-6

'^->(0 f

; Vesp. 84

Ao

;

Thesm. 806ff., with its list of suitable names (v. further C. W. Peppier,
Comic Terminations, 1902, 49; 0. 1‘Yoehde, Boitr< z. Tech# der. alt. Att. Kom.

1898, 163).

I

•

221

r'

again, tho whole of Greece is to be involved v.

on 29f.
passive future, as Vesp. 544

/4/U ? I

/ A1 o

Soph. El. 971

Oc)-XXo(^o^i ^d-X^~)

;

(Jebb forgot these Aristophanic

passages when he said the ’Electra1 passage was the only example); Eur. Or.

1140
The Proboulos does little more in the antepirrhema than ask brief

questions and make short asides; the stage is very much dominated by Lysistrata.

and her friends.

On the alliteration cf. 9 and Eq. 402; Pa.x 762 etc.
7

c,

eT(ic-LTn -^y^: because Athens since Deceleia
Tom Trt>A< S

cl YTl

fSrO Pc iyV

£<('?■('

71
t6

(Thucy. vii. 28 9

1), armed men parading about the agora would be a common sight cf. Thucy.
viii, 69, 1

-

J

(

>
<Z

-TH, cn

PTY

)

.
—

]

">

is-t v

777

; Thesm. 495*

7

rl d^pr(T

_ )

7 V

Tho

"Tb-i {

often has a bad sense of "loafing" cf. Eq. 1373

I

fr. 239, 2.

frz

<7
e

7

)

z

A $ Kt Xt

1

/
( ? yx (
KC

old men at 633 proclaim

/

crc (Vi < (
enroot

y

is AyofA

; Gratin.

The "miles gloriosus "would be a common figure in Athens at

the time cf. Ran

48ff. ("There was doubtless much boasting after the babble

of Arginusao, and such braggadocio is hors satirised" Tucker ad loc.).
/

cd some trouble, but van Leeuwen

tho word has
>

/

is probably right to takei (J.ye

as subordinate to and hence an

example of these men’s raging (the word is used frequently in Homer of martial
7

rage v. L. S. J. s. v. also cf. 342

7mu

V

°v

C

i'}cs) •

That the word is right is confirmed by the comparison below to Xoz’c
(V.

on 558).

7~^S

There is therefore no need to alter, as o.g. 0. Schneider

(Jalirbb. f. class. Philol. cxvii (1878) 667 - 8) to

/
< i vo i/S’

(for

which thoro is no Aristophanic parallel, except Vesp. 1232, which is an

adaptation of Alcaeus; also an object would be usual with this verb).
i

______

i

I
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557- K/

...

.

A^F-Z^ -^7 v'‘ v.schol.; the idiom whereby

the name of the commodity indicates the places (in the market) where it was sole
/
is very common (v. Sobolewski p. 8) cf. Eq. 1375 '7Tt/ 77J yx u(f
; Vesp.

Ran. 1068 TTc^c ’7(rvf
TCrvf c/&JS ; Nub. 1065

~rt"^

789

; Av. 13

T7 fYj-1 c Jj ichjlv ;

"7iJV r^V^ixV; Eccl. 303 ft/ 'TTz^
_

fr. 196

Cratin
/

fvz ~T&t^

; Eup. fr. 304
\
Ky-c

F
fK&fov<<

K.^c

fi^Y

Pherecr. fr. 2

// TC-X C

Antip. fr. 125

£i/

77Yz
r ?<

7X

7^7 s

>

Si

/

rA&m.
/

ezvS

XA'^/’oiz 'TufoV

T>11

i'.'.'i /Q.I
Kj.(.
iL

»

(I

Cartes

I

;

a tv' -rrr

(J-Tc

/'I TJ-

5A

b-c

; Theophr. 11, 4
\
/

>

•>

A

r~ 7

(

J-cT

KT?

'*•

L^\^(^=Firv'

XK z

6-oC/<

y

&C c
/

/i

>(

F

?x

; Lys. 2.3, 6
/
; Dem. 19, 245
.A

; Catull. 55, 3-4 !te Campo quaesivimus

minore, te in Circo, te in omnibus libellis’ (cf.

Pollux (ix, 47) vouches for the

1288, though the meaning there is disputed),

usage

/^cnxx.? cn/

c

z

fc^S

-TeTfir^s
(■ iC r
-re r/dvi
>
7"b U
FY'iUcZtoV

(on Vesp. 789) says rightly:

K./-1

Av.

77?

; K.y-c

TTS

ii s

eF/C OyY

VAX/jF >

\
TcV

t ( S

Ys

Mac Do wo 12

"The existence of the idiom proves that in the

Agora shops or stalls selling the same kind of goods were grouped together”

(cf. Ehrenberg p. 133 )•
:

associated with Cybele) and the fact that

on the Corybantes (divinities

Ko Y / j
I

i

comes virtually

to mean "bo mad", "be out of one’s senses" v. MacDowe.ll on Vesp. 8 (add to his
references Eur. Hipp. 141ff*):

here = "like frenzied creatures".

152- The Proboulos’ rather feeble

defence is swept aside by the

ludicrous picture painted first by Lysistrata and then her companion,
x
\
v. on 131<

-1

I

JL

- 223 -

•

i

£60-

/ c^’y6'V<A

c c

:

i.e. a shield with the

device of a Gorgon on it (cf. Ar. 1182 rr'7-^^c i/fi

)

cr?J

the Gorgon - device was on the shield of Lamachus, Ach. 574; 964; 1095; 1124;
The Gorgon-device Is traditionally ono of a great warrior

1181; cf. Pax. 561.

xi, 36 (of Agamemnon’s shield), hero ludicrously contrasted with the

of. Il

1 P

/

Kc

little fish (

cf.
cf. Epich.
Epich. fr.
fr. 44,
44, 1;
1; also
also

K 1 zcx> S’

g

tc/

ut Pherecr. fr. 56; Anaxandr. fr. 27) which the warrior purchases.

:

KJ-1
c

”fi

is a stronger form of

K4-TK
1

on Eq. 392 (so

<1 /4

’indignantis’”

Neil

); cf. Denniston p. 308, who cites Av. 674; Nub.

(7'7K

624; Av. 536; v. also van Loeuwen on Nub. 624, who adds Nub. 409; Pax. 890;
Av. 1455.
1

7 yV

y CJA

: long hair was especially worn by cavalrymen, who

were rich enough to keep horses, and hence disdain the general fashion for
shorter locks (cf. Nub. 14, where v. Dover; Eq. 580; 1121 etc.); for other
comes

classes who favoured long hair v. MacDowell on Vesp. 466.

to mean ’to give oneself airs’ (cf. schol. ad Eq. 580; Taillardat sect. 327)
/

and no doubt the word

y’Z

0 V (J £ < J

Com-udesp. 12-14

here carries some such overtones cf.

Kt'i-ii'i -Dy <;

0 err?Ji

C-i

■>

(9uJ
cAttk

'}

IQ y i

C
I

/< 2

for other anti-aristocratic statements.

7>- t

)(

no ordinary cavalryman, bat the commander of the

cavalry furnished Ly his tribe cf. Av. 799°

With uhis mockingly glowing

description of the knight cf. Isae. xi i 41

( I.' /(&S

I
— x
<A.y-yzc

C(

which confirms the reading t/7'rrcu

9

.7

T
Ctl

as against R’s c7T7Tdi/

Cf

(cf. 679

} (. 7F77iv v

); the latter would bo possible only as an adjective

■) t

i77TTw

id)

(cf. Eup. fr. 27); the reading of the schol. on Pint. 427
■>

> C/~

/

>

(not

l k fT t
L

l / / r7 <t’ v'

as Wilamowitz reports v. Kraus,

Test. Ar. p. 39) is merely a slip.

562.

J

‘

f

i <

z

t f.* be/- 4A (>C ‘/OV

the force of the middle must be noted

nstowing away for himselfn (cf. Av. 114.3

J5 77/^lov f

0 V7 g 7

!

- 224 -

contras ted with i iA & d A A gV

at 1146; cf c the vivid phrase at Pax. 1312

1

Mstow away (sc* into your mouth or belly)

some hare1*); this serves to reduce the stature of the knight, who had been
so grandly pictured in the previous line.
literally nfelt”, with which a helmet might be lined (Hom. II.

26.5); then of any sort of cap or helmet, not necessarily of felt.

At

Thucy. iv, 34? 3 the word is used of the Laconian round steel cap (v. Gomme

ad loc.), and at Paus, iv , 27,
connexion ♦

the word is again used in a Laconian

Given the fact that long hair was worn by Spartans (Av. 1282;

II dt . i, 82, 8; v. MacDowell on Vesp. 466), and that the speaker wishes to
be as rude as possible about the knight, perhaps the description of the helmet

is meant to recall the Spartan steel cap (

/
c o ( ey

/ c

v
• • • 7b

. /
oX? ov"

Ach. 439 is some sort of foreign headgear, suitable for Dicaeopolis dressed

up as Telephus, and Mnihil ad rem” in our passage).
about the precise usage of the word 7Tc AoS

firm interpretation impossible.

'TpJ

(c t-v'
ov'

But the lack of evidence?

in 5th century Athens makes

Here the knight uses his helmet as a

(Eccl. 1176, again in connection with .

S^iT7/t(iovISrpSy
?
/

fr. 109 "To j

(. /

'T'c

K.i-

yy^i/

) cf. Antiphan

0 cT<

774. U*

/Ip J- J

some sort of porridge or gruel cf. Pint. 427; Eccl. 1178.
/(

7/

us

:

£ /At C?gt*77WA/S’

a

of ’bought from1 ’coming from1

/7co ( cr

J/67

Plat. Rep. 406D

//

(Flat. 427); for 777.’X

in sense

cf. Pax. 3S6 — 8
>

/ Crd

yX OV

y*

>

/

jA^Kcr^

(X-Vy?O“"U

Sobolewski p. 190.
the Athenians used Thracian mercenaries from time to

I
I

time in the Peloponnesian War (Thucy. vii, 27; 29); they were renowned for
their wild, undisciplined behaviour, typified by the massacre they brought
\

about at Kfy calessus (Thucy. vii, 29? 4

Tc

/

y<Y yi'i'-oc

7kv
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(
~>

51/

'c

/S J p

Te-i C

V

(Qw ( « t^TT^-Trrv

,

cM'

£ (TTC

( i< uq ?

cf. Ach. 153ffo).

No doubt, they would have been a common sight in the agora of Athens around
this timo.
/

*73

v

/

erv / i erv

<<Z (

these were the typical arms of the

Thracians cf. Ach. 160; Thucy. ii, 29 9 51 vii, 27, 1: Xen. Mem. iii, 9, 2;

Eur. Ale. 498, fr. 368, 4; Hdt. vii, 75, 1.
the name of Tlirace seems to have automatically suggested

o

to Athenian minds the name of the legendary Thracian king Tereus (cf. Thucy.
ii, 29, where ho distinguishes Teres, the father of Siteices, being of Thrace,

from Tereus.).

The name was especially well-known through the various trag

edies which bore his name (of. Av. passim), especially that by Sophocles
(frs. 581 - 95 P 9 with Pearson’s introductory note Vol. ii, 221ff.).
•>
-/
( ~TT~'o
: this is Maltby’s change of the Mss.
r2&- / cJ v
. r

1

tV &(■>*(.

(schol.

by the gloss in Ilcsychius

i

Q) I C) io !<.

XS-o‘

Suda
form is unique.

later becomes
Z

); the latter is usually defended
c (cf. Eustathius

although the

, which in Attic
r
n '
(the same change as in Homeric v $ < c c ? v

The Homeric verb is
r->

r- z

\T

and Attic

C

c Tropes

v. Chantraine Morph. Hist. 1961 sect#

u '< <J co>o To

218), so that the Liss

seems very strange (unless it is

meant Lo sound Homeric in some odd way), and Maltby’s change is probably

justified.
a reading
o
word

The corruption may have arisen, as van Leeuwen suggests, from

s'cTz

to

—
— /r

which was then confused with the common Homeric
’’welcome”, ’’greet”.

is heroic enough to make it funny:

Even Maltby’s form, however,

the application of such a word to a

Thracian barbarian and his dealings with a fig-seller is obviously meant to
be ludicrous.
O i

sc.

> zl/ /r_

the form of this word is uncertain.

I
226

-s

although the meaning is quite clear, "ripe”.

c

_

u'h

_

I

$• /' /-j < is applied to

olives at Eup. fr. 312; Chionid, fr. 7, and the sense is quite clear, "ripened
r- —
on the tree”, and it is easily transferred to figs here. Ou,<'z 1(or
/

- /j$ ) is a common variant for the former, presumably in the sense of
"ready to fall from the tree", and this is the form found is Hosychius and

the I

scholia on this line (and elsewhere v. Kraus, Test. Ar. p.39); it is

however, quite likely that this compound has developed out of similarity to
/

other compounds with 771 TT'T'/c"

at Lucian, Lexiph. 13)9

e.g.

Xc/’yxott V7T 77^s

*

S'

17 £

\

in Hesychius is

f

; Kraus (loc. cit.) suggests (on

...

cf z vbp 0 u

the linos of the scholia to our passage)
/
\ 772'« 'TIvXl'ZcAV

i (rf/S /</ 1

/

<3 7

given in the Mss. as follows:
usually emended to </ 1T0

etc., and there

Cl The explanation of of

fore may be a bastard form.

■)

(applied to olives

(and he would presumably wish

/

»rrt1 s

to alter the gloss to

(or -

h

9

which is the correct

i

accent).

is applied by Aristophanes (fr. 141) to

The word

r

r

c

7Tb 7t

4 / c? (
c

/ 1

)

,l

i

K

' c .

/

(ft A'*

)

and elsewhere the

_/
word, ' ( 7- i ( £. c

Tailiardat sect. 51•

here.

offers

9

is used of women (e.g. Eccl. 896) v.

This seems to me to confirm the spelling

(Wilamowitz prefers this in his note, and I presume his text 9 which

S 7"x

, is a misprint).

:

Person’s emendation is convincing:

the omission

of the copula (common enough with (jO’vTa/gS cf. 598; Vesp. 649 etc.) caused
a scribe to gloss the line with
OU

and <

cTc'v7A/"6 £ , which then becsjne in

being virtually interchangeable in Mss

v.

Coulon, Essai p. 88 for Aristophanic examples and J. Jackson, Marg. Scaen(1955), 134 for an application of the principle).

That a gloss is often
i

added in such cases v. Coulon, Essai p

164. who cites, among other passages
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Lys. 719

ZU T

'

<

_ >
I

where
-J

>

, and Eq. 736,

i

has a note in V

Zu y

c

/

r-

c
/
UCcZZ-y

, where the gloss of R is

(y-o
t

at 4&9 (q-v.), 491*

cf. the use of

717^/UV/^

t

/

i66 —

:

(S

the plural here indicates not only

Athens but also all the other territories involved in the war cf. Eq. 965ft

<5

<-

5

/

O <L(

/

z

S'

= “the whole world”.

not only the correct technical word for putting an end to

:

strife (v. L. S. J. s. v. i, 4) but one which leads naturally to the com—

parison Lysistrata is about to make to spinning (cf. 569)-

commonly used in Comedy for “easily” cf. A ch. 215; Eq. 404?
509; Nub. 778 etc.
The beginning of a long comparison, in which lysistrata equates
the managing of a state with the process of spinning wool, v. Taillardat

sect. 684*

Similarly Eccl
)

<ri'if

rC ,k

:

215 - 28 uses domestic parallels.

the skein of spun yarn ready for weaving cf. Ren. 1349*

/

:

Tysistrata purposely using the same words as the

Proboulos, adapting the political to the domestic.

:

AJ 5

lysistrata demonstrates with her fingers how this would be done.
c__ \

c

may be as
the force of cho
che ca.o
c
u77i>^ v
i. it e Kt i *> (W
Wilaroowitz suggests “softly”, “gently", as
c
/
(lheocr. ii, 59 v. Gow ad loc.) , and
(Hippon. fc. 84), u n o
c
, for
C'*7Fc2 <
the verb be equivalent to
£68.-

u:

describes the process of disentangling and unravelling the yarn (570); cf.

the figurative senses of

r< / e A

>

Aesch. Ag. 1032 (v. Fraenkel ad loc.) and
■>

at Hos. Scut. 44;

< £ c/ ? t

€/<

77 7

^'f/ (

at Ran. 578.

'

7> c s

is a “spindle”, onto which the yarn was

wound (cf. Ran.. 1348 with Stanford’s note); so nowadays a knitter might use

hoi* needles to disentangle snarls in the wool.

*

V228

V*

5

”it [_

on 4 and Dover on Nub. 814s

is

used both of position and of direction”, like
?/

>

^2-

/

T( S
Tl

’if we are given a free hand’*

s

The Proboulos’ reply is suitably contemptuous; with his use of

571f.~

. /

7

the plural cf. Av. 484.

___/

r

,—

/(J-'st^y

I (~7Tp i^Tc r

AuV .

y

I

j1 ci
q-( :

the word that Lysistrata had used of the men’s stupidity (518)

is now cast back at her*
c

Coulon (Essai p* 77) retracts his adoption of Dobree’s
/

... y<L

condamnee par le

:

’elle est

de la reponse de Lys1strata qui doit

He was right to do so (but

suivro immediatement la question du Commissaire?

For the hiatus v. K. B* i. 197 and cf. Plut* 374-

cf. 87).

V* on 1. 489.

Y^ !

All I

v

£<

«

cf. Ran. 585

/
71 TTT ct. S'

>/
f<

K<Zi

c

7

\AT>*

would be more logical-

(S

but the conditional clause causes the dative*
/1

•>

a common phrase (v. E. W. Handley, • RhM xcix (1956) 210)
?/
>
>r j c ^1/
J /c £ t c
; Eq* 1121 V'crS cv k
cf. Ach* 556 v^cnj S':
->\
i
. infra
V
52-<s <cnx./(S C
; Eecl* 856
y
?

1124

\

'

I

tycj

j/lW

)

LtfAtc ).

ver^^

t

o <<

y

(paratragic) ;

? l < > 77r

it is sometimes found in tragedy e.g* Soph- El* 1328
->/

cC

ov’ns

x

Gyxi 1//

7

/

s'

c
)

ft / <<( A

Hipp. 920

Etu. An dr * 231
<77

Uu

i

">/
S < << 7~?

fr. 25, 4

VW

\

;

r "> >
c > cru Kl

Z'Ytdn V
c

X2-

/

the stress is on this word:

ZJ jA <L T

”our way of work-

ing wool, which you laugh at”.
I

•

cf* Eq* 464

dC

r ' >
!

>

—

cruc
cn> t J< /
Y

( c) cd

uS >

/y^

.A 4'^
is common i?*‘

Aristophanes for ’’tell me% ,:pray”, cf. Ach* 4? Vesp* 145; 563; 762; Nub* M?
j
!
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Eq. 1002; Zlv. 812; Thesm. 603; 630; for the whole phrase cf. Nub. 664
5^)
— -&] > ^£5
(fa/i. 5 ((for
'Yc

with 777-jr

and other interrogativos v. Denniston p. 210f<
Cf. also Epich. fr. 171, 3K and Eup.

and cf. Nub. 673; 1442; Vesp. 21 etc.).

10 (Vol. xxxv p.60)

Marikas P. Oxy. 2741 fr. IB Col. ii-

Coulon follows Lautensach in changing the Mss.
On the principles enunciated (rightiy) by Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 1072 - 3, we
y

.

'i,

should print

with the Mss.
_ (

is a general

there is no difficulty here; /(oMV

:

object placed first (as Wilamowitz says), and then you get a slight change

is wool in its raw state of

TToKoS

in tho construction, as at 408 q.v.

/

C

• */

/ /

_

__

'11l fo
f 0 (y^T>JV

ti 0 rov
:

575.-

77? /<7> (I

qv(

being a fleece recently sheared from a sheep cf. Av. 714
<

>

tho first process in the preparation of wool
)

is to w°sh the fleece, to get rid of the

/

0 Lu' ‘kT*'^

, the dung of the

animals that clings to the fleece, and the rest of the dirt (schol
)

>

‘Zpi&x)

c

c

c 'c ,

•

7c/iC?
77 c r

1

7T^r'7^j
>

<Avt\«v'(fr. 39) "
cf. /ch. 1177
’

'

(

K^cr7icc~nj\/

jLl.U

")

•

CL^u77

1

the fleece was then spread on some sort of bench or

^776

table so that it could be beaten with rods to clean it further and the burrs

picked out?
to

r* /7 z

cf. 732

4/

/

4/' (.-A

says the Paphlagonian,

r

}

z

—

7

K

) X'l \
/>* it c Y\^\
c
)>
); Nub. 343: Eq. 369 7(

O
(9 ro Jr

i z

k.Ai

f

,

^zerwer/(referring

(^4. o"o
o \vj

being a bench on which the tanning was

done.
:

(z
T/’c

oAcru' S

:

the simple verb occurs at 587 and Pherecr. £r. 50*
tho ’tribulus terrestris’ or ’caltrops1 is a prickly-

plant that grows flat along tho surface of the ground (v. Theophr. H. P. vi.

1.3; Pliny N* H. 21, 54), and the prickles might stick to sheep’s fleeces
I

(cf. the compound

oA f

‘A- '7?A:<

Nub. 1003, on which v. Taillardat

sect. 515) cf. Verg. Georg, i, 153 and lit, 385 lappaeque tribolique; 0v«
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Met. xiii, 803 asperior tribolis.
5 77.fo-

Tho next process:

the matted portions have to be separated out

with tho carding comb and the ends of the hairs cleaned of the dirt etc. that
the other processes failed to remove.
f

<7 t'ovS

6 U rt

•

/

this phrase refers to the same people described at 490 as

©yXicf

)
f/77

Xs-z

(q.v.): no doubt groups of politicians had been banding

themselves together for years to try and get into office (v. Thucy. iii, 82,
6 and cf. Ehrenberg p. 109f«) 9 so that again we need not see a reference to

the coming oligarchic coup, for the description of the clubs in Thucy. viii,

54, 4 (quoted at 490) shows that these organisations had been in existence
for some time ( 'TT^c

), and their attempts to get elected to office

(presumably again, in the eyes of a comic poet, to practice embezzlement and

receive bribes and the like) were no doubt common knowledge; while we may
presume that the plot to overthrow the democracy by using these clubs was not

common knowledge, otherwise the scheme might very well have failed^
862f. for

Cf. Eq.

in a political sense.

politically, this will refer to the heads of these clubs or
organisations, here left unnamed.

579ff.~ The wool can now be carded into a basket (v. on 535)e Coulcn ’ s
being the object of

punctuation makes the best sense,

and referring to all the citizen body in general, who are to be well mixed
\
•>/
together in the basket so as to form a KotvTj
: Taillardat
z

/

sect. 684 rightly translates •puis etirer dans une corboille une bonne volonte
commune, en melant tout lo monde: me toques, etrangers qui vous sont amis,

dobiteurs du tresor, les confondre eux-aussi dans la masse1.
/

The break after

indicates a move to the other people lysistrata wanted

to be mixed up with everybody else; not only are the various factions of the
<<
present citizen body
) to be mixed together, but also metics,
I

L

I

I
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friendly foreigners and debtors (who were
jsA(

well ( £’

•>/

) are to be mixed in as

)>), 7evrcc5 summarising the three extra categories•

The notion is an idealised dream (like most of Aristophanes* so-called politics

cf. the parabasis of ’’Frogs”), and no practical proposal, though, as Ehrenberg
(p. 159 n.2) points out. the Athenians in 405 - 4 did grant citizenship to
3
tho Samians *as far as they were on the side of the Athenian people’ (Syll.
116; Tod, 96) o

:

... ft ...

the rarity of this usage no doubt confused the

and R

scribes, for- the Mssc offer only

; but

9

tc

+ subj. is found occasionally in Attic drama (v. Goodwin, Syntax sect.

454? 471; 540) following Homeric usage e.g. Eq. 698ff.; 8O5f.; Soph. Ant. 710
v
(although
there = ’even if’); Cratin fr. 28;
Kfc T7S
Crates fr. 5, ft jockos

with Hunt).

; Soph. Ichn. 214P (reading

The

idiom is mainly tragic (derived from epic) and there may be an intentional
7/

rise in the tone here.

Tho Mss.

< Z

is odd coming betwoon J f

and

>

van Leeuwen says ” iidem homines utroque vocabulo nunc designantur: ’quisquis
?/

inter peregrines vobis amicus est*”, and the Greek for this is

politically, as the scholiast says, iii iTtiAcriS Hciqfai*

f.y:

is similarly used at Pax* 996ff.

1 iz* 1 \

S I

\
<"( V (

not

fec5

C?

} T-j t

<r

,]

I

H

58 2ff ♦ —

C

?'.<

I__

,ji 77”ba ic o i_

tv

:

v^crvV

these were the very colonies that had begun to

secede the previous year; here they are compared to the

Jr/

of wool

i

is rightly explained by the scholiast
lying scattered about: f^7
v
> /
K/TV/f'7T3<Qy<d-T\ 9 1 flocks or slivers of wool into
as '7X 7W

I
I
i

which the tangled mass of hairs is drawn out by the card* (so H. W. Haley 9
HSCPh i (1890) 181, who prefers this explanation to that of Blumner,

Technologio i, 106, who takes it to mean tho wool drawn from the distaff, but

still unspun); these flocks were then ’’collected into a single ball ox* clew

I

I

i

I

f I

■
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(cf. 0y. Met. vi, 19 ”sive rudem primos

) ready for spinning”,

A v1(

(

/

\

in 5^4 is each individual flock

lanam glomerabat in orbes”). 'To

representing a component of the new all-embracing state, all of which have to

bo gathered together to form a large ball with which to weave a cloak for
the people (

I/11?' is the newly constituted state, embracing all

(

the

people mentioned at 530 - 1, and the colonies of 532; cf. 1156 , where
c

appears as a symbol of freedom for o

cT toyo

)•

Athens is naturally to be the centre for this activity.

:

Im

XA^’K<

The Pr-oboulos is not impressed by all this telle of things he

probably does not understand too well, and which he cannot see applying to

war, in which women have no part, and to which women’s work cannot be compared.

C J £i u

”7d A U'TCiJ'i i k

/<Z<

*

beating with rods and making clews ’:

equivalent to ’all this telle of
the Proboulos in his anger tries to
refers to 576, and

ridicule the comparison made by lysistrata.
T'o J uTT i u <z i vz.

to 586; the latter is used only here in its literal

sense; it is found in the metaphorical sense of ’achieve’, ’accomplish’ from

HomeT onwards.

11 cJ-U (T'J- k

Tl
">

JV

^88 •-

S-.a t
Kz-t

i

UV

) .

.

or even

©

L 11/

;

u £ ytci dvj

2 •
CruV

is normally a

Very occasionally, however,

n

Here it means ”on the

Gorge 471D

Pluto 67; Plat

/(cly

£ A C'i S' ZiVJpCV

u

I

it is as strong as Aa/cA

of

y<

Denniston p. 358 ” KA

iyvz

Of. Vesp. 652

; Thesm. 616f.

j Acsoh. Sept. 1044fc

balancing adversative i1 as at 131; 559

contrary”:

v. on 568) e

)

I

\

A

i

1

£ K.7<5 A c/ 773 U'f < r
/ _
/x7

(for

v. on 137*

a shortened form of

, common in Attic (K.

B i. 216; Schuyzor 1. 249).
"To
I <3

O <- < A^vv

the MsSo have

77 v

where y£ can be defended as by Denniston p. 120; ho quotes y£ with.

9
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numerals at Vesp. 680; Plut. 1083 etc., but in all cases the y£ follows the

numeral (and so in the cases he mentions of yt with adjectives and adverbs
expressing number, size, and quantity e.g. Ran. 1136), so that the order here

is strange (although Plut. 1083 is also very unusual; there the Mss. disagree
and Conlon follows Rutherford and Willems to read
of the /£ ).

TTv^zc^

/ i

and get rid

Denniston translates "our share in it is more than double" .

Blaydes would simply omit the yg or postpone it to after

for the prosody
at, and added a

Av. 591

r — / | C'V'V

(which an unlcnowing scribe might have wondered

G't I •

I

/ 'z

) in anapaests cf. Vesp. 678 cy '-U
:

‘jO

/

O (SkTJz.

; Av. 579 .<y y<ov ;

he compares Soph. 0. T. 1320 <57 T* A a

7T?*z6Ajz

yu\^Lc t j.(

Aj. 268 / c

I see, -therefore,no difficulty in accepting Blaydes’ text (that

v. Thucy. i, 31, 1); Dover (on Nub. 1065) has

can bo used after

shown that

11 r tz

n.

is not always "more than", but can be "a full.
'■

so that here the sense may be "we have to put up with it a full twice over"
(first as mothers, then as wives or prospective wives).
\

by Coulon, bases himself on the phrase

Wilamowitz, followed

/

o'

7 <W)S

To

and says:

IJhier

wind nicht del' Krieg verdoppelt, eondern der Anteil an ihm ist fi!lr die Frauen
doppclt gegen/lber den MSnnem;" so that the pliraso here is almost a
_
/
\
c/
6
for the more usual To
tTj
• While this is possible,
there is perhaps no need to amend thus.
/
"the
effect v£
cf */< ‘being
to concentrate
y£
: Denniston p. 159: r
w» oxx^uJ
‘

attention momentarily on the

i

iz clause, with a deliberate temporary

exclusion of tho o < clause", (hero $<.(?
when

i

i

is the balancing word, as often

or the like precedes v. Denniston p. 376f.).

f

\

usual, yzz-z y£ introduces (like

/(O

\

\

y^y

or

J.i (z y DO 1/

Here, as
) an

explanation or reason, cf. 720; 1236 etc.

lysistrata would have continued "they die on the battlefield"

or with some such sentiment; the Proboulos prevents her from so doing•

Losses

!

in war, especially on tho Athenian side, aro not mentioned in comedy (only

r
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in the post-Peloponnesian war Ecclesiazusae do we find
/

y,C«y / f/’f f

jTujVtv

c
aj £

i crc r

used as an argument

by Praxagora for their coup), and would have no place in this type of drama,

not even one which contains the pathos that tIysistrata’ is normally credited
So that, just as at 37, where lysistrata cannot bring herself to

with.

mention the possible destruction of Athens, here she is prevented from remind
ing the audience and the haughty official of the war-losses.

Coming so soon

after tlie Sicilian expedition, in which so many hoplites were lost (v. Thucy.
viii, 1, 2), the words would no doubt remind the audience of that disaster

There is a certain pathos in the collocation

(v. Ehrenberg p. 310f.).

O u J Xzx V

/( ci t A" A- \

/

u Z/^ 4"I

:

$*

c S'C

Azyv

C|
'
7A1(<U V

v

cf. Plut. 1146

K-J-Ti

Nub. 999

•

/

77 y v

y-c v'z. (t /Q- <7

c
7

?

591ff.-

men armed to fight and yet still children.

:

The second burden the women have to bear is as wives who sleep

alone when they ought to be enjoying their youth, or as maidens who have no

prospects of marriage.
i

:

cf. 100

I

(

is never found in Aristophanes, v.

/ *<>

Neil on Eq. 587).
7

schol.

cJ-y/'T

i.e. we who

'7b -V
\

are married:

cf. Eccl. 623

j <£ Z

ZX:<

V
_

cT^

(balanced in 624. by
Soph. El. 1203

'T o

O €

Tl-^VfS^ etc.
/
<6 tvV
:

■>

/

); Thesm. 105 /CULCuV J

Denniston (p. 186):

"the order

preposition,article, particle, substantive seems to be rare"; he quotes also
Vesp. 94; he could have added Eccl. 625 (cf. Plut. 1034 for the same with

For girls marrying young, v. Xen. Oec. 7, 5; Isae. vi, 14«

7/ )
\

c.

Xjvctyts

:

=

e/XonrcTA

;

Thesm.
Thesm 90

) !

V—

x;\c

(cf. 48

=

A

=

), Reisig’s

i

w ■
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emendation of the Mss. y

r*

)

b

or

The latter, however,

we have a straight and simple contrast

seems to me all that is needed:

between the sexes in the Proboulos’ fatuous and point-missing question :
"do not men, as well as women, grow old11, and the article is not necessary
(cf. Wilamowitz).
x

7 >

/

■)

t

Zu

El. 881f. yxy.

for the order v. Denniston p. 22f. and cf. Soph.

:

&UK

rl.JA

croX

“T^v

4

9

and the examples cited by Blaydes in his note (esp. Zen. Mem. iii, 4, 3
\

.

z

)

... J A A
\

/

y.AX/if

c

'

...).
/

:

yy
C

iFn

c u ci

c-u> c ‘z v

o ^xv
97 and cf. Ran. 1434

f

<■ /

X

At

on the position of /J/) v. Denniston p.

&S'

?

\

f

£</7Ti/; Plut. 1205 'TUcS /'Si/

(perhaps also Pax. 605, if Herwerden’s Tip7X

y<y

y\C^

//fi/

is ri8ht v* Platnauer ad loc.).

returning from military service; for y&J in the sense of

:

’have returned’, ’be back’ of. Pax. 275; 845; 1041; Plut. 521; (infra 731;
924) etc.
yy.y^Ksz'

7^-Xu x.x

the perfect is rightly translated by

:

Wilamowitz ”er ist bald verheiratet”.

For old men marrying young girls cf. Thesm. 410ff.; Eccl. 323f.; fr. 600;
Men. Asp. 258ff.
l/

TtJ-tC J-

/

•

the same collocation in Theophil. fr. 12, 6

:

/ '(

; also Men. Epitr. 477•
For the sen+iment cf. Eur. fr. 24
•>

ti ue( (
r '

'

f y ij.f |

I

/
C/Z

/

.

/
C if

'

(youth in

z b .k

Minin. £r. 2, 7f»D

general); Theogn. 985; 1020 (= Minin, fr. 5); Theocr. xxvii, 8 etc.
f

597^

\

)(

1/

::

1

sc.

oe^cT(

, as Wilamowits

rightly says, which is naturally supplied from the line above.

Similar words
/ * ct 1 v

in a different context at Thesm. Z-llf..

I
\'
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___

y(. v^7i<,z
OTTZ U opt 7

;

schol.
schol.

__

r- '

CS 7ct/ c.
?

\

T"c<;
/ cc

ejc'71

c o

, ~if>c

To)'1*’’-

77M1

foX i XlvX

k

/

6-1 [.fcvTZ- (

The ever hopeful spinster looks to every omen in the hope that it may promise

a husband*

O

was originally some sort of divine voice v* L. S. J. s.v.

(/"vL

this is tho easiest and most likely correction

528>

/

/

of the Mss. c^/7 (for tho omission of the copula with

C C -V V-TV X

;

565) . There is no difficulty in the active

v. on

the middle (restored

by van Leeuwen, following a suggestion of Blayd.es) expresses the state which
the Proboulos now vainly tries to reveal (of. Av. 1255f-) , his ’langst
verlorene Manneskraft ’, as Wilamowitz calls it*

The old man tries to get

>/

his penis erect to show he is still ( £71 ) capable of satisfying a young girl;

his failure prompts the interruption by Lysistrata that he is as good as
dead, and may as well be treated as a corpse already*

As always, Aristophanes

never lets his characters retain any seriousness for any length of time, and,
after the comparative pathos of 589ff-, we are back to the obviously comic.

:

the sense to be supplied may be ’’will soon find a

girl ready to marry himtt

c\ Cq n :

599*-

(Rogers), a suitably selfish male thought.

for

o'

with surprised questions (especially

common in Aristophanes and Euripides) v. Denniston p. 259*
.

i

'

:

originally the idea is like the English ’who taught you to:,

but it comes, like ~Ti

(with which it is frequently confused in Ess.

v. Dover on Mub. 402) to mean simply ’why on earth’.

For the postponed

interrogative, very common in such questions, v. G. Thomson, CQ xxzciii (1939)

147ff.
7

/
<■

...

:

for this idiom v. Barrett on Eur. Hipp* 1060 - 1:

the

present is found also at 1103; Ach. 353 ; Eq* 1207; the aorist (more urgent

than the present )at 181f.; 906 etc.

The exhortation is about to be

symbolically carried out, when the Proboulos is dressed up as a corpse.

—

11

L_
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600*- Xc^tcV f.T/'iv :

this has caused a good deal of difficulty, but
c
-r '
y'j
the scholiast’s explanation is right:
To U'K C O j t/c/ C J-(

ToTcS’ ct

:
X° <

Elmsley’s commonly accepted

’’you have a place to be buried”.

Ov'

7~& (

is wrong, for the passage

which he cites in support (Pax. 374f.) mentions a pig as a suitable sacrifice
for a prospective /Au.Ojp

to secure initiation into the Eleusinian mysteries

before that man (Trygalus) dies (v. Platnauer ad loc. who cf. Ach. 747; Puan.
338).

Such a reference would be completely out of place here.
cz

\

/

z

).
>

/

the Proboulos has to buy his own coffin* cf. Ach.

:

1 J-TC'J' (

£>'<J

691

More attractive

■>

(cf. Zanetti’s KJcJa-y'

(though unnecessary) is Bentley’s
£<771/

z

$

so complains an old man.
cTcu'iT^}/ •

601.-

a honey cake. used as a sacred offering cf.

Nub. 507 (for placating the snakes which lived in the cave of Trophonios v.

; Hdt. viii, 41, 2f. says

Dover ad loc.); Av. 567

a honey cake was given monthly to the great snake of the Acropolis.

Here it

is given to a dead man to give to Cerberus, cf. Verg. Aen. vi, 420. (schol.
yx i .At 'Te^'T'r^

t <5(/ o

'TT. iS

).

’’marking the provision or completion cf something required by

Xy <

Denniston p* 251 who cf. 909; Thosm. 266; Pax. 942*

the circumstances”.

for the audience there would bo no doubt as to what

602.- 'O-L'Tl

lysistrata was referring; unfortunately we are not in the same position, and
various suggestions have been put forward; most editors take /<aV7T as sometiling lake fillets or

and with

X tA<

ribands with which the Proboulos may garland himself?,

(fj i 4v‘<)3lc

following so closely this is justified.

i

Rogers, however, takes TT-Tt

as the money which is put into the dead man’s

mouth for Charon’s faro (cf. Lucian, de Luctu 10); although he may be right

to try and get such a reference in here, he might have been better to wait
i

I
\

I
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for a line (v. on 603)•

Aoo

7X

FQ v (J

Willems (BAB 1904, 620 - 2) takes 77un
1

77)

'

as

(Eur. Hec. 611;

A 0^ 1o cT (y•

Or. 367; El. 157; Soph. Aj. 1405), the ritual cleansing of the corpse:
Lysistrata will have seized one of the water-jars that had been laid aside

earlier and emptied it over the Proboulos.

He gains some support from the

comment of the scholiast on 610, where the Proboulos1 description of himself
is
is glossed
glossed

4CS

.

However, lysistrata is

perhaps too far away from the water-jars that the chorus had laid aside (539),
causes a difficulty in its abrupt

and the addition of

change.

Willems suggests, however, that
'

in 603 and

7751/ 'TuV^i.

(sc. 77^ S

f

\

<T7?

)

are also used metaphorically to

1 <rv

describe further douches of water from Lysistrata’s two companions (so also

in the translation by W. J. Hickie, Pohn’s Classical Library 1890 p. 418);
Suss (p. 239) suggests torrents of water and boxes in the ear.

It is perhaps

/

better, however, to take

etc. in a literal sense, and see the

Proboulos crowned with foliage of some sort, which would be just as amusing
as the soaking; crowning being such an important part of the ceremonies
surrounding the dead, it is probably best to take the words straight.

F. A.

V021 Velsen (Philol. xx (1863) 358 - 60) ingeniously changes the order of
/

the lines, putting 602 after 604, so that

in 603 will refer to the

honey-calces lin der Form einiger Lehmklumpen zugeworfen’, and
after

77/c i ovy c

(now*

) will be ’einige Wischc aus Stroh

und Laubwerk’ with which the Proboulos will be decorated.

His division of

speakers is not very acceptable (599 - lys.; 600 Cu. k; 601 - lys.; 603 B; 604 - lys.; 602 - / u. (" ; 605 - 7 - lys.) for we do not wish more
than two extra speakers, but with a little adjustment (e.g. 599-601 - lys.;

603 - fu.k; 604 -fu. B; 602, 605 - 7 - lys.) this could run quite well.

The

line 602 might liave been omitted because of the similar ending to that of 604,

and then replaced wrongly after 601.

However, the received text makes sense

r*

~ 239 -

1

as ribands or fillets, and perhaps this should be

if one takes 777 Tl
retained.

603.-

schol. TXS*’

774 C/T7-/TC

■)_____ *

>

i 11 Xj^( {( (Tx/

■>/

ix,' j-44^

'77J

•

St ’

f cAS

77/-(t/^s

'

C

T(rt\

>

s

'

Either interpretation seems valid to me; the companion either

showers more foliage on the Proboulos to serve as fillets or sticks some coins
in his mouth with which he may pay Charon.

T&^'To v'l c

604

v. on 535*

The other woman gives the Proboulos the

garland as the finishing touch; he is now ready to go off on his voyage to

the underworld (cf. Eccl. 538; Eur. Tro. 1142f.).

Lysistrata mockingly pretends not to understand his hesitation

6O5ff.-

This is

in going; Charon is waiting and the Proboulos is holding him up.

quite possibly a reminiscence of the words of Alcestis at Eur. Ale. 254-ff-

V J J L \ {ch

/ S7? iyov ’

l ^>4^ * 77.z

i (fy. T7brL

Ok.

<f77^t ’ Afoy < y i. ( J

j

c
0

cjV

1 7
J

(S'

K
0

(f

6(C 1 “ cru f t

z

ri

v. Stanford on Ran. 180.

:

£ c7”

608 —

-'7b

cr^^rc r

on the prodelision v. notes to 2 and 473-

:

c

cf. the words of

c

the god to Oedipus at Soph. 0. C. 1627f.

Tc

<0

/S-vKi.

:

often introduces an indignant question

cf. Ran. 21; 610; Plut. 794 etc.

C

Blaydes ’ change round of the Mss.

O'V X(

very likely in the light of Ran. 610
/
/
c

771//771 *

'V
1Z

7

V

TO v'c

^'4.
IU 5/

(cf. II. i, 107

cFi’ <

? •

1 z

z

7

K

t 'I'
(S^ 7X ^77 ^/^

tie

Dem. 87 Pago

/.4'

>

>

Eup. fr. 210

is

c

\
7X

/

7’cA< 4'’-^

I remain unconvinced that Wilamowitz1 change to S'‘ i-'iTK

(which Coulon claims for himself) is necessary; an appropriate
speaker’s phrasing would indicate that TQ-i'TX

pause in the

is the object of
i

i

and that one should not take it with c> : i v <A

(the second quotation from

I

I
.

240 -

is very similar, despite the intrusion

Eupolis

W/’c/foeJ.eci

/ ea

602-

r

V

c

too perhaps

(so

'(fC

/

at Ach. 1073 = your fellow strategoi v.

<<774X77^ 7(77

&(

of J^7X )•

N. V. Dunbar OR xx (1970) 270).
'

zi '
/-\ i

K
-Tc^

->

’

\

:

on the order v. on 594 and cf. 927; Vesp. 912

etc.

610—

y<-'v

Jtv,V

i

for the present tense cf. Pax. 259

:

fit S "Tp SKojV

O

; Ach. 828

tfZ (/'ec

etc.

’without more ado’ cf. 376; Eq. 488; Eccl. 533; or perhaps after

7
r ,yiTTicu r-y

’the state I am in’, cf. Eq. 153.

611. -

Lysistrata again mocks the Proboulos by intentionally misinterp

reting his words; she pretends to believe that he is complaining that not
all the duo ceremonies for a corpse have been performed, and she assures him
that everytliing will be done in good time.
'jTpoij

IA &

:

this is the

proper technical word for the laying out

of a dead body v. L. S. J. s. v. ii, 1.

(schol.

'Tt’US

QcypOV
->

77

;

Sa

cf. Eccl. 536ff.
C^you

)

a

X^-TD-A1

y^

£ KcTr'Tcr^T^

)

^\<cxr6'o.
/
p
TT^C /C7 <-i ( i v'o-v'

t pt c

y c^-'cx-

f

1

?777^'g</^.
iT'iC.

(cf. 1030ff.); Av. 474

Tdi^-rxijaY

'Tex dt

Kjc

f

7
C f
A 'n 00 Jtfaf

I

;ToJ
CrCO ”

j

>

; fr. 483, 6f. (text uncertain).

ror

pictorial representations v. Zschietzschmann, Ath. Mitt, liii (1928) 17 - 47.
•>
/
c
/
...
: ”’In’ is
when the
612.~
reference is to the future”, Dover on Nub. 562; cf. also Nub. 1180; Ach. 172;

Pax. 366; Plut. 998 etc.; Anaxandr. fr. 4

•>

/

•

limitative v. Denniston p. 450.
1

'TficT

)

:

rites celebrated two days after the laying out, with

1

_\
'/ 0

a feast (v. schol.; Lucian do Luctu 24

146), cf. Isae. iiy 37

) ’

/

dr£(7Ti<cy’
\

b\) JVTDV / KJ-l TP

71

; and Poll, viii,

l

■

I
■

■5i

r241 -

>/

/ J<M

X

\

7

& fTTX

Thucy. ii, 34, 2

7^X1 A

~^€>"rc Pt

...

I

__
/
/(S&T? 6
«/
/

"later in. private burials, the burial took place on the day

(Gomme ad loc.:
after the

\
\
\
774 77^? ( T^v

/

7

£ 77O(

7C

:

f

Dem.xliii, 62,f).

The custom was taken over by

Chris tianity *
7

/

f Z7T <T7C i U a

:

cf. Eccl. 1147

77j

O

ii

d- izTSi £ £-77

)

>

£ 77ly7< -

i

The Proboulos goes off completely worsted, and Lysistrata and

her companions retire into the Acropolis.
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